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The J/ф production in ultra-relativistic heavy ions collisions
Results from the NA38 experiment

NA38 Collaboration

M.C. Abreu5, M. Alimi6, Ch. Baglin1, A. Baldit3, G.P. Barreira5, M. Bedjidian6,
P. Bordalo5, S. Borenstein4, J. Britz8, A. Bussière1, Ph. Busson4, A. Casaca5,
R. Cases9, J. Castor3, C. Chariot4, B. Chaurand4, D. Contardo6, E. Descroix6,
A. Devaux3, 0 . Drapier6, J. Fargeix3, X. Felgeyrolles3, A. Ferraz5, R. Ferreira5,
P. Force3, J.M. Gago5, С Gerschel7, P. Gomes5, Ph. Gorodetzky8, J.Y. Grossiord6,
A. Guichard6, J.P. Guillaud1, R. Haroutunian6, L. Kluberg4, L. Kraus8, G. Landaud3,
I. Linck8, A. Maio5, H. Ogren2, L. Peralta5, M. Pimenta5, J.R. Pizzi6, C. Racca8,
S. Ramos5, A. Romana4, R. Salmeron4, A. Sinquin7, P. Sonderegger2, F. Staley1

and J. Varela5

presented by Marc Bedjidian

at

session d'Etudes Biennale de Physique Nucléaire, Aussois 6-10 Mars 1989

Abstract :
Muon pairs production together with the correlated transverse energy have been mea-
sured with 200 Gev/N incident particles (p,O16,S32) bombarding Uranium or Copper
targets. With increasing transverse energy a strong J/ф suppression, relatively to the
continuum, has been observed with incident ions. Also, this effect is enhanced at low
transverse momentum. These results have been predicted to occur in case of quarks
and gluons plasma formation.

*- LAPP, CNRS-IN2P3, Aimecy-le-Vieux, France
2 - CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
3 - LPC, Univ. de Clermont-Ferrand and CNRS-IN2P3, Prance
4 - LPNHE, CNRS-IN2P3, Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France
5 - LIP, Lisbon, Portugal
6 - IPN, Univ. de Lyon and CNRS-IN2P3, Villeurbanne, France

- IPN, Univ. de Paris-Sud and CNRS-IN2P3, Orsay, Prance

- CRN, Univ. Louis Pasteur and CNRS-IN2P3, Strasbourg, France
9 - IFIC, Burjasot, Valencia, Spain
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Since several years, a lot of theoretical studies1"5 have been devoted to the possible
existence of a new state of nuclear matter, i.e, the plasma of quarks and gluons (QGP).
This new state is created via a phase transition from the hadronic matter, where quarks
are confined in the nucléons.
Lattice QCD calculations show that in order to reach this state of plasma, a high energy
density of 2.5 Gev.fm"3 is needed; for that, one has to heat the nuclear matter up to a
temperature of Rs 200 Mev, or to compress it up to 5 times the normal nuclear density.
Such extreme conditions would have been reached, in fact, in the very early time of the
universe, at about. 10~6 second after the Big Bang. Under these conditions, if many
hadrons are compressed in a small volume, they will loose their individual identity and
their constituents (quarks and gluons) will form a continuous fluid : the quarks are no
more confined.
Until recently, it was not possible, in laboratory, to heat a nucleus enough to see this phase
transition. In 1986, with the oxygen beams at the CERN- SPS energies, 200 Gev/N, for
the first time, a hope araised to study this new field of Physics.

Several signals for the observation of the QGP have been proposed6""8, among them
the lepton pairs production (e+e~ or /A+ pT originating from virtual photons, similarly to
the Drell-Yan process, or from the decay of resonances like J/i/') appears to be the most
direct since it occurs during the thermalization phase of the development of the plasma.
Moreover, these di-leptons are not perturbated by the plasma evolution and hadronization.
Recently, the suppression of the Jf V' formation, due to the colour screening effect, has been
predicted9 as an unambiguous signature for the QGP existence. Moreover, this suppression
is expected to occur preferentially at low transverse momentum10 : if QGP conditions exist,
then pairs (c — c) with low Pt would stay longer in the plasma, and consequently, would
have less chance to escape it and to form a J/T/\

The aim of the NA38 experiment was to study the dimuons production in a low-mass
region (0.5 to 5 Gev/c2), produced in O-U, S-U, O-Cu and p-U collisions at 200 Gev/N.
Mass and Pf of dimnons have been measured in correlation with the transverse energy for
neutral particles produced in the collision in order to select central collisions in which the
dissipated energy is higher. This transverse energy is related to the energy density by the
relation11 :

dE° :

where rj = 0 is the crn mid-pseudorapidityf region and T0 the QGP formation time (usually
taken to lfm/c). After a brief description of the apparatus (for more details, see ref.12-14)
we present, in this paper, the results and the analysis concerning the

f the rapidity y is defined by : y= | In ( J ^ ) and yiab=ycm + 3 at 200 Gev/N.
the pseudorapidity rj is related to the angle between the particle and the beam :
ri = -\n(tan 0/2)
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I- NA38 experimental apparatus

1-1 The spectrometer v^6.1-a)

The NA38 central detector is the dimuons spectrometer used previously in the study
of the J/V' production with incident pions15. Its main properties are a high counting rate
capability, a high acceptance (« 5% ) and a good mass resolution (^ 5% at J/-0 mass).
It consists of :
a) an elaborated 4.8 meters long beam dump with a tungsten-uranium central plug for the
absorption of the non-interacting beam particles, surrounded by a carbon part in which
the muons propagate, in order to reduce multiple scattering.
b) an air-cored magnet with an hexagonal symmetry. The toroidal field produced ensures
that the tracks stay in a constant azimuthal plane and the deflexion angle is inversely
proportionnai to the transverse momentum of the muons. In each sextant the volume is
divided into an iron part of 18° and an air part of 42°.
c) associated detectors, with also the hexagonal symmetry, consisting of 2 plastic scintil-
lators hodoscopes (R1-R2) and 4 multiwire proportional chambers (CP1-CP4) placed up-
stream the magnet and a similar set of detectors (R3-R4,CP5-CP8) placed downstream.
The angular acceptance of this spectrometer is between 35 and 110 mrad which covers a
pseudo-rapidity range of 2.8 < 77 < 4 in the laboratory.

1-2 The active target (fig.l-b)

The target had to satisfy the following criteria :
a) a high interaction rate
b) a precise recognition of the interaction vertex in order to reduce errors on the determi-
nation of not only Et but also of the kinematical parameters of the dimuon
c) a rejection of the reinteraction of secondary particles (incident ion fragment)
d) a minimization of electromagnetic showers induced by electrons and gammas in the
remaining target thickness
These conditions led us to adopt a fragmented target of 20% of interaction length (i.e. 1
cm thick for U), composed of 10 sub-targets, each of 1 mm thick, separated by 24 mm
one from each other. The transverse dimensions are 1x3 mm2, for beam theoretical values
of Crx % 0.25mm and <ry ss 0.75mm. Two cylindrical scintillators each of 10 nun long
with an internal radius of 5 mm and an external one of 7 mm, are placed in between the
sub-targets. Thus, the center of the target is 60 cm upstream the spectrometer absorber.
An off-line algorithm determines event per event the interactions and possible reinterac-
tions on the basis of scintillators signals.
The interaction recognition efficiency is about 80% depending on the number of nucleon-
nucleon collisions in the interaction.
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1-3 The electromagnetic calorimeter

It measures the transverse neutral energy produced in the collision which is related
to the energy density reached in the interaction.
Situated at 32 cm downstream the center of the target, it is also of hexagonal symmetry
and each of its sextants is composed of 5 rings giving a total of 30 counters. Each counter
is made of stacks of lead and scintillating fibers in the volumic ratio 1:2.
The calorimeter has an outer radius of 12 cm and a central hole of 2.5 cm diameter. It is
12 cm thick, corresponding to about 15 radiation lengths and 0.3 interaction length. It is
then used as a first hadronic absorber. It covers the pseudo-rapidity range of 1.7 < 77 < 4.1.
It has to be pointed out that charged particles (essentially pions) contribute to the signal;
the measured transverse energy given by the calorimeter in its pseudo-rapidity range is
related to the neutral transverse energy by the relation : E™ea3 = 1.5 E°.
The energy resolution is •%=. Each counter measures ^-^ giving the transverse energy
A-ET1; = &Ei sin 9{ where 0; is the angle between the counter i and the sub-target where
the interaction occured : the total transverse energy for the event is then : ET = S AET{ •
During each run, the calorimeter was calibrated with 10 Gev electrons. Due to irradiation
damages, the central parts (rings 1 and 2) were changed after 10 days.

1-4 The beam detectors

We have ranned at intensities between 107 to 108 incident ions/SPS burst leading to
interaction rates of 2 to 20 106/burst. This requires an efficient off-line pile-up rejection
otherwise the measured transverse energy would be over-estimated. For this purpose, there
are two sets of beam counters.
The first one, is a beam hodoscope, located 33 meters upstream the target where the beam
is defocalised, allowing the identification of each incident ion. It is made of two parallel
planes of 14 and 16 scintillators respectively. Each individual counter is 0.5 mm thick, 10
mm wide and its height varyies from 2 mm to 22 mm. The rejection of events with pile-up
is efficiently done by neglecting those events with more than one ion within a 20 ns gate.
The second set of beam counter consists of two quartz Cerenkov counters (named Beam-In
and Beam-Out) of a truncated cone shape of 3 mm thick. Placed just at the ends of the
target, the irradiation level is so high that it imposes the choice of this material. Although
the Cerenkov signal is very fast, each counter is divided into 4 quadrants; this allows the
centering of the beam on the target.
The pile-up rejection efficiency obtained with the beam hodoscope in conjonction with the
Cerenkov counters is better than 99%; the price tag for this is a loss of =s 40% of the total
statistics.
With protons beam, produced far upstream from a production target, a selection between
protons and pions, is necessary, hi fact, the ir/p ratio is rather high (=« 30%). This
discrimination is achieved by 2 gas Cerenkov counters of 20 m and 10 m long repectively,
located before the beam hodoscope. Only pions give signals in these counters.
3 scintillating counters telescopes, looking at 90° at the target, are used to monitor the
interaction rate.
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II- Off-line selection of events

II-1 Data reduction

The general trigger is given by niuon pairs (opposite-sign H+fi~ as well as like-sign
(JL+H+ and {JT>~) detected by the spectrometer. A trigger is validated if electronics condi-
tions for each muon are fullfilled : first, a geometrical coincidence between hodoscopes Rl
and R2, and then, if so, a coincidence with R3 and R4. Furthermore, in order to diminish
the background rate, triggers with hits in the same hodoscope sextant as well as those with
too low mass, are rejected. This leads to «250 events/burst written on tape.
Several cuts are applied on registered events for data reduction (see table 1). First of all,
the reconstruction program rejects all the events which cannot be reconstructed. Then,
it requires that each muon track is in the air sectors of the magnet. The reconstructed
tracks must satisfy the trigger condition mentionned above and must come from the target
region.
Finally, the identification of an interaction vertex, without reinteraction, and the rejection
of events with pile-up, lead to an accepted pairs rate to ss 30% of reconstructed events
sample. In case of p-U collisions as the incident pions rejection is counted together with
the pile-up condition, this rate falls to 15% .

reconstructed pairs
/*+/*" (OS)

/*+,*++/*" M" (LS)
J/j> (2-7 < M1111 < 3.5)

% accepted pairs after cuts
after magnet cuts

with 1 or more interactions
with only 1 interaction

with no pile — up

accepted pairs
OS + LS

J/tf> (2.7 < M1111 < 3.5)

O + U
2.7 106

1.5 106

1.2 106

25275

s + u
5.42 106

3 106

2.4 106

38000

O + Cu
0.845 106

0.5 106

0.3 106

17000

P + U
0.7 106

0.6 106

0.1 106

23500

85%
67%
51%
31%

0.85 106

7500

89%
68%
62%
33%

1.9 106

12680

89%
68%
59%
31%

0.26 106

5100

89%
68%
68%
15%

0.1 106

3500

Table 1: Data reduction on registered events
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II-2 Calculation of the background

Li central nucleus-nucleus collisions, the multiplicity of secondary particles can reach
values of the order of few hundreds. They are mainly pions and kaons. If not killed, these
mesons decay, producing muons. In spite of the absorbers upstream the magnet, still a
lot of them decay emitting muons detected by the spectrometer. Random coincidences
between these muons can provide a trigger either of opposite sign (fi+ \i~ ) or of like-sign
([L+ fi+ , IM~H~). This is the main source of background. In consequence, we have to
substract from the opposite-sign dimuons sample those which are random coincidences.
As the sample of like-sign muon pairs is dominated by the latter, we have used their
distributions to extract the background in the opposite-sign distributions. The dimuon
signal is given by :

S ignal =

where N-* , N + + , N are numbers of muon pairs with corresponding chaiges.
The OS mass distribution and its calculated background are shown in fig.2 for 0-U and S-U
collisions. OS spectrum shows distinctly the J/ip peak above an exponentially decreasing
continuum. It is to be noted equally the low level of the calculated background in the J/ip
region (2.7-3.5 Gev/c2).

10

o-u

OPPOSITE SCN

Figure 2 : The opposite-sign and calculated background (2VN++N— ) mass distributions
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For each projectile-target configuration, we specify in table 2 the statistics avalaible,
Nsignal, and *ne ratio to the background.

Prompt dimuons Ns iqnaj
si gnal/background

0 + U
127 103

30%

s + u
235 103

22%

O+ Cu
40 103

50%

P + U
36.8 103

Table 2: avalaible statistics

In fig.3 are shown the dN/dEt spectra which are used for the present analysis.One can
see a strong decrease for low E t; this is a conjunction of two effects:
- a dimuon trigger which disfavours the too much peripheral collisions
- the algorithm for target recognition which has a higher efficiency for central collisions
By using eq.l one can make a rough estimate of the energy density reached in such collisions
: for O-U and E™eas = 35 Gev one gets e= 1 Gev/fm3 somehow higher than in normal
nuclear matter; whereas for E™eas — 85 Gev e= 2.8 Gev/fm3, which is in agreement with
the range of the predicted values in the case of QGP formation.
Lower mass dimuons come mainly from the p, w, <f> resonances; they cannot be treated with
a simple analytical function, contrarily to the Drell-Yan dimuons which are predominant
at higher mass. In order to get rid of them, only events with M > 1.7 Gev/c2 have been
conserved for the analysis. This reduces drastically the final statistics.

Ill- Analysis of the data

HI-I Fits of the mass distributions

The correlation between the mass distribution and the transverse energy is done by
subdividing the Et spectrum into several regions, almost equally populated. In each re-
gion, the mass spectrum of associated events is fitted by an analytical expression, which
represents a superposition of a continuum, given by an exponential and two gaussians for
the i/ij} and the V'' :

4K
dM -JV,

K-
where the free parameters are Mc, the inverse slope of the continuum, and the nor-

malisation constants JV0, JV1 and JV2. The masses of 3/X/J and ^ ' are fixed to their known
values, and their widths to 0.145 Gev/c2 given by Monte-Carlo simulations.
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reactions. The solid lines are the results of the fits.
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III-2 Suppression of 3/4' production

The number of J/4> events, N^, the number of continuum events below the J/V', NC/

and the ratio S= N^./Nc are computed in the mass region 2.7 <M< 3.5 Gev/c2.
An effect of the energy density on the J/V' production, if it exists, should appear in the
comparison of the ratio S for two E4 regions, i.e each Et bin relatively to the lowest one.
This quantity R(E t)= S(Et)/S(lowest E t) is reported in table 3 together with Mc and S
for each Et interval and for all systems. Dimuon mass distributions in the two extreme E4

bins are plotted in fig.4 for S-U and p-U reactions.

O +

s +

0 +

P 4

Et(Gev)
U

34 <
49 <
62 <
72 <

u
3 <

51 <
73 <
93 <

107 <

C u
1.5
19 <
28 <
35 <
43 <

0.2
2.7
4.0

ail
Et <
Et
E1

E1

Et
Et

ail
: E1

: E1

: E1

Et
: E1

Et

ail
< Et

C E t

H Et

C E 1

C E t

E1

ail
< E1

< E1

< E1

E1

Et
: 34
< 49
< 62
< 72
< 85
> 85

E1

< 51
< 73
< 93
< 107
< 125
> 125

E1

< 19
< 28
< 35
< 13
< 53
> 53

Et
< 2.7
< 4.0
< 5.1
> 5.1

Mc (Gev/c2)
1.13
1.14
1.35
1.21
1.04
1.28
1.19

1.62
1.27
1.10
1.10
1.24
0.99
1.34

1.15
1.30
1.04
1.09
1.15
1.15
1.19

1.56
1.57
1.53
1.48
1.48

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±

0.06
0.14
0.19
0.12
0.12
0.15
0.14

0.14
0.11
0.08
0.08
0.10
0.08
0.11

0.08
0.22
0.14
0.16
0.12
0.12
0.16

0.16
0.33
0.30
0.27
0.22

S = N* /Nc

13.30
13.80
12.30
11.16
11.19
9.01
7.17

10.80
13.1
11.6
11.2
8.9

10.6
6.5

15.9
15.4
17.3
13.5
10.5
10.5
11.5

16.8
17.4
16.3
16.8
15.9

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±

0.70
1.68
1.43
1.03
1.46
1.96
0.89

0.60
1.0
0.9
0.9
0.7
0.9
0.5

1.1
2.3
2.6
2.1
1.1
1.1
1.6

1.1
2.4
2.2
2.4
1.8

0.89
0.81
0.81
0.65
0.52

0.88
0.85
0.68
0.81
0.50

1.12
0.88
0.68
0.68
0.75

0.94
0.97
0.92

R

±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±

1.00
0.15
0.12
0.14
0.11
0.09

1.00
0.10
0.09
0.07
0.09
0.05

1.00
0.24
0.19
0.12
0.12
0.15

1.00
0.1s
0.19
0.16

Table 3: Values of Mc, S and R for the Et intervals
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Figure 5 : The ratio S as a function of the "energy density" estimated by Et/Ap'roj.

The following remarks can be made on these results :
- for all reactions, there is no effect in Et for M 0 within error bars. The continuum has
the same shape. This suggests that any variation on S is induced by the J/ip.
- for 0-U and S-U the value of S decreases strongly and reflects the suppression of J/V>
relatively to the continuum. For central collisions, this suppression is as high as 50%.
- this suppression exists in 0-Cu case, however not so strong.
- such an effect is not seen in p-U reaction; this is not surprising because E1 is not corre-
lated to the impact parameter.
- the effect of the acceptance will obviously change the ratio S, but not R as we do not
expect any variation of the spectrometer acceptance with the impact parameter and thus
with E1.

2/3

The values of S are reported in fig.5 in function of Et/Ap(.OJ- a quantity which is related
somehow to the energy density as underlined in introduction.
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III-3 Pt dependence

Following the theoretical predictions, the J/ip suppression, if due to QGP, should be
more pronounced for low P4 events as compared to those at high P<. This point has been
investigated by studying the P4 distributions for dimuons in the J/ib mass range (2.7 <
M1111. < 3.5 Gev/c2). Thus, there is a small contamination (^ 10%) by the continuum.
Figure 6 shows the distributions of P^1dN/dP t for the two extreme E4 bins for the O-U,
p-U and S-U reactions. It has to be remarked that the distribution of O-U system is
corrected of the spectrometer acceptance. The high E t bin distribution shows a clear lack
of low P4 events in comparison of low E4 bin distribution. The same distributions are also
plotted for p-U reaction; they do not present any significant P< dependence.

10

10

p - U • ET<2GeV
A ET>3.8GeV

32S-U ET<51GeV
ET > 125GeV

0.8 1.6 0.8 16 2.4 0

PT ( GeV/c)
0.8 1-6 2.4

Figure 6 : p-|jr distributions for J/-0 dimuons for the two extreme transverse energy zones

Another ^presentation of this result (fig. 7) is to look for the ratio of the number of
events in the highest E1 interval relatively to the corresponding number in the lowest E4

interval, for events in the J /^ mass range, as a function of P4. This ratio is normalised to
the number of continuum events in the two E t bins: this ratio increases significantly with
Pt for O-U and S-U samples. For Sulphur it stays below 1 even at high P4 . The slope is
flatter in case of O-Cu reactions, while no effect is seen with incident protons.
A similar study for the continuum, for masses M ^ > 1.4 Gev/c2 excluding J/^ region,
does not present any dependence in P4 (fig.8).

Again an interesting feature is the mean transverse momentum, < P4 > , of J /^ events
in each E4 bin as compared to the continuum events: in case of QGP effect, this quantity
should grow for high E4, c — c pairs of high P4 escaping easier the plasma volume to form
a J/ty. This is plotted in fig.9 in case of O-U, together with < P4

2 > distribution. It has
to be noted that these distributions are corrected of the acceptance and smearing of the
spectrometer and are therefore dimuons < P4 > and < P 2 >at the source.
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O 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2 2.4 0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2 2.4
PT (GeV/c)

2.5

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2 2.4 O 0.4 .8 1.2 1.6 2 2.4
PT GeV/c)

Figure 7 : The ratio of high E4 to low E4 events as a function of P t for J/^ mass region, normalised
to the same continuum.
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Figure 8 : Same as fig.7 but for the continuum from M1111 >1.4 Gev/c2 excluding the J/T/> mass
region
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IV- Conclusion

With incident ultra-relativistic ions, we have observed a diminution of the J/i/' pro-
duction, relatively to the continuum, for central collisions. This suppression is as high
as 50% in case of Oxygen and Sulphur on Uranium targets. This diminution is stronger
for low P t relatively to high P t . No such effect is seen with protons. Moreover, in what
concerns the continuum, it has been shown that the mass and the transverse momentum
distributions are of the same shape whatever the zones of transverse energy considered.
These results are in agreement with the theoretical predictions of Matsui and Satz9 and
that of Karsch and Petronzio10. This can be a manifestation of QGP through the colour
screening effect. Under the assumption that QGP has been formed, a recent calculation16

2.

succeeded, indeed, to reproduce the E4 /Ap7. • dependence of the N^ /Nc ratio as well as
the P t dependence data.

Others attempts, in terms of more conventional models, have been made to explain
these results. Among them, the hypothesis of J/tp absorption in normal nuclear matter has
been studied by several authors17"18. They can, in fact, explain only a part of the observed
suppression (w 15%). Very recently19""22 other interpretations of our results considering
the 3/4' absorption in a dense hadronic gas have shown that one can get a large amount
of the J/i/' suppression. However, these models lead to a P t dependence flatter than in
case of QGP formation. Taking into account the initial state interactions where partons
undergo multiple scattering, it is then possible to reproduce the observed Pt effects23""25.
Experimental results may be analyzed either under the assumption of QGP formation
or by nuclear effet:;- nciuding both initial and final states interactions. Our data are
not accurate enough to distinguish between both mechanisms. A next run in 1990 with
Sulphur may solve this point.
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THE NUCLEAR RESPONSE FUNCTIONS WITH POLARIZED PARTICLES

B. Bonin

Service de Physique Nucléaire - Moyenne Energie

CEN Sac!ay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France

Résumé :

We present here a review of the problems brought up by the spin response functions in nuclei.

The experimental tools involved in this study are discussed, with special emphasis on polarized

hadronic probes.

I. Introduction : the motivations for the study of the spin response functions

Quite recently, much attention has been given to the investigation of what new information on

the nuclear system can be extracted from the measurement of spin observables at intermediate ener-

gy. The main issue of this work is the study of the spin response functions.

I think it is important to recall the basic motivations for the study of response functions,

precisely because these motivations are seldom evoked. The study of response functions is a way of

investigating the N body problem, and, especially, correlations in nuclei. The spin and isospin

degrees of freedom must be included in the description, since the nucleon-nucleon interaction is

spin and isospin-dependent. The spin dependent part of the residual interaction is poorly known,

and, as a result, the spin dependent response functions are poorly known too. This situation is

especially challenging since one aims to understand the residual interaction in terms of meson

exchange (ex. %, p, and an effective parameter g' for the short range part of the interaction),

each meson exchange having a particular spin and isospin structure.

Furthermore, some RPA calculations, using mesonic or phenomenological residual interactions,

do predict collective effects in the spin responses. The strength may even appear in some cases as

genuine giant resonances, whose identification would provide valuable insight into the spin depen-

dent part of the residual interaction.

There are as many response functions as operators inducing the response. In a macroscopic

description, nuclear matter is composed of 4 fluids, p, n, spin+ and spin+ nucléons. This generates

4 types of response functions, characterized by the quantum numbers of the transition : AS=O or 1

for the electric on magnetic transitions, and AT=O or 1 for the isoscalar or isovectors ones.

AS=O transitions have already been studied extensively ; we are interested here in AS=I res-

ponses, either isoscalar or isovector.
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These responses are studied most conveniently using polarized probes, and a number of experi-

ments have bloomed in this f ie ld, bringing a few surprises and motivating a strong effort, both

theoretical and experimental : among the surprises, we should mention the quenching of the AS=1

strength, and the displacement of the quasi elastic and delta peaks in inelastic and charge exchan-

ge scattering. Furthermore, a new interest in the spin responses of nuclei has appeared with the

technique of longitudinal/transverse separation of the responses, which enabled to clarify the role

of it and p meson exchange. I t is thus hoped that these studies wi l l lead to a better understanding

of the propagation of mesons or of nucleonic excitations in the nuclear medium.

I I . The problems

11.1 At_low_excitati onenergjr

The spin-isospin excitation spectrum is dominated by the Ml resonance, and by i ts analog the

Gamow-Teller (GT) resonance. The existence of Ml strength in l ight nuclei has been reported a long

time ago [ I ] . But the recent development of small angle (p,p') experiments made possible their dis-

covery in heavy nuclei [2,3] , thus completing the systematic study throughout the periodic table.

I t is again the development of a new technique that enabled the systematic study of the GT

resonances, using the (p,n) reaction [4 ] . The location of this strength is fairly well understood

and reproduced by RPA calculations. These two resonances do not exhaust the sum rules, and the

quenching feature see^s to be general : the total strength observed in (p,p') is about 30 % of the

expectation from simple microscopic calculations [5]. This factor is roughly consistent with the

one measured in (p,n) and (e,e')9 so the quenching phenomenon is generally considered as well esta-

blished. Two main explanations have been proposed for this quenching : the f i rs t is that A-hole

states couple to the particle-hole state, thus removing strength from the low lying excitation

spectrum [6]. The internal degrees of freedom of the nucléon are then made responsible for the

quenching of the low lying strength. The second explanation is the coupling of 2 particles-2 holes

states with the low energy Ip-Ih excitation [7] . The strength is expected to be both shifted at

higher excitation energy and spread out into the background, therefore escaping experimental detec-

tion. The f i rs t explanation (A-hole coupling) explains the quenching in the AS=1, ÛT=1 channel

only, while the O2p-2h" coupling predicts quenching in both the isoscalar and isovector channels.

Is the AS=1, AT=0 strength quenched? This question has not been investigated in detail, but a few

results of (p,p') inelastic scattering to well known isoscalar levels indicate that the quenching

seems to be there again [8 ] , thus favoring the "2p-2hn explanation of the quenching. We are now

le f t with the task of finding the missing strength!
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11.2 At_medium_exçitati on_energ^_(guasi_eUsti ç

region)

The previous puzzle has recently received a

beginning of explanation. Careful measurements by

Glashausser et a l . of the spin f l i p probability Snn

in small angle (?,?') inelastic scattering have

indicated the presence of considerable amounts of

AS=I strength in the quasi elastic peak, i.e. well

above the giant resonance region [9 ] . These authors

argue that most of the background observed in

(p.p1) inelastic scattering for u > 10 MeV might be

due to AS=I strength. The fact that in this excita-

tion region S n is larger on the nucleus than on

the free nucléon suggests the onset of a collective

behaviour (figure 1) of the nucleus, at least in

the low energy part of the quasi elastic peak. Is

this strength of isovector or isoscalar nature? The

(p.p1) probe cannot answer this question, due to

its lack of isospin selectivity.

A considerable interest for the quasi elastic

region has arised with a theoretical prediction of

a softening of the longitudinal spin response, and

a hardening of the transverse in infinite nuclear

matter, due to correlations [10].

Indeed, the quasi elastic peak, as measured in

inelastic scattering on nuclei cannot be described

exactly by a simple model of Fermi motion plus free

NN kinematics, a feature which could be interpreted

as a confirmation for the onset of the predicted

correlation effects. But i t was demonstrated that

the position of the peak changes with the probe,

and the situation became more and more confused

when the need for the inclusion of distortions,

binding effects, etc... appeared. Obviously, the

centroid of the QE peak is too global an informa-

tion, and too many effects come into its evaluation

for clear physics to be drawn from here.

. 4 - 9 L A B = 5 ° **ffi*ifi*-0.4

10 20 30 40
OJ(MeV)

Fig. 1 - Spin f l i p probability SRn for ine-

lastic scattering from 40Ca at 319 MeV as a

function of excitation energy u. The solid

line is the predictin of the Esbensen-Bertsch

slab réponse model ( r e f . [ l l ] ) . The dashed

lines correspond to the free NN values of

W
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The interest for the scattering of hadrons or electrons on nuclei in the QE region has been

renewed with the separation of the response function into i ts spin independent ( I ) , spin longitu-

dinal (L) and spin transverse (T) components, corresponding respectively to the operators e1 q" r ,

5.q e i q r , o x q e i q ' r . This I/L/T separation is interesting because meson exchange currents contri-

bute mainly in the spin transverse and longitudinal parts. A few surprises occured there, since the

spin transverse response turned out to be universal, independent of the studied nucleus, and well

reproduced by a schematic calculation describing the nucleus as a Fermi gas without correlations

[12] (figure 2). Surprisingly, the I response function (a priori rather insensitive to mesonic

effects) is poorly reproduced by the Fermi gas description. [13].
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Just as inelatic scattering of electrons

measures mainly the I and T responses, the measu-

rement of Wolfenstein parameters in hadron scat-

tering gives access to I, L and T (for more de-

tails, see next section). The two kinds of probes

therefore appear to be quite complementary.

Only few experiments with hadrons have been

performed in the QE region. As mentioned earlier,

a (p.p'l experiment by Glashausser et al. measu-

red Sn_and found indications for the presence of

enhanced AS=I strength in the low u, low q part

of the q-u plane. This argument is in favor of a

strong effect of correlations on the spin respon-

ses. One cannot tell wether the enhancement

Fig. 2 - 1 and T response funcions, calculated occurs in the L or T channel, since the measure-

in the frame of a Fermi gas model. The data are ment of S n n alone does not permit a L/T decompo-

drawn from ref.[12]. sition of the response. On the other hand, anoth-

er (p,p') experiment was performed at Los Alamos

at higher excitation energy and higher momentum transfer, with measurement of all Wolfenstein para-

meters. It yields an identical ratio RL/RT for the deuteron and for
 2 0 8Pb [14], a result compatible

with the Fermi gas model without correlations. The softening of the longitudinal spin response and

the hardening of the transverse spin response is thus not seen in this experiment. The argument

however, is not decisive : the collectivity, if present, might be masked by surface effects origi-

nating from the rather strong surface absorption of the probe. Calculations [15] show that the

strong increase in the ratio RL/RT at low o> predicted for infinite nuclear matter is greatly decre-

ased in the finite nuclei calculation. This apparent discrepancy between both experiments may also

be due simply to the different domains of the q-u plane which are investigated. In any case, it is
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clear that more experiments are needed to

map these spin responses in a larger re-

gion of excitation energy and momentum

transfer. Maybe all the future experi-

ments will rediscover this trivial feat :

that at low q, low u, mean field effects

modify the nucléon response, while at

high q, high u, the response of the bound

nucléon differs but little from the free

one. The true interest of these experi-

ments would rather be to locate the

limits of this transition for the spin

responses.

Another interesting problem is the

study of the isoscalar spin response

function. Even at low excitation energy,

this response function has received con-

siderably less attention than the isovec-

tor response, and is very poorly known.

This situation is challenging, because

RPA calculations predict interesting

features for this response function. For

instance, 100 % of the energy weighted

sum rule for JTC=2- in 40Ca is predicted

to be concentrated between 10 and 25 MeV

of excitation (figure 4) [16].

It means that this strength should

be concentrated enough to appear as a

genuine giant resonance, with a simple

macroscopic interpretation : this 2"

state is mainly of dipole nature, and

corresponds to a vibration mode of the

nucleus along an axis, just in the same

Fig. 4 - The A S = 1 , A T = 0 J W = 2 - response

function for "10Ca. RPA calculation from

ref . [16] .
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way as (figure 5) protons oscillate against neutrons in the wa'il

known isovector electric giant dipole resonance. In a naive

Fermi gas model of the nucleus, the restoring force is the same

for both vibration modes, which thus l ie at the same excitation

energy. If this new isoscalar magnetic dipole resonance brings

as many informations on the residual interaction as i ts isovec-

Fig. 5 - Macroscopic interpréta- tor electric homologue did in the past, its study ought to be

tion of an isoscalar spin f l i p very interesting.

dipole giant resonance. Spin+

nucléons oscillate against spin+

nucléons along the X axis.

II.3 At_high_exçitation_energ^_i_the_A_region

I t is interesting to study the spin response at high excitation energy because we would like

to learn more about the propagation of a pion or a A resonance in the nuclear matter. I t is also

interesting because of the afore-mentioned possibility that Ip-Ih excitations could be coupled to

lA-lh excitations. Experimentally, the attention has been focused recently on the gross properties

of the A resonance in nuclei : shifts of the peak position and modifications of its width are

observed when the A is excited within a nucleus. The peak position appears to depend upon the probe

used. A lot of tr ivial effects can be responsible for these modifications (binding and kinematical

effects, form factor effects in the case of a composite probe, mixture of projectile and target

excitations...) and must be taken into account before clear conclusions can be drawn on the modifi-

cations of the A resonance due to the nuclear médium. More detailed information is needed on the

response function in the A region :

- a longitudinal/transverse decomposition of the spin response has not been undertaken so far ; i t

would help clarify the role of it and p mesons in this excitation domaine ;

- modifications of the decay properties of the A resonance in nuclei are expected, as compared to

the free decay properties. This has not been measured yet, but should be very useful to assess the

role of the nuclear medium on the A resonance.

I I I . Tools and perspectives

In this section, I shall review the probes that seem to be useful or promising for the study

of spin response functions. I shall deliberately skip the electromagnetic probe because this topic

wil l be discussed by another speaker at this meeting.
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(jj.p'l- Inelastic proton scattering at medium energy has already been extensively used at Los

Alamos and Triumf in some kinematic domains of the response functions.

The main advantages of this probe are its availability and its simplicity ; (p.p1) experiments

have shown that the analyzing power Ay has a characteristic angular distribution for AS=I transi-

tions. But more informations are expected to be drawn from the measurement of the Wolfenstein para-

meters of the p,p' inelastic scattering. This implies the measurement of the polarization of the

outgoing protons, a rather easy task since proton polarimeters based on p + C inclusive scattering

have a high efficiency, and large analyzing power. Such polarimeters, suitable for installation on

the focal plane of a magnetic spectrometer, now exist at Triumf, Lampf and Saturne. If the incident

beam is polarized at will in the three direction of space, all the Wolfenstein parameters can be

measured. One further advantage of the (p.p1) probe is the simplicity of the reaction mechanism.

There exist in the Plane Wave Impulse Approximation (PWIA), (or, equivalently, in the one-collision

Glauber model) simple relationships between the measured Wolfenstein parameters, the I, L, T res-

ponse functions and the various terms of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. For example, for unnatu-

ral parity transitions, one has :

i0 = (C
2 + 82 + F2) Xf +

I0 Dnn = (C
2 + B2 - F2) Xf - E2X2

To 0 p p = (C
2 - B2 + F2) Xf - E2X2

(1)
io Dqq = (C

2 - B 2 - F2) Xf + E2X2

1O Dno = 1O Don = 2 xf

1U Dqp = * 1O Dpq = 2 Xf

where Xy and X^ are the spin transverse and spin longitudinal response functions :

XT = 1 < f|S x $ e
i5?li >

1 f

XL = y. < flS-q* e i i ï ? |T >

and where A, B, C, E, F are the terms of the NN amplitude :

M(q) = A + Ba1nC2n + C (o l n + O2n) + Eo l qc 2 q + Fa l p a 2 p

where, (n, {J, p) are the unit vectors in the directions :

•»• + + +

K x K 1 , K - K ' , e t q x n

£ and it" being the relative momenta in the NN frame before and after the collision respectively.
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The PWIA may seem to be very crude for the description of medium energy nucléon scattering.

But it has been proven [17] that the role of the distortion is mainly to reduce the cross sections.

Since Wolfenstein parameters are ratios of cross sections, these turn out to be rather insensitive

to distortion.

The measurement of the Wolfenstein parameter D n n is especialy useful, since the proton spin

flip probability S = - (!-Dnn)
 nas been shown [9] to be very sensitive to the presence of AS=I

strength, and rather independent upon the reaccion mechanism or the detailed structure of the exci-

ted state. S is thus an observable which gives to the (p,p' ) probe a good sensitivity to AS=I

excitations. This is illustrated in figure 6, showing how the AS=I states emerge from the a.Sm

spectrum.

D is therefore a promising

C
ZJ

Xl

D

Ld

8 IO 12 14 16 18 20 22
EXCITATION ENERGY(MeV)

tool to identify AS=I strength.

As mentioned in the previous

section, this tool has already been

used successfully to unravel AS=I

strength at higher u than the Ml

resonance [9]. If one assumes the NN

interacton to be known, eqs.(l)

could be used to extact the L and T

spin response functions from the

measurement of a few Wolfenstein

parameters. It should be determined

wether the observed enhancement of Fig. 6 - Example of the selectivity brought by the measure-

the spin response discovered by ment of the spin flip probability S : the unnatural parity

Glashausser et al. is in the L or T states are enhanced in the da/dQ.S spectrum,

channel. Since the nuclear response

to a given operator is a property of the nucleus, it should be independent of the probe, or of the

incident energy. I believe it could be an important experiment to map the Wolfenstein parameters of

the (p.p1) inelastic scattering in all the (q,u) plane, for various nuclear targets, including the

nucléon. This would be a nice way to cure the apparent contradiction between the enhancement of

AS=I strength at small q, small u suggested by 0 n n measurements (Glashausser) and the identical

RL/RT ratio for d and
 208Pb measured by Rees et al. at higher q and high u.

The major drawback of the {p.p1} probe is its lack of isospin selectivity. This prevents

(p.p1) experiments from giving a definitive answer to the question of the collectivity due to the

pionic branch, since this correlation effect should appear only in the isovector part of the res-

ponse function, if the n correlation interpretation of Ericson and coworkers is correct.
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The isospin selectivity problem of (p.p1) is conveniently cured with the (p,n) probe, which

has already been used at Indiana [4] and Osaka [18] for the study of Gamow-Tel 1 er resonances. Here

again, the reaction mechanism is rather simple, and equations similar to eqs.(l) can be used with

the same validty as for (p.p1) to extract the I/T/L isovector spin flip response functions. Large

scale experiments are in preparation at Los Alamos, using polarized proton beams and the detection

system NTOF, presently under construction. NTOF will be a neutron detector with a long time of

flight baseline, also designed to measure the polarization of neutrons in the energy range 50-500

MeV. The NTOF line will be equipped with all the suitable spin precessors in the incident p and

outgoing n lines, so as to enable the measurement of all the Wolfenstein parameters.

15*51

This reaction has a physical content very similar to the previous one (ref.[l9]). Here again,

the reaction mechanism is simple enough. Besides, the detection of the proton, as well as the mea-

surement of its momentum and polarization, are easier than for neutrons. On the other hand, medium

energy polarized neutron beams are not easily available. A high intensity (a few 107 n/s) n beam

can be made at Saturne by breakup of vector polarized deuterons, but the energy resolution of the

neutron beam (100 MeV FWHM for Tn = 1 GeV) imposes severe limitations on the possible experiments.

A preliminary experiment in the quasi elastic and delta region has taken place at Saturne last

summer, using the apparatus of Lehar et al. normally used for NN scattering experiments. This was

essentially a feasibility study to investigate the capabilities of this setup for nucleon-nucleus

experiments. The proton detection arm included a magnet with small dispersion and very broad range,

which should be appropriate for studies like these where resolution is not important. A second arm

could be used to detect a second particle, neutron or proton ; it included wire chambers and scin-

tillators but no magnet. The angular acceptance of each arm was approximately 20°. We took both one

arm and two arms data over the angular region from about 15° to about 40". The two arms were appro-

ximately matched in angle for NN elastic scattering coincidences, but mostly inappropriate for

observation of the delta resonance in coincidence experiments. The neutron beam was polarized to

about 59 %. The single arm background rates were high, and it is clear that some effort must be

devoted to reducing this background in further experiments. The data acquisition system in use at

the present time did not permit on-line observation of energy spectra, so that only very simple

investigations of the sources of background were possible during this run. A major improvement in

the data acquisition system is clearly necessary before further runs of this sort can take place

there. This is expected to happen this spring and summer. Replay of these data is currently under

way at Rutgers, Saclay, and Japan.

It will probably be possible to extract Wolfenstein parameters from the QE peak, but the
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resolution of the neutron beam forbids to obtain them as a function of excitation and therefore to

obtain X1- an XL(u).

The same measurement in the A region is of course possible. Here, the resolution of the n beam

no longer causes trouble, since i t is smaller than the natural width of the peak. Unfortunately,

what w i l l be measured in the inclusive measurement w i l l be a mixture of two dist inct processes :

excitation of the target : n + A ->• (p) + Aft

detected

but also excitation of the projectiles : n + A + A + X

p
detected

This mixture will perhaps hamper clear conclusions on the location of the A peak, or on the respon-

se functions in this excitation energy region. Of course, exactly the same argument holds for the

(p.p1) and (p.n) probes. Maybe the same mixing of target and projectile excitations also occurs

with (3He,t) or (d,2p) or heavy ion probes, thus bringing an apparent shift of the A peak, but

probably to a much smaller extent than with nucléon probes. For example, in (3He,t), the virtual

state 3He is certainly only weakly coupled to the triton, and hence the measured triton spectra

should reflect almost exclusively the excitation of the target, and not of the projectile. This

projectile target excitation mixing is a severe drawback for the inclusive nucléon probes, and will

make comparisons with (3He,t), heavy ions or (e,e') results very difficult. One might think of se-

lecting processes where the A is produced in the target by doing coincidence experiments where the

decay products of the delta would also be detected, but these experiments will be difficult ones.

The new Medium Resolution Spectrometer (MRS) currently under development at LAMPF will also

include an (n,p) facility. The spectrometer itself is expected to be commissionned in 1989 and

(n,p) experiments should be possible in 1990. The spectrometer will be equipped with a polarimeter

very similar to the present one in use at the HRS, so that the complete set of spin observables can

be conveniently measured, thus enabling the I/L/T separation of the response function in the whole

(q-u) plane.

The (3,2p) reaction may be the most elegant and selective probe for studying the spin-isospin

response functions. I t is a pure isovector probe, and the fact that the two protons are close to-

gether in momentum space ensures that they are in a singlet state and that a AS=1 transi t ion was

excited in the target. The tensor analyzing power gives a direct access to the spin response func-

t ions. The only drawback of this probe l ies in i t s composite character, which complicates the reac-

t i on mechanism. A (3,2p) experiment has already been performed at Saturne with the spectrometer

SPES IV [20] at 0.650, 1.6 and 2 GeV on p, d and 12C, with measurement of a tensor analyzing power.
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I mentioned the (d,2p) probe for completeness but a more detailed description of the experi-

ment and its results can be found in M. Stephan's talk.

The deuteron has a zero isospin, so the (d.d1) reaction excites only isoscalar transitions in

the nucleus. It is therefore quite complementary of (p,n), (n,p) or (d,2p) probes.

The high intensity polarized deuteron beams availables at Saturne have been used recently to

do a first experiment on 1 2 C 1
 2"*Mg and "10Ca, at Td=400 HeV with the spectrometer SPES 1, without

measurement of the outgoing deuteron polarization. The main motivation for this experiment was the

search for a spin flip isoscalar dipole resonance, predicted by RPA calculations (figures 4, 5).

The energy of Td=400 MeV was chosen in order to excite relatively selectively spin flip transi-

tions, because in this energy domain the spin independent terms of the NN interaction are smallest

in comparison with the spin dependent terms which induce the transition [21]. Three observabes have

been measured (dti/dB, Ay, Ayy), both on discrete levels and in the continuum up to u=30 MeV, be-

tween q=0.3 fm"1 and 1.4 fm"1. It was hoped that these three observables would constrain severely

the reaction mechanim, and that the analyzing powers Ay and Ayy would bear a characteristic signa-

ture for the searched AT=O, AS=1 states, thus enabling a AS=1/AS=0 decomposition of the strength,

as well as a multipole decomposition. The results partly fulfilled our hopes : the Ay an Ayy for I+

states in 12C and 21tMg were clearly characteristic, with small negative values at small angles,

while the natural parity states had large positive values (figure 7). Also, the analyzing powers

for the three measured nuclei scaled almost perfectly when plotted as a function of qA1/3. But the

constraints on the reaction mechanism turned out to be so severe that we could not reproduce the

three measured observables simultaneously in the frame of a macroscopic DWBA calculation for unna-

tural parity states. The reason for this is probably that we could not enter all the tensor transi-

tion potentials in the calculation, especially complicated in the case of a spin 1 probe.

So, due to the present lack of a correct theoretical description of polarized deuteron inelas-

tic scattering to unnatural parity states, we could not attempt a AS=1/AS=O and multipole decompo-

sition of the strength in the continuum. Anyhow, the analyzing power angular distribution in the

14-28 MeV region of excitation (which shculd contain the searched isoscalar spin dipole resonance)

show little evidence for such a resonance : the analyzing powers behave very smoothly as a function

of excitation energy (figure 8). One is then forced to conclude, either that this resonance is too

widespread and/or too mixed with natural parity strength located in the continuum at the same exci-

tation energy to produce a significant modification of the analyzing powers.

By analogy with the (psp') probe, one may think of measuring the polarization of the outgoing

deuteron to regain some sensitivity to AS=I excitations. The tool for this measurement exists since

the polarimeter POMME has recently been proven able to measure the vector polarization of deuterons

in the range Td=200-700 MeV.
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F i g . 7 - V e c t o r Ay and t e n s o r Ayy a n a l y z i n g powers measured i n ( d . d 1 ) a t 400 MeV

on 1 2 C , 211Mg and 1^0Ca.

Two kinds of experiments could be envisaged in (â.31) inelastic scattering with measurement of

the polarization of the outgoing deuteron :

A) Continue the search for the isoscalar spin dipole giant resonance. This search was unsuccessful

in (3,d') possibly because we did not measure an observable sensitive enough to discriminate AS=I

transitions against AS=O ones. It is hoped that the measurement of the polarization of the outgoing

deuteron might help to find such an observable.

B) Attempt a L/T decomposition of the isoscalar spin response in the quasi elastic peak. The (3,3")

reaction is our only hope to reach directly the isoscalar response function ; the L/T decomposition

of the spin response could be done using the PWIA approximation, much in the same spirit as for

(P.P1) (eqs.(l)), although the formalism will be a bit more complicated for spin one particles.

Because of the deuteron breakup, it is not quite obvious that the role of distorsions is as negli-

gible for the ( M 1 ) Wolfenstein parameters as it is for the (p.p1) ones. We will perhaps have to

compare our D1J measurements to theoretical ones, calculated from a comr^-.e theory, including the

response functions calculations, plus the effect of the distortions. The beautiful transparency of

the PWIA would then be lost, but the interest of the D., measurements would be kept intact.
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IV. Conclusions

The study of spin response functions have

raised a large amount of interesting problems:

quenching of the strength at low excitation

energy, displacement of the strength at high

energy, existence (or non existence) of col lec-

t ive effects in the QE region, structure of the

A resonance in nuclei, search for new spin f l i p

giant resonances. Polarized particles are a

favor i te tool for the investigation of these

problems. I think that the ef for t should be

l imi ted to simple probes in order to avoid

mechanism problems.

These probes are e " , p, n, 3. For the

hadrons, large programs are in preparation or

being run at Los Alamos. The polarized beams,

spectrometers and polarimeters now available

at Saturne makes this f a c i l i t y unique worldwide

to attack this problem.
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SHAPE EVOLUTION AND SUPERDEFORMATION STUDIES WITH THE CHATEAU DE CRISTAL

Th. BYRSKI
Centre de Recherches Nucléaires 67037 Strasbourg Cedex, France

Abstract • The present status of the properties of the superdeformed structure Is first
introduced. Recent data are presented on the feeding of the superdeformed band in Gd and
on the yrast states of the odd-even nucleus 1 5 1Tb, obtained with the Château de Cristal; in
this last nucleus theoretical calculations clearly established shape changes correlated to
single particle alignments at high spins. Data on a rotational band in 1 5 1Tb characteristic
of a s'uperdeformed prolate shape (c-0.6) are also presented ; comparison with calculations
of the observed variation in the J<2> moment of inertia with frequency, in Tb and other
known cases, suggest that the valence nucléons from the high-N intruder shells have a strong
influence on the properties of superdeformed nuclei.

Up to these last years, the physicist interested in the evolution of nuclear shapes
with increasing spin was confronted with essentially two types of nuclear shapes : spherical
or nearly spherical and deformed ones. Whereas spherical nuclei have numbers of protons and
n»utrons around those corresponding to closed shells,deformed ones, usually have many
valence nucléons outside these closed shells. When nuclei are excited to high spins, they
can display a shape change : spherical to deformed, oblate to prolate.

Recently, experimental works have shown that nuclei
can be stabilized in superdeformed shapes with axes in the
ratio around 2:1. This concept of superdeformation can be
approached classically by studying the rotation of an
ellipsoid, with two axes equal, the third one being larger
(prolate shape) or smaller (oblate shape). In order to
estimate the most stable shapes, we need to calculate the
moments of inertia about their axes of symmetry and about
axes perpendicular to their axes of symmetry, in function of
the deformation. The moment of inertia J is related to the
energy E of a deformable nucleus by the following classical

expression :
1

E = - I 2

2J
When the rotating nucleus takes up the shape that

minimizes the energy, this involves a maximization of the
moment of inertia. Therefore, according to figure 1, at
small angular velocities, this nucleus takes an oblate
shape, rotating about i ts axis of symmetry ; but at higher deformation,
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shape is a prolate one, rotating about an axis perpendicular to i ts axis of symmetry. So. we
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might expect to find highly deformed prolate shapes at high angular velocities.

However as the angular momentum increases this rotational energy E becomes weaker and

weaker and independent on the deformation parameter P

then only the microscopic quantum effects which de-

termine the stabilization not only of usual

equilibrium configurations (spherical, oblate and

triaxial) but also of the superdeformed minima.

The shell effects connected with

superdeformed shapes are associated with large gaps

present in the single particle levels of the

deformed harmonic oscillator, when the axes ratio of

the ellipsoidal nucleus are ratio of whole numbers.

In particular, the 2:1 ratio corresponds to a

quadrupole deformation /3 of 0.6 (fig.2). These

stabilities for large deformation are associated

with new sets of "magic" nucléon numbers in full

analogy to the magic numbers in stable spherical

shell nuclei.

Using more realistic potentials1' like the

modified oscillator or the Woods-Saxon potentials,

the 2:1 ratio is only approximately satisfied, but

the complexity of the level structure changes with

deformation and the nucleus can take up other less

extreme shapes (fig.3).

Calculations25 were performed in order

to locate superdeformed minima in the total

energy for the nuclei belonging to the rare-

earth region and it was found that the region N

= 80-86 and Z = 64-66 was the most favourable

one for finding superdeformed bands. The figure

4 shows a three-dimensional total energy

surface for 1 5 2Dy calculated by Dudek et al,2)

using the Strutinsky approach. One can see

clearly the shape coexistence between normal

prolate collective, oblate non-collective and

collective superdeformed minima. These

calculations suggested that the superdeforma-

tion effect persists over a long spin range;

moreover, the superdeformed band has been

estimated to become yrast around 1-50 fi to 60)1.

The predicted superdeformed states at

high spin in 152Dy were established for the

first time in Daresbury3), using the

spectrometer TESSA 2. The combination of isomer

over a large range of spins. It is

Raiic axes, c'a

2
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Fig. 2
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Fig. 3
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selection and sum energy/fold selection has allowed to observe 19 transitions, separated by
-47 keV with a dispersion of 4% and covering the range from 600 keV to 1450 keV. Using
intensity arguments, it was estimated that the superdeformed 7 rays were emitted from levels
with spins ranging from 24* to 60*.

This discovery manifested the fascinating properties of this nucleus where not only
three different shapes coexist on a wide range of spin but where it is possible to find two
coexisting mechanisms of rotation : collective and non-collective. Before discussing the
results obtained with the Château de Cristal and also results obtained in collaboration with
others laboratories, I would like to recall briefly the main points related to the
superdeformed bands.

In order to recognize experimentally the superdeformed character of this new
structure, it appeared that the large value of the dynamical moment of inertia J(2) observed
for this nucleus (1,4. times the rigid body value given by 0.0139 A 5 / 3 Yi2 H e V 1 ) was not the
only criterion for determining the shape of a nucleus. Indeed, in normally deformed good
rotors,4) effects as band crossing with a string interaction can show large values of J(Z).
A more direct way to get a determination of the nucleus shape, is to obtain the transition
quadrupole moment Q0 of the band through lifetimes measurements of the superdeformed states,
by the Doppler shift attenuation method. The data give the values of 19 eb (152Dy)5' and 17
eb(149Gd)6' which are equivalent to a B(EZ) strength of the order of 2500 Wu and indicate a
deformation of P - 0.6; these values of Q0 are much larger that the measured values of 5eb
to 7eb in normal deformed rotational bands in rare earth nuclei, and in good agreement with
the theoretical values7'.
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If now we inspect the intensity of the band as

a function of spin, two important features ap-

pear common to the different superdeformed

N bands which has been discovered (fig.5)

\ ; - a rapid feeding into the band reaching 80 %

of its maximum intensity by 50>f, whereas this

value is not reached uni ̂1 below 20 Jf, in

the normal deformed rotational 160Er nucleus.

- a rapid de-excitation from the band at spin

around 28>f ; in spits of many attempts which

have been made to establish the connection

between the superdeformed and normal states,

the decay path out of the bottom of the su-

perdeformed band,is not known. This leaves

the excitation energy and excited spin of the

superdeformed states uncertain.

After the discovery of this new struc-

O-O ] , ture, the experimentalists have tried to un-

50 60 derstand the population mechanism of these

states, and first to establish the best ex-

perimental conditions, favouring the popula-

tion of the superdeformed bands. The experi-

ments have shown that the conditions neces-

sary to feed these bands are: large angular momenta (- 70>i) and low excitation energy in the

final nucleus.

The first case6> supporting this conclusion was the discovery of a superdeformed band

in 149Gd, produced in two reactions 124Sn(30Si,5n) and 1 2 4Sn( 2 9Si,4n). The corresponding

bombarding energy was chosen so that the angular momentum was approximately the same in the

final nuclei. The superdeformed band was only observed in the case where the final 149Gd

nuclei were formed after the evaporation of five neutrons ; it followed that the population

of these states was strongly correlated with excitation energy in the final nucleus.

An interesting point which followed from the data on superdeformed bands was to learn

more about the population of the superdeformed yrast states : the enhanced yrast feeding

implies a cooling of the nucleus much faster in superdeformed states that this observed for

normally deformed ones. This could arise from a combination of two effects as recently

proposed8' :

- lowering in energy of one element of the giant dipole resonance built on the super-

formed minima

- lower level density of the superdeformed states.

In this case, the yrast superdeformed 7 rays will be predominantly connected with

high energy El statistical 7 rays. This prediction has been tested in two experiments, first

in Chalk-River" and after in Strasbourg, with the Château de Cristal, in the reduced confi-

guration : 38 BaF elements associated to 12 suppressed germanium detectors. The

20 30 LQ

5cin (Ti)

Fig.5
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124Sn(30Si,5n) reaction at 150, 155 and 160 HeV was used with two self-supporting targets of
thickness 400 /zgcm'2 each. The data recorded consisted of coincidences between two
suppressed germanium detectors and a high energy BaF2 detector. Table 1, shows that the
ratio of the population of the superdeformed to normal states decreases with high'energy
selection for the two bombarding energies of 155 and 160 HeV. These data show therefore that
the popuUtion of the yrast superdeformed states is not associated with high energy
statistical 7 rays and they do not confirm the predictions of Herskind et al.8)

•1
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0.2 - 3 HeV

1.4 (2 S)

2 - 4 HeV

2.0 (1 S)

•

2.1 (2 S)

"Si + '"Sn

3 - 5 HeV

0.9 (1 S)

"Si • '"Sn

4 - G HeV

1.2 (3 S)

"SI + '"Sn

1.0 (4 S)

a

1 E

a E

E, - 150 HeV

5 - 8 HeV

0.7 (2 S)

, - 155 HeV

6 - 20 HeV

1.4 (6 X)

, » 160 HeV

1.6 (9 S)

Hontréal - Chalk River -Strasbourg

Strasbourg

Strasbourg

Table 1 : Yield SD states/yield normal states (%) for 149Gd as a function of high-energy
7 ray and bombarding energy

Since the discovery of a superdeformed band in 1 5 2Dy, other cases have been
identified not only in the vicinity of this nucleus, but also in nuclei located in other
regions of the periodic table (Ce-Nd, Os). Table 2 summarizes the different cases of
superdeformation observed in the rare-earth nuclei : isi.iszjjyio) ] iso.isij^ii) an(j
1 4 8' 1 4 9' 1 5 0Gd 1 2 ). In most of these experiments, the 5n and even the 6n reaction channel- in
the cases of 150Gd and 1 5 1Tb-, have been used.

These data show that the various observed bands have a comparable intensity of 1%,
they exhibit a sequence of 7 rays separated in 7 ray energy by a mean amount varying from
44 keV (150Gd) to 54 keV(148Gd). The corresponding dispersion changes from 20 % to 13 %, and
it is only 4 % in the case of 152Dy.

The yrast states of the odd-even nucleus 1 5 1Tb were investigated first at Strasbourg;
this nucleus belongs to a region located in the vicinity of the double close-shell nucleus
14^Gd82 where a wide variety of behaviour has been observed13'. This is due to the different
number and type of valence nucléons outside the core 146Gd. In the spin region up to around
30-40, the structure of these nuclei is mostly interpreted in terms of independent particle
configurations, although 1 5 2Dy and 153Dy, respectively with six and seven valence nucléons,
already show some collective behavior14'. The nucleus 1 5 1Tb having one proton and four
neutrons outside the 1 4 6Gd core, was particularly interesting since there are both neutron
and proton orbitals that can carry high angular momentum (h11/2 for protons, f7 2 h9 2 and
' 13/2 ^or neutrons).
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Nuclei Reaction E*(HeV) *.,,(J() Hbre of T H") range mean spacing AI Laboratories
rays and dispersion

(HeV) (keif)

47{4X) 24*-60' Liverpool

51(BS) 55/2-131/2 Argonne

52(6S) 28-62 Berkeley

47(13X) > 55/2 Liverpool,Orsay,
Strasbourg

44(2K) 32*-62* Liverpool

52(125) 55/2-127/2 Chalk River,Montreal,
Strasbourg

l s z 0 y

151Dy

150Tb

151Tb

150Gd

118Gd

148Gd

>°!Pd(«»Ca,4n)

122Sn(34S1Sn)

124Sn(51P1Sn)

130Te(27Al1Bn)

110Te(26Hg1Bn)

1 2 4Sn(3 0SI,5n)

f 124Ru(48Ci1In)

I 1 2 4Sn( 2 9Sl.5ni

39

38

36

36

36

35

44

45

70

65

69

69

69

63

76

6B

19

19

IB

IE

16

19

13

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

,3

,5

19.4

20.3

IB.7

17.1

17.4

20.5

13.2 54(13S) Berkeley

Table 2 : Status of SD bands in the rare earth nuclei

This nucleus was produced at the Strasbourg HP tandem accelerator by the reaction
124Sn(31P,4n) at 145 HeV, with a 1 mg cm"2 gold backed target. The Château de Cristal has
been used with 38 BaF2 counters acting as an ET and H7 filter and operating with 12 escape
suppressed spectrometers. In this experiment 7-7 coincidences were recorded and these
included only the events in which at least 4 elements of the BaF2- ball had fired. In the
subsequent analysis, the BaF2- ball was used to maximise the relative yield of very high
spins by requiring a higher BaF2- ball fold of greater than 11.

The complex level scheme (fig.6) was constructed using 7-7 coincidences and
determining the anisotropy ratio I(0=33)/I(0=95) for most of the 7-rays; the level scheme
has been extended from spin 45/2 up to spin 77/2 at 12.72 HeV excitation energy. At low
spin, these levels have been explained as excited states of a near spherical nucleus; the
odd-parity-states between spin 11/2" and 23/2" arise from the coupling of an h n / 2 proton to
the 2*,4* and 6* levels of the 150Gd core, whereas the even parity sequence starting with I
= 15/2* up to 27/2* is interpreted as the coupling of the h 1 1 / 2 proton to the sequence built
on the 3"level in 150Gd.

Above these spins, a theoretical interpretation14' has been performed with the help
of a microscopic calculation based on a deformed Woods-Saxon potential using the shell plus
pairing correction approach of Strutinsky. These calculations clearly established shape
change correlated to single particle alignments at high spin ; the angular momentum is
generated by the valence nucléons which gradually align along a common axis.

The states located between spin 27/2* and 33/2c+) can be explained as energetically
favourable states in which the aligned proton h 1 1 / 2 gives a maximum of spin 11/2 and the
aligned neutrons in orbital s f7/2, i 1 3 / 2 or h,/2 i 1 3 / 2 producing spins 8,9,10,11. Above
spins 35/2*, calculations suggest that the proton core is most favourably broken by
generating quasiparticle configurations of (^)2,h

2,,.,), with maximally aligned angular
momentum for the 41/2{*> state, the neutron keeping the same configuration :
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Fi g. 6

12720.6 77/2

993.7

„5,3.,.

93B0.2

6594.2

.47/2

23/2'1'

11/2-

5/2«

3/2"
72.5

T

125:

V 2

^ '

ils
7.1

J.O

- 99.6

- 72.5

- 23.0

65Tb86

At this stage, the deformation is quite low 0-0.08.

The state at spin 45/2(+> is explained as an energetically favourable state producing

the maximum possible spin with valence nucléons :

Above this state, two competitive cascades of opposite parity occur ; the positive

parity sequence starts at spin 49/2 with the configuration (table 3) :

2 ) *(

with two protons outside the d5/2 core and promoted to the h n / 2 shell. This sequence ends

at spin 61/2 with :

lraax*irfd'2
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On the other hand, in the negative parity sequence, one proton outside the d5/2

shell, is involved in the different configurations above spin 51/2; the neutrons are kept in

the configuration i/(f^ / 2,h 9 / 2i 1 3 / 2)^
x and the spin is generated mainly by the proton

configuration t(djJ2,h^1/2),. With the increasing number of valence nucléons, the shape is

evolving towards a more oblate shape with fi - 0.16. Beyond I = 61/2, p-h proton excitation

are still present but at spin 75/2, the neutron core is broken allowing to form more

effectively high spin states instead of a rearrangement of the neutrons or new excitations

of the valence protons. Wit this neutron core breaking, the number of valence nucléons is

increased to 9 and the nucleus exhibits an oblate shape with P - 0.24.

In order to search for a superdeformed structure in the odd proton nucleus 1 5 1Tb, a

complementary experiment was performed at the tandem accelerator at the Daresbury

laboratory. Recent observation of superdeformed bands12-6' in 1 4 8- 1 4 9Gd, indicated that the

dynamical moment of inertia JtZ) may be very sensitive to the microscopic structure of the

superdeformed states. Calculated Jt2) have shown15' that the variation of these quantities

in function of frequency is related to which high-N orbital s are occupied. These

calculations suggested much larger variation of J(2) for the nucleus 151Tb. The experiment

was carried out using the TESSA3 spectrometer16' which consists of a 50 element bismuth

germanate crystal ball and sixteen escape suppressed germanium detectors.

The states in 1 5 1Tb were populated by

the reaction 130Te(27Al,6n) at a beam

energy of 150 MeV;the tellurium targets

were in form of two isotopically enri-

ched 400 /ig-cnf2 self supporting foils

and the compound systems were formed at

an excitation energy of 90 MeV and a

maximum angular momentum of 78 H (fig.

7). Due to the fact that this nucleus

can only be produced using a light mass

projectile , this require a much higher

compound nucleus excitation energy if

the angular momentum input is to be

sufficient to observe superdeformed

states. The evaporation of six neutrons

is necessary to remove the excess exci-

tation energy and populate the final

nuclei near to yrast. This clearly

show that it is the final excitation

energy of the compound nucleus and not

10 -

20 to 50 EO 70 80 SO IDD
I CF. 1

Fig.7

the initial excitation energy, that is important in the formation of superdeformed states.

A rotational band of 16 transitions (fig.8) was observed ; it was found to carry

about 2 % of the intensity of the 6n reaction channel with the fold requirement set to 18

and above, 1% with the high spin selection removed and 0,5% relative to the total fusion

cross section. Due to the complexity of the normal deformed scheme14', it was not possible

to determine the entry spin into these yrast levels.
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The intensity pattern show that the band is fed primarily above J1Iu=O.6HeV and hence has a
similar feeding pattern to the previously published examples in 1 5 2Dy and 149Gd (fig.9).
Concerning the very rapid de-population, a suggested explanation83 was the reappearance of
the static pairing correlations: as the rotational frequency decreases, there is a strong
increase in the proton static pairing correlations at 0.7 MeV/Jf followed by an increase in
the neutron pairing at 0.2 HeV/H. It might therefore be expected that 151Tb(Z=65,N=86)
should de-excite at the same frequency of 0,3 MeV/}f that 152Dy(Z=66,N=86) and

15OGd(Z=64,N=36), if the proton pairing gap
plays a major role in the rapid de-population
However this is not observed experimentally
as 151Tb de-excites at 0,4 HeV/tf while 152Dy
and 149Gd de-excite at 0.3 HeV/)f. Thus, if
the pairing explanation is correct then the
much higher frequency of de-excitation obser-
ved for 151Tb and also in 150Gd indicates
that pair correlations are persisting up to
higher frequencies in these nuclei.

The dynamical moment of inertia 0 < 2 >

for the superdeformed band in 1 5 1Tb is shown
in fig.10 together with those for the bands
in 152Dy, 1 4 9- 1 5 0Gd. There are large diffé-
rencies in the behaviour of Jc2) as a func-
tion of rotational frequency for the different
cases : for 150Gd and 151Tb , the JtZ) values,
high at low frequencies,decrease rapidly with
increasing frequency. On the other hand, for
149Gd, they decrease less rapidly and for
152Dy, they are almost constant. Theoretical
calculations15' which reproduce the general

Fig.9 behaviour of the experimental data suggest

0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 O.S
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that these differences arise from the way in which the various high N-shell valence nucléons

(i 1 J / 2 protons,J1572 neutrons) contribute to J<2) : each nucléon in the intruder state has

a characteristic influence on the dynamical moment of inertia. For nuclei around A = 150,

the most pronounced effect on J(2) is given by the protons in the second and fourth lowest

N=5 orbitals (i 1 3 / 2) and the neutrons in the second lowest N=7 orbital (J 1 5 7 2)- In
 1 5 1Tb for

instance, the large decrease in J<2) is due to the occupation of the second lowest orbital in

the N=6 and N=7 shells, the fourth N=6 orbital remaining unoccupied. The occupation of the

fourth N=6 orbital in 1 5 2Dy leads to a more constant value of J(Z). One can conclude that the

valence nucléons from the high N intruder shells have a strong influence on the properties of

superdeformed nuclei.
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DELTA EXCITATION IN NUCLEI :
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ABSTRACT

We present an attempt of theoretical interpretation of charge exchange reactions on
nuclei in the region of the delta resonance. Special care is taken to insure consistency with
the constraints from pion and photon excitation channels. Good agreement with mea-
sured spectra can be obtained for all types of targets and incident ions except for polarized
deuterons data which appear hardly reconcilable with the others within our interpreta-
tion. Despite the peripheral character of these reactions, a sizeable part of the observed
downward shift, of the resonance is possibly ascribable to a yet undetected collective mode
of the nucleus at high excitation, the "pionic branch". Our limited commitment is due to
!incomplete knowledge of the NN-+NA interaction and the transition form factors of the
probing ions which has been palliated by some phenomenology.

I - INTRODUCTION

Excitation of the A resonance in nuclei by charge exchange reactions with light ions
(D,3He,12C and even heavier projectiles) in the energy range 600-1100 MeV/N has promi-
nently revealed a systematic downward energy shift of 60-80 MeV of the resonance position
with respect to that mesured on a proton target[l]. The observed shift can be considered
as nearly universal for all complex nuclei with a slight increase of about 10 MeV from
carbon to lead targets. The phenomenon was found to persist though to a variable extent
at higher bombarding energies[2]. Similar features appear in the elementary (p,n) reaction
which is however less cleanly interprétable due to the ambiguity of the neutron signature
for the identification of the mechanisni[3].

These observations contrast with the response to both photon and pion excitations.
The response induced by real or virtual photons is well known to be practically universal
in the A region for all nuclear targets but does not show a pronounced displacement of the
resonance[4,5]. As for the response to real pions it does display an important downward
shift, however this effect increases with target mass number like

f Present address: DPhN, CEN Saclay, Orme des Merisiers, 91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex,
France
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The shift, displayed by the charge exchange data was soon interpreted by G. Chan-
fray and M. Ericson[7] as the manifestation of a collective concentration of strength along
the pion dispersion line in the nuclear medium, the so-called "pionic branch" [8], a phe-
nomenon closely connected to the aforementioned properties of the pion response. They
used a rather crude model which did not aim at a quantitative understanding of the cross-
sections and made no particular attempt to explain the near absence of target dependence
of the effect. Several authors have presented calculations which do not confirm this inter-
pretation[9,10]. However the agreement they claim to experiment should be taken with
caution. Contrary to that of Chanfray-Ericson, none of these works paid much attention
to insure the consistency of the calculation with pion and photon data. Therefore their
computation of the resonance shift has a somewhat ad hoc flavour.

The discussion is clearly centered on the meaning of the observed shift : is it a genuine
medium effect or a trivial consequence of the reaction mechanism and kinematics? hi the
former case, is it related to general and rather uninteresting properties like Fermi motion
or Pauli blocking or can it be ascribed fully or in part to a collective effect? Needless to say,
the evidence for such a phenomenon is of the uttermost interest, first as a manifestation of a
new high excitation mode of the nucleus, second as establishing a firm basis for theoretical
extrapolations to higher densities where it can play an important role e.g. for heavy ion
collisions including the extreme case of the transition to the quark-gluon plasma. A more
quantitative description of charge exchange reactions in the A region has thus become
highly desirable.

The present work constitutes an attempt in this direction using the constraints from
other probes and a minimum phenomenology wherever theoretical knowledge is insufficient.
We have been able to attain a good reproduction of experimental spectra. Our main finding
is that, depending on both the spin structure of the elementary NN->NA interaction and
the spin transition form factors of the probing ions, a sizeable shift rising e.g. to 25-30 MeV
in the case of the (3He5T) reaction at 2 GeV may remain as the signature of the "pionic
branch" despite the peripheral character of these hadronic reactions. The largest part of
the observed shift arises however according to our calculation from a complex interplay
between more conventional modifications of the A peak in the medium and the momentum
transfer dependence of the probing interaction.

We do not want to dissimulate that there are some weaknesses in our study which
should not be considered as a "state of the art" calculation. Indeed, as for all hadronic
processes, it is not an easy task to disentangle the physics of the target from that of the
probe. We assume that the reaction proceeds via a one step excitation of the A in the
target* . The problem can then be factored into three parts : the nuclear response in the A
region which contains the physics of interest in the present context, the driving NN->NA
interaction and the transition form factor of the projectile-ejectile system. Special care
must be paid to insure Lorentz invariance of the resulting amplitude which should be
important here due to the high velocity of the probing ions. The last step to the cross-
section is a straightforward evaluation of distortion effects which are dominated by the
absorption of the probe in the target. There we made use of a simple eikonal approximation.

* We have made some estimations with different mechanisms as projectile excitation or
a non resonant reaction : they make but a small background at least for A + + excitation.
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We have concentrated our efforts on the first topic, calculating the nuclear response
in the framework of the ring RPA with a local density approximation for the lowest order
polarization propagator. What is needed for the second point is an effective NN—>NA in-
teraction like for example the Love-Franey NN interaction at lower energies. Though much
theoretical and experimental activity is currently devoted to the subject, it. has not yet
converged to a complete and reliable description of the corresponding T-matrix. Therefore
we have used a simplified model consisting of IT and p mesons exchanges including antisym-
metrization, an approximation which has also the advantage of avoiding the complications
of the full spin structure of the amplitude (see e.g. ref.[ll]). As for the momentum transfer
dependence of the two projectile-ejectile transition form factors, we have taken that of the
p vertex from electroi» scattering data whereas the unmeasured and elusive IT vertex has
been adjusted from the ejectile spectra obtained with a proton target. Our treatment of
these two points constitutes obviously the weakest part of our approach. Indeed it will turn
out that the size of possible collective effects of the pion branch type is governed by the
relative weight of pion-like to rho-like delta excitation which is determined in turn by the
spin structure of the driving interaction and the transition form factors. The validity of the
phenomenological input that we have introduced in this part of the study, how reasonable
it can appear to date, has to be ascertained through both progress in the knowledge of
the NN-^NA elementary reaction and detailed nuclear structure calculations of the form
factors including two-body contributions. These points of uncertainty clearly preclude a
firmer commitment, on the reliability of our results.

H - DELTAS IN NUCLEI : CALCULATION OF THE NUCLEAR RESPONSE

The behaviour of the delta resonance in nuclei has been a privileged subject of theo-
retical and experimental investigations in intermediate energy nuclear physics. The most
popular and successful approaches have made extensive appeal to the isobar-hole model
or its variants[l2,13] where the elementary excitation mechanism is described as a simple
particle-hole excitation of the nucleus with a delta instead of a nucléon in the particle
state. A chain of approximations can then be developped in close parallel to standard
nuclear physics. In particular the random phase approximation is well suited to the study
of the collective behaviour of the response for a given delta-hole interaction. The whole
problem amounts then to the solution of the RPA equations in particle-hole space. Due
to some specific delta properties there are a few technical differences (see e.g. ref.[13] and
the footnote p.ll) with respect to the usual textbook treatment. We insist here on those
of importance for the present puroose.

The absence of Pauli blocking for delta states has considerable consequences as far as
computational practice is considered. The dimension of the particle-hole space increases
rapidly with the nucleus mass number so that numerical calculations hardly go beyond 16 0,
the presently reasonable limit being about 40Ca. However a detailed quantum treatment
appears somewhat superfluous when one realizes that the delta states are extremely wide
due to fast decay to the various open channels. For instance a reference value of 120 MeV
(i.e. the free width at resonance) which is an underestimate of the actual width in nuclear
matter implies a smearing of the response over many major shells. It is clear that barring
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exotic possibilities of width suppression through some hitherto unsuspected mechanism
(e.g. strong binding reducing considerably the available phase space) we can reasonably
expect shell effects to be all washed out. Only gross structure will survive.

Hence the delta region seems to be an ideal ground for semi-classical calculations.
These techniques whereby quantum effects are averaged over have been successfully used
at lower excitation energies to compute the nuclear response in the quasi-elastic peak
outside the domain of giant resonances[14,15 ]. It turns out however that they cannot
be applied as such to our problem. Indeed anticipating the forthcoming discussion we
emphasize that the presence of the pion pole is a dominating feature of the physics of
deltas in nuclei. As a consequence of the crossing of this singularity the semi-classical
techniques developped up to now give vanishing response on the real pion line [16]. How
much this drawback affects the accuracy of the calculation elsewhere is not known though
misrepresentation can be expected to be particularly severe for light nuclei.

Q 1 O J

Fig.l: The lowest order A-hole propagator.

Semi-classical treatment should thus be limited for the moment to the representation
of the lowest order delta-hole propagator Iio(q,q';u>) , function of the energy transfer ui and
incoming and outgoing momenta q and q' (fig.l) The standard procedure is to perform
a Wigner-Kirkwood expansion in powers of the Planck constant ft[17]. Here we retain
only the h0 term which is nothing else than the Fourier transform of the nuclear matter
expression n ^ M calculated with a position dependent density :

= J
with

2MAF±(Z,N) 2MAFT(Z,N)]
uMl Js~Ml+iMAT(s)

where f*2/4TT = 4.78 is the TTNA coupling constant (value taken from the 7r-N scattering
volume), M and MA the nucléon and A masses, s and u the Mandelstam variables, for
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instance 5 = (\/p2 + M2 + u;)2 — (p + k)2, F{s) is the width* and the integral is over a
r-dependent Fermi sphere: pF{r) - [3n2p(r)/2]i/3. The first factor in the integrand of
eq.(2) is an approximate correction for the conversion between the 7r-N center of mass and
laboratory systems. The upper and lower signs in the factors F±(Z,N) = 1±(Z -N)/2A
are appropriate to positive and negative charge transfer to the target. Expression(l),
known to be already a good approximation in the quasi-elastic peak[14], can be easily
improved (though at the price of tedious calculations) by addition of higher order Hn

terms[15]. We should mention that we have taken for p(r) the actual nuclear density though
in principle it is the semi-classical density which should enter in eq.(l). We have feared
however that the expression for the latter which vanishes beyond the classical turning point
would badly misrepresent the surface region of the nucleus which is of special importance
for the peripheral reactions we want to describe.

Fig.2. Medium modifications of the A width : Pauli blocking (a), 2 nucléons emission (b).
In (c) is shown an example of non-resonant contribution.

It is apparent from eq.(l) that non locality in q-space has been generated as is neces-
sary for finite systems. The effect of Fermi motion is naturally included. The full arsenal
of self-energy insertions in the particle and hole propagators that are calculable in nuclear
matter can obviously be introduced in eq.(l) in order to improve the quality of the starting
polarization propagator by medium modifications. We have been content to include mod-
ifications of the delta width, i.e. Pauli blocking of the ir — N decay channel and coupling
to the two nucléons emission channel (fig. 2a and 2b). We have added in a rather ad
hoc manner to the expression (1) an extra imaginary part proportional to p(r)2 intended
to simulate the non resonant two nucléons mechanism[19] (an example of this pure two
nucleon-two hole term is shown in fig. 2c). Though these corrections do not exhaust all
possible contributions to the imaginary part of IIo we have adjusted the latter one so as

* In our calculation we have included in the width the usual "form factor" generated
through unitarization of the full 33 7r-N amplitude including the nucléon u-channel (see
e.g. ref.[18]).
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to recover at the pion threshold the value Jm(C0) = 0.13m~6 of the two body piece of
standard p-wave 7r-nucleus optical potentials[20]. From the comparison to experiment we
did not find necessary to include the real part of self-energy insertions. It is well rec-
ognized that the calculated values are not very reliable[13] and their phenomenological
extraction (cf. the spreading potential of ref.[12]) not unambiguous. We did not consider
either the possibility of different Hartree-Fock potentials for the nucléon and the delta
(note that only the difference of the potentials matters in the semi-classical calculation of
the polarizability) .

q'.OJ

q.OJ

Fig.3: The RPA correlation chain (a); the full polarization propagator (b).

The medium effects included in this lowest order approximation are a rather secondary
object of our study. Our main interest resides in collective phenomena generated by a delta-
hole interaction (fig.3a). We use for the latter the standard schematic model consisting of
7T and p mesons exchanges and a parameter g'A which simulates short range interactions
and antisymmetrization effects :

r2 / , - -
—i" I 5 A ^ I ••'2 -ml \

S1JS2J
m

S1 X q.S2 Xq
t + m2

p — it (3)

with Cp = {f*2/m2
p)/(f*

2/ml) = 2.3 (strong rho), t = q2 - u;2, S and f the familial-
spin and isospin transition operators between states 1/2 and 3/2. The form factors at
the pion and rho vertices are chosen of the monopole form (A2

 p — m2
 p)/(A2 + /.) with

An = 1.0GeF and Ap = 1.4GeV (the assignment of the form factor v* to the interaction
term in g'A is of pure convenience). It is essential to remark that contrary to the situation
which prevails at lower energy transfer the dominant feature of the interaction of eq.(3)
is the exchange of the pion. Indeed beyond threshold the pion can be on its mass-shell.
The other components are of secondary significance. It is well known that g'A which is the
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analog of the Migclal parameter g' of the nucleon-hole effective interaction in the spin-
isospin channel is not precisely determined by pion-nucleus data. Though one generally
favours the classical Lorentz-Lorenz value g'A=l/3, we have worked with the "universal"
number g'A= 0.5. The value of the pNA coupling is still subject to controversy. Since it
does not matter much here we have chosen the strong rho coupling in analogy with the
situation favoured for the ^NN case.

The interaction defined by eq.(3) is to be used as an effective interaction in the direct,
channel only*. Therefore the RPA equations can be reduced to coupled integral equations
in q-space. We present, briefly the necessary technical steps which have become a folklore
in studies of spin-isospin excitations. We follow the notations of ref.[22] (an equivalent
approach can be found in ref.[23]). The full A-hole propagator ILij{q,q';u>) is indexed by
the projections of the spin transition operators S, acting at the two excitation vertices
(fig.3b). It is customary to refer to longitudinal(Z) and transversal^) projections with
respect to the momenta q and q'(i.e. i,j = I, t). For finite systems one should perform a
multipole decomposition on the angle variable q.q''. We have chosen to work with the target
nuclei 12C' and 208Pb as representative of small and extended systems. We found necessary
to retain up to 17 and 38 partial waves respectively in order to reach saturation in the
range of energy-momentum transfer of interest. For each angular momentum channel one
should solve the generally singular integral equation:

J UJ
0(q,q";u;)V(q",u,)UJ(q",q'•*) (4)

One has to distinguish between the natural and unnatural parity cases. In the former
one only the transverse components 11« and Vt are relevant and the equation has no
singularity. In the second case the full II,-j matrix is involved. In compact notation the
A-hole interaction V* is a 2x2 matrix

V1 O \ VA t + ml-ie) K{t)

1 * with : I ff [ (5)
- t e

where (as in eq.(4)) we have shifted for convenience the coupling constant f*2/m2 from the
A-hole interaction to the polarization propagator (compare eqs.(2)-(5)). These equations
are singular since the pion pole is encountered in the integration over the variable q". The
system degenerates into two subsets of two equations. The first one couples II(/ and II,/
and the second one II(f and Tin.

The results of the calculations are shown in figs.4 where the responses per target
nucléon have been represented for 208Pb . The picture for 12G is qualitatively similar with
somewhat, smoother characteristics for the longitudinal channel. On fig.4a a map of the

* see ref.[21] where comparison is made with antisymmetrized RPA in the case of the
quasi-elastic peak.
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Fig.4a: The bare response surface per nucléon for the 208Pb nucleus. On left and right
are 3-diniensional and 2-dimensional plots in m~3 units as functions of q and w. On the
2-d figure full lines are isostrength lines and the dot-dashed curves follow the free N and
A lines.

bare response R® = R° (the word "bare" standing for "without A-hole correlations") has
been drawn in the (g, u;) plane of the momentum-energy transferred by the probe :

irAF±{Z,N)
ImILo(q,q;u) (6)

In eq.(6) we have actually multiplied the nuclear response by a form factor accounting for
N and A size. It should vary with the external probe and has been taken for definiteness
as the TTNA form factor in figs.4. Note that the u> axis begins at pion threshold and that
the nucléon quasi-elastic peak (which does not play much role in this problem) has not
been drawn on the figures. However we have marked the free nucléon line on which it is
centered. Also, as a guideline, we have drawn the free A line. We see that close to it is
the ridge of the response surface (somewhat shifted downwards), the strength falling at
large transfers according to the Vn form factor. Nuclear effects are reduced there to Fermi
motion and width modifications.

On fig.4b is the transversal response :

vl(t)
8T?2AF±(Z,N)

l)Im{[Uft(q,q;u;))nat

where we have taken for the sake of comparison the mean sum of natural and unnatu-
ral contributions. For an actual probe they would of course add thereby favouring the
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Fig.4b: The transversal response surface. Same legend as fig.4a except for the real photon
line (labelled 7) which has been added on right.

transversal response with its two degrees of freedom over the longitudinal one (the weights
are exactly 2 to 1 for a bare response like that of eq.(6)). There are not much visible
modifications with respect, to fig.4a except for some upward shift and some quenching of
the response at low rnomeiitum due to the repulsive g'^ terni in the A-hole interaction
(note that, this is the region of the A response which coupled to the Gamow-Teller giant
resonance could be responsible for part of the missing strength in the G-T sum rule; see e.g.
ref. [24]). At larger momenta like those accessible along a real (dashed curve) or virtual
photon Une, the A-hole interaction Vt is weaker due to the rho-meson potential. Moreover
the longitudinal channel with the pion exchange is not strongly coupled through eq.(4).
This corresponds to the well known coupling mismatch between transversal probes and the
pion channel[13]. Hence no medium effects of collective nature can develop. In particular
there is no very noticeable shift of the resonance position though detailed comparison of
real and virtual photon data may help to make a decision about the much debated size
of the pNA coupling. These qualitative features are in agreement with those observed in
photon experiments[4,5]. We do not attempt a more quantitative comparison because the
photon response contains an important non resonant piece (Born terms) the evaluation of
which is beyond the scope of the present paper.

The landscape changes drastically when one goes to the longitudinal channel (fig.4c):

(8)

A complete reshaping of the response surface appears on the maps. One distinguishes
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f N

Fig.4c: The longitudinal response surface. Same legend as fig.4a except for the real pion
line (labelled IT) which has been added on right.

two zones with large strength. The A zone at low momentum (in the time-like region) is
shifted upwards and quenched as before by the repulsion generated by g'A. At intermediate
momenta strength accumulates around the pionic branch which follows the pion dispersion
line in the medium, displaying a considerable downward shift with respect to the free A
line. The effect is especially marked for the lowest multipolarities (i.e. the central ones)
which feel the full nuclear density. The two zones are separated by a sort of valley of
minimum strength which is close to the free pion line i.e. the one explored by real pions
(dashed line). The contrast is especially violent in a heavy system as 208Pb . In the limit
of infinite nuclear matter it is clear that the pion line will follow a null strength valley.
We have checked that our calculation reproduces well the total 7r-nucleus cross-section[6]
which is proportional to the longitudinal response on the pion line :

The behaviour in A1'3 of the cross-section per nucléon at maximum arises from the de-
population of the A-response on the physical pion line at the benefit of the pionic branch.
The increase of the shift of the peak position with A1/3 is a correlated effect.

We would like to emphasize that these spectacular effects are by no means exotic phe-
nomena specific to our particular model. Though derived here in the isobar-hole formalism
they would also occur when starting from an optical potential description (cf. refs.[7,8]).
What we have used is nothing more than an off-shell extension of an optical potential.
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The key point is the fact that the pion can be on mass-shell between two successive scat-
terings. The main phenomena arise then through the summation of a multiple scattering
series. Though they may appear of a somewhat trivial nature from such a point, of view,
their translation into a nuclear response makes clear through the complete reshaping of
the strength distribution they produce that the pionic branch has legitimate titles to the
"collective mode" denomination*. One should not forget however that in contrast, to more
familiar lower energy phenomena this new excitation mode is very broad and consists of a
superposition of many multipolarities which are hopelessly unseparable.

We can expect this mode to play a role in pion production by heavy ions. More
speculatively, following its evolution with increasing nuclear density may be informative
on the approach to the restoration of cliiral symmetry which is expected in the quark-
gluon plasma phase. This may give a hint about a possible signal of the chiral transition
for which ideas are badly lacking.

Exploration of the pionic branch region appears of evident interest. The question then
arises of the most appropriate probe. The pion itself (i.e. the physical one) is not suitable.
Indeed if one excepts the lightest nuclei like 12C where the pionic branch is marginally
attainable, most of the strength lies in the space-like region outside the reach of the pion
line as should be clear from the preceding discussion. A priori neutrinos would constitute
an excellent possibility as sources of virtual (space-like) pions through the coupling to
the weak axial current and were proposed in the original suggestion of the pionic branch
phenomenon[8]. Though positive indications may have already been gathered[25], neutrino
beams are not very manageable and not well suited for the mapping of a response function.

We are back now to a situation already encountered in the past for the search of the
best probe of the elusive longitudinal spin response, i.e. we are bound to make profit of
the appropriate component of some hadronic interaction. Pion electroproduction has been
suggested as a promising reaction for the quasi-elastic region [26]. It seems however that
there would be difficult detection problems at delta energies[27]. The charge exchange
(p,n) reaction with its virtual pion term among other components has turned out to be
of more practical use in its proper or composite projectile versions. The spectacular shift.
measured in the (3He5T) reaction and others[l,2] does approximately correspond to that
expected from fig.4c along the irinematicaJ line of the reaction. However this interpretation
suggested in ref.[7] was questioned by the authors themselves ; first, there is no reason to
ignore the transversal components of the driving hadronic interaction which should not.
give rise to a marked shift; secondly, at around 1 GeV per nucléon for the hadron energy,
the total NN cross-section is 40 inb, which implies important absorption in the target and
precludes the detection of the lowest multipolarities. We treat these two problems in the
next two sections, concentrating on the case of the celebrated (3He,T) reaction at 2 GeV
for which the most, complete set of data is available.

One may argue that these phenomena would be better qualified as coherent, than
collective (see second item of ref.[13])
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III - THE DRIVING (OR EFFECTIVE) HADRONIC INTERACTION

The charge exchange reactions are assumed to proceed via a one step excitation which
promotes a nucléon of the target to a A state through the action of a driving interaction.
The latter should in principle be the NN->NA T-matrix possibly modified by medium
effects. The exact spin structure is rather complicated (16 independent amplitudes!)[H].
As there is still no general agreement on the full amplitude and since our work is of
rather exploratory nature we have preferred to use a schematic model inspired by the
study of ref.[28] about the (3He,T) reaction on a proton target. For consistency with the
effective A-hole interaction of eq.(3) we take as a driving force the exchange of IT and p
mesons with the same p to IT coupling ratios and form factors. Such a potential gives a
fair description of the elementary process at the considered energies at least for spectra
without polarization[29]. We could have added a short range component analogous to the
g'A parameter. However we are quite ignorant about its possible magnitude which could
range between 0.2 and 0.7.

Fig.5 Simple one step mechanism for the p(3He,T)A++ reaction : direct, (a) and exchange
(b) terms.

In order to avoid the introduction of a new parameter we have generated the short
range component through antisymmetrization of Tr and p exchanges (fig.5). In principle
there is a loop integration in the exchange term that we have treated in the peaking ap-
proximation, i.e. we have retained a single momentum Q = (q—P/Z)/2 which corresponds
to the largest contributions (P = P, + Pf). Because of the high velocities of the prob-
ing ions Q is of the order of 1 GeV so that antisymmetrization effects can be important,
only for hard form factors like those of eq.(3). We do not take very seriously our calcu-
lation which serves mainly as a trick to generate a repulsive short range component in
the hadronic interaction (i.e. a mock g'^ ). For instance through antisymmetry our strong
rho meson has the main effect of partly suppressing pion exchange (note that contrary to
the situation of eq.(4) the pion is always space-like and so never close to singularity) and
creating a repulsive transversal component. Our resulting interaction is thus close to equal
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proportions of longitudinal and transversal pieces.
A second advantage of our ansatz is that it allows a reasonable account of Lorentz

invariance that we would have been embarrassed to insure with a Migdal type interaction.
Indeed the ions velocity is quite high (v/c % 0.8) so that the way the 3He-T vertices are
boosted really matters. We have retained the pseudovector and tensor forms 1x757.91/ and
Ti(T11Vq11U for the n and p vertices respectively. The main effect of the boost is to replace
the Pauli reductions a.q and a x q of the static limit by :

aB.q-(5a.P and a(<r x q) — (3((T ~x P)

••1 2 M + P Q / 3 2 2 (10)
with : a = . -== , a — p = 1 , rla — &\; + &f

2 / ( M + P « / 6 ) 2 - u > 2 / 4 '

There are other small terms for the tensor vertex. One important effect of eq.(10) is
that the q2 coming from the squared static vertices in the cross-sections is replaced by

- u ; 2 .q
We are then left with the problem of the spin transition form factors at the 3He-T

vertex. Experimental knowledge is limited to the transversal form factor through magnetic
electron scattering on 3He and T nuclei[30]. We have assumed that the rho vertex is the
same as the isovector photon vertex. This hypothesis which can be criticized on various
points can be considered as a kind of vector dominance ansatz. Assuming a gaussian form
Ft(t) = exp(— dpi) which should be valid for not too large transfers, we find ap = 0.23m~2

from the isovector combination ([IiFjM(I))He — [^FM(I)]T)Z(^He ~ / * T ) after due extraction
of the nucléon magnetic form factor ( /j, and FM are the the magnetic moments and form
factors of 3He and T). There is no experimental information on the ir vertex which we
take also as a gaussian Fi(t) — exp(—avt). From a theoretical point of view we would
expect o,r < ap if we calculated the form factors with one-body operators only. Indeed
the longitudinal and transversal vertices differ mainly by S-D states interference which is
respectively constructive and destructive. How this feature would be modified by two-
body operators has not yet been calculated. In the absence of theoretical estimates our
philosophy has been to leave aw as a free parameter to be determined by the triton spectra
from the elementary proton target.

Since we do not expect our schematic interaction to be an excellent approximation
of a full T-matrix, we have also let free the overall normalization JV of the cross-section.
In this respect let us add that a correction factor of about 0.95 should be present anyway
from the 3He-T Gamow-Teller matrix element. Distortion effects have been estimated by
an eikonal approximation as described below hi the case of complex nuclear targets.

The experimental input has been selected from the triton spectra measured at 0, 2, 3
and 4 degrees with a 2 GeV 3He beam on a proton target[31,32]. Larger angles have not
been considered because they seem to indicate a change of slope with momentum transfer
which may be a signal that multiple scattering effects are becoming important. The quality
of our two parameters fit can be judged on fig.6 with due consideration of the fact that
the peak cross-section decreases by an order of magnitude between 0 and 4 degrees. The
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fitted parameters are a^ — 0.14Sm7,
2 in agreement with our expectations* and Af — 0.88,

the sign of a surprisingly good normalization. We do not take too seriously the quality
of agreement indicated by the latter number in view of the schematic character of our
calculation.

200 .

100 .

0
3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.61

Pf (GeV/c)

Fig.6. The triton spectra dn
d Jp at 0°,2°,3° and 4° (a,b,c,d) for p(3He7T)A++ at 2GeV

compared to a 2 parameters adjustment of our model(full curve). Units are fib/(sr x
MeV/c).

The fact that we find a good sensitivity to the longitudinal form factor , with indication
of a substantially smaller slope, goes beyond the validity of our model. It should not be
a surprise in view of the spectra we have used as reference. As it was already apparent
on the figures of ref.[31], the cross-sections taken at fixed A invariant, mass fall sensibly

* A similar difference appears between the form factors of the (D,2p) reaction computed
in refs.[33,34] with one-body operators.
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more slowly with increasing transfer than would be implied by the use of the magnetic
(hence purely transversal) 3He form factor. H one sticks to die simple one-step excitation
mechanism, it is thus unavoidable to conclude that there is a very important non transveral
contribution to the process independently of the limited confidence one may have in our
simplified model. This is the basis for our conviction that the (3He,T) amplitude has a
large spin longitudinal component which makes it suitable for the detection of the pionic
branch.

IV - THE TRITON SPECTRA FROM 12C AND 208Pb .

IV-I. The eikonal approximation

In a plane wave approximation and without antisymmetrization and P dependent
terms we would write the triton spectrum in the laboratory system :

= AF+(Z,^^^-!^--IFfitW^q^Rdq,*) + 2F?(t)W?(q,u;)Rt(q,u,)}

(H)
where Mi,Ei,P; are the mass and energy-momentum variables of the incoming 3He nucleus
(the index f standing for the same variables in the case of the final triton), Wi and Wt
the longitudinal and transversal components of the driving interaction. Antisymmetriza-
tion and P dependent terms complicate considerably the algebra, in particular because
the angles of the average beam momentum P/2 enter into the game. The formulae are
too lengthy to find a place in the limited space of this paper. We will be content with
mentioning that there is still no longitudinal-transversal interference.

PROBE

TARGET

Fig.7. The geometry for computing the attenuation in the convolution model.

Important distortion effects do occur which are dominated by the attenuation of the
incoming and outgoing waves inside the target nucleus. We have calculated these wave
functions by an eikonal approximation using the convolution of the density of the probe
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with that, of the nucleus[35] (fig.7). Taking the z axis as the average beam direction P, the
wave functions read :

with :
* Z fi

Xi(1O, z) = -^(1 - i0i ) dz df'pa (- - f' )pA(f' )
* J-OO J

(13)

A similar expression holds for \f except for the z integration which runs from z to oc.
In these formulae p3 and pA are the respective densities of the beam and target nuclei
[36] and the total NN cross-sections <x,,/ and the real to imaginary part ratios /3,-j are to
be taken at the energies JE 7 , / /3 . We have checked that these wave functions give a good
approximation of the attenuation by computing the total cross-section for the comparable
reaction a+1 2C at 870 MeV/N. We tound 823 mb vs. a me. sured value of 805 mb[37].*

Li order to simplify further the calculations we have neglected fiij and also the vari-
ation of the NN cross-sections along the triton spectrum, working with a neutron-proton
averaged <TJVJV = 41 mb. We have checked that this procedure is innocuous (an updated
version of this work which makes use of better NN data[38] will be free of these approxima-
tions). To give an idea of the importance of the absorption of the probe we have computed
the number of effective nucléons in the (3He,T) reaction on 12C at 2 GeV. We have found
that the density distribution actually tested by the probe peaks at an impact parameter
corresponding to 16% of the central density so that only 0.62 nucléon over 12 is active!
This reaction is thus very peripheral.

Since the response function has been evaluated in momentum space, it is appropriate
to take the Fourier transform C(k) of the attenuation function exp[—(xi(b,z) + \f(b,z))}.
The convolution of the nuclear response with the transition density of the probe through
the driving interaction finally reads (again without the cumbersome P dependent and
exchange terms) :

drcT , „ , „ . Mj Mf Pf t f dk' dk

dttdPf +( ' ' ' 2TP> PiEf J J (2TT)6

C*(q- k')C(q- k)[FW(k\u>)]iR{k,k\u})[FW{k,*)] (U)

where we have used a compact matrix notation, defining:

/ Fi(k2 -u>2)Wi(k,uj) \
- ' - ' (15)

* Note that we have not extracted the nucléon size from the 12C density to compensate
somewhat for the zero-range approximation implied in eq.(13)[35].
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and the non diagonal responses (with 0 = fc.fc'):

((J + I )Pj- I (*) + J P j + 1

(16)

A similar expression holds for ifo. We notice that the non-diagonal pieces II( <f,<f') of the
polarization propagator are needed and that interferences between the longitudinal and
transversal components are now present. The numerical calculation implies the solution
of a number of difficulties. We found preferable to evaluate the Fourier transforms in
cylindrical coordinates and to extract the most singular parts (i.e. the 8 function pieces)
of the obtained distributions. Good numerical convergence could then be attained.

IV-2. Comparison to experiment

The calculated spectra are drawn on figs.8a,8b and 9. The figs.8 are devoted to our
result for the 12C target at triton angles 0° (a) and 3° (b). We overshoot the data by a
relatively small amount. We have applied respective normalization factors 0.75 and 0.83
to make the curves coincide with the data at the A peak[l,32]. The quality of agreement
is very satisfactory and persists at the higher angle (note the much lower cross-section)
with consistent normalization within error bars. One will notice that at the highest triton
momenta, i.e. the lowest energy transfers, the data are sensibly higher than our calcula-
tions. We find back here a well known situation which is comnion to all probes including
photons : there is a general tendency of calculations to underestimate the strength in the
"dip" region between the A and quasi-elastic peaks. The data on the proton target have
been drawn on the same figures so as to display the energy shift. The dot-dashed curve
represents the spectrum obtained with the "bare" nuclear response, i.e. without A-hole
correlations.

The distinctive effect of the latter lies more in the shift of the response than in the
increase of its strength (compare the full and dot-dashed curves). Collectivity (i.e. the
pionic branch) is seen to account for a 25 MeV downward energy shift of the A peak.
However the total shift with respect to the proton data amounts to 74 MeV. Its largest part
is thus generated when adding the more trivial medium modifications that were discussed
in section II. A more detailed discussion is necessary to elucidate its origin. The distortion
produces mainly an overall attenuation of the cross-section by a factor ~ 5 but hardly
increases the shift (may be by about 7 MeV) which is already present at the level of the
plane wave approximation.* It turns out that Fermi motion and the increase of the A

* A converse statement. [39] that distortion is responsible for half of the observed shift
has been withdrawn by its autnors.
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Fig.8. Comparison of theory to experiment[1,32] for 12C(3He5T)X at 2 GeV and 0° (a) and
3° (b) triton angles. The theoretical curves have been normalized to peak value by factors
0.75(a) and 0.83(b) : the full and dot-dashed curves are respectively with and without
A-hole correlations. The proton data[31,32] (dashed cuive) have been drawn on the same
scale to display the energy shift.

width in the medium produce a broadening and flattening of the response function along
the (3He5T) kinematical line. Hence the shape is quite different. One has a kind of wide
plateau: a decrease of 5% on either side of the maximum defines a 95 MeV band instead
of 40 MeV in the free case. A barely marked maximum results which lies 40 -r- 45 MeV
downward from the free position (see fig.(4a)). The exact position of the maximum is
not very significant since we have fine tunecl by hand some pieces of the imaginary part
of the polarization propagator (see section II) on 7r-nucleus data. Since in order to get
the cross-section the response along the reaction kinematical line has to be weighted by
quantities dependent on the energy-momentum transfer (i.e. the transition form factors,
the driving interaction and even the phase space-flux factor), the position of the maximum
is very easily changed with respect to that obtained on a free proton. A downward shift
is produced by factors decreasing with increasing transfer like the 3He-T form factors and
to a lesser extent the phase space-flux factor. On the opposite the driving interaction
shifts the spectrum upwards. On the whole the former effect wins and one remains with
~ 50MeV downward shift.

It is apparent on fig.9 that our calculation meets the same success in heavy systems
with about identical general features. As before we need a normalization factor of 0.8
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Fig.9 Same legend as fig.8 for a 208Pb target at 2GeV and 0° triton angle. The normaliza-
tion factor is 0.8.

consistent with those used for 12C (the attenuation factor is ~ 37 at peak). The slightly
larger shift is well reproduced, with about the same repartition between the pionic branch
(30MeV) and a more trivial origin (53MeV). The absence of marked variation with mass
number is explainable in terms of the peripheral character of the reaction whatever target
is used. The probed region of the nucleus is the surface where the density distribution is
quite similar for all nuclei : we find that more than 95% of the cross-section at maximum
arise from a multipolarity window between 4 and 7 in 12C and between 10 and 15 in 208Pb
, the central point in impact parameter presenting as expected an A1/3 variation. We have
not yet. extended our calculations to the full sample of targets for which data have been
taken. On the basis of our present understanding it is very likely that the same success
will be met.

V - CHARGE EXCHANGE WITH OTHER PROJECTILES

Our study of the charge exchange reaction with 3He projectiles has shown that a
sizeable part of the energy shift is explainable within our model by collective behaviour of
the deltas in nuclei (the pionic branch). However the observation of a large shift is common
to reactions with other projectiles that should be examined before drawing conclusions We
will discuss the (p,n), (D,2P) and (12C, 12B or 12N) processes with a preliminary account
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Fig.10. Possible graphs for the simple reaction p(p,n)X with A excitation. Graphs (b) and
(d) are the exchange counterparts to (a) and (c).

of our calculations for incident protons and 12C ions.
The (p,n) reaction stands as the prototype of charge exchange at the elementary level.

It is a priori expected to be simpler than the (3He1T) instance that we have developped
at length in the two preceding sections. In particular the structure problem which is
behind the determination of the form factors Fi and Ft we have discussed in section III
no longer arises. Moreover the trivial downward shift associated with their rapid variation
with transfer t disappears. The hope of a cleaner signal for the pionic branch could thus
reasonably be entertained. It turns out however that as early claimed in ref.[31] the
neutron signature is ambiguous. We present on fig.10 the various elementary graphs which
aie possible when the reaction takes place on a proton. Similar graphs could be drawn
for the case of a neutron. It can be seen that graphs (c) and (d) corresponding to decay
neutrons from projectile or target excitation are either non existent or suppressed by the
transition form factor in the case of the complex projectile reaction. Adding the graphs
corresponding to the n(p,n)X reaction we found that these extra contributions make a
20% correction at peak rising rapidly with increasing energy transfer. Neglecting this
background (thus retaining only (a) and (b) and their neutron analogs) we have computed
the neutron spectra with the same driving interaction as before. The distortion should be
calculated there with a modified formalism allowing for variation of the total NN cross-
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section in the final state.
We generate a shift of 60MeV for 800MeV protons. Comparison with data[3] is not

readily possible because of the correction graphs that we have not evaluated. We simply
mention that magnitude (with an attenuation factor of 2.5 with respect to plane wave
calculations) and shape of the spectra are reasonably well reproduced though the energy
shift appears to be slightly overestimated ( by 10-15 MeV). Considering that the rising
background under the A peak from graphs (c) and (d) and the like produces certainly
some upward shift, we feel that our model is already at the present stage in good position
to explain the (p,n) data. What is more interesting for our purpose is that among the
60MeV of the calculated shift, only 15 MeV are ascribable to the collective effect, the large
rest, being of more trivial origin despite the absence of nuclear form factors.

These findings are a priori surprising. Actually as far as the explanation of the trivial
shift is concerned, the phase space-flux factor Pj/PiEf which decreases sensibly more
rapidly with increasing transfer than in the case of heavier projectiles plays the role of the
form factors. The origin of the decrease of the physically interesting shift has to do with
the longitudinal versus transversal balance of the probing interaction. We have seen in
section III that the driving interactions divides half and half between the two channels.
Simple counting of degrees of freedom (see e.g. eq.(ll)) gives thus an advantage of 2 to 1
to the transversal response, leaving only a weight of 1/3 to the longitudinal one. In the
case of complex projectiles the situation can be modified by the different behaviour of the
nuclear form factors Fi and Ft with momentum transfer. In the 3He example the smaller
slope of Fj imposed by the variation of the cross-section on the proton target, restores the
balance in favour of the longitudinal channel in a ratio 63/37 at peak. This fact hence
explains why (to our deception) our model predicts for the (p,n) reaction only half of the
collective shift of the (3He ,T) one. Separation of the two channels through polarization
experiments may be the only sensible use of the simple (p,n) probe.

This result clearly indicates that complex projectiles with a favourable Fi/Ft ratio
should be used for best sensitivity to the pionic branch. According to the calculations
of refs.[33,34] which translated into slopes of gaussians give a^ = 0.163m~2 and ap =
0.225m~2, the (D,2p) reaction should be closer to the (3He5T) situation than to the (p,n)
one. However the measurements performed with polarized deuterons indicate that the
longitudinal to transversal balance is of about 1 to 2 with a proton target (much alike
what we found for the (p,n) reaction) and even more unfavourable with complex nuclei
[34]. This feature can be understood if the driving interaction is sensibly more transversal
than implied by the simple 1/1 balance of our schematic IT + p ansatz. An indication
that this may be the right explanation can be found in the variation of the cross-section
at the peak with momentum transfer. The decrease follows a rate nearly compatible
(0.20-0.21 m~2 slope) with the calculated value of ap, indicating a very strong transversal
component[34]. However it would then be impossible to explain the variation of the triton
cross-section which displays the opposite trend. One is thus tempted to conclude before
any model calculation that the reactions induced by deuteron and 3He projectiles are quite
different, at least in the framework of a one-step mechanism.

If one stays within the limits of our model they appear hardly reconcilable. Indeed
the only way out of the puzzle is to admit that the form factor ratio Ft /Ft is much more
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favourable for the 3He-T than for the D-2p transition. Pure one-body calculations like that
of refs.[33,34] would favour the longitudinal channel in a similar way for both cases (S-D
interference). One has thus to find two-body operators which would cancel this advantage
for the D-2p transition without changing much the balance of 3He-T. Though we can
already give reasons for expecting some differences, it would be surprising in view of the
moderate transfers which are involved that two-body terms would be able to produce the
drastic changes which are needed. Finally one should perhaps face the possibility that the
reaction mechanism is more complicated than believed for one if not both cases.

Before concluding we must give some indications about the application of our methods
to the reactions induced by heavier projectiles. We have begun the investigation of the
p(12C, 12B or 12N)X processes. With increasing complexity the structure of the projectile
manifests itself by the existence of several bound states of the ejectile which would be
hardly separable. We thus expect that the possibility of clear theoretical analysis in terms
of the nuclear response worsens with increasing mass number. In the specific case of a
12C beam, the 12N channel is the simplest because only the ground state of this nucleus
is bound. However the reaction on the proton target which serves as our reference for
fixing the unknown parameters leads to A0 ((n,p)-like) excitation which is less strong
than that of the A + + ((p,n)-like) that we have considered up to now. The quality of
the presently available experimental data is not sufficient to permit the extraction of the
desired information. Analysis of better data taken with a liquid hydrogen target is in
progress[40]. On the isospin favoured 12B side the situation is complicated by the presence
of 5 bound states. Three of them need to be considered on the basis of their known spin
transition strength in the range of transfer of interest : the l+(g.s.), 2+(0.95 MeV) and
2~(1.67 MeV) states. The latter one can be expected to be of special importance because
of its pion-like character marked by a large form factor peaking close to 2 fm"1. There exist
electron data for the analog transitions in 12C (note that the 2~ is unbound there) which
permit to fix their transverse form factors[41]. Though the 2+ is a purely transversal spin
excitation, there are still too many unknowns in the longitudinal channel to play the same
game as decribed in sect.III for 3He-T. A more reasonable philosophy seems to extract
informations from the 12N data to come in order to parametrize the longitudinal form
factor for the analog 12B I + ground state and to use then the 12B data on proton to fix
the remaining unknowns of the 2~ state.

Meanwhile, in order to get. first indications from the available spectra we have com-
puted the missing form factors with Cohen-Kurath and Millener-Kurath wave functions[42]
suitably renormalized to account, for the electron data. We are already able to get about
the right magnitudes of the cross-sections. Furthermore the specific role anticipated for
the 2~ state is confirmed by two characteristic differences between the experimental 12B
and 12N spectra, namely the 12B spectrum extends over a broader energy range and its
maximum is shifted to sensibly higher energy transfer[l ,40]. These features are understood
in our model by the large 2~ form factor which peaks at higher transfer, the lower energy
side of the 12B spectrum being mainly populated by transition to the I + state. Predictions
for nuclear targets are premature. We can anticipate that trivial shift effects will be espe-
cially big and likely different between the two charge sides in view of the specific variation
with transfer expected from the various form factors. The penetration inside the nucleus
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will be still smaller than for 3He so that only extremely peripheral multipolarities w.ll be
explored. One can thus expect but tenuous manifestations of collective behaviour of deltas
in matter though still measurable shift may remain from this origin. If our model occurred
to underestimate the large observed shifts (~ 60MeV), it could be an indication that the
reaction mechanism is less simple for heavier projectiles and that interesting compression
effects may be present.

VI - CONCLUDING REMARKS

At the present stage of our knowledge we can commit ourselves in some lessons that
can be drawn from charge exchange reactions concerning the behaviour of the delta in
nuclei. However our conclusions cannot be definitive because our attempt, is schematic
and mixed with uncertain phenomenology.

Our main finding is that even peripheral reactions can be informative on the special
collectivity manifestation of the delta called the pionic branch. A shift as large as 30 MeV
can result. Even bigger values can be attained provided nature is kind enough to provide
a probe of the longitudinal spin degree of freedom. However according to past experience
the search for sensitive experiments often resembled the quest for a deceptive Graal. The
present work has added the hopeful (p,n) reaction (at least in uiipolarized version) to an
already long martyrology.

If we are to insist, on charge exchange reactions without polarization we are bound to
use complex systems with the obvious disadvantage of a low penetration. The example of
3He shows that the specific structure of the probe may favour the desired channel. A few
light systems are still to be tested as possible projectiles. Among them some can be polar-
ized which would permit the separation of the two spin responses (this argument applies
also of course to the (p,n) and (n,p) reactions). The recourse to polarized deuterons how-
ever turned out to be deceptive and did not clear up the situation! As we have repeatedly
emphasized, the decrease of the (3He5T) data at the A peak at a rate inconsistent, with
magnetic electron scattering enforces the conclusion of a dominant longitudinal character
of the 3He probe. This is the basis of our conviction that the (3He,T) reaction has given
first evidence for the pionic branch provided we really understand the reaction mechanism.
A microscopic calculation of the form factors including two-body operators is needed to
support a more definitive and better founded claim.

Naturally the study of the (D,2p) reaction should be pursued in parallel in order to
understand the puzzling polarization data. The exclusive experiments which have been
recently undertaken[43] may be of some help to compare the two reaction mechanisms.
We have not considered here the problem of the evolution of the charge exchange reactions
at higher bombarding energies. Data on the (3He5T) reaction exist[2] between 2.4 and
15.7 GeV which indicate a progressive decrease of the shift. If we assume that the reaction
mechanism does not change, this may be an indication that the driving interaction becomes
more and more transversal. This is a property which has to be verified on the elementary
NN-^NA process. Needless to say any progress in the understanding of the latter would
be welcome.
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BECBIT RESULTS OI THE SPECTROSCOPY OF LIGHT IUCLEI AT GAIIL

J . P . DUFOUE, I I 2 P 3 - C . E . I . Bardeaux-Gradignan

F-33170 GRADIGIAI

Abstract : Spectrascopic studies carried at GANIL on Projectile-Fragments now

include gamma, gamma-gamma, multi-particle, multi-neutron measurements in

radioactive beta-decay. The data allow to test in detail theoretical models, in

particular in the sd-shell. All proton-rich nuclei up to Z = 23 have now been

identified and their decay investigated, at least partially. Two-proton

radioactivity could not be observed in SZS1, 31Ar and 39Ti. The new beta-delayed

four-neutron radioactivity of 17B and the ongoing search of other beta-delayed

decay modes are reported.

I - IHTRODUCTIOH

After four years of successful operation of the LISE spectrometer1 >2} at

GAHIL, the experiments on nuclei far from stability have evolved from the early

stage of relatively crude experiments to more complex arrangements giving detailed

spectrascopic information such as for example : gamma-gamma coincidences, neutron

multiplicities, new multi-particle decay modes. This paper presents results on

such second generation experiments. A first section is devoted to experimental

developments. The importance of the Projectile-Fragments Isotopic Separation

(PFIS) can be seen in the number of new separators being at the present time

planned or build with similar designs as that of LISE (RIKEH, MSU1 GSI...). The

use of solid materials as ion optical elements, demonstrated at GAHIL to be both

simple and powerful at energies higher than 40 HeV/n, is now widely recognized as

a crucial component of projectile-fragments separators3>. Such devices should in

the future (with heavy ion facilities like SIS et GSI) complement the ISOL mass

spectrometers by extending the zone of accessible nuclei further away from

stability over a wide mass range. Such is already the case for light nuclei at

GAHIL as shown in the second section devoted to the detailed spectroscopy of some

light nuclei. In the third section the observation of new radioactivities is

reported and the perspective for further progress is reviewed.
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II - BXPERMEITAL DEVELQPHBfTS II THB SEPAEATIOI OF PROJECT ILE-FRAGMEITS

A) Solid i»terials as ion optical selective elements :

Solid materials currently placed in beam lines as targets, diagnostic

detectors ar stripping devices are commonly perceived as destroying the optical

quality of the beam, and as a consequence are not integrated in the usual beam

optics programms. For heavy ions at energies greater than a few tenth of HeV per

nucléon the picture changes dramatically, the energy and angular stragglings being

of the same order of magnitude, or even lower, than the energy and angular spread

of the beam. Essential for the understanding of the net effect of solid materials

is the notion of transport. What the transport Df energy spread means is that any

beam energy spread, 10~2 or 10~3 for example, is increased in all cases by a

factor 3.3 when the energy is lowered from 100 MeV/n to 50 MeV/n in an aluminium

foil. This energy spread increase originates in the fact that above 10 MeV/u the

slightly more energetic particles loose less energy than the less energetic ones,

the energy difference being thus significantly increased, even without considering

the energy straggling generated inside the material. The increase of energy spread

can be expressed as: <<?E/E)2 = <.SE/E)\ x Si/R2, R being the range of the particle

and the index 1 and 2 designing R and E before and after the solid material. The

ratio Ri /Ra is very little dependent of the beam mass and charge in the

intermediate energy range. The energy dégrader of LISE and other similar systems

thus act as "aberration linear amplifiers" : the better the resolution before the

dégrader, the better after. This effect often dominates the intrinsic energy

straggling of the material and in any case quadratically sums with it. This

separation between intrinsic straggling and transport increase has a considerable

importance for the design of new facilities since it indicates that the

performance of a PFIS separator is to a large extent limited by the initial beam

emittance and/or the spectrometer intrinsic ûp/p resolution ("intrinsic" meaning

"without energy dégrader"). This result contradicts the common idea that if a

solid material gives a spread of 10~2 for an incident spread of 3 10~3 there is no

need for a spectrometer having a resolution better than 10"2. The message is :

stragglings sum whereas transports multiply.

At GANIL the same device has been used to select fragments of the

following beams : 22He and 40Ar at 60 MeV/n, 36Ar at 85 MeV/n, *eNi at 55 KeV/n.

The dégrader2' is realized with an aluminium foil glued on a support appropriately

shaped to bend it so that particles go through the right thickness to preserve the

overall achromatism of the spectrometer. The bending shape is kept constant for

all cases, only the thickness of the foil is changed so as to be about half the

total stopping range of the selected fragments. Using this rule the resolution of

the spectrometer and the image size are almost constant at A/AA ~ 100 and = 12

mm respectively.
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B) Space and time separation of implanted nuclei

One important characteristic of the separated projectile fragments is

their high kinetic energy (several hundred KeV) in contrast with the very low

energy ions provided by ISOL separators (a few tenths of keV). The time and

location nf implantation can be recorded event by event, each identified by mass

and charge. For rare nuclei, it is thus possible to look at radioactive decays

only during the time windows following the implantation of a given AZ nucleus and

also restrict the active part of the detection system where the nucleus has

stopped, for instance select one Si detector in a telescope. The mass and charge

identification allows to go a step further than the similar technique previously

developed at SHIP*' (GSI) and applicable only when the daughter of the nucleus can

be easily and efficiently identified (mainly short-lived alpha emitters).

In a recent experiment aiming at the observation of angular correlations

in the beta-delayed two-proton emission, the implantation of the nuclei was

required to take place inside a 20 ji Si detector. This was achieved by limiting

the Ap/p acceptance of the LISE spactrometer. The range distribution was narrow

enough to allow 70% of the slowed-down nuclei to stop inside the 20 u. With this

tuning the main contaminant 2SlS was mostly stopped in a different upstream Si

detector due to its slightly shorter average range. This effect compounds with

that provided by the achromatic dégrader (A3-5ZZ1 e selection) in contrast with

the case examined in ref. 2 where a "monoenergetic11 dégrader is shaped to cancel

Ap/p, a procedure which provides good range selection but destroys the achromatic

selection.

The time correlation technique has been previously used to measure beta-

decay half-lives in the case of short-lived projectile fragments at very low

counting rates. If (T, Tiy-s) are the production rates and half-lives of the

nucleus of interest the reduction factor r of any long-lived contaminant observed

in the correlated time window (here taken equal to three half-lives) is given by

the formula r=3xT/Ti/-2. The application to delayed-particle spectroscopy gives

rise to a conflictual experimental choice since an increase of the counting rate

allows to observe weak branchings but at the same time increases the relative

intensity of the background. The study of 31Ar was for this reason made in two

phases. The first data at the highest production rate of 3 cioms/s allowed to

observe the low beta branching to the Isobaric Analog State (IAS) which is clearly

seen by its two proton decay at an energy of 7.9 HeV where there is very little

background from the contaminants. A second set of data was taken more recently at

a rate of 0.5 atoms/s to study decay branches at energies below 5 KeV which were

in the first study dominated to a large extent by the decay of the contaminant
29S.
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C) Silicon telescopes as Multiplicity filters

The range spread of separated projectile-fragments in a Si telescope has

been outlined6» to imply a "calorimeter summing effect" when several particles are

emitted in the radioactive decay, fig. 1). The summing is almost total when the

particle ranges are short compare to the implantation depth. For instance in the

search for the two-proton radioactivity if 39Ti, the nuclei were implanted in a

120 p. Si detector while each emitted proton would have a rang? of the order of 5 ji

yielding very little coincidence events with adjacent Si detectors and zero events

involving three detectors (the real test of multiplicity two).

This case is however not general and beta-delayed particles may have

ranges much larger than the thinnest available Si detectors ( 20 u) . The

observation of a two-proton emission it then possible when the protons escape the

detector containing the nucleus and fire the upstream and downstream adjacent

counters. The efficiency for such coincidences is quite high as shown in fig, 2

for the case of a 5 KeV two-proton energy.

In the case of the beta-delayed three-proton emission an additional

critérium is obtained when one requires that the energy deposited inside the

detector must be higher than a given threshold. It is shown in fig. 3 that an

observed multiplicity of 2 unambiguously signals a three-proton emission if 38% of

the events deposit more than 1.5 HeV whereas only 8% of the events are expected to

p'i3mm AE
<?7777A

ION
\r

3 P

\

Fig. 1 : The implantation of intermediate energy Projectile-Fragments can take

place inside several different members of a Silicon telescope. The detection of

multiple particle emission is possible either directly (case a)) or by a

statistical analysis based on the two quantities : the apparent multiplicity and

the energy deposited in the hast detector (case b)).

do so if the example of a 5 MeV peak comes froc- a two-protan emission. The

measurement of multiplicity three with the only detection of multiplicity two is

not surprising when one refers to the well-known case of gnmma multiplicity

measurements. This type of multiplicity determination has the only disadvantage of
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Multiplicities I and 2 for 2 proton emission
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Fig. 2 : The detection efficiencies of multiplicity one and two are given for two-

proton emission as a function of the energy threshold imposed on the total energy

ED deposited in the host detector. The case shown here is that of a 5 MeV decay

(2.5 MeV per proton) inside a 2Ou Si detector. Adjacent Si detectors are supposed

to sustain an ideal 2it solid angle. The dotted line refers to the detection

efficiency of multiplicity one in the case of one-proton emission. For a threshold

of deposited energy higher than 2 KeV, one can see that two-proton emission is

also characterized by a higher efficiency for multiplicity one than that of a one-

proton emission. When the energy share between the two protons is unequal, the

curve for multiplicity two is uniformly lowered while for multiplicity one the set

of generated curves is contained by two limiting envelopes, the lower one being

the dotted line.

Fig. 3 : Same as Fig. 2 but for the case of a three-proton emission. The

efficiency for multiplicity two is characteristic of the three-proton emission

when the threshold on deposited energy is set to 2 KeV : reaching 30%, it is three

times higher than in the case of two-proton emission. Unequal shares of energy

between the three protons yield efficiency values intermediate between the two

curves from fig. 2 and 3. However it is only for very asymétrie energy sharts that

the three-proton emission appears in the detectors as a two-proton emission. But

in the cases when an efficiency much higher than 10%, for a value of ED = 2 MeV,

is measured, then the signature of three-proton emission is unambiguous.

being statistical. This may however not require a much higher counting rate than

in a direct measurement for which a standard single detection efficiency of 20%

yields a less than 10"* efficiency for multiplicity three. In the case of 31Ar

implanted m a 20 u Si detector at, the rate of 0.5 atoms/*, the data taken for the

three-proton emission from the IAS, under analysis at the present time, most

probably allow such a statistical procedure.
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III - SPECTBOSCOPT OF LIGHT IÏÏCLEI FAR FEOK STABILITY

It is an important characteristic of the Projectile-Fragments Separators

that they can separate any mass of any element as long as it is produced by the

nuclear reaction. This versatility has allowed to take data at GAHIL on a wide

variety of isotopes and only part of the spectroscopic results can be exposed

here. The few cases taken here are typical examples within the variety of

experimental conditions : high or low counting-rates, neutron-rich or proton-rich

nuclei and spectroscapic data an gross features or on rare branchings.

A) Beta-decay of 2 2O

This isotope was with 32Al one of the first isotopes studied*> after

formation by projectile fragmentation and stopping in a Si telescope.

Unfortunately, the time-correlation technique which provided a reliable half-life

for the short-lived 32Al was inadequate for the longer-lived 2 2O. The value of

Ti/2 = (0.91±0.35>s determined by Hurphy et al was shown to be four standard

deviations away from the recent measurement7> at GAHIL : T1Za = (2.25±0.15>s. This

measure was not obtained with a time-correlated decay of single atoms but, on the

apposite, established with classical beam-on, beam-off periods <from 2 to 8 s),

the counting rate of 2 2O was 25 atoms/s.

The experimental set-up to study the beta decay of 2 2O included a plastic

scintillator for beta detection, a HP Ge detector (40%) and two KaI counters. The

beta-delayed gamma spectrum is shown in fig. 4. Three main contaminants are

present : =BIfe, ==»-a*F and their daughters. These isotopes were either very well
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gated on 637 keV Tf ray

72 keV 918 keV 1863 keV

•••*•

-io-

gated on 918 keV f ray

Fig. 5 ; Ge coincidence gamma-spectra
gated on the three most intense gammas
of 32O observed in a Hal detector.

-to'

known from the littérature or studied with LISE in a systematic (N, Z) scan of the

region. The gamma-ray identification is made according to several criteria :

i) One gamma observed for the nominal 3 2O tuning of LISE is not listed in

the known gammas of the identified contaminants,

ii> a group of gamma-rays presents constant intensity ratios for several

LISE tunings on the neighbour isotopes

iii) the half-lives of the different new gammas are in overall relative

agreement within the statistical uncertainties.

This procedure was checked on known isotopes and yields very reliable

results since the few contaminants are at most a factor two more abundant than the

nucleus of interest.

In addition to the inclusive gamma spectrum, coincidence data between the

two NaI and the Ge detectors have been obtained (Pig. 5), They allow to establish

the partial decay scheme shown in fig. 6. The quoted beta branching ratios are

given as limits only due to possible contributions of unobserved low intensity

transitions. The level at 3251 keV is not firmly established, since only

conjectured from shell-model calculations. The other levels of 2*F are

unambiguously establish and agree with the works of Stokes3' et al. and Orr9' et

al. to the exception of the low-lying level at 72 keV. A level at 250 keV,

recently quoted by U.M. Clarke10» et al, is not observed in the experiment and

seems unlikely to belong to 3 2O especially since the 72 keV level now accounts for

the 3* state predicted by the shell model11'. The overall agreement with the sd-

shell theoretical calculations by Wildenthal and Brown is reasonably good ; the

half-life value is remarquably close to the measured one.
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Theory
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Fig. 6 : Theoretical and experimental 2 3O decay scheme. The arrows indicate the

suggested displacement for the energies reported in ref. 8-9-10.

B) Beta-decay of 22Si

The last seen12' of all observed proton-rich nuclei at the proton drip-

line up to Z = 20, 32Si is the first Tz = -3 nucleus known to be bound or at least

sufficiently little unbound to display a radioactive decay. By reducing the number

of contaminants the energy dégrader allowed to use the full LISE momentum

acceptance as well as the highest available beam intensity. The attempt to observe

the decay of this isotope showed the experimental situation to be in the very

favourable case far the iBplantation-âecay time correlation. The. reduction factor

for the contribution of the contaminants was IQ-* with a counting rats of 10~2

atoms/s and a half-life of 30 ms. A total number of 430 atoms of 22Si were

implanted in a silicon telescope (3 x 120 u, 1 x 450 ji) inside both the thira and

the fourth detector. At the same time 2500 atoms of 20Mg nuclei were implanted

inside the fourth detector. Afte each implantation of either a 20Hg or a 32Si

implantation the beam was stopped for 120 ms. The proton spectra taken in the beam

pauses following the two different isotopes are shown in fig. 7a) and b). As one

can see, the common peaks between the two spectra are weak and indicate that the

data are almost free of contamination.
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Fig. 7 ; Beta-delayed pa r t i c l e spectra
accumulated in time windows correlated
to the implantation of 3 3 Si and =°Hg (7a
and 7b respectively).

ENERGY ( 46k eV/CHANNEL)

C) Observation of the decay of Isobaric Analog States

In a first experiment13' carried with the PFIS method only a few events

were seen in the decay of 3'Ar at an energy of 8 MeV where one expects to observe

the two-proton emission from the T = 5/2 IAS of *'C1. A second experiment allowed

to obtain much higher statistics for the high energy part of the spectrum as shown

in fig. 8. The two-proton nature of the peak at 7.8 MeV is established through the

number H2 of events triggering the two detectors placed on each side of the

detector in which the nuclei are implantad : F2 = 122 events for a total number of

567 counts in this 7.9 MeV peak. Due to the very low background in this energy

region the number of fortuitous coincidences among the B2 events cannot exceed a

few counts. Very few events are observed at higher energies indicating that the

deexcitation of the IAS proceeds with a low branching ratio by single proton

emission. Similar data have been taken for " S , ^-«Si. m all cases the two-

proton deexcitation of the IAS is observed. It thus appears that the two-proton

emission from IAS becomes a major deexcitation mode when energetically allowed.



Fig. 8 : Same ?<? fig. 7 but for 31Ar.
The two-protot' emission responsible for
the 7.9 MeV peak is established by the
number of coincidences between the host
detector and the two adjacent members of
the télescopa.
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ENERGY (MeV)

IV - IB¥ RADIOACTIVITIES

A) Beta-delayed four-neutron radioactivity of 17B

Beta-delayed neutron emission has been progressively observed to be a
very common process for nuclei far enough from stability. The existence of beta-
delayed two- or three-neutron was also established but remained "exotic" decay
channels. The nucleus 11Li for instance appeared ^ntil now to represent a unique
case exhibiting many beta-delayed radioactivities including the (3n, 2«) and
triton emission. In fact, this peculiar situation originated more in the technical

p-delayed neutrons from 17B

from "Be

Fig. 9 : Tine distributions of beta-
delayed neutrons from 17B, 1SC, '*Be.
Solid lines represent the results of the
fit. The apparent longer decay liïatime
observed in the first spectra (0n> is
mainly due to the contribution of the
daughters. The pile-up of background
neutrons and gammas is taken into
account in the fit.

O 50 100 50 100 50 100

t / ms
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ability to produce and separate 11Li than in a real singularity of its physical

properties. Similar multi-neutron emission could be observed1*1 at GANIL on 1^Be1
17B and 19C. The experiment was based on the neutron-ball detector developped by

Frehautie;i. With this technique the neutrons are slowed-down and observed through

the Gd<n, Y) reaction with a 70% efficiency.

Multiple <n, Tt> signals in a 50 us time-window provide a multiplicity

measurement for each observed beta-decay. Corrections for background pile-up are

necessary due to the large scintillatar volume (500 1). The time-correlation

technique was used for 17B and 19C in a similar way as in the case of 22Si and
20Mg : both were measured in the same run since simultaneously transmitted with

the PFIS method. The cime distribution in the beam pauses following the

implantation of 14Be1
 1 ^ and 19C1 and for \he different neutron multiplicities,

are shown in fig. 9. The extracted multiplicity branching ratios are given in

table 1 and 2, respectively, for the experimental and theoretical values. The

overall poor agreement clearly shows that the description of these processes

remain crude. The new beta-delayed four-neutron radioactivity is reported for the

first time.

Table 1 : Experimental half-li' :s and beta-delayed multi-neutron branching ratios

measured for 1ABe, 17B, 19C (this work), lumbers in parentheses represent the

uncertainties in units of the last digit.

7"l/2 "1IIn Pin Pin Pin Pin
(ms)

'4Be 4.35 ( i 7 ) 0.14(3) n s ' f 4 ) 0.05(2)
17B 5 . 0 8 ( 5 ) 0.21(2) U.6JI 1 ) 0.11(7) 0.035(7) 0.004(3)
'"C 49(4) 0.46(3) 0.47(3) 0.07(3)

Table 2 : Theoretical half-lives and beta-delayed multi-neutron branching ratios

for "1Be. 17B, 19C.

T,/2 Pin #2n Pin
(ms)

14Be
17B
"C

42
28
11.7

0.61
0.26
0.55

0.145
0.215
0.08

3 X l O " 3

0.21
2 .2XlO- 6

B) Search for beta-delayed nulti-parti^ ̂  scission

As mentioned bnfore, the Isobaric Analog States populated in the decay of

T= -5/2 or T2 = -3 light nuclei decay by two-proton emission with a high Q

value, up to 8 MeV. This deexcitation mode may not be the only one since the IAS
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energy allows deexcitations by 3p, pa or a emission with high Q values :

Q3B=5.06HeV. Qpa=2.86MeV, Q«=3.77HeV. At GANIL, the nucleus
 31Ar appears as the

best candidate to observe the new beta-delayed three-proton and proton-alpha

radioactivities. The reasons are both a high counting rate, obtained for 31Ar in

the fragmentation of a 3eAr beam at 85 KeV/n, and lower Q values for TE = -5/2 and

Ts = -3 nuclei with lower Z. In a recent experiment a total number of 5 10"* atoms

of 31Ar was implanted in a 20 u Si detector placed between two 500 ji thick

detectors, each split in four indépendant quarters allowing the observation of

multiplicity three with a high efficiency. The analysis of the data is underway.

C) Search for two-proton radioactivity

Since its prediction by Goldanslty16' about 25 years ago, the direct two-

proton emission from the ground-state remained unaccessible to the observation.

The main reason is that the limit of nuclear existence occurs for the even Z much

further away from stability than for the odd Z which may display only one-proton

radioactivity. The first observed slightly 2 proton-unbound nucleus has been 31Ar

which appeared to decay by beta emission. The partial half-life for two-proton

emission is probably so long that its experimental observation is very difficult.
22Si is probably at the limit of being 2p-unbound but is in any case observed as a

beta emitter.

As already stated in the section devoted to experimental developpments it

is very difficult to separately detect two protons emitted from a nucleus

separated with the PFIS method. There exist however several ways to establish the

exact nature of a supposed two-proton radioactivity. The main identification of

ths new radioactivity is the half-life, expected to be in the IQ-7 to 10~2s range

observable at LISE. In addition & single peak must be observed and if more than 10

events occur the nan observation of a beta in adjacent thick Si detectors becomes

statistically significant. Were these observations available then the evidence for

two-proton radioactivity would be unambiguous, even in absence of a multiplicity

evidence. The non-beta nature of the decay would be both direct (no coincidence

beta) and/or established through a submillisecond half-life. The one proton

radioactivity is totally excluded since in the same experiment the PFIS method

allows the transmission of the ^-1Z-I nucleus and can show that it is unbound. No

other nucleonic emission than two-proton is energetically possible. The last proof

of two-proton radioactivity can be obtained from the fi-2Z-2 daughter

identification through its beta-delayed particle activity. This test is very

sensitive, and independent of the 2p emitter's half-life, if the direct

observation of the daughter is rejected -ith a high enough degree by the time-

correlation technique and the spectrometer. The first good candidate for two-

proton radioactivity is 33Ti, predicted to have a Q2p = 800 >eV. The experimental

set-up was identical to that used for beta-delayed particle spectroscopy.
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8
Fig. 10 : Sane as fig. 7 but for 39Ti.
Less than two counts of the 3^Ca
daughter proton peak at 3.1 MaV are
observed. The direct two-proton emission
from 33Ti thus has a branching ratio
less than 5%.

ENERGY (McV)

About 90 nuclei of =>*Ti have been observed at the exit of LISE while 3eSc

is clearly demonstrated to be unbound. Due to the very low counting rate of 39Ti

(T = 5 x 10-* s-v the rejection of the background in a 100 ms time window

correlated to the implantation of »Ti was r = 5 10-=. This means that the nucleus
37Ca, the only beta-delayed proton contaminant, could only contribute to the one

percent level in the **Ti particle spectrum although observed at the exit of LISE

with a counting-rate 2 x 10= higher than that of **?i. The recorded particle

spectrum is shown in fig. 10. The level of observed ~Ca in a 500 as tine-window

is less than five percent, excluding its formation as a daughter of 3*Ti by two-

proton emission to a similar branching ratio. The half-life of the proton group

above 1 KeV is about 30 ms definitely showing that «Ti is a beta-delayed proton

emitter. This surprising result is most probably connected to the systematic

experimental additional binding energy observed'71 for the unbound light nuclei.

This finding, although negative with respect to the two-proton

radioactivity, is very important as indicating a strong additional stabilizing

effect at the limit of nuclear binding. Due to the wide uncertainty in the

importance and occurence of this effect, it is now necessary to systematically

scan all even Z above 23 in order to look for two-proton radioactivity.

¥ - COTCLGSIOI

The study of nuclei at the limit of nuclear binding has been greatly

extended by the LISE facility at GAFIL. The isospin dependence of the nuclear

structure has been tested a step further with the pair of T = 3 mirror nuclei - O -

-Si. Hew radioactive decay modes appear for nuclei far enough from stability

This provides a new tool to study the nuclear structure at excitation energies

corresponding to evaporation processes. Due to the tuning versatility of LISE in

general, and of the PFIS method in particular, a large region of light nuclei has

been studied yielding a most valuable spectroscopic Information (half-lives, beta-



gamma, -neutron emission) for nuclear models, often better tested over extended

areas than for a few individual cases. In the future, some progress is expected at

GASIL with the upgrading to higher energies and intensities. A further selection

of the PFIS separated nuclei will be provided by an electrostatic device

eliminating the isotopes close to stability in the case of neutron-deficient

studies. As shown in this paper the intermediate energy regime allows to implant

nuclei over relatively small depths, down to 2Ou. This characteristic should help

the LISE spectrometer to stand the comparison with new devices designed for higher

energies, at least for particle-emission studies.
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Ce document présente un travail réalisé dans le cadre d'un programme général d'étude de la
structure nucléaire au moyen de méthodes microscopiques. A ce programme qui a débuté depuis
quelques années collaborent les laboratoires du CEA Saclay, des IPN de Lyon et d'Orsay, du LLL
de Livermore et des universités de Bordeaux et Bruxelles. Les chercheurs participants sont P.
Bonche, J. Dobaczewski, P.H. Heenen, S.J. Krieger, J. Meyer, M. Meyer, F. Naulin, Ph. Quentin,
N. Redon et M.S. Weiss. L'important effort numérique associé, a été grandement facilité par le
concours des centres de calcul de Saclay, de Livermore et avant tout du Centre de Calcul Vectoriel
pour la Recherche.

1) Introduction

Ce sont les découvertes expérimentales qui rythment et infléchissent l'évolution des sciences de
la nature. Notre discipline, la Structure Nucléaire, n'échappe pas à cette règle. Si l'on considère
les trentes dernières années, on constate que ses phases d'activité et de productivité sont associées
à des avancées expérimentales dont l'effet dynamisant s'est graduellement atténué une fois que
les questions qu'elles avaient soulevées trouvaient leur réponse théorique.

Ainsi les années soixante nous apparaissent rétrospectivement particulièrement brillantes. La
découverte expérimentale d'envergure fut celle des isomères de fission. Elle conduisit à une révision
et à un élargissement de la conception de champ moyen nucléaire. A la différence du cas atom-
ique, l'intensité des effets de couches nucléaires ne dépend pas seulement du nombre de particules
présentes dans le système. Elle est aussi modulée par la déformation du noyau et la détermine
d'ailleurs par rétro-action. Ainsi la dynamique du fluide quantique homogène qui constitue
l'intérieur du noyau sélectionne spontanément pour certaines valeurs de A et Z, des configu-
rations d'équilibre dont certaines possèdent une déformation de type ellipsoïdale de rapport d'axe
proche de deux. La notion de nombre magique héritée du modèle atomique, acquiert en quelque
sorte une dimension supplémentaire et on peut légitimement parler de nombre magique déformé
généralisant les nombres magiques sphériques introduits lors de la découverte du modèle en couche
nucléaire. Le produit théorique le plus remarquable de cet approfondissement fut l'apparition du
modèle de Nilsson-Strutinski (NS) qui incorpora de façon particulièrement économique l'essentiel
des conceptions nouvellement acquises concernant le champ moyen nucléaire.

Par comparaison les années soixante-dix ne semblent, pas avoir eu de contribution décisive
à notre compréhension de la structure du noyau. Pendant que les théoriciens continuaient
d'exploiter les acquits du modèle NS et achevaient simultanément de définir les méthodes micro-
scopiques qui sont à la base des travaux présentés dans cet exposé, les expérimentateurs mettaient
au point les méthodes de production de systèmes excités et de détection qui allaient porter leurs
fruits dans les années suivantes. On doit cependant porter au crédit de cette décennie, la mise
en évidence de la notion de coexistence de formes. Ce phénomène pour lequel on ne dispose pas

'Unité de recherche des universités Paris VI et Paris XI, associée au Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique.
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encore d'explication microscopique incontestable, met en lumière une caractéristique originale de
l'hamiltonien nucléaire. Pour certains noyaux, dans un même domaine d'énergie, les données
spectroscopiques suggèrent l'existence de deux états intrinsèques dont les dynamiques associées
sont presque orthogonales. Cette propriété n'est pas véritablement expliquée dans le cadre des
modèles théoriques actuels.

Avec l'apparition de la physique des collisions d'ions lourds sur des gammes d'énergies tou-
jours plus étendues, la physique nucléaire a depuis 1975 considérablement élargi son domaine
d'activité. Cet élargissement ne s'étant pas accompagné d'une augmentation simultanée du
nombre de physiciens, a naturellement engendré une diminution de la "population active" tant
théorique qu'expérimentale impliquée dans la résolution des problèmes de structure.

Depuis 1980 les extraordinaires améliorations de la technique de détection des rayonnements
7 ont enrichi notre connaissance des schémas d'excitation des noyaux et du même coup ouvert
plusieurs champs d'étude de la dynamique nucléaire. Parmi ceux-ci, deux se distinguent particu-
lièrement. Il y a tout d'abord la physique des hauts-spins. En utilisant le moment angulaire à
la façon dont un physicien atomiste utilise un champ magnétique externe, les expérimentateurs
savent maintenant compenser par effet centrifuge l'augmentation d'énergie liée à la déformation.
Ainsi ils ont pu élargir encore le domaine de validité du champ moyen. La mise en évidence
des structures superdéformées a montré que le moment angulaire pouvait inhiber ou au contraire
favoriser l'action d'un effet de couche. L'étude des bandes superdéformées, de leur voie d'entrée et
de leur disparition à bas spin est actuellement un domaine d'activité expérimentale et théorique
intense qui devrait prendre encore plus d'ampleur avec l'apparition de nouveaux détecteurs du
type de "Euroball".

L'existence d'une déformation octupolaire permanente de l'état fondamental de certains noy-
aux constitue aussi un phénomène original dont la mise en évidence remonte au début de cette
décennie. Il est en effet remarquable qu'un système homogène comme le noyau, assimilable par
bien des points à une goutte liquide puisse adopter spontanément une forme brisant la parité. La
ressemblance des spectres avec ceux de la physique moléculaire ne doit pas tromper. L'origine de
la déformation octupolaire nucléaire est différente; elle est spécifique du fluide nucléaire. Elle n'est
pas dictée par de simples considérations d'encombrement stériques comme c'est le cas pour les
molécules dont les formes sont en grande part imposées par les arrangements géométriques pos-
sibles des noyaux et des coeurs électroniques. Elle est de nature essentiellement quantique: c'est
l'intensité de l'interaction spin-orbite qui en repoussant vers le bas du spectre certains niveaux dits
niveaux "intrus", crée les conditions d'un couplage de type octupolaire. La quasi-dégénérescence
ainsi apparue entre des niveaux de parité positive et négative est levée par effet Jahn-Teller et
engendre un état intrinsèque asymétrique.

Sans avoir été l'élément moteur de ce renouveau d'activité, les études microscopiques de struc-
ture sont toujours restées en relation avec les progrès de la discipline. Leur relative complexité
leur interdit pour l'instant les études systématiques accessibles à la méthode NS. Cependant pour
des raisons à la fois fondamentales et pratiques, elles apparaissent comme une composante indis-
pensable dans l'arsenal des méthodes susceptibles d'approfondir notre connaissance du noyau.

Dans cet exposé l'adjectif microscopique qualifie des calculs utilisant une interaction nucléon-
nucléon effective. Parmi les plus utilisées on trouve celles proposées par D. Gogny ou bien la famille
des forces de Skyrme. Ces interactions dont les caractéristiques essentielles ont été élaborées dans
la première partie des années soixante-dix, ont pu, surtout si l'on tient compte de la simplicité de
leur paramétrisation, expliquer un nombre impressionnant de données.

Ce résultat pourrait presque être considéré comme un miracle au regard de l'imperfection
actuelle des justifications théoriques de ces interactions. Celles-ci s'appuient sur un ensemble de
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considerations qualitatives et semi-quantitatives utilisant comme point de départ la théorie de
Brueckner de la matière nucléaire. Cependant les constructions théoriques font toujours usage à
un moment ou à un autre, de facteurs de renormalisation ad-hoc. Il ne peut d'aiileurs guère en
être autrement, compte tenu de l'état présent de la théorie de la matière nucléaire pour laquelle
deux faits semblent acquis. Premièrement, étant donné une interaction nucléon-nucléon réaliste
les calculs de Bruekner ne déterminent pas sa courbe de saturation nucléaire à mieux que 10%.
Deuxièmement, même si l'on tient compte de cette imprécision, les meilleures forces réalistes
ne peuvent expliquer les valeurs de l'énergie de liaison par nucléon (-16 MeV) et le moment de
Fermi (1.36 fin"1) du point de saturation. En attendant que ces problèmes s'éclairassent par
l'amélioration des techniques de résolution du problème à N-corps nucléaire et par l'adjonction
d'ingrédients théoriques nouveaux (force à trois corps et/ou effets relativistes) il semble légitime
de considérer les interactions effectives comme un outil phénoménologique qui vraisemblablement
prend en compte l'essentiel des effets de correlations de courte portée engendrées par le coeur dur
des interactions réalistes.

De façon surprenante l'ajustement des résultats de calculs de type champ moyen sur un en-
semble relativement vaste de données expérimentales ne conduit pas non plus à une définition
très précise de l'interaction effective. Même pour une forme analytique aussi simple que celle
de Skyrme, plusieurs paramétrisations sont capables de reproduire avec une précision de l'ordre
du MeV, des quantités aussi diverses que les énergies de liaison, les barrières de fission et les
énergies des résonances géantes. Mais peut-être devrions nous nous imposer des critères de
sélection de l'interaction encore plus rigoureux et ne pas arguer de la commode excuse d'une in-
suffisante compréhension théorique pour renoncer à un travail d'ajustement plus précis que celui
déjà réalisé? A cet égard la découverte théorique des zones de déformation octupolaire est exem-
plaire. C'est parce que le groupe de Los Alamos n'a pas hésité à reprendre de façon systématique
l'ajustement de données concernant plusieurs milliers de noyaux, qu'il a pu déterminer précisément
les ingrédients du modèle NS et mettre en évidence les régions de la charte des éléments où ap-
paraissent des déformations octupolaires permanentes. Il est intéressant de constater que les in-
teractions effectives, telles qu'elles avaient été définies dix ans plus tôt, étaient à même de prédire
ces déformations. On peut certainement regretter que des raisons techniques aient différé leur
utilisation. En tout état de cause la qualité et l'abondance des nouveaux résultats expérimentaux
ainsi que la disponibilité de moyens numériques accrus, justifie une nouvelle détermination des
caractéristiques et des paramètres de l'interaction effective.

Cette interaction reste l'outil privilégié des extrapolations de propriétés nucléaires nécessaires
en astrophysique et en physique des collisons d'ions lourds à haute énergie. Dans ces deux
domaines la connaissance de l'équation d'état dans une vaste plage de densités et de températures
est cruciale à la compréhension des processus dynamiques. Par ailleurs les modèles d'évolution
stellaire dépendent fortement des propriétés des noyaux exotiques. Comme ceux-ri ne sont que
très rarement accessibles à l'étude expérimentale, seules les extrapolations théoriques peuvent,
fournir des indications sur leurs caractéristiques. Dans Ie cas des chocs d'ions lourds c'est Ia
dynamique des propriétés de la surface du noyau qui semble être un des facteurs essentiels de
l'évolution des systèmes et ce semble-t-il jusqu'à des énergies qui induisent une fragmentation du
noyau sous la violence de la collision. L'interaction effective qui pour sa définition s'appuie sur le
corpus de données nucléaires le plus solide (celui des propriétés de structure) s'impose comme un
outil privilégié d'extrapolation vers ces domaines aux frontières de notre discipline.

Les calculs microscopiques présentent aussi un intérêt spécifique pour la structure nucléaire .
En effet contrairement au calculs NS, ils ne dépendent pas d'une paramétrisation du champ moyen.
Celle-ci aussi justifiée physiquement qu'elle apparaisse, recèle néanmoins une part d'arbitraire.



Par ailleurs il semble que le coût de la méthode NS croisse de façon significative dès lors qu'on
s'intéresse à des mouvements collectifs mettant en jeu plusieurs mu" voles de la déformation de
la densité nucléaire. Dans ce cas les méthodes microscopiques peuvent devenir numériquement
compétitives. Cependant c'est par leurs possibilités d'extrapolation au-delà du champ moyen que
les méthodes microscopiques peuvent fournir une contribution originale à la compréhension des
problèmes de structure. La méthode NS réussit certes à incorporer de façon à la fois réaliste et
économique les caractéristiques physiques essentielles du champ moyen nucléaire. Toutefois le
fait, qu'elle ne tienne pas compte explicitement des interactions entre nucléons interdit l'étude de
mouvements collectifs où interviennent des mélanges dynamiques de configurations. Au contraire
les méthodes microscopiques s'appuyant sur des interactions effectives dont j'ai déjà dit qu'elles
étaient utilisées dans l'étude de la dynamique de l'évolution de collisions d'ions lourds (méthodes
Hartree-Fock dépendant du temps ou bien Landau-Vlasov avec ou S-JIS terme de collision) peu-
vent aussi fournir une description quantique des vibrations collectives de grande amplitude qui
déterminent les caractéristiques des spectres de basse énergie.

Dans cet exposé je présente l'application de l'une de ces méthodes (la méthode de la coor-
donnée génératrice ou GCM) à un problème de structure choisi parmi ceux auquels notre groupe
s'est intéressé. Au nombre de nos études que je n'aborderai pas ici, se trouve une analyse de
l'évolution des propriétés d'un noyau de masse moyenne (A — 80) en fonction du moment an-
gulaire, depuis son état fondamental jusqu'au point de fission. Nous avons aussi entrepris une
étude des déformations octupolaires des fondamentaux de plusieurs noyaux. Par ailleurs nous
travaillons actuellement au problème du couplage entre déformation octupolaire et triaxiale; un
problème qui s'est révélé difficile à étudier dans le cadre de la méthode NS.

2) Isomérisme de forme à moment angulaire nul

Ce travail est en quelque sorte un retour aux sources de notre discipline. Nous avons en effet
cherché à déterminer sur la charte des éléments l'emplacement de nouvelles zones d'isomérisme car-
actérisé par une grande déformation quadrupolaire de l'état intrinsèque associé. La longue durée
de vie qui justifie l'appellation d'isomère résulterait alors de la déformation qui rend négligeable
le recouvrement de l'état déformé a'rec les états du puits principal quasi-sphérique. Ce sont
précisément des états de ce type qui avaient été observés il y a vingt-cinq ans dans la région des
actinides: les isomères de fission. L'origine de leur dénomination tiend à leur voie de décroissance
principale. Ils se désintègrent avant tout par fission et ce n'est qu'avec difficulté qu'on a mis en
évidence certaines transitions électro-magnétiques vers des états du puits fondamental.

Nous recherchons des isomères de même nature certes, mais pour lesquels la voie prépondérante
de désintégration est celle des transitions gamma. Ce choix a plusieurs motivations. Tout d'abord
1«, découverte de tels états, compléterait l'image de structure nucléaire qui se met en place depuis la
mise ^n évidence des noyaux superdéformés. Ils constitueraient des exemples de superdéformation
à moment angulaire nul. Par ailleurs il a été suggéré que ces isomères puissent être utilisés comme
réservoirs pour créer une inversion de population nucléaire. Il faut toutefois dire que leur utilité
potentielle dans la réalisation d'une amplification cohérente du rayonnement est pour l'instant
problématique.

Remarquons qu'il existe bien des exemples d'états isomèriques dans les spectres de nombreux
noyaux. Cependant la longue durée de vie de ces états est généralement due à une combinaison
défavorable des valeurs de leur énergie et de leur moment angulaire qui retarde ou même interdit
toutes les transitions vers des états voisins. Comme exemple de tels isomères on peut citer les
"trappes isomères".
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II suffit de considérer des noyaux plus légers que les actinides pour s'affranchir de la désexcita-
tion par voie de fission. En effet pour des valeurs décroissantes de A, celle-ci est très vite inhibée
par la rapide augmentation de la hauteur de la barrière de fission. Une autre condition de
l'existence d'un isomère de forme est la présence d'un effet de couche suffisament fort. Pour
déterminer les zones favorables il est utile de considérer la topographie des lignes d'égale intensité
d'effet de couche dans une carte dont les axes indiquent le nombre de nucléons d'une part et,
l'intensité de la déformation d'autre part. On y observe (figure l) que les effets de couche négatifs
se localisent le long de lignes obliques. L'une d'entre elles (D) joint l'effet de couche des noyaux
bien déformés de la région des terres rares à celui qui est responsable de l'existence des isomères
de fission^ On constate que pour des valeurs de N de l'ordre de 128 l'effet de couche est maximum
pour une déformation qui correspond à celle d'un ellipsoïde de rapport d'axes proche de 3 6.
Cette diminution de la déformation par rapport aux isomères de fission (1.6 au lieu de 2) est un
facteur favorable car l'action de l'effet de couche n'est pas détruite par une trop forte croissance
de l'énergie de goutte liquide. La même figure montre aussi qu'il existe une valeur limite de
JV en dessous de laquelle l'isomère de forme disparait car il se confond avec l'état fondamental
(déformé) du noyau. On a alors atteint la région des terres rares. Les autres structures obliques qui
apparaissent sur la figure 1 suggèrent d'autres zones d'isomérisme correspondant à des élément?
plus légers. On doit toutefois s'attendre à une stabilité plus faible de ces isomères par suite de !a
conjonction de deux facteurs défavorables; la diminution de l'intensité des effet3 de couches duc
à la plus faible densité de niveaux et la croissance plus rapide de la partie interne de la barrière
de fission.

Pour les raisons ci-dessus notre attention s'est d'abord portée sur les éléments de masse voisine
de deux cents. Nous avons calculé les surfaces d'énergie de déformation quadrupolaire de quatorze
isotopes de l'Osmium depuis 186Os jusqu'à 212Os, onze isotopes du Platine depuis 186Pt jusqu'à
206Pt et quinze isotopes du Mercure depuis 190Hg jusqu'à 218Hg. Il s'agit de calculs du type
HF+BCS avec une interaction effective de Skyrme. La paramétrisation utilisée est ceiie de la
force SIII. l'interaction d'appariement est une force de seniorité dont l'intensité a été ajustée de
façon à reproduire les énergies de quasi-particule des isotopes connus. Les surfaces d'énergie ont
été obtenues au moyen d'une contrainte proportionnelle au tenseur moment quadrupolaire.

Dans le cas des Osmiums et des Platines nos calculs recouvrent la région déjà largement étudiée
de la transition prolate-oblate. Cependant comme cette transition relève plutôt du problème de
coexistence de forme, nous ne l'aborderons pas ici. Un exemple typique d'évolution des surfaces
d'énergie est montré sur la figure 2. On constate que l'effet de couche à grande déformation
décelable à la présence d'un épaulement le long de l'axe prolate sur la carte du 188Pt croit en
intensité avec le nombre de neutrons et creuse un minimum local correspondant à l'isomère de
forme recherché dans les surfaces des trois autres isotopes plus lourds. Dans ia table 1 qui
contient les valeurs de la déformation de l'isomère des Mercures, on constate que le rapport d'axe
de l'ellipsoïde équivalent est toujours proche de 1.6. Au sens strict du terme, il ne s'agit donc pas
d'un état superdéformé car on associe généralement ce qualificatif à des rapports voisins de deux.
Cependant il s'agit d'une déformation bien supérieure à celle des états fondamentaux les mieux
déformés qui n'atteint guère que des rapports de l'ordre de 1.2 à 1.3.

Les diagrammes en barre des figures 3 et 4 résument l'ensemble de nos résultats. La hauteur
de la section inférieure de chaque barre indique l'énergie d'excitation de l'état isomérique par
rapport au fondamental. La partie supérieure donne la hauteur de la barrière séparant l'isomère
du puits fondamental. Sur chacun des diagrammes on constate que l'isomérisme disparait pour les
isotopes les plus légers. L'évolution de l'énergie d'excitation de l'isomère est fortement modulée
par l'effet de couche sphérique. Les valeurs similaires des énergies d'excitation pour les petites
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et grandes valeurs de JV montrent que l'augmentation observée autour de N = 128 résulte avant
tout d'un creusement du puits fondamental.

Pour les isotopes du Mercure (figure 4), nous avons vérifié l'indépendance de nos résultats
par rapport à une modification de l'interaction effective. On constate que les évolutions du
phénomène d'isomérisme prédites par les interactions SIII et Skm* restent qualitativement et
quantitativement comparables.

Considérons maintenant la stabilité de ces isomères de forme. La fission étant exclue à cause
de la trop grande hauteur de la barrière, il reste outre les transitions 7 vers le puits fondamental,
deux autres modes de désintégration dont l'existence serait défavorable à la formation de l'isomère.
Le premier correspond à l'émission de particules. Compte tenu de la faible variation du niveau de
fermi en fonction de la déformation, on peut en première approximation considérer que l'émission
est inhibée dès que l'énergie de l'isomère est inférieure à 8 MeV. L'autre mode défavorable de
désintégration résulte d'un couplage collectif éventuel de l'isomère avec les états du puits principal.
Un des facteurs déterminant l'efficacité de ce couplage est la hauteur de la barrière entre les deux
puits. En attendant les résultats de calculs dynamiques du type de celui décrit dans la section
suivante, on peut adopter comme critère de stabilité l'existence d'une barrière entre les deux puits
de hauteur supérieure à 1 MeV.

Si l'on tient compte de ces choix, il semble que le noyau 194Hg et ses voisins qui sont par
ailleurs proches de la vallée de stabilité, sont les candidats les plus prometteurs. Dans ces noyaux
l'énergie d'excitation de l'état isomérique est peu élevée (ss 6 MeV) et la hauteur de barrière égale
à 1 MeV devrait assurer la stabilité vis à vis du couplage collectif.

Nous avons aussi exploré une région d'éléments légers qui semble propice à l'existence d'isomères
de forme: les éléments riches en neutrons proches du noyau68Ni. Nos résultats sont reportés sur la
figure 5. Dans la partie supérieure, les carrés correspondent aux noyaux que nous avons étudiés.
Ceux dont l'intérieur a été laissé vide indiquent les isotopes pour lesquels un minimum secondaire
de grande déformation apparaît dans la surface d'énergie potentielle. Le diagramme en barre de
la partie inférieure de la figure montre que les seuls candidats possibles sont deux isotopes de
Nickel. Par ailleurs la déformation de ces minimums secondaire n'est pas aussi grande que pour
les Hg, Os et Pt. Elle correspond à celle d'un ellipsoïde de rapport d'axe égal à 1.4.

3) Au delà du champ moyen; La méthode de la coordonnée génératrice

Parmi les extensions de la théorie du champ moyen destinées à inclure les effets de corrélations
de longue portée et plus spécifiquement ceux relevant de la dynamique collective, la méthode
GCM est formellement une des plus simples. Cependant les difficultés pratiques associées à sa
mise en œuvre ont beaucoup limité son application. En fait jusqu'aux travaux décrits ci-dessous
elle n'avait jamais été utilisée pour la description des mouvements collectifs de grande amplitude
engendrés par un hamiltonien effectif adapté à la description du noyau entier et non pas seulement
des quelques nucléons de la couche de valence.

Notre choix de traiter les effets de la dynamique collective sur les particules de valence et sur
le coeur simultanément, n'a bien sûr pas pour but de compliquer un problème qui de toutes façons
n'est guère simple. On sait que la dynamique du coeur intervient dans la dynamique des noyaux.
Une preuve en est fournie par la nécessité d'introduire des charges effectives lors du calcul des
transitions électro-magnétiques dans les modèles qui ne considèrent que les particules de valence.

L'utilisation de hamiltoniens effectifs de type Skyrme dans une extension de la méthode du
champ moyen à l'étude de mouvements collectifs, se justifie au regard des connaissances actuelles
du contenu physique de ces hamiltoniens. En principe ceux-ci incorporent les effets de corrélations
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de courte portée mais pas ceux de longue portée que l'on cherche justement à décrire au moyen
de modèles collectifs. Un calcul GCM avec interaction de Skyrme devrait donc êtrs exempt du
péché de double comptage.

Rappelons brièvement la méthode GCM. Il s'agit d'une résolution de l'équation de Schroedinger
dans un sous espace de Hilbert du système à A nucléons. Etant donné une variable collective
(en général continue) q, on considère le sous-espace engendré par une famille de fonctions )
indexée par la variable q. On cherche des fonctions d'onde collectives $* de la forme

(?) dq , (1)

où intervient une fonction de poids /*(<?) que l'on détermine par une minimisation de l'énergie

Le problème se ramène alors à l'équation dite de Hill-Wheeler

dq{)l(q,q')-EkH{q,q'))fk{q') = O , (3)

dans laquelle apparaissent les noyaux intégraux

Si c'est dans le calcul des noyaux )l et M que se trouve la difficulté technique de la méthode
GCM, le problème physique réside dans une bonne sélection de l'ensemble *(ç). On est en fait
confronté au difficile problème de la définition d'une variable collective. Faute de véritable solution
nous avons adopté la pratique conventionnelle qui s'appuie sur deux hypothèses dont le double
mérite est d'être raisonnable au regard des données spectroscopiques et de conduire à une méthode
de résolution praticable. Tout d'abord on admet que la coordonnée q correspond au moment
multipolaire d'ordre le plus bas (quadrupolaire, octupolaire,...) de la densité nucléaire. Ensuite
on construit la base \&(ç) par une minimisation self-consistante en présence d'une contrainte
proportionnelle à l'opérateur moment multipolaire sélectionné. A la base de ce choix se trouve
l'idée que la fonction ^(q) ne doit pas contenir d'excitation autre que celle associée à la variable q.
La minimisation qui assure une complète relaxation des degrés de liberté autres que q, se Justine
par la volonté de construire une base adaptée à la description de vibrations de basse énergie. Pour
d'autres modes collectifs comme les résonnances géantes (monopolaire ou dipolaire) on choisit
différemment, respace de fonctions %[q). Dans ce cas on considère que l'espace le plus approprié
est celui obtenu par une transformation d'échelle de géométrie adéquate, sur la fonction d'onde
de l'état fondamental self-consistent.

ha résolution de l'équation de Hill-Wheeler commence par un calcul des noyaux W et M, c'est
à dire des éléments de matrice de H et de l'opérateur unité entre deux états de A nucléons ty(q)
et ^(ç'). Celui-ci n'est réalisable sans trop de difficulté que parce que nous utilisons comme états
*(ç) un ensemble d'états non correllés (HF, HF+BCS et HF3). En effet pour de telles fonctions
d'ondes on peut définir un théorème de Wick généralisé de sorte que le problème se ramène
formellement à une évaluation de valeur moyenne d'opérateur. Les calculs restent cependant
complexes. A titre d'exemple considérons l'opérateur densité à un corps p(r,r') qui pour un seul
déterminant de Slater \P s'écrit

(rW(O . (5)
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où nous avons introduit les fonctions d'onde des orbitales occupées 1̂- {i = 1 . . . A} de l'état \&.
Pour le calcul des éléments M et M associés à deux état." \Pi et \P2 P doit être remplacé par une
densité mixte p(r, r') définie par

_ l)i^h(r') , (6)

où la matrice de recouvrement N est donnée par

Par rapport à une évaluation de valeur moyenne deux complications apparaissent. L'une est
associée au calcul de la matrice N. L'autre est engendrée par l'apparition de doubles sommes.
Cependant l'ampleur de la tâche impliquée par le calcul de U et M reste comparable à celle de
la construction de la base 9(q). En effet si l'évaluation d'un élément H(q,q') résulte d'un grand
nombre d'opérations, celles-ci ne doivent être effectuées qu'une seule fois alors que la recherche
d'un minimum self-consistant nécessite plusieurs itérations.

Une fois # et M connus, on transforme l'équation de Hill-Wheeler en équation matricielle par
une discrétisation de la variable q sur un ensemble de points <&; {z = 1 . . . n}:

«af} = MifiEH ;*«,• = *(*.«&) ;.Afc = *(«,<&) . (8)

La méthode traditionnelle de résolution consiste à diagonaliser l'opérateur défini positif N puis à
construire sa racine carrée. On introduit ensuite la fonction d'onde collective

gï = {y/M)ijfî , (9)

et on se ramène au problème aux valeurs propres suivant

*»?=«?** • (10)

En pratique on se heurte au fait que l'opérateur M possède un ensemble infini de valeurs propres
s'accumulant vers 0. Ceci rend difficile à la fois la définition de s/JI et de son inverse. De plus
les imprécisions numériques peuvent rendre negatives certaines des valeurs propres. En général
on évite ce problème en sélectionnant les vecteurs propres de M de valeur propre supérieure à
une certaine valeur limite c. On résout le problème (10) dans le sous espace restreint ainsi défini.
Il reste ensuite à étudier la stabilité des solutions en fonction de e. En fait la méthode doit
souvent être améliorée et faute de pouvoir définir avec précision l'opérateur VU, nous avons du
quelquefois résoudre directement l'équation de Hill-Wheeler (8).

Les fonctions fk(q) ne peuvent pas être considérées comme des fonctions d'onde collectives.
En effet les / associées à deux énergies distinctes Ek et Et ne sont pas orthogonales mais vérifient
les relations

ffk(q)M(q,q')fl{q')àqdq' = 6kl . (Il)f
Le rôle de fonction d'onde collective est en fait tenu par les fonctions

(12)

dont la forme discrètisée est donnée par l'équation (9). Ce sont donc elles que nous discuterons
dans la suite de cet exposé.
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Sur la figure 6 nous avons indiqué les résultats d'une étude préliminaire. La partie supérieure
de la figure montre la courbe d'énergie de déformation axiale du noyau 200Pt. Les énergies des
états collectifs sont reportés sur le même dessin. Comme il se doit !es énergies des états les plus liés
sont plus basses que le minimum de la courbe de déformation HF+BCS. d'après leurs fonctions
gk nous avons distingué les états 8, 12, 14 et 16 comme étant reliés au minimum isomérique.
Sur la partie inférieure de la figure nous avons dessiné les fonctions d'onde collectives de certains
états. La plupart d'entre eux sont localisés dans le puits principal. Les fonctions d'onde des deux
premiers correspondent bien à celles attendues pour le fondamental et le premier état excité. Le
huitième état est au contraire localisé dans le second puits. Cependant sa fonction d'onde ne
ressemble pas à celle à laquelle on s'attend. A plus haute énergie nous avons trouvé un autre
état localisé dans le deuxième puits et dont la fonction d'onde ne présente pas de nœud pour des
valeurs de Q supérieure à 3000 fm2. Nous étudions la signification de ces résultats. En particulier
nous cherchons à discerner si certains des états ne pouiraient pas être spurieux ou correspondre à
une valeur de A différente de 200. En effet bien que chacune des fonctions de BCS $>{q) possède
en moyenne le bon nombre de nucléons rien ne garantit qu'il en soit de même pour les fonctions

Une fois que ces problèmes auront été résolus nous serons en mesure de calculer les éléments
de matrice de couplage entre états collectifs et déterminerons ainsi la stabilité des états du second
puits par rapport à une vibration ouadrupolaire. Dans une étape ultérieure nous étudierons la
dynamique de façon plus complète en y incluant les effets de triaxialité.

A

192
194
196
198
200
202
204
206
208
210
212
214
216
218

Q 0 (barns)

42.5
43.9
43.0
42.6
43.3
43.5
43.6
43.6
43.7
44.0
45.2
46.7
50.0
52.4

0.53
0.54
0.52
0.51
0.51
0.50
0.50
0.49
0.48
0.48
0.48
0.49
0.51
0.53

9

1.58
1.59
1.57
1.55
1.55
1.55
1.54
1.53
1.52
1.52
1.52
1.53
1.56
1.58

Table 1 Déformations des minimums secondaires des isotopes du Mercure. Les valeurs de
/3 sont celle d'une goutte liquide de même rayon et moment quadrupolaire que la solution self-
consistante. Le rapport q des axes de l'ellipsoïde équivalent est égal à la racine carrée du rapport
(z2)/(x2) des valeurs moyennes des coordonnées mesurées le long de l'axe de déformation et
perpendiculairement à celui-ci.
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Figure 1 Lignes de niveau d'égale intensité de la correction de couche. En abscisse on a porté le
nombre de neutrons et en ordonnée la mesure ea de la déformation quadrupolaire. La valeur 0
de £2 correspond à une forme sphérique et la valeur 0.7 à une forme ellipsoïdale de rapport d'axe
deux. Cette figure est extraite du travail "Systematics of Nuclear Deformations" de I. Ragnarsson
et R.K. Sheline publié dans Physica. Scripta. Vol. 29 page 385.

188Pt
192

Pt

200
Pt

Figure 2 Surfaces d'énergie de déformation quadrupolaire de quatre isotopes de Platine. Les
lignes de niveau continues sont séparées de 1 MeV et les lignes eu tirets de 0.5 MeV.
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15.

MeV

10.

Os s i

188 192 196 200 204 208 212

188 192 196 200 204

Figure 3 Energie d'excitation et profondeur du puits secondaire (voir texte) pour les isotopes de
l'Osmium (haut) et du Platine (bas). Les abscisses indiquent la masse de l'isotope. L'échelle des
ordonnées est en MeV.
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MeV

190 194 202 206 210 214 216

Figure 4 Energie d'excitation et profondeur du puits secondaire (voit texte) pour les isotopes du
Mercure. Les abscisses indiquent la masse de l'isotope. L'échelle des ordonnées est en MeV. Les
résultats de la partie supérieure de la figure ont été obtenus avec l'interaction SIII et ceux de la
partie inférieure avec l'interaction Skm*.
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N
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Ni 3 8 N i 4 0 Zn4Q

Figure 5La partie supérieure de la figure montre les noyaux étudiés au voisinage du 68Ni. Les
cases blanches indiquent les noyaux pour lesquels un minimum secondaire a été trouvé. La partie
inférieure donne l'énergie d'excitation et la profondeur du puits secondaire en MeV (voir texte).
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Figure 6 Spectre des états collectifs obtenu par la méthode de la coordonnée génératrice. La
partie supérieure de la figure montre la courbe d'énergie de déformation quadrupolaire calculée par
HF+BCS et les énergies des états de la GCM. Les points sur la courbe HF+BCS correspondent
aux états *(g) à partir desquels le calcul GCM a été effectué. La partie inférieure montre les
fonctions d'onde collectives de quelques états. Les moments quadrupolaires Q sont donnés en
barn et les énergies en MeV.
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ELECTROPRODUCTION DE TT AU SEUIL SUR LE PROTON

G. FOURNIER

DPHN/HE CEN-SACLAY.

Cette expérience /1,2/ vient de débuter auprès de I'ALS; l'ensemble

expérimental construit dans ce but comprend en particulier un spectromètre

magnétique adapté à la détection de pions de basse énergie .

L'électroproduction de 7r+ au seuil sur le proton, avec séparation des

parties transverse et longitudinale de la section efficace présente les

caractéristiques principales d'une expérience de coïncidence avec un

faisceau d'électrons et fournit l'occasion d'insister sur quelque.0

problèmes expérimentaux typiques.

1. Introduction.

L'électroproduction de ir* est décrite par le processus:

e + p > e1 + n + n* ( 1 )

La détection de l'électron diffusé, la mesure de son angle et de son

énergie suffisent pour connaître le quadri-transfert et la polarisation du

photon virtuel échangé ainsi que l'impulsion dans le centre de masse du

pion produit. Mais les processus concurrents suivants ne peuvent pas alors

être distingués:

e + p > e1 + p + T ( 2 )

e + p > e' + p + -n
0 ( 3 )

II est donc impératif de détecter simultanément l'électron diffusé et un

des hadrons. Pour des raisons de bruits de fond et d'efficacité la

détection du neutron est très difficile; nous avons donc choisi de détecter
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le pion et l'électron en coïncidence.

La séparation des parties transverse et longitudinale de la section

efficace impose de mesurer l'électron diffusé à un angle avant ( 30-40° )

et à un angle arrière ( 90-100 ) . Il est intéressant de noter que la

section efficace chute alors d'un ordre de grandeur.

Le comptage dans le bras électron est dominé par les électrons

provenant de la queue radiative du pic de la diffusion élastique sur

l'hydrogène. Les pions photoproduits sur la cible par les photons de

rayonnenment de freinage fournissent la majorité des déclenchements du bras

pion. Les taux de comptage de ces particules non corrélées dans chaque

bras de détection sont suffisamment élevés pour que les coincidences

fortuites rivalisent en nombre avec les événements vrais ; cette expérience

est réalisée avec un cycle utile de 1% environ et le rapport "vraies" sur

"fortuites" varie de 0,2 à plus de 1. Il est clair qu'un accélérateur de

cycle utile voisin de 100$ serait plus confortable.

2. Bruits de fond.

Les bruits de fond rencontrés dans une salle de diffusion

d'électrons peuvent être classés en deux catégories: les particules neutres

et chargées

2.1 Les neutres

Comme la cible elle même, toute épaisseur de matière rencontrée par

le faisceau en amont ( collimateurs, fentes d'analyse ) ou en aval

( capteur de faisceau ) de cette cible devient une source de bruit de fond

composée de photons et de neutrons. Des détecteurs en vue directe de ces

sources seraient soumis à des taux de comptage trop élevés. Par conséquent

pour détecter des particules chargées il faut protéger les scintillateurs

plastiques, chambres à fils etc. On utilise d'une part un champ magnétique

déviant suffisamment les trajectoires pour que les détecteurs ne soient pas

en vue directe de la cible et d'autre part on les entoure d'un blindage

important dont la qualité principale est une forte densité en nucléons. Les

spectromètres 600 et 900 à l'ALS ont respectivement des casemates en acier

de 50 cm et 100 cm. Une étude effectuée dans le cadre de la préparation de

cette expérience a abouti à la loi suivante pour décrire le taux de
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comptage instantané dans un scintillateur plastique ( 2 x 200 x 300 mm3 )

placé dans la casemate du spectromètre 600:

où: I est le courant moyen dans l'accélérateur et sur les fentes d'analyse

i est le courant moyen dans la salle HEl et sur la cible étudiée

a, b et c sont des coefficients qui dépendent de nombreux paramètres,

en particulier b est lié à la matière traversée par le faisceau dans la

3alle, c est proportionnel à l'épaisseur de la cible utilisée et correpond

essentiellement à la partie du Faisceau intercepté par les fentes

d'analyse. Le tableau suivant montre un exemple de valeurs obtenues pour a,

b ,c et on constate que les deux premiers termes contribuent de façon

importante au bruit de fond.

taux

taux

valeur

instantané

instantané

(s"1

(s"1

du coefficient

) 1=12,5|xA X=IOM-A SE/E=

) 1=12,5M-A i=5MA 6E/E=0

1%

,2%

4

5

5

a

109

10*

10*

14

14

7

b

109

10*

10*

10

10

5

c

109

10*

10*

Un spectromètre magnétique équipé d'une casemate a été étudié et

construit pour détecter les pions, le spectromètre 600 étant réservé aux

électrons.

2.2 Les chargées.

Les particules chargées de même signe et de même impulsion que les

pions détectés sont aussi analysées par le spectromètre et produisent dans

le plan focal une contamination importante. A basse énergie, dans le cas

qui nous intéresse il s'agit d'une part de positons et d'autre part de

protons. Un absorbeur très mince ( ~ 1 mm ) de polyétylène permet aisément

de se débarrasser de ces derniers. Quand aux positons, leur nombre augmente

très violemment quand leur angle et leur impulsion diminuent au point que

des taux instantanés supérieurs à 107s"x peuvent être rencontrés; deux

limites expérimentales en découlent:

B
n

40° et 60 MeV/c
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Ceci se traduit par l'impossibilité d'approcher le seuil de production des

pions à mieux que 30 MeV/c.

3. Le spectromètre n.

Le domaine cinématique des pions qu'il faut couvrir va de 40° à

110° pour l'angle de détection par rapport au faisceau et de 55 à 140 MeV/c

pour l'impulsion. L'énergie des pions à détecter est donc de 10 à 60 MeV;

la décroissance en vol est importante et représente 50/» de perte pour un

parcours de 2m à Tn-= 10 MeV , les longueurs des trajectoires doivent donc

rester très courtes. Les sections efficaces à mesurer sont de l'ordre de

la dizaine de picobarns ( MeV 1 sr "2 ) et par conséquent l'angle solide

doit être nécessairement important. Le tableau suivant résume les

caractéristiques du spectromètre II.

Plan d'analyse

Impulsion maximale

Ouverture verticale

Ouverture horizontale

Angle solide

Déviation moyenne

Plan focal: dimensions

Dispersion

Angle avec la verticale

Résolution intrinsèque

Bande en impulsion

Vertical

150 MeV/c

± 6,5°

± 5°

~ 35 msr

157°

400 x 80 mm2

10 mm par %

18°

* 10-3

± 10#

II s'agit d'un dipôle de type tranche d'orange ( clam shell ). Son étude

/3/ a été menée de façon originale par un programme interactif de

modélisation à 3 dimensions du champ magnétique,avec la reconstruction

individuelle des trajectoires et leurs représentations graphiques. Le

contrôle du modèle a été effectué par une mesure du champ magnétique dans

le plan de symétrie du dipôle, la figure (1) montre l'excellent accord

obtenu. C'est donc ce modèle qui va être utilisé pour calculer précisément

l'angle solide efficace du spectromètre, c'est à dire incluant pour les

pions: la décroissance, la diffusion coulombienne multiple, les réactions

inélastiques et la résolution spatiale des détecteurs.

Une vue générale du spectromètre et de sa casemate contenant les

détecteurs est présentée sur la figure (2); à la sortie du spectromètre les
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* valeurs aesurées

— valeurs calculées

0.3

0.2

0.1

Index angulaire

• valeurs Mesurées

— v&leurs calculées

50 60 70 80 100
Index angulaire

Figure 1: Comparaison entre le modèle et les valeurs du champ magnétique

mesurées dans le plan de symétrie et suivant les arcs de cercle indiqués en

traits pleins.
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Scinti l lâteurs Chambres

Photomultiplicateurg Kanchon de sortie

Figure 2: Coupe verticale du spectromètre II et de sa casemate.
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particules rencontrent successivement 6 plans de chambres à migration. 3

plans de scintillateurs plastiques et un plan de Cerenkov plastiques, le

tout dans un volume de 100 litres environ.

k. Le problème de luminosité.

Pour la mesure de sections efficaces faibles ( ̂  10 pb MeV"1 sr'2 )

et afin d'obtenir des comptages raisonnables supérieurs à 10 coups par

heure, la limitation de l'angle solide des spectromètres magnétiques est

compensée par l'utilisation d'une luminosité élevée ( 1037Cm-2S'1) . Se

pose alors le problème de la tenue de la cible au faisceau, en effet une

telle luminosité n'est possible par exemple dans notre cas qu'avec un

courant moyen de 10 M-A et une cible d'hydrogène liquide de 6cm . L'énergie

perdue par le faisceau représente une puissance non négligeable de 23 W, la

figure (3) montre la perte de densité mesurée en fonction du courant. Ce

problème qui limite notre expérience à un fonctionnement autour de 5 (M,

subsistera avec une machine de 100# de cycle utile. Pour atteindre des

sections efficaces nécessairement plus faibles à plus haute énergie, des

solutions devront être mises en oeuvre: augmenter la puissance du

liquéfacteur, déplacer continuellement le faisceau sur la cible, etc.

Figure 3: Variation de la densité de la cible en fonction du courant

du faisceau d'électrons.

Densité -
de la cible/Densité

de H liq. i

-\OO %
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4. Conclusion

Cette expérience est actuellement en cours à I1ALS qui est une

machine de 1% de cycle utile et nous avons vu quel profit l'on pourra tirer

d'un accélérateur continu pour réduire les coïncidences fortuites. Mais la

mesure de sections efficaces de plus en plus faibles( puisqu'elles

décroissent généralement quand l'énergie augmente ) ne sera possible que si

des améliorations importantes sont apportées aux techniques expérimentales.

En particulier il faudra renforcer la tenue des cibles aux courants

avoisinant les 100|iA, augmenter les angles solides de détection au delà de

30msr.

Enfin un accélérateur supraconducteur de bonne résolution en

énergie, qui ne nécessite pas de fentes d'analyse, sans halo et de bonne

émittance, est une garantie pour obtenir un bruit de fond de salle minimum

et par conséquent permettra d'envisager une nouvelle génération de

détecteurs.
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POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS IN ELASTIC ELECTRON-DEUTERON SCATTERING

MICHEL GARCON

Service de Physique Nucléaire à Moyenne Energie

CEN Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France.

Résumé :

Après quelques rappels concernant les facteurs de forme électromagnétiques du deuton, on décr i-

ra une expérience récemment terminée à l'accélérateur de Bates (M.I.T.) ayant pour but la mesure de

la polarisation tensorielle du deuton de recul dans la diffusion élastique électron-deuton jusqu'à

q = 4,6 fn r 1 . On comparera plusieurs méthodes expérimentales pour la détermination de cette obser-

vable, et on envisagera les différentes options pour étendre ces mesures à des transferts encore

plus grands.

I . Introduction and physical motivations

The measurement of the elast ic electromagnetic form factors of the deuteron has always been a

subject of primary interest in nuclear physics. At relat ively high momentum transfer, from 2 to 5

f n r 1 , the three form fac tors (charge GQ, quadrupole GQ and magnetic GN) are sensitive to the de-

ta i l s of the nucleon-nucleon interaction, to i t s short range behaviour and to the meson exchange

corrections. At s t i l l higher momentum transfer (5 to 10 f n r 1 ) , the form factors should be a test of

the fu l l y re la t i v i s t i c models and contain information on the transi t ion from nucléon to quark de-

grees of freedom.

The elast ic di f ferent ia l cross-section is proportional to the quantity

I 0 = A(q2) + B(q2) tan2 (e/2) .

Measurements at different electron angles e for the same 4-momentum transfer q2 allow the separa-

t ion of A and B, which are functions of the electromagnetic form factors :

A - G2 * § r? G* • 4 r, G*Q T 1 " U H

-J T) H T T|| GjjjB = J 1 , ( 1 + T1) G2 ,

where n = q2/4M2.
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A(q2) has seen measured up to 10 fm"1 [1] and B(q2) up to 8.4 fm"1 [2]. In order to separate

the charge and quadrupole form factors, one needs at least one other observable ; that observable

will depend on the polarization of the particles in the initial and/or final state. With unpolar-

ized electron beams, one may use a tensor polarized target and study the dependence of the elastic

cross-section on the spin state of the target deuteron. Alternatively, one may measure the polari-

zation of the recoil deuteron with an unpolarized target, and extract simultaneously the three

tensor moments :

t2Q = - fl

t21 = i- T)[

GQ + \r? G2 + \ r , ( l /2 + (1 + T1) t an 2 (6 /2 ) )

s in 2 (e /2) ] 1 / 2 G M GQ sec(9/2) / I 0 ,

I 0 ,

and = " ̂  " «3 '"22 " " /T? ̂  "
Note that the vector polarization vanishes in the one photon approximation.

The quantity t20 is expected to be the largest one in the region of momentum transfer consid-

ered in this paper. Whenever one can neglect the magnetic contribution (forward angles and t|Ĝ  much

smaller than G2., T)GQGQ, tzo depends only on the ratio x = -|

t
20

2 x + x,2
1+ 2x2

In the ratio of the form factors, the sensitivity to the nucléon form factors is largely re-

duced ( i t cancels out only in the impulse approximation) and t20 is mainly sensitive to the deu-

teron structure.

The contribution of the three form factors to A(q) is illustrated in f i g . 1, as calculated from

the Paris NN potential in the impulse approximation [3]. The expected zero crossing of GQ gives

rise to rapid variations of the ratio x, and therefore of t2 0 ( f ig. 2).
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Even very precise measurements (~ U level) of A(q) [4] will not reveal the structure in Gc-

The difference in t20 coming from different realistic NN potentials (Reid vs Paris for example)

is of the order of 0.1 at 5 fnr1 [5]. The effect of meson pxchange and relativistic correction are

nearly equal and opposite, but the position of the zero of Gc, and therefore the slope of t20, are

very sensitive to the details of these corrections. In particular one would like to have a reliable

calculation of the isoscalar part of the meson exchange currents, which, even in the light of the

recent 3He - 3H system study [6], is still uncertain.

Models generated with relativistic calculations [7] differ significantly from those using con-

ventional frameworks and among themselves.

ûA and NN* admixtures to the deuteron wave function have been considered, with in one case [8]

considerable effects on t20, and in another [9] a much smaller effect ; in the latter however, the

slope of t20 is found to be sensitive, within a boundary condition model, to the size of quark

bags.

As for quark degrees of freedom, it was first conjectured [10] that a 6q component in the wave

function would keep GQ positive up to very high momentum transfers. More recent calculations [11]

show on the contrary small effects on t20.

In a topological soli ton approach [12], GQ is found smaller than in conventional calculations,

which translates into a sharper rise of t20 from the negative minimum to positive values.

Finally, perturbative QCD predicts the value - fl in the limit of infinite momentum transfer,

assuming helicity conservation [13].

There are only two published experimental results for the measurement of t20, performed at low

momenta (q < 2 fnr1}, at Bates (recoil polarimeter) [14] and Novosibirsk (internal polarized tar-

get) [15].

We will report here on the recently completed experiment at the Bates Linear Accelerator Center

at q = 3.8 - 4.6 fm"1, which should provide for the first time, a model independent separation of

the charge and quadrupole form factors in a region of momentum transfers where they are very sensi-

tive to the description of the deuteron structure.

We will then compare this work to past and present experiments and look at prospects for the

future.

II- The (second) Bates experiment

The experimental arrangement is illustrated in fig. 3. The electron beam was sent on a liquid

deuterium target collimated to 5 cm useful length. The recoil deuterons were detected at a fixed

angle in a specially designed magnetic channel, then rescattered in a polarimeter capable of anal-

yzing all three moments of their tensor polarization. The elastically scattered electrons were

detected in coincidence in the magnetic spectrometer OHIPS. The experiment was completed in May

1988, three data points were taken for beam energies of 650, 750 and 850 MeV corresponding to mo-
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mentum transfers of 3.8, 4.2 and 4.6 fin"1. The expected statistical errors are At20 = 0.1.

For a more detailed description of the experiment, see ref. [16].

beam dump

Intermediate Focus Detection
and C dégrader

Figure 3

Schematic layout of the experimental arrangement (Bates-Beam Line B)

The data is being analyzed and we w i l l present here the specific problems aid advantages

presented by the type of polarimeter that was used.

1) The AHEAD polarimeter [16,17] :

The polarimeter is based on dp scattering : the angular distr ibut ion of the analyzing power T20

exhibits a large minimum [18, 19] which is useful for polarimetry purposes. The deuterons are i n c i -

dent upon a 25 cm long l iqu id hydrogen target. Depending on the angles and energies of the scatter-

ed part ic les, the outgoing deuteron and/or proton are detected in the cyl indrical detector : two
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coaxial wire chambers define the trajectories and an array of AE and E plastic scintillators pro-

vide the identification of particles and a measure of their energies.

The polarimeter has been calibrated with a beam of polarized deuterons at Saturne (120-200

MeV). It is crucial that the response of the polarimeter to unpolarized particles remains unchanged

between the calibration and the experiment.

That means in particular checking the stability of various gains both at the calibration and

the experiment with puiser signals and their absolute value with special source calibration meas-

urements. This translates into the handling of several hundreds of parameters (gains, pedestals,

light attenuation and energy loss correction coefficients).

2) The extraction of t20 :

After summation over azimuthal angles, the measured number of counts in each polar angle bin i

must depend on t20 through the relation

^ - C 6 . 1 ( ^ t 2 0 T 2 0 ' )

where the subscript e stands for "experiment". At the calibration (subscript c), one measures the

response of the polarimeter to unpolarized deuterons :

Nc = C C E 1

and the analyzing lowers T 2 0
1.

The C s are constants containing the number of incident deuterons, the target thickness, the

dead time correction. The E11S represent tht part of the response which depends on the angle, that

is the differential cross-section and the acceptance.

For polarimetry at lower deuteron energies (see e.g. [20]) one had only one angular bin (around

0*), so that an absolute measurement was needed to extract t20. In our case (see also [21]), the

angular variation of T 2 0 eliminates the need of an absolute measurement : having different angular

bins with different T 2 0 is like using several polarimeters in series ; from the comparison of the

responses of all elementary "polarimeters" (bins), one can extract t2Q. In i;his method, one relies

on the shape of the angular distribution to remain the same between the calibration and the experi-

ment, rather than on an absolute normalization.

Since N0
1 » N6

1, t20 can be calculated through the minimization of

2 _ L ? f
 Ne - K Nc ̂ t 2 0 T 2 0 ) 2

X ' n-2 i=l l ^ J '

with respect to t20 and K (an irrelevant normalization constant), n being the number of angular

bins.
n i i 2

Using the notation {A} = J A1 / U N g ) , one finds

{NeNc}{N2 T20} - {N2}{N N T20)

t20
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2 T 2 0 ) 2

aNcHNc
2 T g 0 ) T

C C C C C i * \» C V»

In the limit of small asymmetries U 2 0 T 2 0
1 « 1) the error formula reduces to the more fa-

miliar one At,0 = — for the usual approach with one angular bin, except that T 2 0 is replaced
/N T 2 0

with a weighted measure of the dispersion between all values T 2 0 .

A considerable advantage of the method is that the %2 furnishes a very powerful, and very con-

straining !, check of its validity, i.e. that the shape of the response of the polarimeter to un-

polarized deuterons (e1) has not changed between the calibration and the experiment, and that there

are no experimental asymétries in $ (although these can be included in the formalism if their ori-

gin is understood).

3) incident deuteron energy distribution

The five dimensional distribution (x, y, o , e , E) of the incident deuterons upon the polari-
A Jr

meter wil l affect differently i ts response at the calibration and at the experiment. All th-. above

formulae are valid i f one replaces H\ by <N!.> and T2J by < til T2 0>/<N1.> , where #•_• average is
C C C C

meant using the distribution of deuterons during the experiment [3, 20]. In o-r case, the main

significant variation within the experimental spatial, angular and energy spectra is the energy

dependence of E 1 . We have measured the deuteron energies via time of flight and track reconstruc-

tion in the deuteron channel, with absolute precisions of about 5 MeV, and a resolution of about IQ

MeV at 145 MeV. This would translate into a systematic error in t20 of 0.05.
III. Polarimeter vs polarized target, prospects for the future :

As mentioned earlier, the measurement of the same observable can be done with a polarized tar-

get : for an external solid cryogenic target, the luminosity is limited by the amount of radiation

that the target can withstand without significant loss of polarization ; for an internal target in

a ring, the limitation comes from the target thickness, and in some cases from beam induced depo-

larization.

At a given momentum transfer, the ed cross-section is roughly proportional to the square of the

beam energy

S-f^l 2 A(q2)

(forward electron angles approximation, valid for rough estimations only). The beam time necessary

to achieve a given statistical accuracy At20 is then inversely proportional to the figure of merit

F which appears in table 1. At the present time, the recoil polarization measurement seems to be

the most efficient way to proceed. Significant progress is being made in internal target technology

[26] to expect new precise data in the near future. There are also plans [22] so that a frozen spin
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solid external target could withstand several nA of beam, but in any case, this kind of apparatus

would have to be accompanied by a large solid angle detection system in order to compete with the

- ones.

Table 1

Experiment

Beam energy (GeV)

Beam intensity

Target density (at/cm?)

Luminosity (Cm-2S-1)

e solid angle (msr)

Losses

Polarimeter efficiency E

Analysing power T20

Target polarization A//2

Figure of merit
F = LOeT2O2E2

<tm <fm-l>

Past and present experiments

DjO +
polarimeter

Bates
[14]

.371

30 UA

4.2 « 1021

7.9 » 1035

20

.5

io-1-

- 0.8

-

6.9 x 102 B

2.0

Polarized
ND3

Bonn-ELSA
[22]

2.0

0.4 nA

9 « 1022

2.3 « 1032

5

-

-

-

.12

6.5 x 1028

3.6

LD +
pol an meter

Bates/AHEAD
this work

.850

30 ,!A

2.4 « 1023

4.5 » 103'

18

.25

2 x 10-3

- 0.4

-

4.7 « 1031

4.6

Internal stored
polarized

atomic beam
Novosibirsk

[23]

2.0

200 mA

6 » 1 0 "

7.5 » 1029

120

-

-

-

.46

7.8 « 1028

2.9

Objectives for the

LD2 •
polarimeter

CEBAF/AHEAD
[25]

4.0

200 IJA

4.8 x 1023

6.0 « 1038

10

.1

10-3

- 0.4

-

1.5 » 1033

(6.9)

Polarized
ND3

Bonn-ELSA
[22]

2.5

3 nA

9 « 1022

1.7 x 1 0 "

50

-

-

-

.21

2.3 « 1031

(5)

future

Internal ce l l
optical pumping
+ spin exchange

PEP
[24]

14.5

100 mA

10'5

6.3 « 1032

15

-

-

-

.6

7.1 « IO32

(6)

With the advent of higher energy, intensity and duty cycle electron accelerators, the recoil

polarization technique should allow to pursue t20 measurements up to the same transfers as those

where 8{q2) is now measured. It seems relatively straightforward to use again the AHEAD detector,

with the limitation that deuterons will have to be slowed down in a dégrader to ZOO MeV, the maxi-

mum energy accepted by the polarimeter [25].

The only other alternative for higher energy deuterons seems to be the (d,pp) reaction [27] :

due to the spin-flip amplitudes of the charge exchange process np + pn, a large analyzing power T 2 0

is expected, with however one very unfortunate feature : the energy dependence of these amplitudes

is such that T 2 0 is large enough ( > 0.3) either below 400 MeV or above 1200 MeV. (The deuteron

energy from ed elastic is given by TJ= q2/2md, for example 530 MeV at q = 7.2 fin"
1, q2= 2(GeV/c)2).

An experiment has started at Saturne [28] to test these predictions below 400 MeV. The detector

EMRIC (fig. 4), consists of an array of CsI detectors and of multiwire proportional chambers, al-

lowing the necessary measurement of total and relative energies of the two outgoing protons. Preli-

minary results for T^ = 200 MeV show a fair agreement with the predictions although T 2 0 is somewhat

smaller than predicted (fig. 5). Another run at T. = 300 MeV is planned for June 1989. For applica-

tions to polarimetry, it will be necessary to improve the detector, to accomodate a larger target,

both in length and section, and to stop higher energy protons.
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Figure 4

25

S O

-25

-50 '

1

^ * • •

I

i

.i

-

y \
10 6 (deg)

Figure 5 - p(d,pp), T20, Epp < 1 MeV. Pre-

liminary results [28], theory [27].

IV. Investigation of vector polarization measurement in ed scattering

It was pointed out [29] that when using a longitudinally polarized electron beam, the recoil

deuterons would acquire a sideways polarization given by

t,, = — /7,11+T1) G1. (G- + i n Gn) tan(l) /I

which would provide another way to separate Ĝ  and GQ. The magnitude of this component is smaller

than t 2 0 , because of the GL, tan(£) term. However, i t has been demonstrated that the vector polari-

zation of deuterons can be measured with a high efficiency [19, 30] : for deuterons of 350-450 MeV,

one can expect a vector analyzing power of about 0.3, and an efficiency of 3 % (f ig. 6).

1

0.4

0.2

0

-0.2

-0.4

T T T

"ft?m
10 20

0 (deg)
Figure 6 - i T u ( e ) , d-C semi-inclusive, T d = 450 HeV, preliminary results [30].
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But it would take as much beam time to measure t u with the same precision as t20, since the

figure of merit for the former, after inclusion of the beam polarization (~ 0.4) would be exactly

the same as for the AHEAD tensor polarimeter. Furthermore, we have estimated that, from the t20

measurement, one will extract the charge form factor Fc with a precision

AFC = n Fc At20 = 6 x 1 0 " \

whereas the same precision on t n will yield

AF = - — g - At11 = 3 x 10-3.
/B" taru

(for q = 4.6 fm"1, Fc= 4 x 10"
3, t20 = 0 ) .

V. Conclusion :

The recently completed measurements of t20 at q = 3.8, 4.2 and 4.6 fm"
1 in ed elastic scatter-

ing should provide a good determination of the charge form factor F in the region of its expected

minimum. It is for the least intriguing that the most recent measurement at Novosibirsk up to 2.9

fnr1 [23] and the studies of deuteron break-up at high energies (3 + A + p + X) [31] seem to indi-

cate a shallower minimum of t20 than expected, which would mean much higher values of GQ than given

by a potential model.

We have presented some of the original features of the Alberta High Efficiency Analyzer for

Deuterons (AHEAD). Our data analyzis is in progress. We feel confident that the recoil tensor po-

larization measurement is an efficient way to extract the charge form factor of the deuteron and

that this technique can be extended to higher momentum transfers.

t20 COLLABORATION (Alberta - CALTECH - M.I.T. - Saclay - Syracuse - Worcester) :

L. Antonuk, J. Arvieux, D. Beck, E. Beise, A. Boudard, E.B. Cairns, J.M. Cameron, G. Dodson,

K. Dow, M. Farkhondeh, H.W. Fielding, J. Flanz, M. Garçon, R. Goloskie, S. Hjh'braten, J. Jourdan,

S. Kowalski, C. Lapointe, W.J. McDonald, D. Pham, R. Redwine, N. Rodning, G. Roy, H.E. Schulze,

P.A. Souder, J. Soukup, I. The, W. Turchinetz, G. van der Steinhoven, C F . Williamson, K. Wilson,

S. Wood and W. Ziegler.
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HEAVY ELEMENTS RESEARCH AND THE FUTURE AT SIS

S. HOFMANN

GSI Darmstadt, Planckstr. 1, D-6100 Darmstadt 11, Fed. Rep. Germany

Systematic studies of heavy ion fusion reactions and of radioactive decays of the

evaporation residues led to the discovery of the elements 107, 108, and 109. The isotopes

were unambiguously identified by parent daughter correlations. The measured alpha

decay data can be explained by shell structure effects, which are superimposed the ge-

neral trend towards instability predicted by liquid drop models. Extrapolations of the

cross sections and of the half lives towards higher elements give values, which seem to

make an experimental proof possible for the elements 110 and 111 with improved

experimental techniques. These experiments will be part of the low energy program at

the UNILAC, which in future will run in parallel to the high energy program at SIS/ESR.

A short report on the status of the accelerator and experimental facilities will be given.
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TENSOR CORRELATIONS AND THE ELECTRON SCATTERING

RESPONSES OF THE NUCLEUS

G.ORLANDINI

Dipartimento di Fisica, Université di Trento, 1-38050 Povo (Trento) Italy

INFN, Gruppo Collegato di Trento.

Abstract. Some considerations are made about nuclear observables which are

sensitive to the tensor part of the NN potential. In particular we focus on the longitudinal

and transverse electron scattering response functions. After a short review of the

most recent calculations, we present the results of a model study suggesting that tensor

correlations are responsible for spreading the strength from the quasi elastic peak towards

higher energies. The effects on the two responses are different. The quenching in the peak

region is smaller in the transverse channel and is compensated by the additional MEC and

IC contributions.

1. Introduction

In nuclear physics there are many evidences of the existence of forces between the

nucléons which have a tensor character. To the extent they are known from the two

body systems, these forces are of considerable strength at short-medium range. It is the

effect of these tensor forces that has been a principal stumbling block in the development

of a microscopic theory of nuclear structure. Still, a large number of methods to treat

the many body problem, in particular those making use of phenomenological effective

potential, neglect the specific tensor nature of the interaction. Only few methods, already

very problematic in nuclear matter and even more in finite nuclei are able to treat a force

of tensor character. We refer to the methods based on the G-matrix, to hypernetted chain

calculations in nuclear matter or to variational calculations with Monte Carlo methods

in very light systems.

There are several quantities which reflect, sometimes in a very clear way, the

effectiveness of such forces. One has examples in the magnetic properties of the nuclei
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like the magnetic moments and the magnetic transitions , or charge exchange cross

sections [1], or even the electric transitions excited by rather energetic photons (just

below pion threshold) [2]. It seems that this force manifests in a large energy-momentum

range, beginning to influence the NN scattering at energies as low as 10MeF and the

photoabsorption cross section around 100MeF, besides p-wave pion absorption which is

a typical process requiring large momentum transfer (~ 350Mev/c) between two nucléons.

In the last years a considerable effort has been made to separate the longitudinal and

transverse response functions which compose the inclusive electron scattering cross section

on nuclei [3-11]. Surprisingly the separated data do not show any more the satisfactory

agreement between the theoretical and experimental results that had been found in the

quasi elastic region for the unseparate cross section. In particular the experimental

longitudinal response shows a quenching (especially serious for middle weight nuclei) with

respect to the predictions of models based on the Plane Wave Impulse Approximation

(PWIA) [12-14], while the transverse one seems to be rather satisfactorily reproduced by

it . In the last eight years from the publication of the first separated data, a big effort

has been done both on the experimental and on the theoretical side to understand the

reasons of that situation. Different experimental groups have performed the same kind

of experiments on a wider sample of nuclear targets including light and heavy nuclei and

many theoreticians have tried to improve the description of the response functions at the

"intermediate" energy and momentum transfers involved in the measured reactions.

When only unseparate data existed the physics of the nucleus in that kinematical

region seemed to be rather simple. It seemed that the nuclear response to a virtual photon

of relatively large energy and momentum ( about one hundred MeV and some hundreds

of MeV/c) would be rather insensitive to the effects of the NN force and therefore to

the correlations between the nucléons. The main source of uncertainty in a theoretical

description of those processes seemed to be in the knowledge and in the treatment of the

two-body currents contributing to the transverse channel. The observed disagreement

in the longitudinal channel and agreement in the transverse one has made the people

critic about the previous points of view. So a lot of theoretical investigations have

been addressed to understand the role of ground state correlations , besides Final State

Intf action (FSI) and in the last years of relativistic effects. Meson exchange currents

(Mn,C) and isobar contributions (IC) have been less studied because of two reasons. On

one side the agreement between the PWIA description of the transverse response and the
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data has led to believe that they may be of little importance in the quasi elastic peak, on

the other side the complexity of their treatment has somewhat discouraged a systematic

study of them.

In the present work we want to discuss the possibility that correlations of tensor

nature manifest also in this kind of reaction and that their neglect can be the reason of

the observed disagreement in the longitudinal response. We also would like to describe

how they affect the transverse response, taking into account, however, that MEC and IC

play a concomitant role.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall the characteristics of

the tensor force and describe some of the measurable quantities where it manifests. In

section 3 we review the most recent situation of the comparison between theoretical and

experimental results for the separated longitudinal and transverse inclusive responses

and in section 4 we present a model study of these quantities to show the effect of tensor

correlations. In the first part of the section we present results for the longitudinal response

of 12C at lower momenta, while in the second part results for both responses in 4He and
40Ca at higher momenta are discussed. Conclusions are summarized in section 5.

2. Evidences of the Tensor Force

A strong evidence for the existence of a tensor component

VT[r) = vt[r)Si2 = vt(r) - Cr1 • a2\ (1)

in the NN interaction comes from many sources, the most direct ones (and the first

historically) being the nucleon-nucleon phase shift data (at low and high energy) and

the quadrupole moment of the deuteron . The tensor term in the potential gives a very

important contribution to the binding energy of the deuteron. From table 1, where the

contributions of the various terms of the Paris potential [15] to the deuteron binding

energy are listed, one could conclude that the tensor force is the main responsible for the

fact that a two body system exists in a bound state. The situation is not different for
O

other realistic potentials. For the binding energy of nuclear matter the tensor force is very

important too, in particular through its induced tensor correlations, as it can be inferred

e.g. from table VII of ref.[l6]. Moreover it is also well known that the tensor force is a

critical element in determining saturation and the particular value of the density realized

in nuclei [17].
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Table 1. Contributions to the binding energy of the deuteron from the various parts
of the Paris Potential (VC (central), VLS (spin orbit), VSO2 (quadratic spin orbit),
VT (tensor)) in comparison to the corresponding kinetic energy (T). The columns S,D
and S-D list the separate contributions (in MeV) from deuteron S and D-waves and S-D
interference, respectively. Their sum is given in the last column (E).

D S-D

VC

VLS

VSO2

VT

T

-4.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

11.2

1.6

-1.0

-1.5

2.1

7.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

-18.2

0.0

-2.6

-1.0

-1.5

-16.1

19.0

Table 2. Corrections due to configuration mixing (cm), mainly due to the tensor
force, and to exchange currents (ex), expressed as a percentage of the single particle
values for the isoscalar (fiQ) and isovector (\i\) parts of the magnetic moments, and of
the Gamow-Teller matrix elements (TS). The total value of the correction (tot) is listed
together with the experimental value (exp). From ref.flj.

>>s {%) 5<(i^>> / <fi^>>s

A cm ex tot exp cm ex tot exp

15 22.85 1.81 24.66 16.7 5.49 7.18 12.67 11.1

17 -2.95 2.63 -0.32 -1.8 -16.93 15.52 -1.41 -1.3

39 12.49 3.01 15.50 11.1 42.22 -48.32 -6.10 -38.4

41 -2.70 2.89 0.19 -1.0 -23.14 19.93 -3.21 -8.9

delta <TS> I <rs>s {%)

A cm ex tot exp

15

17

39

41

-15.72

-11.86

-21.00

-14.80

12.98

1.54

5.70

1.03

-2.74

-10.32

-15.30

-13.77

-13.2

-13.8

-33.7

-26.3
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The main source of an attractive tensor force in the NN potential is presumably the

pion exchange, however, also multiple pions or heavier mesons can give rise to such a

term , but with smaller range and sometimes with repulsive character. The net result

of all those meson exchange contribution should be that of e.g. the Paris potential term

reported in fig.l from ref.[15], where it seems that the range of this force is somewhat

shorter than the pion range. Because of the rather short range nature of the tensor force,

its effects should manifest in observables where rather high energies and momenta are

involved.

r [fm]

TENSOR POTENTIAL
(T=O S=1

> -150-

Fig. 1. Radial dependence of the tensor component of the Paris Potential. The solid
line refers to the complete potential, the dashed line to the theoretical one. See ref.[15]

One rather well known example concerns the magnetic properties of nuclei. In order

to explain the deviations of the nuclear magnetic moments from the Schmidt values or the

observed quenching of the Ml and Gamow-Teller (GT) strength , one needs to perform

calculations in second order configuration mixing, taking contributions from intermediate

states with higher excitation energies such as 4,6,8 fiw, for which the tensor force is

responsible . Just these contributions are the most important to explain the deviations of

the magnetic moments and the quenching of the GT and Ml strength [18-20] as can be seen

in table 2 reported here from ref.[l]. In particular the observed isoscalar magnetic dipole

moment and isoscalar transitions provide with indispensable evidence of the importance

of tensor correlations [21,22], as in this case other effects like A- hole admixtures or the

central forces cannot modify the expectation values of the operators.
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A study of the Energy Weighted Sum Rules (EWSR) for isoscalar and isovector Ml

and GT operators [21,23] shows that tensor correlations enhance their values strongly,

confirming the hypothesis that the observed quenching in these transitions can be

explained by a shift of the strength at higher energy due to the tensor force.

Further evidence for the importance of tensor correlations is provided by a very

different phenomenon i.e. p-wave pion absorption at threshold. The absorption of a pion

at threshold in a nucleus most often leads to two nucléon emissioi,, because large amount of

energy is brought into the nucleus with very little momentum. Since this process requires

a large momentum transfer (~ 350MeV/c) between two nucléons, the correlation of rather

short range nature is supposed to play an important role in the pion absorption. It has

been shown [24] that mainly initial and final state correlations of tensor character affect

both nn and np emission after pion absorption and in particular explain the enhancement

of the first channel. There had been also successful phenomenological attempts to explain

this process via a quasi deuteron model [25,26]. The recent calculations show in some

sense the connection between the deuteron physics and the role of tensor correlation,

connection of which the above mentioned results of table 1 are in some sense a reflection.

This connection is also seen in another phenomenon, namely the nuclear photobsorp-

tion . In the electric dipole sum rule (Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule)

f=
Jo

OO

Bl/aE1{u)du
o

(2)

where D = § YIk 7Ic^k, the enhancement factor KTRK = 0.4 -~ 1.8 with respect to the

classical value seems to be explained by tensor correlations, as it was pointed out by

several authors [27-29]. Also in this case phenomenological models based on the quasi

deuteron mechanism [30] are successfully used to describe the high energy tail (from giant

resonance to pion threshold) of the cross section, the main region which gives contribution

tu the enhancement factor.

Sum rules, analogous to the TRK one, for the case of virtual photons are other

interesting quantities where one can follow the tracks of the tensor force. We will speak

more extensively about this subject in the next chapter where we will focus explicitly on

quantities measured in electron scattering. Before concluding this section we would like
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to mention another quantity which is at present the object of very interesting discussions

and investigations both on the theoretical and experimental points of view i.e. the nucléon

momentum distribution

_
l 2 7 r )

•î'*î'

where (1,1') is the non diagonal one body density.

1 2

o>
O
I

-15
Fig. 2. Momentum distribution of1GO. Dotted line: harmonic oscillator prediction;

dashed line: with tensor correlations included [Sl]. The dot dashed line is the result of a
coupled cluster calculation [32].

The presence of high momentum components in the nuclear wave function is clearly

dominated by the presence of correlations of rather short range nature. It is therefore

to expect again that the tensor force plays an important role, together of course with

the core part of the central potential, in determining the high momentum components

of n(p). Experiments to measure this quantity have recently been set up (e.g. in Saclay

and at NIKHEF), even if the connections betweens the measured cross sections and n(p)

are not free from ambiguities. Calculations of n(p) with correlated wave functions are

also available, and we report here some results which focus just on the above mentioned

aspect of the tensor influence.

In fig.2 (see ref. [31]) one sees that tensor correlations are responsible for enhancing

the high momentum components of the nuclear momentum distribution by several orders

of magnitudes.
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3. Electron Scattering Response Functions and Sum Rules

Quasi elastic electron scattering is a potentially powerful tool for the investigation

of correlations and nucléon properties in the nuclear medium. From the beginning of the

eighties measurements of the inclusive cross section

n 1

(4)

have been performed [3-11] at different energies and scattering angles so that a Rosenbluth

separation of the longitudinal and transverse response functions

Y , \ 2 (5)

with Ct/ = (w — 2 ^ A ) a n d

FL{q^) = Z{GE
p{ql))

2 (6)

has been possible. The data on light and medium heavy nuclei (up to56Fe) have shown

a rough agreement for the transverse part, but a strong quenching (up to 50%) in the

longitudinal channel, with respect to results in simple non relativistic Fermi Gas or in

general independent particle models, where the excitation operators were supposed to be

OL(<f ) = $ > « " • (8)

iXq)ei<T?i (9)

The particular behavior of the longitudinal response has led to speculations about

swelling nucléons. These speculations, though much criticized, have stimulated a lot

of investigations about other possible reasons of the disagreement. Among all the very

traditional explanation of correlation effects beyond the mean field and of relativity, which

should play a role at such energies and momenta, seem to be the most important. Because

of the subject of this paper, we will shortly review only those works concerning the first

point.
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After the paper of Noble [33] where he conjectured that the longitudinal response

could be reduced by modifying the nucléon form factor, i.e. allowing for a larger proton

embedded in the nuclear medium, Celenza et al. [34] considered the possibility of an

alternative explanation. They suggested that the reduction of the longitudinal response

could be a more or less direct measure of nuclear correlations which deplete the shell model

orbitals. This depletion is due to the short range and tensor parts of the NN interaction.

That has the effect of shifting strength out of the quasi elastic peak to higher energies. It is

curious to notice that two of the authors of that paper wrote three years later [35] that the

same quenching was explained using medium modified form factors due to a modification

of the quark wave function. Anyway some people moved along the lines suggested in ref.

[34], however the role of other kinds of correlations, i.e. the RPA ones, were investigated

[36]. It was shown that in an RPA calculation in symmetric infinite nuclear matter the

transverse response was quenched and hardened leading to some underestimation of the

data of 56Fe. A couple of years later, the same authors shew [37] that 2p-2h correlations

and MEC contributions recovered the good agreement with data. RPA calculations in

finite nuclei were also performed [38] leading to reasonable agreement with experiments

for both response functions. However, the importance of RPA correlations decreases with

higher momentum transfer, leading to only small corrections to the longitudinal response

at q = 550MeV/c.

Second RPA calculations for the charge response have also been performed in 12C

and 40Ca using a realistic G-matrix interaction (with explicit tensor component) in local

density approximation for lower momenta [39] and a finite range interaction (without

explicit tensor term), giving a proper description of the low energy spectrum and the

giant resonances, for higher momentum transfers [40]. Reasonable agreement with data

is found, but for 40Ca.

Nuclear matter calculations of the longitudinal response functions have been

performed [41] in a comprehensive correlated basis theory using realistic interactions

(therefore with explicit tensor force). It is found that while the calculated response at

q = 300 and 400MeV/c is in fair agreement with the data for 40Ca, 48Ca and 238U, at

q = 55QMeV/c the agreement is bad for 40Ca and 56Fe.

Other calculations in finite nuclei have been performed [42,43] which, using

semiclassical methods, include 2p-2h states into the RPA solution of the longitudinal

response function in the quasi elastic peak region. An important influence of 2p-2h states
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is found, which quenches and broadens the strength distribution by about 10 - 20%. In

ref. [42], however, it is stated that in order to achieve a good agreement with experimental

data one still needs to increase the proton root mean square radius by about 10% in 12C

and 20% in heavier nuclei.

The problem of the effects of the FSI on the inclusive processes seems to be still

opened. One can say that it has been much less studied than in the case of exclusive

processes. After the fundamental work of Horikawa et al. [44] where, within an optical

potential description for the outgoing nucléon, it was concluded that the peak intensities

are reduced by 5—10%, with an important contribution of multinucleon removal, there has

not been much investigation on this subject. To this regard it is worthwhile to mention

a recent paper by R.Brockmann et al. [45] whose results in a relativistic cr-ui model

(including non linearities in the <r-field) show that FSI cannot be neglected and that it is

absolutely necessary that gauge invariance is satisfied.

A special mention deserves the case of very light systems, like deuteron. For this

nucleus the situation of the comparison with experiments seems to be satisfactory [46].

This is probably due to the possibility of a very big accuracy in the calculation, and in

the lack of the complicated many body effects.

Now we come to the electron scattering sum rules. Once one has separated the

structure functions experimentally, and that the data at fixed momentum show a nice

tendency to the convergence for high value of the energy (this seems to be the case for the

charge responses) one can think to have an experimental estimate of the the area under

the data and compare it with the theoretical Coulomb Sum Rule (CSR)

= /
JO

d ? d ?

Unfortunately, summing up the data up to the last available one, there seems to be a

strong violation of this sum rule. This fact has generated a lot of discussion . Of course

the problem of the sum rule is a reflect of the problem of the disagreement between

theory and experiment in the response itself (the advantage in the calculation of a sum

rule with respect to that of the response is, of course, that in the former one avoids all the

problems connected to the knowledge of the excited states), however, the "almost" model

independence of the sum rule seems to pose a more stringent constraint to the theoretical
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interpretations. As said the sum rule is "almost" model independent. The term connected

to p-p density p|>p (̂ , r* ) gives a contribution to the sum rule and is very much affected

by ground state correlations. However, its absolute value is small at moderate momenta

compared to the model independent term, and becomes negligible as the momentum

increases. The best calculations of this term are available in light nuclei [47] (3He, 4He,

such a term does not exist in the deuteron) where, using Faddeev and variational wave

functions, one finds that it contributes by less than 10% at q = 500MeV/c. In heavier

nuclei [47] one finds more or less the same result. It is worthwhile to stress hore that the

tensor correlations cannot have a big role in this quantity as they are mostly effective in

the n-p channel [Si? does not act on S=O, T=I states).

Without invoking modified proton form factors, there is another possible explanation

of the disagreement between theoretical and experimental CSR sum rule. That is

the contribution of the high energy part of the response function. The experimental

data are available up to some energy determined by the limits of the experimental

apparatus. Contributions at higher energies have been estimated [48,49] extrapolating

the experimental data in various ways and they seem to range from 10 to 30% at high

momentum. The presence of a considerable amount of strength at higher energy can be

explained, as it will be seen more explicitly in the next section, by the action of the tensor

frrne. This is confirmed by a study [49,50] of the longitudinal EWSR, the extension to

q # 0 of the TRK sum rule

2mA* [ N NZ
with

Aexc{g) = \
where V represents the nuclear potential. Tensor correlations in the nuclear ground state

can affect it considerably, as it is shown in fig.3, where we report the plot of Aexc(<z)

from ref.[50]. In ref. [49] it is just the considerable value of the EWSR which determines

such important tail contributions to the CSR. The parallel consideration of the results

for the CSR and the EWSR can lead to conclude that correlations, especially those of

tensor nature are responsible for a redistribution mechanism of the strength from the

peak region to the high energy tail. Just the deeper investigation of this conjecture will

be the subject of the next section.
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Fig. 3. Potential term in S^ (q). A*xc and A^f are evaluated with OBEP, retaining
only short range correlations in the nuclear wave function. (A^J t and (A£+P)t also
include tensor correlations. See ref. [50].

4. N-P Tensor Correlations and the Redistribution of the Strength

In studying this problem we will divide the section into two different parts. The

first one will deal of the longitudinal response at relatively low momentum transfer

(100 -r SOOMeV/c) [51] , the second one with both structure functions at momenta in

the range around 500MeV/c [52].

4.1 The Longitudinal Response and the Siegert's Theorem

In the long wavelength limit there exists a relation between the longitudinal and

transverse electric multipole matrix elements, which follows from Siegert's theorem

* <f\\M?°»l(q)\\i> (13)

where Et and Ej are the eigenvalues of the intrinsic nuclear hamiltonian corresponding

to the initial and final state, respectively. Applied to the dipole case this leads to the
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following relation between the inelastic response and the photoabsorption cross section

One can apply the last relation in order to predict the tail of the longitudinal response,

in an energy region where the photoabsorption cross section is dominated by a 2p-2h

excitation process, the quasi deuteron one [30]. The corresponding cross section (TQD{W)

has an electric dipole character, so one can write (for nuclei where the cm recoil can be

neglected)

However, to justify the use of relation (15) one has to investigate its range of validity.

Since we are dealing with small subsystems of the nucleus (the deuterons) this range is

determined by the deuteron size, rather than by the nuclear size, so we will study the

case of the deuteron. In fig.4 the ratio

r _
( f i ) Deut\U)

is shown as a function of the momentum q for to = 105MW and u> = 213MeV. i?^(g,w)

is the longitudinal response of the deuteron calculated [53] using the one body charge

operator in the lowest relativistic order and i?^(g,w) is the result of eq (14) where the

dipole photoabsorption cross section is evaluated [54] including one and two body current

operators. One can see that, as expected, the ratio r is close to 1 for small momenta.

The difference from unity is mainly due to the contributions in (T£,eut{u) 0^ t n e exchange

currents which break the Siegert theorem at finite momenta. For each energy two curves

are displayed: one where only dipole contributions are kept in RJîeut{q,w) and one where

all multipoles are considered. With dipole contribution only, r is almost constant. This

demonstrates that the long wavelength approximation for the longitudinal response works

surprising well also at higher momenta. But even in the case where all multipoles are

kept, r remains close to unity in a large region of momenta. However, with increasing

momentum the influence of the quasi elastic peak shows up in an increase of the ratio

r. As many multipoles contribute to the response in the quasi elastic region, our simple

evaluation from relation (14) breaks down. From the study of the deuteron case one can
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a)

b)

100 200 300 400

q [MeV/c]

500

Pig. 4. Ratio r between the longitudinal response of the deuteron and that calculated
through eg. (14), as a function of the momentum, for the fixed values of the excitation
energy, a) [E1-Ei) = 100Me V ; b) [Ej-Ei) = 200MeV. The continuous lines represent
the case where only the dipole component is retained in Rneut, while in the dashed curve
all the multipoles are kept. The dashed parts refer to the time-like region. See ref.[51j.
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conclude that it is legitimate to apply relation (15) for moderate values of the momenta

(around 200MeV/c) to predict the tail of the longitudinal response. In fig. 5 we show

the case of 12C where the experimental values of ref.[55] have been used , assuming that

they are dominated by the dipole component.

As already stated the CSR can be modified only through a modification of the p-p

correlation function. The predictions of fig.5 are essentially based on a quasi deuteron

mechanism where the p-n pairs act incoherently, therefore the total strength cannot be

affected by the type of p-n correlations which lead to the quasi deuteron absorption. One

can then conclude that the strength which appears in the quasi deuteronic tail has been

removed from the low energy sector. Moreover, as at those energies aEl is dominated

by the pion exchange process, relation (15) allows to account for effects coming from the

tensor charge exchange force.

8
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2 -
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• • •

i i
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\
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40 80 120 160
Fig. 5. The quasi-deuteron tail predicted from relation (15). In this equation the

data of ref. [55] have been used. The experimental points are from ref.[4j.

4.2 The Redistribution of the Strength at Higher Momenta

In the following we present the results of a model study [52] which starting from

a PWIA description of the longitudinal and transverse responses, looks at the effects of

explicit tensor correlations between protons and neutrons.

The idea of applying the impulse approximation for the evaluation of the electron

scattering structure functions at high momentum transfer [12-14] comes from the
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assumption that a high momentum virtual photon can see the single nucléons as

independent objects. However, at q ~ 500MeV/c the photon is probably still able to

see the particle as correlated with the neighbor nucléons. Following this idea, we will first

try to reformulate the PWIA response in order to make explicit in it the responses of the

p-n pairs, and then modify these through the action of a phenomenological tensor force

acting between the two elements of the pair. We will then go to study the total response

of the nucleus both in the longitudinal and in the transverse channel. In the latter we

will investigate also the role of MEC and IC which will be inserted in the response of the

single pairs.

If in IA one supposes that the final state of the nucleus is described by a free outgoing

nucléon and a spectator (A-l)-system the nuclear response assumes a very simple form

RL>T{q,w) = FL>T(q,w)j f dfcnWffc) «(« - Ef(q) + Ek ) (17)

where ra'1' (k) is the nucléon momentum distribution and E; and Ej are the initial and final

energies of the nuclear system. For simplicity, to derive our model we will start from the

free non relativistic version of eq. (17), but we will take into account relativistic kinematics

and binding effects in the results. Therefore rewriting eq.(17) [13] and expressing the one-

body momentum distribution in function of the two-body one, one has

(18)

2m

If a harmonic oscillator (h.o.) description of the two-body momentum distribution
n (PiiPb) is used , the Moshinski transformation allows to express it as a sum of separable

functions of relative (fik(p)) and center of mass (cm) momenta (NJJÇ(P)) of the pair

nW(Pi,P2) = TJV(P, P) (19)

= E ctiK »*(P)NIK(P)X+S
S°Ï>XSSÏ°

ap SSM,TT,
ik,IK

SSx,TT,

where the C s are the coefficients of the transformation proportional to the Moshinski

brackets.
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So eq. (18) becomes

/ * *
ik,IK

J dpMjf ) S(•*„, - ^ | | £ + ̂ )JdPN,4P) (20)

where w.nt is the internal excitation energy of the pair and n = rn.fi and M = 2m

represent its reduced and total mass, respectively. In the integral in dp in eq. (20) one

can recognize some sort of "internal" response of a pair expressed in PWIA. It will be

this function of q and w,ret which will be modified to account for tensor correlation effects.

But first let us rewrite eq. (20) for 4He. Here only relative and cm S-states are present

(t = k = I = K = 0 = (n = 1,1 = 0,m = O)), so that

')] (21)
— u

where

The p-n pairs affected by the tensor correlation are those contributing to the term

J4IO(<7,W). SO only this term will be modified in the following. To study specifically the

effects of a tensor force we replace

d p v m ( p ) 6 ( u i n t - [P
 2*

} + | - ) (23)

appearing in eq.(22) with the inelastic internal response (divided out by the form factor)

^inei (?' Mint) of a p-n pair, in spin triplet state, governed by a phenomenologicai potential

with amplified tensor force. Such a pair is of course different from a deuteron, since it is

a p-n pair embedded in the nuclear medium. Its density will be higher than that of the

deuteron and consequently also its radius. It L enough to multiply the tensor term of the
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Paris Potential by a factor 1.5 to get a "phenomenological" potential which reproduces

approximately the nuclear conditions (< r2 >xl2~ 1/m"1, eB ~ 16MeV and D-wave

probability ~ 13%). The inelastic longitudinal and transverse responses of the p-n pairs

S^nliii' w" r f) h a v e ^ e e n calculated in complete analogy with the deuteron case [53,54], but

taking instead of the deuteron and NN continuum wave functions those generated with

the amplified tensor force. Furthermore , the isobar wave functions (NA, AA), whose

contributions have also been taken into account in the transverse channel, have been

calculated in impulse approximation, using as transition potential a regularized pion- and

rho-exchange (without scaling the tensor force). As to MEC we have considered pion

exchange only.

Replacing in eq.(20) the term T(q, ujint) of eq. (23) with S^{q,u>) we have partially

introduced relativistic kinematics and binding effects, at least in the internal part of the

responses. One can introduce the relativistic expression of the energy conservation also

in the 5-function of P in eq.(20) (for a deeper discussion of this point see ref. [52]).

Moreover one has to remember that also the elastic part of the pair response , i.e. no

internal excitation, but only cm recoil, contributes to the inelastic response of the nucleus.

This contribution describes the knock-out of a deuteron-like pair. Of course such a pair

cannot exist outside the nucleus, having the same properties as inside. In principle one

had to consider its FSI with the rest nucleus, which will have as most probable result that

either a deuteron, or a correlated but unbound n-p pair is ejected. However here we will

take into account only a cm separation energy for the pairs (Ecm). The new part of the

response has to be added incoherently and so we get the following final result

RL'T(q,u)lHe = FL'T(q,w) \B10(q,u>) + B0l{q,u) ] (24)

with

Bio{q,«i) = i I duji,,t Sz
L,£{q,uint) J dPTV00(P)

and

X S(u - V V + Q Y + (w«t - €B + MY - y/P* + (M - eB )2 ) (25)

+ \si'T{q) J dPNQ0{P)6{u> - y/{P + «f)2 + (UifU - tB + Mf - E01n)

B01{q,u>) = 1 1 duint Sjtfuiq^int) J dPN00[P) (26)
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In eq.(26) SPWIA(q,w) represents the relativistic version of eq.(23) (see ref. [14]). The

results for the longitudinal and transverse response functions of 4He are shown in fig.6. As

to the longitudinal response, the peak height is reduced by tensor correlations by about

15% with respect to the PWIA with relativistic kinematics. The strength is shifted to

higher energy, because the model preserves the CSR, as it can be checked integrating in

the energy w the response of eq. (24). For the conservation of the CSR it is fundamental

the addition of the elastic part of the two body response. Because of such a redistribution

of the energy, it is evident that the EWSR is increased, in agreement with the results of

fig. 3.

It is evident that the effects go in the direction to improve the comparison with

experiments. In the transverse channel the reduction is about 10% less important, and is

anyway compensated by MEC and IC additional strength which seems to be sizable also

in the peak region .

Now we go to the case of 40Ca. For this nucleus we consider a limiting case of the

model, i.e. we assume that each proton is always paired to one neutron in an S- wave

triplet state. So that the response becomes

du,int =o J dPQ(P) (27)

X S(u - V(P + q)2 + (win* - eB + M)2 - V/P2 + (M - eB)2 )

Q(P) is the momentum distribution of the deuteron like pairs and is chosen of the same

form as NQ0(P)1 but with a different parameter fitted to reproduce, in case of neglect of

correlations the peak height of the PWIA result (the choice of Q(P) within reasonable

limits does not influence the results appreciably.) In fig.7 the results for 40Ca are shown.

There is again a reduction of the peak in favour of high energy strength. The CSR

integrated up to the energy of the last data point is only exhausted by about 90%. In the

transverse response MEC and IC are explicitly shown and they increase the peak height

by about 15%. Only two body break-up is taken into account in the pair transverse

response. The additional consideration of pion production would lead to a peak also in

the A-resonance region.

The results of eq.(27) for 12C agree rather well with experimental data, confirming

that Ca represents a special problem for the comparison between theory and experiment.

However, because of the phenomenological nature of the model study presented, one

should not overrate the quantitative results.
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Fig. 6. Longitudinal (a) and transverse (b) response functions of 4He at q = 500
Me V/c for the model with correlated n-p pairs (full curves) in comparison with the P WIA
result (dashed curves). The contribution of the elastic part of the pair response is shown
separately (dotted curve in (a)); see Ref.[52]. Experimental results from ref.[56j
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Fig. 7 Longitudinal and transverse response functions of 40 Ca at q — 550Me V/c for
ike model with correlated n-p pairs (full curves). In a) the dashed curve represents the
PWIA. In b) the dotted curve represents the contribution due to the elastic pair response.
The contributions due to the inelastic pair response are shown separately: with one- body
current (dashed curve) and with additional inclusion of MEC (dot dashed curve). The
total response (full curve) includes also IC contributions. Experimental data from ref. [4j
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5. Concluding Remarks

The tensor force seems to manifest in several nuclear physics observables. In

particular, because of its short-medium range nature, it affects the response functions

measured in electron scattering at medium-high momenta. Its main effect consists in

a redistribution of the strength from low to higher energy in both longitudinal and

transverse channel. Therefore the longitudinal response seems to be quenched in the

peak region by the tensor correlations , while in the transverse case that quenching

is compensated by the additional strength due to MEC and IC. The contribution to

the inclusive responses of the quasi elastic ejection of a p-n pair seems to be of some

importance at the left of the peak only in the longitudinal case. More microscopic

calculations including an explicit tensor term in the potential are needed to draw more

quantitative conclusions.

Parts of the work presented here have been done in collaboration with M. Ericson,
W.Leidemann and M.Traini.
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ABSTRACT

Muon catalyzed fusion or "cold fusion" has become a research topic of great new interest. Due to

a resonance mechanism in d/it mesic molecule formation, fusion yields exceeding 100 per muon were

observed in experiments at LAMPF and PSI. pa sticking after dt fusion seems presently to be the

main limitation of fusion output.

An introduction to this field is given and recent development in theory and experiments presented.

The kinetics of the dfit cycle is rather complex and poses several open questions with respect to muon

transfer, mesic molecule formation and sticking. Recent measurements show the temperature and

density dependence of fusion rates. The results for sticking are somewhat controversial and indicate

lower values than theoretically expected. Reactivation of the (ia system may be the crucial process

to reduce sticking. Several schemes of possible future exploitation are discussed.

1. Introduction

For the application of fusion energy, most developments have been made towards the generation of

hot plasmas of hydrogen isotope fuel. The basic problem is to overcome the Coulomb repulsion force

between two colliding hydrogen nuclei as illustrated in figure 1.

R

^ - 0 . 3 keV

ot + n + \x

Figure 1: Schematic potential scheme of the d+t system. The 2 nuclei have to approach each other

close enough to make the fusion process likely.
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The necessary temperatures for ignition and for maintaining burning conditions are of the order

108 K (~ 10 keV), requiring enormous technological efforts. So, the idea of "cold fusion", i.e. avoiding

large temperatures by the use of a catalytic substance, would obviously be of great benefit, if it can

be realized.
Indeed, such catalytic particles exist - e.g. in the form of negative muons - and the idea to use

them was already discussed by A. Sakharov in 1948, several years before any concepts of hot fusion

were suggested. The muon is nothing else than a heavy electron with a rest mass of 105 MeV, i.e.

Tn,fi/me = 205

The muon is not stable and decays by the weak interaction process

(1)

(2)

into an electron and 2 neutrini with a lifetime T11 = 2.2 • 10"6 sec. In nuclear matter the muon

forms muonic atoms which are by the mass ratio eq. (1) smaller in linear dimensions, while the

binding energies are correspondingly larger by the same mass ratio. This leads to the formation of

tiny muonic molecules with dimensions so close, that nuclear fusion of the nuclei occurs, see figure 1.

The process of muon catalyzed fusion (MGF) was discovered in 1956 by Alvarez' group in the

Berkeley bubble chamber[l]. Unluckily, the idea of energy applications was soon thereafter discarded,

since no way was recognized of efficient use of the muon within its lifetime.

In recent years, the interest in muon catalyzed fusion was greatly revived, when the resonance

mechanism of d/td and dfit mesic molecule production was discovered (see kinetics chapter 2) and

when deuterium-tritium fusion yields exceeding 100 per muon were observed at LAMPF and PSI (see

chapter 3). In parallel, new concepts of energy applications of muon catalyzed fusion are already being

worked out (chapter 4).

The field of muon catalyzed fusion is rapidly developing in theory, experiment and future applications [2].

Limitations due to fusion rates or sticking are intensely studied, but are not yet finally established.

In the following chapters the status of today is described and discussed.

Figure 2: Scheme of the d/it kinetic cycle in a deuterium-tritium mixture (from Ref. [8]).
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2. Theory of the d/it Kinetics

The kinetic cycle leading to muon induced dt fusion is sketched in figure 2:

Negative muons stopping in a deuterium-tritium (dt) mixture quickly form muonic atoms /id or

fit. These atoms are tiny and neutral, easily penetrating into hydrogen molecules and interacting with

their nuclei. Inelastic collision processes lead rapidly to muon transfer

fid + t -^> fit + d + 48eF (3)

with rate
(4)

and to mesic molecule formation
yt + d ^ S dfit +e (5)

with rate

AdMt = 0Cd Xjpf (6)

Adt and Aj^t are the effective reaction rates, while Xdt and A^4 are reduced rates, normalized to the

density of liquid H2 {<f> = 1 = 4.25 • 1022 atoms/cm3), cd and ct axe the relative concentrations of

deuterium and tritium nuclei, respectively, e is the energy released by forming the d/nt mesic molecule.

Since these processes are all due to collisions, their rates A are always in first approximation linear to

density $ multiplied by the concentration c of the colliding partner. At high density non linear terms

come into consideration (triple collisions).

Due to a resonance mechanism, process (5) is especially rapid, see section 2.2. Once, the dfit

system is in the ground-state, it takes approximately 10~12s - or less than 10~6 of the muon life time

- until the d/ut molecule undergoes fusion by quantum mechanical tunnel effect:

— ' a + n + fi

dnt(U) 1 ^ * + Qdl

—> afi + n

(7)

with Qdt = 17.6 MeV being the Q-value of the dt reaction.

The muon is set free - apart from sticking probability wt - to catalyze the next fusion.

For an understanding of the d t̂t cycle and for a judgment of the possible fusion output, the fol-

lowing more or less independent processes have to be discussed:

- muon transfer (section 2.1)

- mesic molecule formation (section 2.2)

- sticking uis (section 2.3).

2.1 Muon transfer ^d -* fit

The muon is transferred from the fid (Is) to fit (Is) ground state according to process (3) with rate
Adt, see expression (4). From several calculations and a number of experiments, the value of the
reduced transfer rate Xdt has been well established to:

Xdt S 2.8 I O V 1

see table 1.
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Quantity

[108 sec-1]-

Ct = 0.4

Ct = 0.01

j^MAX *

\D2 *Adnt

Xdjt

Experiment

—^-

2.9

2.8

2.8

2.8

0.3

0.7

1.00

1.43

1.35

1.93

> 1
4-11
7.5

3.7

2.1

0-5
0.26

0.07

(4)

(3)

(5)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)
(19)

(H)
(15)

**

(7)

(5)

(6)
**

(6)

(7)

Theory

[108 sec"1]

2.7

2.6

2.8

< 0.1

0.15

0.88

0.96

Reference

[10]

[23]

[8]
[18]

[48]

[49]

[4]
[5]
[9]
[8]
[7]

[5]
[9]

[18]

[7]
[8]

[37]

[10]

[33]

[7]

[8]
[18]

[33J

[7]
[8]

0 =
0 =
0 =
0 =

0 =
0 =
0 =

Remarks

1

1

1.2

1.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

liquid dt

0 =
solk

0 =
Fig.

1.2

1,0 =
0.05

8 , 0 ,
liquid dt

0 =
295

Fig.

1.2

K,0 =
8,0 =

liquid dt

0 = 1.2

1.45

= 0.7

= 0.1

= 0.7

* = rates 0 dependent !

** = temperature range 70 K - 800 K

Table 1: Recent experimental and theoretical results determining the apt kinetics.

Since A^ ~ 600A0 (A0 = 0.455 • 106s x is the muon decay rate T~1), this allows several hundred
fusions per muon.

In reality, this rate is not a hard limit for fusion output, because fast transfers of muons from
excited mesic atomic states n

Hd[V.) + t —» fit{n) + d (8)

take place with significant rates, before the initially formed fid atoms reach the Is level[5].

As illustrated by figure 3, process (8) can be described by probability qlB (< 1), dependent on

0, Ct and colliding energy e of the (id atom, leading to a reduction of the initial fid (Is) population

Pu:

Pis = qis-cd (9)
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A p x LiO S J.

n = 5

n = 4

n = 3

o^ 10<PCt

n = 5

n = 4

n = 3

n = 2

•n =

Figure 3: The muonic cascade and transfer in the fid/fit system (from Réf. [5]). Mesic molecules are
essentially only formed from, the fit Is state. Transfers in the upper levels will influence
strongly the kinetic cycle.

The extent of the qi3 effect is still under discussion, mainly because the initial stages of atom
formation and the atomic cascade, which seem to proceed with energy acceleration mechanisms[6], are
not yet quantitatively established. Experiments[7,8] have reported reduced qiB effects as compared
to theoretical predictions[5,9]. The most recent calculation by Kravtsov et al.[9] is shown in figure
4, suggesting that the fast transfer mechanism should allow for several thousand fusions per muon
(<7i» ~ 0-2 for Cj ~ 0.3). Table 1 gives also some experimental values of qi, in comparison with th°ory.

Figure 4: Fast muon transfer parameter qls plotted versus tritium concentration ct for different
densities 0 at ^d kinetic energy 1 eV (from Ref. [9]). Reducing the initial fid population to
cj-qia, speeds up the dfit cycle.
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2.2 Mesic molecule formation

Binding energies of muonic hydrogen molecules are typically of several 100 eV (e.g. e ^ ' = -319 eV),

so the normal process of formation goes via Auger mechanism: The binding energy ejiV is released

by the emission of a shell electron. The probability for such Auger formation is rather small (e.g.

Xd'rd ~ 5 ' 1O4S"1 ~ i3*<» [3D- ^ t b f i l a t e 5 O ' S > t m s l e a d t o t h e disappointing belief that MCF cannot

work fast enough to be energy productive.

In the 6O's, the experimental group of V. Dzhelepov[10] discovered in cloud chamber experiments

at Dubna, that the rate of dfid formation increases with temperature, showing a resonance pattern.

This effect was theoretically first explained by Vesman suggesting a resonance mechanism [11] and

later by quantitative calculations of the Dubna theory group[12] led by L.I. Ponomarev. In 1977 this

important work culminated with the prediction of greatly enhanced rates for d/zt formation[13].

The resonance mechanism is possible due to the level schemes illustrated for dfit formation in

figure 5.

V = 2

V 7
Vf-Q-V _ / .

D \ /V

a)

[(dtn)dee]

V = 2

if b)

[(dtn)dee]

Figure 5: Level schemes of (a) resonant and (b) quasi resonant d/jt formation (from Ref. [3]).
= en + AE/,/, (see text).

The mesic d/tt molecule has a weakly bound level - just an accident of nature! - with rotational-
vibrational quantum numbers (Jv) = (11) and energy en = 0.660 eV[14]. The same analog state
also exists in the djid molecule with e n = 1.975 eV [14].
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These binding energies are so small, that direct transfer from the muonic molecule to the colliding

electronic molecule (D2 or DT) occurs, exciting rotovibrational states K,^:

fid + D2-* [(d(id)n d2e]'K<v

fit + D2 —* [(dfit)n d2e]"K „

fit + DT-^ [(dfit)u t2e]"Kv (10)

Resonance occurs, if the energies involved are in balance, see also figure 5a and Refs.[3,12,15]:

_ . _ I A ri A T?D2\1'TJ /11 \

£r + Cu + LSEJhJa — ^ " i , / K*-*-)

eT is the kinetic energy of the colliding fid or fit atom, AE^f8 and AEij are energy differences between

the initial and final hyperfine states and the electronic molecular states, respectively.

Relation (11) is fulfilled for several atomic and molecular deuterium states, showing up in a strong

temperature dependence of d/xd formation, see experimental results shown in figure 6 and given in

Refs.[16,17,18], and has lead to an excellent theoretical understanding of the experimental observations

of dfid fusion[3,15] ("Vesman mechanism").

10

10'

dud - Formation

F=3/2

F= 1/2
AA

A

D AA A A

+ OeAW VIENNA - PSI
A DUBNA
A LNPI
D LAMPF
• CHICAGO (B.C.)

I I
100 200 300

Temperature [K ]

400

Figure 6: The resonant d^d mesomlecule formation rate in experiments a:.d theory (from Ref. [17]).

d/it formation - on the other hand - is more complicated, because the main resonance (K, v)f2 = (1,2)
is energetically overbalanced at low temperatures by the amount eT ~ -0.010 eV, see figure 5b. In
this case triple collisions contribute significantly to dftt production:

tfi + D2 + D2 —» \{dtp)1Adee] + D2 (12)

(so-called quasi resonant dfit formation). The D2 spectator molecule takes the excess energy over:

e' = Sr + Eo + E (13)

The formation rates become dependent on density 0 in a nonlinear way[19].
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Quantitative calculations are in progress by the theorists from Kurchatov Institute in Moscow, M.

Faifman, L. Men'shikov and L. Ponomarev. The experimentally determined d/zt formation rates are

listed in table 1 and will be discussed in chapter 3.

They exceed the muon decay constant at low temperatures and liquid density by about 1000 times,

allowing a fusion output of up to 1000 per muon at such conditions.

There is the theoretical expectation[20,21,22] that d/it formation will rise with temperature and this

is corroborated by experimental data[23,24,25]. The rise is due to more and more rotational-vibrational

D2 and DT levels and the upper (F=I) fit hyperfine level fulfilling resonance or quasi resonance

conditions at larger temperatures. There is no strong limit established yet to d^t mesomolecule

production.

2.3 Sticking U1

Although the muon acts only as catalyst to the fusion process eq. (7), it can be captured by the

emerging 3.5 MeV a particle with probability w° (the "initial" sticking probability). This quantity

has been calculated independently by several theory groups using more and more refined methods[3].

The most recent calculations, reported at the Florida MCF-88 workshop, are u£ = 0.90 % [4,26].

A number of theorists speculated, that nuclear effects of the dt reaction might strongly influence

wj ("detuning effects", see Refs.[27,28,29]). These effects were also studied in 2 of the most recent

sticking calculations [4,26]. As a result it turned out, that the inclusion of nuclear effects even slightly

increases the value of initial sticking to wj = 0.93 % [4,26].

Final sticking uia, however, is the quantity relevant for the catalysis cycle. UJB differs considerably

from w°, since excitation and stripping processes act on the fia system, when it slows down from 3.5

MeV to rest. If R is the reactivation probability, describing the shaking off of muons from fia's after

dt fusion, we have

u. =w°3{l-R) (14)

The most detailed theoretical calculations of R include multistep activation processes and resulted in

R = 0.35[3O] and 0.36[31] for high density d-t mixtures. The most up to date theoretical expectation

for final sticking is thus

W1J1 = 0.60(7)%

with inclusion of nuclear effects of the dt reaction, see table 2. (The number obtained without the

consideration of nuclear effects is 0.58 (7) %). The absolute precision of ± 0.07% is mainly arising

fiom uncertainties of stripping cross sections[30].

For a more precise test of the theory, it is advisable, to study also the relative and absolute yields

of X-rays emitted from the excited fia atoms. X-ray intensities are closely related to the sticking and

reactivation processes [30,31].
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Quantity

R

yMAX

Experiment

[%]

0.83

0.35

0.45

0.46

0.42

0.20

or 0.12

( H )

(6)
(5)

(7)
(14)

(16)

(8)
fusions lfi~

150

113

124

(20)

(10)

(10)

Theory

0.88

0.93

0.93

0.248

0.35

0.36

0.60

(4)

(3)

(3)

(5)
(5)

(5)

Reference,

[3]
[4]
[26]

[41]

[50]

** [30]

[31]

* + * * [4,26]

[7,33]

[8,32]

[38]

[40]

[38]

138]

[7]
18]
[37]

Remarks

<S> = i o - 3

+ [30,31]
from An

<j> = 1 . 2

X-ray, <j> = 1.2

X-ray,

0 = 1.2

liquid dt,

0 = 1.2
solid dt,

<j> - 1.45

* with inclusion of nuclear effects

** with inclusion of multi-step processes

Table 2: Recent experimental and theoretical results determining sticking and fusion yields (see also
Figure 6 for comparisons).

Another important test in this context is the investigation of the density dependence of us. From
canonical theory, only a weak <f) dependence is expected[30,3l]:

w, (low(f>)Jua (high<f>) ~ 1.10.

Experimentally, there is no good agreement with theory, see figure 10 and table 2. Typically,
experimental results for u, are 20-30 % lower in absolute value. There is also a controversy between
PSI[32] and LAMPF[33] data concerning the measurement of the (j> dependence of us. It is an open
question whether certain effects are not yet understood or whether we have just an accumulation of
systematic effects.

Last year, in a calculation Chi-Yu Hu[34] pointed out that fusion from p-states of the dfit mesic
molecule kads to much smaller initial sticking values (0.10% versus 0.9%). Although no large con-
tribution to fusion is expected from p-states[35], it presents at least a hint of possible mechanisms
leading to reduced sticking. It may show a possible way, how dfit systems could be influenced in fusing
with lower sticking probability!

Very recently, L. Men'shikov came up with the new idea of generating muon catalysis processes

in a dense low-temperature plasma[36]. At certain conditions (kT > 500 eV), the stripping of muons

should be greatly enhanced, reducing sticking w, to almost 0. On the other hand, conditions of
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high rate of mesomolecule production Xj^ are expected at kT ~ 3eV. At present, no homogenous

conditions for A^4 large and UJ5 -> 0 have been identified, but one may be able to find e.g. a time or

space inhomogenous solution to the problem[36]. This development should be considered carefully to

reveal its potential.

2.4 The kinetic dt cycle

In a high density D-T mixture, the rates leading to dt fusions (figure 2) are so large, that on the

scale of the muon life time a steady state equilibrium is reached immediately. The time distribution

of fusion events is then simply described by

Nj{t) = Ac e-A"4 (15)

where Ac is the cycle rate (Ac = <£AC, with Ac being the "normalized" cycle rate) and

An = A0 + wAc (16)

is the disappearance rate of fusion events (or of 14 MeV neutrons from the dt reaction).

w = S u>i Si (17)

is the sticking probability per cycle which includes the side channels dfià, t/tt (and in the presence of

protium also p/id and pfit), Si being the statistical weights of fusion channels. Ac and w are the only

observables at high yield conditions.

In counter experiments, the time distribution of the 14 MeV neutrons can be observed, but at large

rates one has to take care of multiple neutrons hitting the same counter, e.g. by combining fast plastic

detectors with electronic routing of first, second, third, etc. neutron. This method was successfully

applied in experiments [7,8,32,33,37] and is illustrated in figure 7, allowing the precise evaluation of

cycle rate Ac and sticking w.

The cycle rate can be expressed in terms of the simplified kinetic model shown in figure 2 as

1 + <18>

For more detailed descriptions we refer to Refs. [8,25,32,37].

The total fusion yield is obtained from expression (15) and (16) by integration:

The limitations to fusion output can now be immediately deduced as:

w^O : Y} < ^ (20)
A 0

Ac —» oo : Yf < - (21)
w

Therefore large cycle rates as well as low sticking is required for large fusion output. If we assume
w, = 0.5%, the maximum yield is limited to less than 200 fusions per muon. This imposes at present
the most stringent limit!
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DfJ T FUSION Cf =40% SOLID

Figure 7: Time distributions of fusion neutrons in a high yield mixture of 40% tritium and 60%

deuterium. The occurance of second third and forth neutron event (from the same muon)

was directed by electronic routing into spectrum 2, 3 or 4, respectively (from Ref. [37]).

3. Experimental Observations

During the last decade, a number of experimental research groups at the following meson producing

accelerator laboratories have started to investigate muon catalyzed dt fusion:

- JINR/Dubna[10], USSR

- LAMPF/Los Alamos[7,23,33], USA

- PSI/Villigen[8,24,32,37], Switzerland

- LNPI/Leningrad[18], USSR

- KEK/Tokio[38], Japan

- Rutherford Lab RAL/Didcot[39l, Great Britain.

The recent results are given in tables 1 and 2 in comparison with theoretical calculations. In part

they are also presented in figures 8 to 11.

Strong efforts were undertaken at LAMPF and PSI (formerly SIN), where large quantities of

tritium at greatly varying conditions were employed.
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Figure 8: Reduced dfit mesomolecule formation rates for molecules D2

plotted as function of D-T temperature (from Ref. [33]).
-d) and DT

Figure 8 displays results obtained by the BYU-INEL-IDAHO-LANL collaboration[33] at LAMPF/Los

Alamos. The size and temperature dependence of mesomolecule production rates \dpt-d a n d ^dt^-t

for D2 and DT molecules is shown. These results were extracted from cycle rate measurements in high

pressure D-T targets at various tritium concentrations ct. The data clearly suggest that the conditions

for maximum djtt production have not yet been found!

Figure 9 shows normalized cycle rates measured recently at PSI, Villigen, by the VIENNA-

BERKELEY-LANL-MUNICH-PSI collaboration[37]. A strong non linear density dependence was

found indicating the importance of triple collisions and other effects, still to be worked out. Not

equilibrated D-T mixtures, containing more D2 molecules, were used,,resulting in the largest cycle

rates. This demonstrates, that the resonance goes mostly via the D2 molecule, in accordance with the

LAMPF results figure 8. All data were obtained using a cryogenic dt. target at temperatures between

10 K and 50 K.

Figure 10 displays the somewhat controversial situation of observed sticking values ue versus

density, evaluated from neutron disappearance measurements at LAMPF and at PSI. The LAMPF

data[33] suggest a rather strong and theoretically unexpected (p dependence of ws, while the PSI

data[32,37] agree better with theory[30,31], though not in absolute value.

The results shown in figure 10 are based on the rather indirect method of neutron time distribution

measurements which can easily get distorted by electronics effects[32] or obscured by target impurities.

It would be preferable to detect the "sticking" fia systems directly or at least to observe the X-rays

emitted from pa's. Indeed, several experiments in this line have been done or are underway. The

available results are also listed in table 2. Figure 11 shows the only positive result (from the PSI

collaboration Ref. [40]) of a 8 keV X-ray measurement from /ia (2-1) transitions after dt fusion.

These measurements are quite difficult, but corroborate more or less experimental the results at large

dt densities, shown in figure 10.
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Figure 9: Density dependence of normalized dt cycle rates Ac , measured in a ct = 0.4 D-T mixture at

PSI (from Ref. [37]). The points indicated with a star are measurements in a non equili-

brated (= D2-enhanced) mixture.
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Figure 10: dt sticking w, versus density of the D-T mixture. The data were deduced from neutron

disappearance measurements made at LAMPF[33] and PSI[32,37], the curve is from

theories[4,26,30,31].
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Figure 11: /iHe (2-l)-X-ray measurement by Bossy et al.[40] Distinction between d/id fusion (/i3 He)
and d/it fusion (/t4He) is made by requiring a coincidence to the corresponding fusion
neuteron.

Prom the richness of all experimental observations (which are only surveyed here), the following
conclusions can be drawn:

- dfit formation is large (A1^ ~ 1000 muon decay constants A0) going up with density <f> and
temperature T of the dt mixture.

- At low temperatures (TOOO K) only D2 molecules are in resonance for dfit formation; (at
T~300 K) DT molecules also start to contribute significantly.

- The maximum dfit production is expected at temperatures around ~ 1500 K[25], though this is a

rather indirect result evaluated from low density - low temperature observations. Other produc-

tion mechanisms may come into action at higher temperatures [22] or in plasma conditions[36].

- The limit to achievable cycle rates rather seems to be of technical nature, since high density +

high temperature leads soon to unbearable pressures. In fact, the highest absolute cycle rate

(2 • 10s sec"1, which is 450 times A0) was observtd.at PSI at the lowest temperature 12 K [37].

- The limit to observed fusion output is determined by sticking. The largest yields reported are
given in table 2, clearly exeeding 100 fusions per muon.

An increase beyond 200 is conceivable only, if sticking w. somehow can be overcome. The possi-
ble ways are either to find conditions of producing smaller u j or to increase the reactivation R,
see discussion chapter 2.3. Especially, generating conditions of increased reactivation, seems to
be promising.
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4. Schemes of Future Applications

Immediately after theoretical suggestion of highly resonant d/xt formation, schemes were considered

by Yu. Petrov, LNPI Leningrad[42], for future energy application of MCF, see section 4.1.
Before discussing details, let us first consider the energy balance of MCF: what is the cost of a

muon?
Since muons are leptons with no coupling to strong interaction, the only efficient fi generation

is via TT" production followed by pion decay in flight. (At rest the ir~ attach to nuclei and mostly

react before decaying). The largest v~ production cross sections are found for n-n interactions near

1 GeV or possibly (for multiple ir production) several GeV. Fig. 12 shows recently compiled data of

the (accelerator) energy cost per pion W 1 for optimal (neutron rich) targets [43].
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Figure 12: Energy cost of muons produced by a neutron and a proton beam, respectively, versus beam

energy for a Be and a trititum target (from Ref. [43]).

The energy cost for muons, W^, results from these figures by inclusion of loss factors ^ for ft/fi
conversion and for disposing the muons into the fusion chamber. Estimations for WM are strongly
model dependent and range from 2 to 12 GeVIpT.
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Let us now discuss the conditions necessary for a direct MCF reactor to he energy productive. This

is illustrated in Fig. 13. Scientific break even (SBE) is defined as the fusion energy output equalizing

the cost of muons:

SBE: f^Qdt = 1 (22)
W11

This ratio, denominated as fusion efficiency, is plotted in figure 8 versus WM for different values of

"muon loss probability " u)tot = Y^1. For a complete MCF cycle one has to include loss factors

arising from the conversion of fusion energy to electricity (tje ~ 0.35) and from the accelerator efficiency

(ife ~ 0.6)[42]. Thus, in a direct MCF reactor concept - to be meaningful - the fusion -fficiency (Fig.

13) needs to exceed SBE by nearly one order of magnitude, at least.

Using the highest experimentally observed fusion yields (chapter 3), uitot is ~ 7%o, missing the

"reactor range'1 (figure 13) by about one order of magnitude. Therefore the direct cycle does not work,

unless we can improve the yield or reduce W^ correspondingly.

0 2 4 6

energy/muon [GeV]

Figure 13: Fusion efficiency versus energy cost per muon [GeV] with muon loss probability u>tot = Yf1

as parameter (from Ref. [44]).
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4.1 Petrovs mesocatalytic hybrid reactor

Petrovs concept[42] is the first and by now "classical" approach to design an MCF reactor with pos-

itive energy gain. Figure 14 shows the updated scheme as it was worked out by Petrov and his

collaborators[45]. It is a hybrid system, using the 14 MeV neutrons for breeding an uranium blanket.

The gain factor in energy by using the bred fuel in a conventional fission reactor is 50. In addition, the

residual particle beam of the accelerator can be used for irradiating the blanket ("electrical breeding").

Table 3 summarizes some of the main features of Petrovs MCF-hybrid reactor and makes comparison

to more futuristic concepts. The breeding rate is sufficient to feed an atomic power plant of 1 GW

electrical output, but the tritium inventory is still so large, that a significant amount of tritium decays

before it can be used for fusion! For more information we refer to the very detailed works of the Petrov

group in the new journal "Muon Catalyzed Fusion"[2].

. /

65S5 5sjnnn=

Figure 14: Scheme of Petrov's mesocatalytic hybrid reactor (from Refs. [42,45]). (1) Pions are

produced in a 11T magnetic field (5) and (2) transported in vacuum along a 40m decay

path to the fusion chamber (3). The muons stop in the D-T mixture at typical conditions

T = 500 K, </> = 0.5, p = 1000 at. The 14 MeV neutrons are hitting an uranium

blanket (4), inducing direct fissions and breeding Pu239.

More advanced ("futuristic") reactor concepts

Another concept of a mesocatalytic hybrid reactor was recently proposed by Eliezer, Tajima and
Rosenbluth[46], see figure 15. Inside a magnetic mirror field, it tries to circumvent some of the
disadvantageous features of Petrovs system.
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Tritium beam

Injector

Accelerator

Cooler
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r

buncher (cooler)

Figure 15: Scheme of the mirror reactor concept (fromRef. [46]). The target, the w-n decay section

and the fusion reactor is combined in one D-T chamber, sitting in a magnetic mirror field

of 10 T. It is driven by a recyling 1 GeV/nucleon deuteron or triton beam. It is surrounded

by a blanket for breeding fission material.

The TT production efficiency is improved by using the dt fusion fuel simultaneously as production

target, IT -* fi decay section and fusion reactor volume. The d (or t) beam is re-used after passage

through the D-T mixture, keeping it always at optimal production energy. The magnetic mirror keeps

the pions and muons inside a small D-T volume, minimizing the tritium and uranium inventory.

Unfortunately, part of the gain is lost mainly due to absorption of pions before decaying into

muons, resulting in a reduced ir-(i conversion efficiency. Also it will be a difficult challenge to design

an efficient accelerator with re-usable beam properties. Table 3 compares this scheme with Petrov's

reactor.

A quite futuristic idea was proposed by Moir and Chapline [47], see column 3 of table 3. In this

scheme the cost of producing pions ( W*-) is optimized to the conceivable minimum by using colliding

tritium beams. The technical details and the problem of tritium handling have however not been

worked out.
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Reference

IT production

beam current [mA]

W , [GeV/*--]
IT /fi conversion Q11

WM [GeV//*-]
muon flux I11 [mA]

fusion power I11 Yf • Qdt [MW]

(assuming Y) = 100)
tritium inventory [kg]

tritium consumption [g/day]

Petrov

[42,45]

Fig.14

d—>Li

210

6

0.5 - 0.75

8- 12

~ 42

74

26

11

Eliezer

[46]

Fig. 15

d/t -» D-T

100

2.85 - 4

0.48

6-8.5

~ 34 ~ 80

60

1.5

9

Moir, Chapline

[47]

t »< t

2 x 40

1.8

0.8

2.25

150

22

Table 3: Parameters of mesocatalytic hybrid reactor concepts (comparison). The beam energy is

assumed 1 GeV/nucleon and the density of the D-T fusion mixture <f> = 0.5.

Conclusion

Muon Catalyzed Fusion is a fascinating object of study, still in the phase of basic research. Both the

questions of maximal fusion rates and of minimizing sticking are unsettled and need a lot of further

research. The design of reactor concepts with reduced muon energy cost will be of great importance

for further applications.

From presently available experiments and theory data, the direct fusion cycle is not energy positive
by about one order of magnitude, inducing that only hybrid systems work, using MCF for blanket
breeding. With more investigations in MCF and with new ideas being developed now, this situation
may change in the future.
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SPIN-ISOSPIN COLLECTIVE MODES
A IN NUCLEI

Michèle ROY-STEPHAN
IPN Orsay - BP n°l 91406 Orsay France

The charge-exchange reactions display the response of nuclei to a spin-isospin excitation. This
response is concentrated in two excitation energy domains : - At low excitation energy, several particle-
hole states contribute , the Gamow-Teller resonance and higher multipolarity spin-flip resonances.
- Around 300 MeV, a nucléon from the target is excited into a A1232 resonance. The strength in the
A sector has the same order of magnitude as in the nuclear sector. The peak corresponding to A
excitation in nuclei is energy shifted from the peak of the free A created in the reaction on hydrogen.

1. INTRODUCTION.
Spin-isospin correlations have been investigated by means of charge-exchange reactions. The

extensive program on charge-exchange reactions, which has been developped at Laboratoire National
SATURNE, will be reviewed in this experimental paper, which makes a pair with Jean Delorme's
theoretical one 1^.

Why such an important experimental effort ? Today we want to push the mesonic description
of nuclear interactions to its limits, and, let us dream, we look for a failure of this description which
would require to take explicitly into account fundamental degrees of freedom. In this respect the spin-
isospin interaction is especially interesting : it is the only nucleon-nucleon channel which is dominated
by genuine one meson exchange : One pion exchange largely determines the finite range and tensor
components of the free nucléon nucléon interaction and of the effective interaction in the spin-isospin
channel 2^.

In the spin-isospin channel, nuclear and nucleonic degrees of freedom are deeply linked 3 ' . In
nuclei, spin-isospin correlations build collective states of particle - hole nature, for example the Gamow-
Teller giant resonance (AL=O, AS=I, AT=I ). But the nucléon itself can be excited, and the
nucleonic response to a spin-isospin excitation is concentrated in resonances too, first of all, the A1232
resonance : It has spin S = 3/2, isospin T = 3/2, its mass distribution is centered at 1232 MeV, with
120 MeV width. In quark formalism it is the nucléon excited state which is obtained by nipping the
spin and the isospin of one quark without any change in the quarks spatial configuration. It may be
considered as the Gamow-Teller excited state of the nucléon. Results from charge-exchange reactions
around 1 GeV per nucléon demonstrate that the excitation of one nucléon of the target into a A
resonance is a major part of the nucleus response to a spin-isospin excitation. A - nucleus attraction
has been observed with these reactions. The collective character of the spin-isospin excitation in the
A region will be discussed here and in Jean Delorme's talk 1^. Results on the spin-isospin response in
the quasi-elastic region will be presented too.

The SATURNE charge-exchange program consists of experiments on (3He,t) , (<T,2He) and heavy
ion charge-exchange . We have focussed on the incident energy domain around 1 GeV per nucléon, but
we have performed measurements at 200 and 300 MeV per nucléon. These reactions exhibit common
features and, together, give a consistent and detailed picture of spin-isospin excitations in nuclei.

2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS.

The SATURNE charge-exchange program takes advantage of original features of the SATURNE
facility, for example, various incident particles ( 3He , polarized deuterons, heavy ions ) and a high
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rigidity spectrometer, SPES4.
This spectrometer is well suited for 0 degree and forward angle measurements, which is essential

in studying peripheral reactions. It consists of 5 dipoles, 6 quadrupoles and 2 sextupoles 4K It
is 33 meters long from the target to the final focal plane and is divided into two parts, with an
intermediate focal plane, half way. Coincidences between corresponding elements of two hodoscopes,
sitting at the intermediate and final focal plane, trigger on good events. This arrangement is extremely
advantageous to eliminate background. SPES4 momentum acceptance is ±3.5 10~2. Therefore 1 field
setting in the heavy ion case, or 3 field settings in the (3He,t) case were enough to record a spectrum
corresponding to 600 MeV excitation energy.

Two sets of drift chambers, 1 meter apart, were used to perform ray-tracing 5K The resolution
in impact location on each plane was .3 mm FWHM. The momentum resolution was <10~3, and the
horizontal angle could be reconstructed with ±1 mrad resolution. Heavy ion charge-exchange angular
distributions could be measured this way, by reconstructing the scattering angle in the collimator
aperture.

Particle were identified by AE and time of flight measurement. For example, two independent
measurements of the energy loss in 1 cm thick scintillators gave unambiguous charge identification up
to Z=21. Mass identification was performed via time of flight measurement on a 16 meter long time
basis between two scintillator hodoscopes. The precision on time measurement was 300 ps, which gave
a good mass separation up to M=40. Data acquisition was performed by a fast acquisition computer,
SAR G)operated with the SARI system 7).

3. (3He,t) REACTION.

I shall present some features of the charge-exchange reactions at intermediate energy, established
by our first experiment, (3He,t) :
- High selectivity for spin-isospin interaction,
- Strong spin-isospin response in the A sector,
- Energy shift of the A excitation in nuclei, which states the question of collectivity in the A sector.
This question extends to the quasi-elastic peak.

Angular distributions from (3He,t) on H and on several nuclei, have been measured at various
3He energies from 600 MeV to 2.3 GeV, in the angular range from 0° to 12°. The maximum transverse
momentum transfer was, for example, 2.4 fm"1 at 2 GeV. In order to test the selectivity of this reaction
for the spin-isospin channel, the strength of selected Fermi transitions (no spin flip) and Gamow-Teller
transitions (spin flip), with well known matrix elements have been measured 8^. It demonstrated that
in charge exchange above 200 MeV per nucléon, the spin-isospin part of the interaction is highly
dominant .

Using 2 GeV 3He, spectra have been recorded up to 600 MeV excitation energy (fig. l). They
show that the spin-isospin response of nuclei is concentated in two excitation energy domains :
- At low excitation energy it corresponds to the excitation of particle-hole states : the L=O Gamow-
Teller giant resonance , the L=I spin-isospin dipole and L=2 spin-isospin quadrupole resonances,
and also to a quasi-elastic charge-exchange mechanism on a nucléon of the target. The quasi-elastic
peak develops between the A region and the giant resonances region, when the angle increases. It is
examplified in the 4° spectrum of fig. 1.
- At high excitation energy, around 300 MeV, which is the difference between the A mass and the
nucléon mass, it corresponds to a nucléon being excited into a A resonance in the target. The
strength is roughly equal, in both domains . This twofold spectrum is a common feature of all the
charge-exchange reactions around 1 GeV and even higher 9^. It illustrates that the nucléon and the A
are two states of the same particle. The angular distribution and the cross section magnitude of the
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reaction on Hydrogen, p (3He,t) A + + at 1.5 and 2 GeV, are correctly reproduced when assuming n
exchange 10K This proves that the mechanism is well understood and it provides a way to determine
the (3He,t) projectile form factor.

(3He,t) 2 GeV
0=4°
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Fig. 1. Triton energy spectra from (3He,t)
at 2 GeV on 12C and 40Ca at 0° and 4°.

Fig. 2. Triton energy spectra from (3He,t)
at 2 GeV and 0° on H, D and 12C.

(3He,t) has pointed out an intriguing effect ' 1^which, in fact, is common to all charge-exchange
reactions around 1 GeV per nucléon and above : (p,n), (d,2He) , (3He,t) and heavy ion induced ones.
When comparing the triton energy spectra from different targets, one observes a shift between the
peak corresponding to A excitation in nuclei and the peak of the free A which is created in the reaction
on Hydrogen. For target nuclei with A>12, this position is, within uncertainties, independent of A.
However, the A peak does not correspond to a fixed target excitation energy, since, when the angle
varies, it follows a quasi-elastic kinematics, but the shift is present at every angle 8K For example, in
(3He,t) on 12C at 2 GeV and 0 degree (fig. 2), this shift amounts to 70 MeV.

What is the origin of this shift? The answer to this question is extensively discussed in Jean
Delorme's talk 1^, therefore I shall restrict myself to a few comments. The shift can be explained by
the combination of the projectile form factor effect and of medium effects.

-Form factor effect :Whatever the target, the A peak, because it is broad, is moved towards
lower energy transfer by the effect of the slope of the (3He,t) form factor, the broader the peak, the
larger the effect. For example, in the case of (3He,t) on 12C , the effect of Fermi motion broadening,
combined with the slope of the projectile form factor, explains half of the shift. The spectrum of
(3He,t) on Deuterium (fig. 2), is the experimental illustration of the Fermi motion effect alone, since
there is no medium effect in the case of Deuterium. Distorsions of the form factor by the target
nucleus have been calculated in DWBA l2\ and in eikonal approximation l3>14). It turns out that
this effect is weak.

-Medium effects :A - Nucleus interactions are expected to play a role in charge-exchange
reactions and, therefore, to contribute to the observed shift. The A - hole model 15)predicts mean
field attractive effects : the A in a nucleus probed by a real or virtual TT , should have a mass 30 MeV
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smaller, and a width 80 MeV larger 16^. Calculations predict strong attractive correlations in the
spin longitudinal response , which at normal density could produce a very large shift 17> (around
150 MeV). The effect of correlations should decrease at the surface of nuclei where the density is small.
10 to 30 MeV out of the experimental shift may be attributed to correlations at the surface of nuclei
where the reaction takes place 13.14.18) .

In spite of generally received prejudices, several advantages of compound particle induced charge-
exchange can be noticed :
- Projectile excitation plays a smaller role than, f'.r example, in (p,n) , where the detected neutron
comes either from direct charge-exchange , or from the decay of a A produced in a ( p,A ) reaction.
We will come back to this point, later. But, let us simply consider phase space : if the ejectile is
created in a A - hole state, there is a very weak probability of detecting in the spectrometer aperture,
a triton coming from its decay. Therefore, although it has been advocated recently 1 9 \ I do not
think that projectile excitation can explain the shift. Anyhow, the experimental conditions must be
precisely taken into account in the calculation.
- The projectile form factor may enhance the spin longitudinal response , where correlations are
expected to be strongly attractive. This effect occurs in (3He,t) for example 13 ' .
- With compound particles, large impact parameters are selected, therefore, the density which is
probed in the target nucleus is expected to be small. But the projectile and target nuclei overlap, the
density in the overlap zone may be evaluated by a folding method : it increases with the projectile
mass. Compound particles, for example heavy ions, would then be better suited to observe medium
effects.

4. HEAVY ION CHARGE EXCHANGE.

Heavy ion beams have been available at LNS since 1984. With the new injector, MIMAS and
the new EBIS source, DIONE, the beam intensities are 6 108 12C , 108 20Ne and 5 107 40Ar ions
per pulse i.e. every 1 to 3 second depending on energy 2 0 \ The heavy ion charge-exchange program
could develop owing to this intensity, to the beam qualities (for example purity and small emittance)
and to SPES4. Systematic measurements have been performed with 12C ,16O and 20Ne beams at
900 MeV per nucléon and with 12C beam at 1100 MeV per nucléon on the following targets H, D,
12C, 89Y and 208Pb. The H and D spectra were obtained with CH2 and CD2, targets, except for a
recent data taking," during which a cryogenic H and D target was used 2 1) . Preliminary measurements
with 40Ar beam have been performed. Integrated cross sections have been measured, using SPES4
at 0° with ±14 mrad horizontal and vertical aperture collimator. Angular distributions have recently
been measured by using ray-tracing, data sorting is in progress.

Let us notice that the ejectile must be bound in order to be detected in the spectrometer focal
plane. Therefore, except for the heaviest projectile (see further remark), A excitation in the projectile
cannot,in practice, pollute the direct charge-exchange channel.

Advantages of compound particle induced charge-exchange have been afore-mentioned. In addi-
tion, some original features of heavy ion charge-exchange may be underlined :
- With heavy ions one can excite spin-isospin modes in (p,n) and (n,p) type channels, with the same
projectile. One could hope to compare these channels. In fact both reactions are not actually isospin
symmetrical, but (n,p) type reactions are not that easy, otherwise!
- The reaction is peripheral, but it takes place in the projectile and target overlap zone, where locally
the density may reach 0.6 po22^
- Because of the center of mass motion, the angular distribution is sharply forward peaked. From
85 % to 100 % of the total cross section is intercepted in the spectrometer opening, which means
that all the physical information is obtained in only one field setting, only one angle setting of the
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spectrometer.
- With 40Ar for example, the center of mass motion is so high that the decay products of possibly
unstable ejectile are strongly forward focussed and can be detected with a reasonable efficiency at 0°.
The projectile excitation mechanism might be explored with 40Ar beam.

.6000 .3000 .0

E ( 1 2 C ) - E(ejectile) (GeV)

Fig. 3. Integrated cross section (see text)
versus energy transfer, for the reactions
(12C1

12N) and (12C12B) at 900 MeV per
nucléon on 12C .

1100 M e V
per Nucléon

.6000 .3000 .0

E( 1 2 C) - E(ejecti le) (GeV)

Fig. 4. Same as fig. 3 but the incident
energy is 1100 MeV per nucléon.

Charge exchange experiments around 1 GeV per nucléon gave evidence of the A excitation in
nuclei by means of heavy ions 23>. At high enough incident energy, this excitation may be very strong,
depending on the nuclear structure of the projectile and the ejectile. Fig. 3 shows 12C (12C1

12N)
and 12C (12C,12B) spectra at 900 MeV per nucléon . On x axis is the energy transfer w, i.e.' the
projectile kinetic energy minus the ejectile kinetic energy. On y axis is the cross section per unit of
transferred energy, integrated on the collimator aperture around 0°. Fig. 4 shows the spectra for the
same reactions at 1100 MeV per nucléon . Fig. 5 shows spectra from (12C1

12N) at 1100 MeV per
nucléon on 12C , 208Pb and on the proton. Like in (3He,t) and (d,2He) the strength is concentrated in
two excitation energy domains : at low w, the region of particle-hole states and around w=300 MeV1

the region of A - hole states.

Several models 2̂ .25,26,27) h a v e b e f m d e v e l o p e d t o p r e d i c t h e a y y .Qn c h a r g e _ e x c h a n g e crQSS s e c .
tions. Some of them are further applied to subthreshold n production. The reaction (12C1

12N) , which
is the simplest, has been extensively studied in ref 27. It is described by a coherent mechanism where
the projectile and the target undergo collective spin-isospin excitations. In this model, the energy
which is needed in order to create the A mass, is transferred to the whole target nucleus, not to a
single nucléon, otherwise, the cross section and the peak position are off. Therefore this calculation
excludes a quasi-free A excitation. This model explains very well the experimental cross sections in
the nuclear and in the A sector for the reaction (12C1

12N) on the proton and on 12C . For A - hole
and for particle-hole excitations, the best agreement is achieved with ir exchange alone and a short
range cut - J. The dependence of the cross sections on the incident energy is very well reproduced.
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It is a consequence of the variation of the nucleon-nucleon interaction on one side, and of the
projectile form factor on the other side. Looking at fig. 3 and fig. 4, one notices two experimental
effects, when the incident energy increases from 900 to 1100 MeV per nucléon : the cross section of
(12C1

12N) on p and 12C decreases by 20% in the nuclear sector and on the contrary increases by 35%
in the A sector.
- The cross section decrease in the nuclear sector follows from the variation of the nucléon nucléon
amplitudes derived from N N phase shift analysis through the Impulse Approximation.
- The steep rise of the (12C1

12N) form factor when momentum transfer decreases, quantitatively
explains the increase of the A excitation when the incident energy increases.

Such a calculation has not yet been performed
for heavier target nuclei. Neither has the (12C1

12B)
reaction been theoretically analysed, since the ejectile
structure is more involved. But one qualitatively ex-
plains the variation of (12C1

12N) and (12C1
12B) cross

sections, versus the target mass, as a consequence of
the projectile form factor, of the absorption and
of the target nuclear s tructure. In (12C1

12N) , only
one state of 12N contributes (is bound). In (12C,12B),
relying on 12C (p,n) results 28^1 we expect that two 12B
bound states contribute : the ground state, which is
the 12N ground state analogue, and a 2+ level, which
may be excited through a spin-isospin L=2 transition.
The 2 + state may play an appreciable role when large
momentum transfers are involved : - at low w, because
of the transverse momentum transfer, - in the A re-
gion because of the longitudinal momentum transfer.
The difference in form factor qualitatively explains the
difference between (12C1

12N) and (12C1
12B) spectra on

fig. 3 and fig. 4. The absorption is an important param-
eter. An empirical absorption factor can be deduced by
comparing the A excitation cross sections on the proton
and on nuclei (taking into account isospin Clebsch Gor-
dan coefficients for protons and neutrons). For a given
target nucleus we find the same normalization factor
in both channels, (12C,12N) and (12C1

12B) . Th'is is
a proof of the consistency of this method. Using the
same absorption factor in the particle-hole sector, we
have made a rough estimate of the Gamow-Teller res-
onance contribution. For 12C target, in both channels,
we have taken the (12C1

12N) cross section calculated in

reference 27. For 89Y and 208Pb , we have deduced the Gamow-Teller cross section in the (p,n)
channel, assuming that the 3(N-Z) sum rule is exhausted. In spite of neglecting the Gamow-Teller
resonance quenching and the excitation of the spin dipole and spin quadrupole resonances which may
be important, the results are plausible : In the (p,n) channel the low w peak cross section (absorption
corrected) can be explained as the sum of two contributions : the Gamow-Teller resonance and a
quasi-elastic part, proportional to N. In the (n,p) channel above 12C , this corrected cross section is
proportional to Z1 because the Gamow-Teller resonance is Pauli blocked.

.6000 .0

E(12C) - E(12N) (GeV)

Fig. 5. Same as fig. 3.for (12C1
12N)

on H, 12C and 208Pb at 1100 MeV per
nucléon. Please note the scale change
between the neutron and A0 peaks in
H spectrum.
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In (12C7
12B) at both incident energies, a large shift is observed for the A peak. For example,

at 900 MeV per nucléon the peak for A in 12C is 80±20 MeV lower in energy transfer than the free
A + + peak. Preliminary angular distribution measurements show that the shift exists at every angle.
In (12C1

12N) the position of the A peak depends on the target mass (fig. 5). But the experimental
uncertainty in the A0 peak position is large. We shall have a more precise value, when recent data, on
a liquid H target are sorted.

(2 0Ne5
2 0F)

900 MeV
p e r Nucléon

H

' 900 MeV
'"^ per Nucléon

Pb

V

.GOOQ .3000

E(20Ne) - E(20F) (GeV)

Fig. 6. Integrated cross section versus en-
ergy transfer, for the reaction (20Ne1

20F) at
900 MeV per nucléon on H, 12C and 208Pb

.6000 .3000

E(211Ne) - E ( 2 0 N a ) (GeV)

Fig. 7. Integrated cross section versus en-
ergy transfer, for the reaction (20Ne1

20Na)
at 900 MeV per nucléon on H, 12C , and
208Pb .

Fig. 6 and fig. 7 display energy transfer
spectra from (20Ne1

20F) and (20Ne5
20Na) at 900

MeV per nucléon on H, 12C and 208Pb . Around
1 GeV per nucléon, the A excitation is strong in
both channels. For a given target, (20Ne1

20F) cross sections are larger. We attribute this excess to
spin-isospin transitions to bound states in 20F1 the analogue of which are unbound in 20Na. In the
(20Ne1

20F) case we observe 70±10 MeV shift from the free A peak to the peak for A in A>12 nuclei.
In (16O1

16N) at the same energy per nucléon, the shift is 70±15 MeV.
In (20Ne1

20Na) on heavy targets, the A excitation is actually the dominant feature. The back-
ground, if any, under the A peak is very low. Therefore the A excitation can be isolated with almost
no uncertainty. In contrast to the (20Ne1

20F) case, we observe that, the position of the A peak depends
on the mass of the target, even above 12C . Two explanations may be proposed for this A dependence :
- it could be some medium effect, exhibited in the (n,p) channel, but hidden by the tail of the low
energy peak in the (p,n) channel, - it could be specific of (n,p) type reactions and related to the isospin
dependence of the A - nucleus interaction.

At 400 MeV per nucléon , no A excitation has been observed in (20Ne1
20F) . However, 400 MeV

per nucléon incident energy is above threshold for the reaction p (20Ne1
20F) A + + . The A suppression

might be explained by the form factor decrease when the momentum transfer increases.
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5. ((T1
2He) REACTION.

We have investigated the ((T1
2He) reaction at 650 MeV, 1.6 and 2 GeV. In the ((T1

2He) reaction 29) ,
the ejectile is a proton pair. Both protons are detected together in SPES4. They have a very small
relative energy, therefore they are in the Singlet 1 S 0 state.This guarantees that spin flip occurs. We
have used the SATURNE polarized deuteron beam 3 0 ) , which is 85% tensor polarized. With the
MIMAS injector the intensities are larger than 10 u particles on target. A tensor analysing power
(combination of T20 and T22)was measured. This is as informative as a spin transfer (n, p) experiment
would be. ___

The angular distribution and the tensor analysing power of the p (d,2Ue) n reaction are correctly
reproduced in Impulse Approximation up to 2 fm"1 momentum transfer.

This reaction is of (n,p) type. The mechanism beeing well under control, /3+ strength can actually
be measured. The first measurement of /3+ strength in 54Fe is shown as an example (fig. 8). Since the
first ((J1

2He) measurements at SATURNE, (n,p) experiments started at TRIUMF 3 1 \ but no (n,p)
facility exists up to now. Therefore ((T1

2He) is a very valuable tool for detail investigation of giant
spin-isospin modes.

-a

54Fe(d,2He)
Ed=650 MeV

20 30
^ (MeV)

20

E
Q.

-20

-40

- | 1 1 rr r

T,ab = 2GeV 0,Qb = O

d(d,2p)- C(d,2p)°

- 1 1 \//\ 1 1 I 1
0 20 200 400

cu(MeV)
600

Fig. 8. 0° and 2° spectra of ((T1
2He) on 54Fe

at 650 MeV. The resolution is 1.2 MeV. On
fig. 8 and 9, contrary to the previous figures
the Gamow-Teller peak is on the left and the
A peak on the right.

Fig. 9. Polarization response for (d,2He) on
d and C. The curves have been calculated
assuming a constant ratio T/L between the
transverse and longitudinal components of
the response 32^.

We have also studied the quasi-elastic and the A region. The energy transfer corresponding
to the maximum of the quasi-elastic peak, at a given momentum transfer q, is the same in (3He,t)
and (d,2He) . This peak does not follow the free kinematics. At high momentum (q>1.7 fm"1) one
observes a downward shift (attraction), which increases with q. This is in contrast with the upward
shift seen in (e,e'). This shift could be explained by attractive correlations in the spin longitudinal
channel, but the polarization measurements contradict this hypothesis since the transverse response
is dominant even at high momentum transfer.

At high incident energy, the A excitation is observed. Here too, the peak corresponding to the
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A excitation in nuclei is energy shifted from the peak corresponding to the free A excitation. For
example at 2 GeV and 0 degree, the shift in energy transfer is 65 MeV for (cf,2He) on 12C .

Through tensor analysing power measurements it becomes possible to determine the contribution
of the mesons which may be exchanged, i.e. the TT ana p . On the contrary, cross section measurements
alone are ambiguous, since a cancellation between it and p occurs.

In the p (^,2He) A0 case, the ratio between transverse and longitudinal response is T/L=;2 all
over the A region (fig. 9). This demonstrates the importance of short range effects, which bring
in the transverse component of the response. Recently the tensor analysing power of this reaction
has been calculated, assuming that the A excitation proceeds through ix and p exchange with a short
range cut 33^. The results are very sensitive to the short range part of the interaction and therefore
let us ask : is it still legitimate to use effective degrees of freedom?

The polarization responses for the (d,2He) reaction on p and d are equal. The cross sections
for both reactions agree when the d(d,2He) cross section is scaled by a normalization factor to take
distortions into account. Like in the heavy ion case, the same normalization factor holds in the elastic
sector and in the A sector.

In nuclei, the transverse component of the response is enhanced all over the A resonance
region (fig. 9). Contrary to theoretical expectations, transverse and longitudinal response do have
the same behaviour. The shifts in the longitudinal channel and in the transverse channel are equal.
Therefore this chapter ends with a question mark, but this is not the end of the story.

6. CONCLUSION.

Charge exchange reactions around 1 GeV per nucléon proceed by coherent excitation of collective
spin-isospin modes in the target and in the projectile. The spin-isospin response of the nucléon and of
nuclei, shows up in two channels with comparable strength : At low excitation energy, particle-hole
states are created, at high excitation energy, around 300 MeV, A - hole states are created in the target.
Light ion and heavy ion induced charge-exchange reactions give consistent results. These results are
sensitive to the nucléon nucléon spin-isospin interaction which is now investigated in details for both
channels, N N —>• N N and N N —» N A . A common observation is made : the peak for A excitation
in nuclei is energy shifted from the free A peak.

The shift is still somewhat puzzling. In (3He,t) and heavy ion charge-exchange it may be explained
by a combination of the form factor effect and of attractive correlations in the spin longitudinal
response, induced by it exchange. But the (d,2He) polarization measurements contradict this picture.
The longitudinal response is rather quenched than enhanced. In fact, we do not even understand
the spin structure of the free A excitation as measured in p (<T,2He) A0. Short range effects which
result in an enhancement of the transverse response are essential. Is there something peculiar with
the (rf,2He) reaction mechanism?

In the near future, polarized 6Lz beam will be available at LNS. New polarization measurements
will be performed through the (6Lz5

6He) reaction. From an experimental point of view it is easier
than (rf,2He) . Moreover, in order to understand short range effects, we need now to separate both
components of the transverse response. That is the reason why we plan to set up a solenoid on SPES4
beam line, in order to rotate the spin of the incident particle and therefore, measure complete tensor
polarization observables.

In 1989, our charge-exchange program will develop in a new direction. We will perform a coin-
cidence experiment, to investigate the decay of the A - hole states created by (3He,t) in nuclei. A
new set up will associate an existing 4TT detector, DIOGENE, 34>which will detect the charged decay
products : p or TT , and a plain spectrometer in the forward direction to detect the tritons. We will
measure the branching ratio for various decay processes, for example, the quasi-free A decay into
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a nucléon and a ÏT , or the absorption of the A in medium, resulting in the emission of correlated
nucléons : two nucléons or more when the nucleus interacts collectively with the A resonance.
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Abstract

SN1987A, in the Large Magellanic cloud, was the closest supernova since

the 16O4 event observed by Kepler. It provided a unique opportunity to

verify our .theories and comfort our beliefs in quite a variety of

domains: Nuclear Physics (Neutron star formation. Equation of state under

extreme conditions, Nucleosynthesis), Particle physics (Neutrino

properties) and Astrophysics (Stellar evolution., conditions prevailing at

the star's explosion). All these observations strongly confirm our

previous ideas on the physical conditions prevailing during the supernova

explosions, although the SNI987A event was not exempt of surprises.

INTRODUCTION

Historical supernovae stand as landmarks in our way of understanding

the reality of our universe. The 1572 event observed by Tycho-Brahé and the

l604 supernova of Kepler force the Western cultures to accept that the stars

were not made once for ever, but were part of a changing world (tho Eastern,

civilisations knew that thousand years before!). The I885 explosion in the

Andromeda Nebula was such a puzzle to the contemporary astronomers, that it

inspired the view (Clerke 1890), very unorthodox, at the epoch that Andromeda

could be an external galaxy. Clerke correctly estimated its distance 3^ years

before Hubble undoubtedly established its extragalactic nature. The two other

close galaxies that are visible with the naked eye are the Magellanic clouds,

where SNI987A occurred (Fig.l), at a distance of 50kpc, comparable to the

30kpc diameter of our own Galaxy. Such close an event, at a time where all the

modern techniques of observations are available brought a long series of new

results and a growing list of unusual (but not unexpected) features belonging
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Fig. 1

Large Magellanic Cloud (ESO photograph) on February 22, 1987 (upper)

and on February 24, 1987 (lower). Between the main part of the Cloud and

Doradus (botton right one can distinctly see (black arrow) SNI967A, that is as

luminous as the whole cloud.
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to quite different domains of Science. Astrophysics had undoubtedbly a large

share: classification of the various supernova types since the SNI987A light

curve was a typical, stellar evolution since for the first time the progenitor

star had been observed before the explosion and was neither a white dwarf nor

a red giant, nucleosynthesis since the radioactive decay of 56Co could be

observed on-line. Particle physics, however, was as much -if not more- in

honor: the observation for the first time of an intense neutrino emission due

to SNI987A leads to several bonds on neutrino properties that are difficult to

obtained in terrestrial experiments: stability, number of species, mass,

magnetic moment. Properties of other weakly interacting particles such as

Axions and Majorons can also be constrained. This neutrino emission is the

signature of the formation of a neutron star. The emitted flux, the average

neutrino energy, and more simply the occurrence of the event provide useful

constraints on the Nuclear equation of state that prevails under these extreme

conditions. In the future, the direct observation of the neutron star,

especially the measurement of its surface redshift and temperature may provide

clues for the possible existence of free quarks or any other condensed phase

in its deep interior.

I. ASTROPHYSICS AFTER SNI987A

THE NATURE OF SUPERNOVAE

Type I supernovae originate from M < 8Mp, stars that eventually become

~1MQ white dwarfs, some of which may undergo a thermonuclear explosion. Type

II supernovae are due to the gravitational collapse of 8 - 10M0 stars that

leads to the formation of a IM0 neutron star and to the shock ejection of the

remaining envelope. It has been gradually realized that the more massive stars

loose part of their envelope prior to explosion (Maeder 1981) and explode

while they are blue stars, or even Wolf-Rayet stars (Maeder and Lequeux 1982).

This leads to specific properties (Table I) that makes this latter category

easily recognizable (Chevalier 1976, Cahen et al. 1986, Schaeffer et al.

1987), in particular these supernovae are dominated by 56Ni decay although

they explode via gravitational collapse as SNII do. They thus look like an

SNI, and the subcategory SNIb (Wheeler and Levrault 1985, Schaeffer, Cassé and

Cahen 1987) could actually be due to these massive, but small, stripped stars.

The identification of the progenitor, Sk-69-202, a compact and massive star,

as well as the properties (Fig.2) of the light curve (fainter, cooler than

usual) makes SNI987A another member of this class (Arnett 1987, Schaeffer,

Cassé, Mochkovich and Cahen 1987, Shigeyama et al. 1987, Woosley et al. 1987,
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Woosley 1988). It however still contains hydrogen, since it was not fully

stripped. It has thus be classified as SNIIb. SNI987A is the first

unambiguously established of this new type of supernovae due to compact and

massive stars that all have common properties. The existence and the

pecularities of the massive star explosions are now recognized.

Supernova

type

SNIa» SNIIa) Massive

progenitors'1 '

SNI987A

Initial mass <8

(M0)

Final mass 1

(M0)

8-15

8-10

15-50?

10-20

15-20

10-12

Radius (cm) 109

Nature

Cause of

explosion

Remnant

Composition

white
dwarf

101*

red
giant

thermonuclear gravitational

collapse

i o i o _ i o i 2

stripped
star,

Wolf Rayet

gravitational

collapse

3 1012

blue,
stripped

star

gravitational

collapse

no Hydrogen

Oxygen

dominated

Neutron star Neutron star Neutrino
(neutrino emission) (neutrino emission) emission

Hydrogen

Energy source Ni, Co decay shoe.-; due

of light curve to collapse

little or
no Hydrogen

Helium,

Oxygen

Ni, Co decay

recombination

of electrons

hydrogen.
Helium

Oxygen

Ni, Co decay

Luminosity 10 u-10 i 3

(erg s"1)

10,4 2

Photospheric hot hot
temperature (10.000K) (lO.OOOiO
at maximum

co ' -
(5.000K)

cold

(5000K)

a) From V.Trimble (1982)

b) From Schaeffer, Cassé and Cahen (1987)

Table I

Salient properties of the various supernova types. Massive stars explode as

the standard SNII does, but the progenitor as well as the light curve are

different.
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Fig. 2:

From Schaeffer , Cassé, Mochkovich, Cahen (1987). Magnitude (a) and

photospheric temperature (b) of SNI987A during the first days. SNI987A was

typically fainter as ordinary SNI and SNII, and cooler. It is much closer to

the light curve and temperature calculated (Schaeffer, Cassé, Cahen 1987) for

a stripped, massive, Wolf-Rayet star (dashed curve) before the occurence of

SNI987A. At maximum, the WR curve is dominated by the decay of 0.3M0 of Ni.

The SNI987A at maximum is also dominated by Ni decay, but the amount necessary

to reproduce the observations is much smaller: 0.07M0 (Woosley 1987). As for

WR stars, the progenitor of SNI987A is a compact massive star, that however

contains still some hydrogen (whereas WR stars do not).
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Fig. 3:
Theoretical calculation (Woosley 1988) reproducing the observed

bolometric light curve of SNI987A. From the observed luminosity of the

progenitor, its main sequence mass can be estimated. In order to reproduce the

data, a mass loss of about 1WIQ (other models may lead to larger values) has to

be assumed.
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log J-

Fig. 4:

Evolutionary tracks in the HR diagram (Maeder 1987) • A massive (~2

star leaves the main sequence at the onset of He burning and becomes a red

giant. For moderately small mass loss (<8Hr,) it explodey in the latter stage.

For a higher rate of mass loss (~10(̂ ,) its radius becomes so small that it

explodes as a Blue Supergiant. For extremely strong mass loss (>1OM0) it ends

its life as an 8M 0 Wolf-Rayet star (log Teff~5-5).
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E (MeV)

Fig. 5

Observation by the SMM mission (Matz et al. 1987) of the 8^7 keV and

1238 keV -Y-ray lines due to Co decay in the SNI987A expanding remnant. These

lines were absent in the observation of the same part of the sky in 1985-
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STELLAR EVOLUTION

This has obvious implications for stellar evolution (Maeder 1981,

1987). Moderately massive stars become red giants, but subsequently, due to

mass loss, their radius decreases and they evolve towards the blue. Very

massive stars may directly become blue supergiants and possibly Wolf-Rayet

stars. There has been the suggestion that, for the low metallicity prevailing

in the LMC, massive stars never become red giants, but directly evolve towards

the blue and explode (Arnett 1987, Hillebrandt et al 1987)• This, however,

fails to explain the presence in the LMC of red giants with luminosity

comparable to Sk-69202.

GALACTIC EVOLUTION

As had been realized for the SNIb (Wheeler and Levrault 1985,

Schaeffer, Cassé and Cahen 1987). SNI987A is another example of the explosion

of a massive star that does not look as a standard SNII. It is thus very

likely that the explosion of massive stars had been misclassified, the red

giant explosion representing not all the supernovae due to stars with M > 8M0.

This has implication on the yields of various elements and on the explosion

frequency, and leads to revise the chemical history of our Galaxy

(Rocca-Volmerange and Schaeffer 1988).

THE "Y-RAYS FROM Co DECAY

Needless to say, the observation (Matz et al. 1988) of the "Y-ray lines

due to the nuclear decay of 56Co provides for the first time the proof that

indeed the powering of the supernova light curve is the Ni -*Co -+Fe

radioactivity. Both Co lines and hard X-ray emission (Dotani et al. 1987,

Sunyaev et al. 1987) were observed by Ginga, Kvant and SMM much earlier than

expected. Convective effects are needed (Itoh et al. 1987, Pinto and Woosley

1988) to explain these unexpected features.

THE NEUTRINO BURST(S?) FROM SNI987A

Core-collapse supernovae are expected to form a neutron star, that

emits its 1053erg gravitational energy in the form of neutrinos (Colgate and

White i960, Arnett 1966, 1967, Mazurek 1976, Bethe et al. 1979, Nadëzhin and

Ostroshenko 1980, Burrows and Mazurek 1983, Woosley et al. 1986, Mayle et al.

1987). Together with the announcement by Shelton, on February 24, of the

appearance of a supernova in the LMC, the neutrino detector under the Mt Blanc

was reported (Aglietta et al. 1987) to have seen a large neutrino flux on

February 23 at 2:52. A few days later, the Kamioka (Hirata et al. 1987), the

1MB (Bionta et al. 1987, 1988) as well as -marginally- the Baksan (Alexeyev et

al. 1987, I988) groups showed evidence for a neutrino detection on February
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23, but at 7:35-

The Mt Blanc and Baksan detectors (Table 2) are quite small (~100t),

and were optimized for a supernova in our Galaxie rather than in the LMC.

Despite the rather efficient detection of the Mt Blanc, and the larger mass of

the Baksan detector, one event was barelyexpected for a supernova at 50 kpc

distance. This means that the announced ~5 events are somewhat uncertain due

to small number statistics. The most efficient (large detector mass, and not

too high at threshold) is obviously the Kamioka detector.

Although the uncertainty of the absolute arrival time was quite large

in the beginning, they could now be traced back within ±2 seconds for Kamioka

and - 54 s for Baksan (Alexeyev et al. 1988), and much less for the two other

experiments. The relative times are known within miliseconds. At the time of

the Mt Blanc detection, only one event is recorded by the Baksan detector

(Fig.7). this is consistent with the difference in detection threshold, but of

course could also be due to backgroung. Three events are seen by Kamioka at a

time close to, but different from the Mt Blanc events (De Rujula,

1987). Taking into account the difference in efficiency, about 70 events are

expected (Krauss, 1987) in this detector if the Mt Blanc detection is due to

neutrinos from SNI987A. A much more optimistic analysis (De Rujula, 1987)

claims the 5 events of the Mt Blanc and the 3 of Kamioka can be made

consistent, but this requires the modification of the detector efficiency

parameters given by the Kamioka experimentalists.There is now a general

agreement that the Mt Blanc and Kamioka detections at 2:52 are incompatible.

M E T H Expected Reported
{ton) (Mev) <Ev~ 10MeV)

Mt Blanc 90 7 0.4 5

Baksan 200 11 1 5

Kamioka 2140 8 8 11

1MB 5000 30 8 9

Table II

Main characteristics of the various detectors aiming at the

observation of neutrinos due to supernovae: mass, 50% efficiency threshold,

number of events expected from SNI987A and number seen in the burst observed

on February 23, 1987.

Let us now consider the 7:35 event. The Kamioka and 1MB detections are

consistent within one standard derivation (Bahcall et al I987, Ellis and Olive
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Fig. 6

Neutrinos observed on February 23 at 2:52 by the large underground particle

detectors. The times are expected to have been traced back within ±2s (exept

for the Baksan detector). The numbers in brackets are sensitivity factors {a

black-body spectrum integrated over the detector efficiency and multiplied by

the detector mass) indicating in which proportions the various detectors

should be sensitive to a T=3MeV flux. For 5 events observed by the Mt Blanc

more than 50 should be seen by Kamioka.
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Fig. 7

Neutrinos observed on February 23, 1987 at 7:35 by the large

underground particle detectors. The time measurements of Kamioka and Baksan

are not very accurate. The former could trace back the observation time within

±2s, the latter give an error of -54 s. The numbers in brackets are

sensitivity factors (a black-body spectrum integrated over the detector

efficiency and multiplied by the detector mass) indicating in which

proportions the various detectors should be sensitive to a T=4MeV flux.
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1987, Kahana et al. 1987; Krauss 1987, Lattimer and Yahil I987, Schaeffer,

Declais and Jullian 1987). From their observed flux, L- ~ 6 1052erg, about one

event is expected in the Baksan detector. However, including the 5 events seen

in the latter raises the observed neutrino flux up to L- ~ 8 1052erg (Piran

and Spergel 1988) leading to an expected number of 1.6 plus 0.6 for

background, making the Baksan detection marginally consistent with the

observed flux.

The most likely conclusion thus is that the Kamioka and 1MB events

were true detections of the neutrino from SNI987A, with a possible detection

by Baksan. The Mt Blanc event having not been seen by the more sensitive

Kamioka detector may not be due to SNI987A.

TIMING OF THE OPTICAL AND NEUTRINO SIGNALS

Only one, short, neutrino signal is expected at the formation of a

neutron star. If the latter is to hold, one of the detections must not

correspond to SNI987A.

Optical records of the LMC on February 23 were carefully examined. A satellite

traking camera in Australia found SNI987A had a magnitude ~6 on february 23,

10:30. This is the earliest known optical signal. A.Jones who was observing

this area obtained only an upper limit of ~7-5 magnitudes at 9:30 the same

day. This sets rather stringent limits on the collapse time. Arnett (1988) and

Woosley (1988) who made an extensive study of the timing problem find that the

collapse could only have taken place at 7:35- The time of the Mt Blanc

detection (2:52) is too remote.

A few hours delay between the collapse and the onset of the optical

signal is astonishingly short as compared to the one that is believed to hold

for usual type II supernovae in external galaxies, where, although not

observed, this delay is believed to be of a few days. It is however consistent

with the outcome of the sophisticated numerical simulations and corresponds to

the time needed for the shock to reach the star's surface. Simply from the

difference in radii (Table I) which are in a ratio 10l4cm/3 1012cm ~ 30, the

naive expectation of the propagation time in this compact star is reduced by

the same factor, an of the order of a few hours rather than days.

Feb 24.23 (5.30) Shelton discovers SN SN seen

Feb. 23.kk (10.30) Mc Naugh observation SN seen

Feb. 23-39 (9.20) Jones' upper limit not seen

Feb. 23.32 (7-35) Kamioka, 1MB, (Baksan) v signal

Feb. 23.12 (2.52) Mt Blanc v signal

Table III
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Early Visual

Light Curve

(IHB/Kam I=O)

Eorly visual
Light Curve

'Hl Blsnc I=C'.

Fig. 8

SN1987A light curve during the first few days. (Koosley 1988) compared

to various theoretical calculations using an exagerately large range of

parameters, and assuming that either the IMB/Kamioka/Baksan detections trace

the time of collapse (a), or that the Mt Blanc observation is at the time of

collapse (b). Only the former is seen to provide consistency between the

optical and neutrino timing, despite the short delay (2 hours) this implies.
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SNI987A prior to its discovery by Shelton. There was an optical signal

from the SN on Feb. 23 at 10.30, but none at 9.20. The Kamioka-IMB-Baksan

neutrino burst was observed at 7.35-

Ad hoc models have been devised to account for the Mt Blanc signal.

They involve a two step formation of a black hole (De Rujula 1987. Hillebrandt

et al 1987). Such an explanation, however, implies that the onset of the

explosion is at the Mt Blanc time. This seems rather difficult to reconcile

with Kciu-i.oka as well as with the optical observations.

II. NUCLEAR PHYSICS AFTER SNI987A

ENERGY BALANCE IN SN EXPLOSIONS

The assumption that massive stars explode via core-collapse and

neutron star formation leads to a severe energy balance problem. The observed

neutron stars are rather cold, and have a binding energy of ~3 1O53erg.The

star before collapse, in these units, has a negligible binding. The energy

used up in the luminous emission and in the kinetic energy of the ejected

matter is barely above 1051erg . The energy in gravitational waves is not

expected to be much larger. The bulk of the available energy, indeed is

expected to be emitted in the form of neutrinos of all known species (e.^.r).

So, if a neutron star is formed, the observed neutrinos should make up for

nearly all the available energy. It is remarkable -as for instance emphasized

in the context of SNI987A by Schaeffer (1987) and Schaeffer, Declais and

Jullian (I987)- how the spread of the theoretical estimates for this energy is

narrow. Unless extreme equations of state are used, these estimates range

between 2.5 and 3-5 1053erg for a 1.4M0 star, with a maximum of 6 10
53erg for

stars having the largest possible mass, at the edge of gravitational

instability. This is due to the fact that nuclear matter is rather

incompressible, leading to similar star radii whatever equation of state is

used. The binding energy ~GM2/R being of gravitational origin is then rather

model independent.

Many groups calculated the energy implied by the observed ve

neutrinos, that are expected (Mayle et al. 1987), because there are 3 species

(6 different neutrinos), to represent about 1/7 of the total emitted energy

(the ve flux contains a somewhat larger fraction of the total energy because

of the initial ve excess due to the e" + p -» n + ve neutronization). Their

findings are compiled in fig.10. The Kamioka and 1MB observations give

consistent results, and lead to energies that are just in the range needed
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Fig. 9

Energy of the emitted ve flux, as obtained from the observations by

various authors. There is a general agreement that the Kamioka and 1MB

detections are consistent at the Iu level, whereas the Baksan detection

implies an appreciably larger flux, and the Mt Blanc signal, if due to

SN1987A, would nécessite excessive energy requirements. The bars denote Ia

enors. whereas the double bars corresponds to a 952 confidence limit (2.5<r).

The predicted energies (Haensel 1988) for a 1.^M0 neutron stars or for the

maximum possible mass are given for various equation of state: MFT, BJI1

BJI+BW, PN (Haensel and Proszynski 1982), FP (Haensel and Schaeffer 1982) and

Q (Haensel, Zdunik and Schaeffer 1986). The brackets indicate extreme equation

of state that do not reproduce all the properties of nuclei.
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Fig. 10

Average energy of the neutrinos emitted by SNI987A. The inclusion of

the 1MB counts is seen to increase systematically this energy, that is in the

10-15MeV range. The triangles are the theoretical predictions made before the

event.
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L- ~ 6 1052erg to insure the energy balance. They, however, are not precise
ve

enough to constrain the theoretical models. The Baksan measurement predicts an

energy that is larger by about a factor of 4 (when the neutrino black-body

temperature of Kamioka and Baksan are taken to be the same). When added to the

Kamioka and 1MB signal, it raises he observed luminosity significantly, so

that E- > k.k 1052erg at the 95% significance level. This would exclude all
V
e

of the realistic equations of state for neutron stars (fig.10) unless one is

willing to question the energy equipartition found in the realistic (Mayle et

al. 1987) calculations of the neutrino emission. This simply reflects the

early statement (Schaeffer 1987, Schaeffer et al. 1987) on the very large

energy that would be required to account for the Baksan observation.

The Mt Blanc signal, if real, also implies an uncomfortably large

energy flux emitted in the form of v 's, L - ~ 6 10 53erg, that by no means

can be provided by a stable neutron star.

NEUTRINO ENERGY AND COOLING TIME

The average neutrino energy and cooling time depend on the detailed

energy transport in the neutron star. The neutrino mean free path in the

interior determines the emitted energy flux. The weak interactions involved

are well-known, but the degree at which nuclear matter can be excited is also

an important parameter. There is a relation between the cooling time T and the

temperature T at which the neutrinos are emitted, since the neutrino

luminosity is

L ̂  !ill= 4-nR2oT4.
T

For E t o t = 3 1053/7 erg and R= 10 km, this gives

E,, =* IkV UOsJ
MeV.

Realistic calculations give Ev ~ 10MeV, T ~ 10s (Burrows and Mazurek 1983),

Ev= 18MeV T= 10-20 s {Mayle et al. 1987). The temperature and duration are

difficult to extract from 1MB measurement since only the very high (>20MeV)

energy events were recorded. The interpretation of the Kamioka results differs

among various authors which obtain average energies that vary from 7 to 19MeV

(8 to 14 if we retain the most careful analysis), with a duration of ~10s.

NUCLEAR INCOMPRESSIBILITY

Since the work of Bethe et al. (1979) and Brown et al. (1981) the
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mechanism of iron core collapse and shock ejection of the envelope has been

accepted as the standard explanation for the SNII explosion of ~8MQ stars.

Subsequent numerical simulations showed that these ideas were qualitatively

correct, but run into quantitative problems since the outgoing shock was not

energetic enough to expell the outer layers, the problem becoming worse for

increasing mass. Explosion could finally be achieved (Baron et al 1985) by

using better calculations of the progenitor composition, by the inclusion of

general relativity and by a modification of the nuclear incompressibility down

to K=l40 MeV, rather low as compared to the value obtained by Blaizot (1980)

from nuclei, K N= 210±30MeV, even once the latter is corrected to

K = l60 ± 20 MeV because of the different proton to neutron ratio in nuclei

and supernovae. This difference is not very large but the adiabatic index of

realistic equations of state for nuclear matter, with the charge per nucléon

~0.3 to be used for supernovae, is rather close to 3 at the relevant densities

that is twice the nuclear matter density. The gradient of the pressure under

these conditions used for supernovae thus is lower by a factor of 2 than what

is implied by realistic equations of state that reproduce all the properties

of nuclei. The whole procedure, thus, has been criticized (see

e.g. Glendenning 1986), especially on the basis of other determinations of

K N ~ 240 from pion emission in nuclear collision (Stock et al. 1982). In the

latter determination, however, important corrections were left out (Bertsch et

al 1984, Kapusta 1984). This is very likely also the case of the

interpretation of the particle distribution (Molitoris and Stocker 1985) in

nuclear collision that lead to even larger values of K(~400). On the other

hand, values of the order of K=IOO have been obtained using sum rules (Brown

and Osnes 1985), and would support the equation of state employed for

supernova explosions. Such values, however, may be exagerately low (Pines et

al 1988).

The present status is that with the proper inclusion (Nomoto and

Hashimoto I986, Woosley and Weaver I987) of Coulomb lattice corrections, 8M0

stars would explode with quite larger values of K than 140. With the latter

value stars as large as SK-69-202 can be blown out.

Another possibility, the late revival of the shock by the emitted

neutrinos has been shown (Bethe and Wilson 1985) to lead to successful

explosions. The shock energy implied by the SNI987A light curve is of the

order of 1.105lerg or slightly above (Arnett 1987, Schaeffer et al. 1987,

Shigeyama et al. I987, Woosley et al. 1987, Woosley et al 1988), on the upper

edge of the possible energies that can be obtained by this mechanism.

This long history of the difficulties in getting supernovae to explode

and the (often bitter) discussions it generated led to the feeling that
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supernova theory was not in a good shape, and that may be a totally different

explosion mechanism is to be invented. It is thus gratifying to note that a

neutron star was very likely made in this event and that the bolometric light

curve (Fig.3) shows unambiguous evidence for the emergence of a shock at the

onset of the optical emission, comforting the original Bethe-Brown scenario:

neutron star formation and shock heating of the envelope has thus seen to

exist.

III. PARTICLE PHYSICS AFTER SNI987A

Most of the constraints obtained from SNI987A are relative to

neutrinos, and more specifically to the electron-antineutrino. Some

constraints can be derived for other weak interacting particles. The fact that

the two first events observed by Kamioka were forward peaked led some authors

to assume they were due to ve-e scattering. Even if, on the average, one such

event is expected, this assumption is too strong to lead to neutrino

properties that could be safely used. Also, properties that involve the time

structure (three separate bursts) of the Kamioka observations are unreliable

since this structure is quite consistent with fluctuations due to small number

statistics.

It has been known for many years that the observation of the neutrino

emission of a supernova would lead to a limit on the neutrino lifetime and on

its mass (Zatsepin I968)

Also, various physical processes were proposed, that could prevent the

solar neutrinos to come to earth still in the state of ve's.The fact that the

ve's from the LMC were seen can be used to eliminate, or at least to put some

constraints on these processes.

NEUTRINO LIFETIME

In case neutrino has zero mass, it is stable. With finite mass, its

lifetime (using D>44kpc) is constrained by

T- >1.5 105 Ev/mv years >V "'"1V
e

Assuming this lifetime holds also for the electron-neutrino eliminates

a possible i>e decay as the explanation of the solar neutrino problem (Schramm

1987)

NEUTRINO MASS

Finite mass particles have different travel times according to their
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energy:

T = 2.6

1V y
lOevJ E,V

The larger the mass, the larger the dispersion of the signal. So, from the

width of the observed neutrino signal, one gets an upper limit on the neutrino

mass. From the requirement that the dispersion due to possible finite mass of

the neutrino is smaller than the 12s duration of the signal, one gets the

conservative limit

mv< 3OeV.

Schramm (1987) and KoIb et al. (1987) argue that this is the only sensible

value to be extracted from the data. More specific assumptions on the initial

structure of the emission may lead to lower limits, ranging from HeV (Bahcall

and Glashow 1987) up to the value given above. This is to be compared to the

95# limit (Fritshi et al. 1986)

mv<l8eV

obtained from accelerator experiments.

NUMBER OF FLAVORS

It is quite clear that the observe ve flux is just consistent with the

binding energy of a standard 1.4MQ star. Would there be more than three

species of low mass (<10MeV) neutrinos, the necessity of sharing the energy

among 2NV different types of particles would rapidly lead to severe energy

problems. Due to the small number of events that were observed, the error bars

are fairly large and although Nv~3 is the most likely value to be retained,

upper bounds at the 95% level, once derived under similar assumption all give

Nv<5 or 6 (Schamm 1987, Ellis and Olive 1987, Schaeffer, Declais, Jullian

1987), with the assumption of equipartition of energy, and of a neutron star

that has no more than 3-5 1053erg binding energy. This limit is comparable to

the one obtained from accelerator experiments but less severe than the limit

Nv<4 from primordial nucleosynthesis (Yang et al. I983)

A similar limit can be obtained by requiring for any kind of particles

not to take out of the star more than the neutron star binding energy. For

instance limits (Ellis and Olive 1987, Turner 1987. Mayle et al. 1987) on the

axion coupling constant can be obtained this way.
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NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS

Neutrino oscillations, either in vacuum, or in the presence of matter

(Mikheyev, Sinirnov 1986, Wolfenstein 1978) have also be invoked to solve the

solar neutrino problem.

Vacuum oscillations result in the transformation of v& into v^ and Px.

Provided the oscillations length is short enough, only ~l/3 of the original

ve's are left at arrival on earth. Little is to be expected from SNI987A since

all species are emitted in about equal proportions. Mutual transformation

would not alter the ve flux. It would slightly increase its energy, since the

i> and P £ are more energetic, but this is unobservable.

The MSW effect has recieved somewhat more attention (Lagage et al.

1987, Walker and Schramm 19?7). The solution of the solar neutrino problem,

however, requires that the ve, P̂ (P.,-) mix. Then the v's don't. Since we

refrain from using the conclusions based on the too risky assumption that the

two first Kamioka events are due to i>e's,there is no connection between the

solar neutrino problem and the MSW effect. Considering a possible mixing

between antineutrinos alters the ve energy distribution. Again, this was not

observable for SNI987A.

NEUTRINO MAGNETIC MOMENT

In case the neutrino would have a magnetic moment, its helicity could

flip in the sun's magnetic field, and the left-handed Pe'sproduced in the sun

could partly arrive at earth as being right-handed, and not interact with
37Cl. Thus for p. ~ 10"ll - 10" 1 0H 6, where H3 is the Bohr magneton, the solar

neutrino problem would be solved (Okin et al 1986). Theoretical predictions

(Cisnero 1971) from standard weak interaction theory are much lower:

ix~3 10"18(mv/10eV) H3 and the present experimental limits are |x < 4 10"
10H3. A

limit can be obtained from the fact that the SNI987A observation implies that

most, if not all, of the emitted ve's arrived at earth being left-handed.

Magnetic fields being larger in neutron star-s than in the sun, the limits are

lower. They are \L < 10"14IXg (Nussinov and Raphaeli 1987) or n < 10"12JX6

(Lattimer and Cooperstein 1987), the difference being in the assumed magentic

field. Both limits rule out a moment large enough to account for the solar

neutrino problem.

TESTS OF RELATIVITY

Photons and neutrinos are very different particles, they have different

spins and different internal quantum numbers.

The weak equivalence principle states that any uncharged body will

follow the same geodesic independently of its internal structure. The fact
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that the time-delay between the neutrino and optical signal was only a few

hours, provides for a test of this principle.

In empty space, the velocity c of light and the velocity cv of

neutrinos emitted by SN1987A was identical to (Longo 1987)

cv-c
2 Kr9

Previous accelerator test (Kalbfleish et al. 1979) gave a much less stringent

limit: 4 10'5

Also, there is a ~6 month time delay in the signal due to the

gravitational field of our galaxy, half due to the modification of the

geodesies, half to gravitational redshift. The short delay between the two

signals thus provides also a test of the weak equivalence principle in the

gravitational field of our galaxy (Longo I987, Krauss and Tremaine 1987).

since the time delay for both particles was the same within a fraction of a

percent.

FUTURE PHYSICS FROM I987A

Most of the new physical bounds obtained from SNI987A rely on the

existence of a neutron star with the standard binding energy. The direct

observation would obviously be of tremendous value, and confirm nearly all of

the conclusions drawn previously.

The surface redshift z ~ GM/Rc2, that could be measured from the e+ e"

annihilation line, is a sensitive function of the star binding energy. The

energy equipartition among neutrinos, the emission of any other kind of

particles may be constrained this way. The surface temperature could also be

measured soon after the star's birth. The cooling rate a year or more after

formation is very sensitive to the equation of state at ultra-high densities:

quark matter, or other possible new phases of nuclear matter, would alter

significantly the cooling rate. This may possibly bring somr evidence for the

existence of quark matter that is searched so actively in accelerator

experiments.

CONCLUSION

A wealth of new results have been obtained from SNI987A about

supernovae, stellar evolution, neutrino and neutron star physics.

For the first time, the progenitor of the supernova had been observed

before the explosion. Photometric measurements provide evidence for a shock in

the outer layers of the star and the associated UV flash and pin down its
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arrival at the surface of the star with an accuracy of an hour. The neutrino

emission detected by Kamioka and 1MB has been seen for the first time,

providing a for check of the energy balance in a core-collapse + shock

ejection supernova.

The SNI987A event sheds some new light on explosion scenarii that

before were considered as marginal possibilities: SNI987A was optically

dominated by 56Ni decay, exploded by forming a neutron star, and had a blue

progenitor! Unorthodox possibilities have been put forward by several authors,

and maybe in our obscurantism are we still missing major facts that would

oblige us to totally revise our beliefs. For the moment, however, the

gratifying surprises provided to us by SNI987A can be incorporated into our

standard views, and should be considered as backing our previous ideas on the

matter.

I would like to thank M. Cassé, P. Haensel and R.Mochkovich for

discussions.
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COINCIDENCE EXPERIMENTS WITH HIGH DUTY CYCLE ELECTRON ACCELERATORS

IN THE NEAR FUTURE

BERTHOLD H. SCHOCH

Institut fur Kernphysik, Universitàt Mainz, 6500 Mainz, W.Germany

Abstract: In nuclear physics the limits of the traditional framework in

which nonrelativistic nucléons interact through potentials have become

apparent. The role of the underlying quark substructure of the nucléons in

determining the properties of nuclear forces and the structure of atomic

nuclei has to be uncovered. Experiments using the new electron facilities

will provide important insights for advancing nuclear physics along these

new directions.

1. Introduction

In terms of classical nuclear physics the nucleus can be considered as a

quantum system in which nonrelativistic nucléons interact via potentials.

Thereby, the starting point in a microscopic description centers on the

nucleon-nucleon interaction. Meson exchanges determine the long and inter-

mediate range of the interaction. The short range has been taken into ac-

count in a phenomenological way indicating the limits of such an approach.

From high energy physics we know that the nucleus consists of quarks and

gluons. The color forces determine the size as well as excitations of the

nucléon. Therefore, quite naturally these questions arise: How must our

classical picture change in the light of this knowledge about the nucléons?

Are there new nuclear degrees of freedom? Can the short range part of the

nucleon-nucleon interaction find an explanation, or more generally, what is

the relationship of nucleon-meson degrees of freedom to quark-gluon degrees

of freedom in nuclei?
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In order to make progress in our understanding, experiments have to be

performed yielding the data necessary to construct more refined microscopic

mode1s •

Therefore, a well suited strategy would include: Accurate (1% level)

measurements of properties of the nucléons (charge distribution, excitation

and decay characteristics); measurements of the very same properties first

in light and then in heavier nuclei. Observe the modifications due to the

interaction with the other nucléons in the nucleus.

In order to pursue such a program a choice has to be made concerning the

probe: The electromagnetic interaction, induced by electrons, holds a lot of

promises. It is governed by quantum electrodynamics (QED), which is the most

accurate physical theory to date. The interaction is relatively weak and

will not greatly disturb the structure of the target. To first order the

interaction between the electron and the target (nucléon, nucleus) takes

place by a one photon exchange. Momentum transfer (q = p-̂  - P2> as well as

energy transfer (u = Eĵ  - E2) can be varied separately. Three photon polari-

zations can be exploited in order to study the spin structure of the target.

The different response of the nucléon and nucleus to absorption of trans-

verse (classically speaking: Direction of the electric field perpendicular

to the q-direction) and longitudinal (electric field in q-direction) photons

must be emphasized. In a wide energy transfer range the following statement

holds approximately: Transverse polarized virtual photons are very well

suited for excitation of the nucléon resonances, whereas longitudinal vir-

tual photons are better used for mapping out the spatial extension of the

nucléons and their orbits within a nucleus.

Fig. la-c show the total absorption cross sections of virtual photons on

the proton for three different momentum transfers. The A(1232) stands up

clearly on top of background contributions for the transverse part. There is

no excitation of the resonance due to longitudinal photons.

Correspondingly, in complex nuclei (fig. 2) the quasifree peak is seen in

both structure functions, however, no indication of the excitation of the

A-resonance in the longitudinal structure function. The background contribu-

tions seen in the nucléon case transform, partly, in meson exchange contri-

butions (MEC) in the nucleus case.

The challenge posed to the experimentalists, therefore, consists in the

separation of these two contributions. In elastic scattering on spin = 0
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Fig, la-c: Total absorption cross sections for virtual photons at three-mo-

mentum transfers. The upper curve represents the transverse part

the lower one the longitudinal/scalar part.
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nuclei no spin transfer occurs, therefore, the only contribution to the

scattering cross section originates from the longitudinal/scalar part. In an

almost model independent way the charge distribution of these nuclei have

been extracted (see fig. 3>. The separation might become more difficult for

nucléons and target nuclei with spin. Fig. 4 shows the formfactors of the

proton and the neutron. In order to improve these measurements considerably,

polarization variables have to be measured, e.g.: p(e,p>,3(e,n)p.

2. The type of experiments

2.1. Testing spatial extensions

The elastic scattering from the nucléons N(e,e')N corresponds to quasifree

scattering in nuclei A<ere'N)A-l (electron and proton have to be detected in

coincidence). As stated above, longitudinally polarized virtual photons are

best suited for these experiments. In special cases, like the neutron, it is

even necessary to have a polarized electron beam and measure the polariza-

tion transfer to the neutron in the reaction d(e,e'n)p in order to reliably

extract information about the charge distribution of the neutron. There is

hope that with experiments of the kind A(e,e'NN)A-2 the short range part of

the nucleon-nucleon interaction inside the nucleus can be directly investi-

gated.

(e,e'n)-experiments are sensitive to the pion cloud of the nucléon. Again

starting with N(e,e'n)N on the nucléon the extension of the experiments

A(e,e'it)A and A<e,e'nN)A-I from light to heavy nuclei will enable one to

draw conclusions concerning possible modifications of the pion cloud due to

the nuclear environment.

2.2. Excitations of the nucléon in nuclei and the study of its decay

properties

The absorption of transverse photons is an ideal mechanism to excite the

nucléon resonances. The study of their decay in the nuclear environment

yields information about the coupling of the subnuclear (excitations of the

nucléon) and the nuclear degrees of freedom. Thereby, reactions with real

photons play an important role. As an example, the N(y,n°)N-channel can be

considered as ideal to investigate A-excitations.
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3. The experimental setup

3.1. Demands on the setup

3.1.1. The electron beam

The cross sections for electron induced interactions are orders of magnitude

(10*) smaller than by hadron induced probes and, therefore, beam currents I e

up to Ie=100(iA are desirable. Most of the experiments and all experiments

mentioned above are coincidence experiments. A high duty factor beam is

therefore a precondition to exploit the full beam intensity. In order to

investigate the coupling of subnuclear and nuclear degrees of freedom the

energy transfer must be "high enough" (the first excitation of the nucléon

is 300 MeV above the ground state) to excite the first few resonances and

the energy spread and emittance of the beam must be "good enough" (100-200

keV) to resolve nuclear transitions to descrete states of the final nucleus.

For many experiments a polarized electron beam is necessary with all the

same qualities mentioned above for the unpolarized beam.

3.1.2. Particle spectrometers

Electroinduced reactions show a strong forward-backward asymmetry in the

distribution of the reaction products. Therefore, especially in the forward

direction, good shielded magnetic spectrometers are necessary in order to

achieve a high momentum resolution, a good angular resolution and an adequa-

te suppression of the background. In many cases momentum and solid angle

acceptance of the spectrometers should be large (30 msr) in order to achieve

reasonable counting rates and, therefore, a good overall accuracy of the

data in a wide kinematical range. In addition, for a complete interpretation

of the data, it is necessary, in many cases, to measure the reaction pro-

ducts out of the determined by the momentum vectors of the income and scat-

tered electrons.

3.1.3. A powerful source for real photons

With the method of bremsstrahlung tagging, a 100% duty factor electron beam

offers a source of "monochromatic" (AE /E =10~4) photons with, for the most

experiments, acceptable intensity (N >107/s>. Polarized photons can be

obtained by using coherent bremsstrahlung (linear) or longitudinally polari-

zed electrons (circular).
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Fig. 5 shows the total and partial cross sections on the proton for real

photons. The <v,n°>-channel offers the best access to the A-resonance be-

cause the background contributions are small. In the second t —nance region

three excitations of the nucléon (P 1 1-D 1 3 1S 1 1) have to be separated. In-

vestigating the (7,,)-channel, a selection of the excitation of the S 1 1-

resonance can be made because the D13- and the P^-resonances do not couple

to the n-channel. Therefore, the study of the A<V,n°)A, A(•,.„>A, A(y,«°N)A-1

and A<y,,,N>A-l allow an investigation of the modification of the properties

(e.g. position, width) of these resonances embedded in nuclear matter.

By investigating the strength distribution with photon scattering, the

interplay between subnuclear and nuclear degrees of freedom can be studied

in detail, provided the multipolarities can be extracted out of the data. A

precondition, therefore, are polarized photon beams.
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3.2. T1 e MAMI-setup as an example

The 1. -I (Mainz Microtron)-project will attempt to meet most of the demands

outlined in 3.1. Fig. 6 shows schematically the setup of the microtron

cascades. A 3.5-MeV-LINAC will be on place for the van der Graaff-preaccele-

rator still shown in the figure.

3.2.1. The accelerator /1/

Three "race track" microtrons, linked together in a cascade, accelerate an

electron beam up to 840 MeV. The first two stages (183 MeV) have been in

operation since 1983 and the third stage is expected to be in operation at

the end of 1989. Current (100MA), energy spread AE0/E0=1.4xlO"
4 (FWHM)

emittance (O.Olnmm x mrad in the vertical, 0.14nmm x mrad in the horizontal

direction) achieve the goals set above. The duty factor is 100%. An injec-

tion system providing a polarized (40%) beam will be available from the

beginning.

3.2.2. Spectrometers

Three magnetic spectrometers around a common pivot serve as particle analy-

sers. The overall missing mass resolution should be around 200 keV. In order

to reach out of plane kinematics, the incoming electron beam will be de-

flected in respect to the spectrometer setup. A large (up to 20m) drift

space will be available in order to measure, with time of flight spectrome-

ters, the neutrons in coincidence with scattered electrons.

Fig. 7 shows schematically the new experimental hall with the spectrome-

ter setup. In table 1 the main characteristics of the spectrometers are

displayed.

'////////////////S

30 m p i n t

Fig. 7: A new experimental hall will house a three-spectrometer setup.
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Table 1 : The main parameters for the setup.

spectrometer

configuration

A

QSDD

B

D

C

QSDD

max. momentum [MeV] 735 870 551

momentum central

trajectory [MeV] 665 810 490

momentum acceptance

20 15 25

solid angle 28 5.6 28

momentum resolution

8p/p <10~4 <10~4 <10"4

Tagging-Spektrometer

Fig. 8: The tagging spectrometer.
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3.2.3. A setup for experiments with real photons

A large acceptance spectrometer for electrons producing bremsstrahlung in a

radiator allows one to determine the photon energy with good accuracy (AEy=

200 keV). The reaction products of the photon induced processes will be

detected and analysed in large arrays of the crystals (NaJ, BaF2> and orga-

nic scintillators.

Fig. 8 shows the setup of the tagging spectrometer. An energy range

100 MeV < E < 700 MeV will be covered simultaneously.

4. Conclusions

A new generation of electron accelerators opens a new field of experiments

for systematic studies. Therefore, a high duty factor beam with good emit-

tance and with the provision for polarization is a precondition for per-

forming exclusive coincidence experiments. The studies will center on the

question of the coupling of nuclear and subnuclear degrees of freedom.

Electron accelerators with the described good beam quality and an energy

higher than 300 MeV are under construction or in the planning stage in

several countries (Canada, France, Germany, Netherlands, USA, USSR). Further

details of the subject matter can be found in reports of topical meetings

/2-5/.
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SUPERDEFORHATION IN NUCLEI

J.F. SHARPEY-SCHAFER

Oliver Lodge Laboratory

University of Liverpool

Liverpool L69 3BX U.K.

1. INTRODUCTION

For the heaviest naturally occurring nuclei the nuclear and Coulomb forces are finely

balanced, allowing the shell effects of deformation to play a crucial role in determining the

nuclear stability. Thus, as actinide nuclei are deformed the increase in surface energy due to

the nuclear forces is almost compensated for by the decrease in Coulomb energy as the protons get

further apart. Oscillations in the shell corrections [1] for actinide nuclei lead to the

"double-humped" potential as a function of quadrupole deformation as shown in figure 1. The

deformation of the second minimum in this potential is much larger than for normal nuclei and

corresponds to a major to minor axis ratio of 2 to 1. States in this second minimum had been

observed initially as spontaneously fissioning isomers by Polikanov et al [2]. As shown in figure

1, excited states must exist in both the first and second minimum of the double-humped potential.

Indeed, due to the deformation at both minima, the nucleus is allowed to rotate about an axis

perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the nucleus giving rise to rotational bands. These bands

will have level separations governed by the moments of inertia 7 of the nucleus about the

rotational axis. Clearly J increases with deformation and may be used as a measure of the shape

at the second minimum if the levels in that minimum can be observed. The experimental difficulty

with such observations is that in most reactions the second minimum is populated only very weakly,

so that at best 1 in 105 fission events are delayed and from the decay of the fission isomer.

In the mid 19701S, it was realised by theoretical groups from Copenhagen, Lund and Warsaw

[3,4] that not only did the favoured shell corrections at the 2 to 1 axis ratio also occur for

lighter nuclei, but in these cases the shape could be stabilised by nuclear rotation instead of

the Coulomb interaction. Thus at very high spins the large moment of inertia J allowed states

with the 2 to 1 axis ratio to be lowered below spherical or normally deformed states. In more

complex calculations [5,6] particular values of neutron number N and proton number Z are found to

be extra stable at the 2 to 1 axis ratio. In particular the nucleus 1IlDySs with N=86 and Z=66

was predicted [5] to be a good candidate for observing superdeformation. Superdeformed states

were however predicted to be near the yrast line at high spin for all nuclei in a region close to

the predicted "superdeformed magic numbers". In addition the deformation was predicted to change

with proton and neutron number. The results of such a calculation by Âberg [7] are shown in

figure 2 where both the superdeformed deformation parameter and the spin at which the
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Pig. 1. The double-humped potential of Strutinski [1] giving rise to fissioning isomers in

actinide nuclei. The second minimum has a major to minor axis ratio of 2 to 1.
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Fig. 2. Calculated [7] region of superdeformation near 152Dy. The numbers give the spins at

which the superdeformed states become yrast and the letters give the nuclear shape according to

the labelling in the (E,Y) plane shown in the top left hand corner.
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Pig. 3. Spectrum of the superdeformed discrete band in 132Ce obtained using TESSA3.
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superdeformed states were predicted to become yrast are shown as a function of (N, Z).

The problem with detecting the superdeformed states was that they were predicted to become

yrast at spins between 5On" and 6On* in the most favourable cases. The record high spin states in

1982 were 38+ in the prolate rotor 158Er [8] and 38 in the oblate nucleus 152Dy [9]. These high

spin states were at about 15HeV excitation and were very untypical of the highest known spin in

most other nuclei which seldom exceeded 3oK. The major development [10] in if-ray spectroscopy

that allowed discrete high spin level studies to be taken beyond 6Oh was the use of arrays of

escape suppressed spectrometers (ESS). An ESS is a Ge -y-ray detector surrounded by scintillator,

the escape suppression shield, which is operated in anti-coincidence with the Ge detector. This

selects events in which all the Y-ray energy is absorbed in the Ge detector so that very good

photo peak to total ratios are obtained. The operation of these devices and new physics that has

resulted from their use has been discussed in a recent review article [ H ] .

Attempts to find the predicted superdeformed states at high spin in 152Dy using unsuppressed

Ge detectors had insuperable difficulties due to the lack of signal compared to the background.

The first ESS array used on a major heavy ion accelerator was called TESSA2 [12] and consisted of

6 Ge detectors in NaI(Ti) suppression shields and a calorimeter of 50 BGO detectors to form a

Y-ray calorimeter measuring the total \-ray decay energy in an event and the number of f-rays

emitted. Using this spectrometer Nyakô et al [13] were able to establish for the first time the

existence of a superdeformed band structure in 152Dy using the Ey1-Ey2 correlation plot technique

[14,15].

2. DISCRETE SUPERDEFORMED BANDS

The first evidence of discrete line rotational structure with extreme deformation was found

by Nolan et al [16] in the 132Ce nucleus. A very regular series of discrete Y~raYs w a s seen from

an estimated spin of 18 up to about spin 40 using the spectrometer TESSA2 and the 100Mo(36S,4n)

reaction. A recent spectrum [10] of this band taken with the spectrometer TESSA3 is shown in

figure 3. Seventeen discrete lines can be seen up to an estimated spin of 52 from a \-ray energy

of 809 to 2030keV. The spins have to be estimated as the y-rays joining the bottom of the band to

known levels have not been identified although very good statistics (4.108 triples events) have

been obtained [ 17 ]. Indeed these data show that the decay from the extremely deformed band is

fragmented and populated most of the known normal rotational bands at lower spins. The

significance of the discovery of this band was not initially widely recognised. The highly

deformed nature of this band has more recently [18] been established by very elegant lifetime

measurements which are illustrated in figure 4. These data show that the feeding time for the

levels is less than 15fs and that the measurements are consistent with a constant quadrupole

moment QQ=8.8eb throughout the length of the band. These lifetime data show that the large moment

of inertia is not an artifact caused by progressive alignment, but is characteristic of an extreme

prolate deformation with e-0.4 and a 3 to 2 axis ratio.
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Fig. 4. The fractional Doppler shift F measured at 9=35° and 145° for the superdeformed band in
132Ce. The curve (b) assumes a constant quadrupole moment Q =8.8eb for the band. Curves (a) and

(c) indicate ±20% changes in Q .
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Fig. 5. Spec<--um of the superdeformed band in 152Dy using TESSR3 and gating on the 17+ 60ns

isomer. The ,-rays in the band ara laballed by spin and those that are oblate yrast and near

yrast ^-rays are labelled by their energies.
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The most spectacular breakthrough in the study of superdeformation came with the discovery

[19] that most of the intensity in the superdeformed structure in 152Dy was concentrated into a

single band. This remarkable and unpredicted observation was made using the improved spectrometer

TESSA3 [10]. The spectrometer had 12 (now increased to 16) Ge detectors in compact shields [20]

made of the very dense scintillator BGO as well as the same 50 detector BGO calorimeter used with

TESSA2. This spectrometer gave an improvement of a factor greater than 10 in statistics allowing

much weaker structures to be investigated in the spectra. The same loaCd("8Ca,4n)152Dy reaction

as before was used, but decays from the 60ns 17 isomer were detected in delayed coincidence. A

single superdeformed band of 19 discrete f-rays (figure 5) with energies between 602 and 1449keV

was discovered which populated the 152Dy yrast line between the 1.5ns 27 and the 60ns 17

isomers. The energy separation of the superdeformed transitions is extremely constant at

UE =47keV. As in 132Ce it was not possible to find a connection from the end of the superdeformed

band to the yrast state. Using intensity arguments regarding the feeding distribution along the

yrast line it was estimated that the superdeformed frays connected levels from spin 22 to 60 h.

The assumptions of even spin and positive parity rest entirely on the prediction of Âberg [21]

that one such superdeformed band lies about IHeV lower than other bands with the same deformation.

The observation of a discrete y-ray transition from spin 6Oh marked a dramatic advance in the

study of high spin states. Previously the highest spin observed [22] was 46 in 158Er and, after

the initial extension of spins using TESSA2, progress to higher spins had been in steps of one or

two "K. The superdeformed band is populated mostly above spin 5oK which can be seen from figure

6(a) where the relative "V-ray intensity is plotted against spin. From spin 50h down to the 693keV

transition from the 28 level, the relative intensity is almost constant. The absolute maximum

intensity is about 1% of the total to 152Dy. The transitions from the levels assumed to have

J =26 and 24 are weaker compared to the transitions above. This shows that the feeding out of

the band is mainly from the 26 and the 24 levels. In figure 6(b) the static and dynamic moments

of inertia 3 ' and T * ' are plotted. The quantity?* ' is affected by the spin assumptions and

the curve would, for instance, be moved up if the superdeformed spins were too low. The quantity

3 is independent of the spin assumptions and is seen to fall slowly from 89 to 82 "ft2 MeV .

Recently the lifetimes of the levels in the superdeformed band have been measured [23] by

repeating the experiment with a gold backing on the 108Pd target and using the DSAH. The

superdeformed Y-rays from levels with 5ofi and above have Doppler shifts that are not measurably

different from the full shift. The lowest Y-ray observed in these data, from the 28+ superdeformed

state, has an attenuation factor F=O.73 giving an effective lifetime for the feeding plus decay

time of 190±10fs. The data are shown in figure 7 and an intrinsic quadrupole moment for the band

can be derived assuming constant deformation at all spins. The best fit is given by Q =18±3 e.b

which gives a B(E2) decay strength for the inband transitions of 2400W.u.! This should be

compared with Qo~5eb and B(E2)~200W.u. for rotational bands with normal deformation (e = 0.2).

The decay scheme of 152Dy shown in figure 8 is one of the most remarkable for any nucleus:
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Fig. 6. (a) Relative intensities of the superdeformed •y-rays in 152Dy as a function of spin

(b) Moments of inertia * ' andJ* ' of the superdeformed band as a function of spin.

40 50

Spin (h)

60

Fig. 7. The fractional Doppler shift for the 152Dy superdeformed band. Calculated curves are

for different values of the intrinsic quadrupole moment Q .
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SUPER DEFORMED

Fig. 8. Decay scheme for the known high spin levels in 152Dy. The superdeformed band, reaching

to spin 6On" and excitation energy Ex~30HeV, is not attached to the other levels, but is known to

decay to the yrast line between isomers at 27" and 17+. The inset plot of E versus spin shows

schematically the relative positions of the superdeformed, the prolate (low deformation) and the

oblate states.
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three different shapes of the nucleus co-exist between spins 22 and 40 and discrete line

spectroscopy has been extended to spin 6Oh" and 30HeV excitation energy. The oblate yrast states

are known to about spin 40 and a prolate spin band of normal deformation, which bypasses the yrast

isomers, has been observed to spin 4O+ [24] and has recently been extended to 46 [25]. Assuming

that the superdeformed states become yrast when they cross a smoothly increasing projection of the

low deformation band at about 52ft (see insert to figure 8) then the highest discrete superdeformed

state at spin 6oK is at an excitation energy of about 30MeV.

3. SYSTEHRTICS

The phenomenon of superdeformed states at high spin was predicted to be favoured in certain

regions of the nuclear chart, but not to be confined to a single nucleus in that region. Such

predictions were illustrated in figure 2 above. However the concentration of much of the

superdeformed decay strength into a single band had not been predicted theoretically. The

question arose as to whether the nuclei 132Ce and 152Dy had unique superdeformed properties, or

whether similar bands could be found in neighbours of these initial superdeformed nuclei.

The matter was resolved by the discovery [26] of a superdeformed band in 135Nd by the

Berkeley group using the 100Ho(110Ar^n) reaction. Thirteen superdeformed transitions are seen

between 546 and 1362 keV from states estimated to be in the spin range 29/2 to 77/2. Additional

superdeformed bands have been found [27] in the neighbouring even-even isotopes of 135Nd. In

1314Nd a band is observed from spin 12 to spin 38 and in 136Nd the band is from spin 16 to 40, In

both these cases the connecting transitions from the super to the normal deformation are not

observed. The Liverpool-York-Daresbury collaboration, using several versions of the TESSA

spectrometers, have also observed superdeformed bands in 133Nd and 137Nd [28] and in 131Ce [29].

In these three nuclei 16, 12 and 16 superdeformed transitions respectively have been observed, but

in none of these cases have the connecting transitions been found. Perhaps the most remarkable of

the Nd superdeformed bands is in 133Nd where the band has up to 20% of the channel intensity.

Indeed the superdeformed band dominates the -y-ray spectrum of 133Nd above E - 600keV. In figure

9, the J 1 moments of inertia and the relative intensities are plotted against rotational

frequency for the superdeformed bands observed in the Ce and Nd isotopes except for 136Nd. It can

be seen that most of the % moments of inertia peak at rotational frequencies between 0.5 and

0.6HeV and fall away at the upper and lower parts of the bands. Sudden increases are seen inJ

for the final transitions at the bottom of the bands in the odd Nd isotopes.

In the still more deformed region of nuclei near 152Dy the consensus of recent calculations

[7, 30] was that the most favoured nucleus, in which the superdeformed minimum is lowest, would be

1ISGd86. Lighter gadolinium nuclei should also show signs of superdéformâtion as should nuclei

with N=86 and even fewer protons than Gd. The nucleus 152Dy is predicted to be on the upper edge

of the region of superdeformation produced by the N=86 shell gap at a 2:1 axis ratio. The problem

with carrying out experiments on the nuclei below 152Dy is that they are very difficult t/ produce
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Fig. 9 The dynamic moment of inertia *»* ' and the relative intensity as a function of

rotational frequency (teu) for the superdeformed bands in the Ce and Nd nuclei. These data were

measured with TESSA3 at the Daresbury Laboratory [17, 23, 29].
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Fig. 10. Superdeformed bands in (a) 150Gd and (b) 151Tb measured [36] using the (26Mg,6n) and

(27Al,6n) reactions on 130Te and the spectrometer TESSA3.
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in standard heavy ion compound nucleus reactions while ensuring that sufficient angular momentum

is put into the residual nucleus. It had initially been thought that it was essential in

populating superdeformed states that the reaction must involve as high angular momentum as

possible together with as cold a reaction as possible. Indeed it has been conjectured [31,32]

that the entrance channel could have strong effects on the population of superdeformed states.

However, a second discrete superdeformed band in the N - 86 region was found in the nucleus

IgJGd85 by Haas et. al. [33]. They used the Bit spectrometer at Chalk River and the reaction

12<1Sn(30Si,5n) at 150HeV. The spectrum they obtain is very similar to that seen for 152Dy. Again

19 Y-rays are observed from an energy of 617 to 1559 keV which the authors identify as decays from

states with spins extending from about 51/2 to 127/2. Again the decays out of the band to the

yrast line are not determined. The yield at a given spin is very similar to 152Dy and lifetime

measurements give Q = 17+2eb confirming the 2:1 axis ratio for the band in 1119Gd. The dynamic

moment of inertia V ' is found to be slightly smaller than for 152Dy and to decrease more quickly

with increasing spin.

The success of Haas et. al. [33] showsd that the evaporation of neutrons could be used to

cool the nucleus to sufficiently near the yrast line at high spin so that superdeformed states

could be populated. Confirmation that this was the case was provided by the Berkeley group who

observed [34] a discrete superdeformed band in 1IjSjGd8,, both in the (
118Ca, 4n) reaction and in the

(29Si,5n) reaction. The spacing of the superdeformed •yrays in both 1118Gd and 1119Gd is still very

even, but in both cases the dynamic moment-of-inertia9 decreases rather more rapidly with spin

than it does for 152Dy. In contrast, the1] of a superdeformed band discovered in 151Dy by the

Argonne group [35] using the (31*S,5n) reaction actually increases with spin. These data

demonstrate that the details of the microscopic configurations of the particles making up the

superdeformed shapes are affecting the macroscopic dynamical behaviour.

fit Daresbury we have recently used the (26Hg,6n) and (27Al,6n) reactions on 130Te to observe

[36] superdeformed bands in 1IjGd86 and
 1IlTb86 respectively. Spectra showing f-rays from the

decay of these superdeformed states are shown in figure 10. The average spin at which the 150Gd

superdeformed band feeds into the yrast states is well established allowing the superdeformed

spins to be estimated. These spins, as shown in figure 10, run from 34 up to 64 . The point at

which the superdeformed states in 151Tb feed the yrast line is much more difficult to establish so

that only the Y-ray energies of* the transitions are given in figure 10. In figure 11 the relative

intensities of superdeformed f-rays in 150Gd and 151Tb are compared with those for 1119Gd and

152Dy. It can be seen that for 150Gd and 151Tb the decay out of the bands occur at -feis - 0.4MeV

rather than -0.3HeV for the original two nuclei. Additionally for 151Tb the quantity t/^2* is

found to decrease more rapidly with increasing rotational frequency "feo than even for 1118Gd. For

150Gd the decrease is even more spectacular. These effects can be seen from the spectra in figure

10. At low energies in 151Tb the Tf-ray separation is -43keV in contrast to ~51keV at the highest

energies. In 150Gd the difference is even more spectacular with 33keV contrasted with 51keV. The
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Fig. И . Comparison of the relative intensities of superdeformed bands in 1S0Gâ, lslTb and

15zDy. The difference in the frequencies at which the bands exit from superdeformation is

indicated.
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QUADRUPOLE DEFORMATION

Fig. 12. Single particle levels for protons and neutrons as a function of the quadrupole

deformation ß2. All non-intruder Orbitals can be grouped into approximately degenerate multiplets

which are marked by shaded areas. The chains of deformed shell closures are labelled with the

number of occupied proton and neutron levels 140].
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microscopic causes of these changes in V^ ' will be discussed in the section below.

In addition to the regions of (N, Z) near 132Ce and 152Dy states of extreme deformation have

been observed in Os nuclei and Pd nuclei. In 180Os ridges in EJf1-EJf2 correlations show evidence

[37] of structures with e ~ 0-5. Additionally discrete lines at very high spin on the yrast line

in 178Os give [38] an ̂ 2 ' characteristic of extreme deformation. In lighter nuclei similar

states have been observed [39] in 101>>105Pd.

4. MICROSCOPIC CONFIGURATIONS

It has been discussed in the introduction to these lectures how especially stable

superdeformed configurations can arise in the simplest of simple harmonic oscillator models. In

figure 12 the energies of single particle orbitals in a deformed Saxon-Woods potential [6] are

plotted as a function of prolate quadrupole deformation P for both neutrons and protons. It can

be saen that large energy gaps open up below areas of high level density. These gaps give rise to

deformed "magic" numbers over a range of deformations. Such numbers are marked in figure 12.

Extrame deformations will lie at low excitation energies where a nucleus has magic numbers for

both protons and neutrons at the same deformation. Thus 1IlCe74 has magic numbers at a

deformation of 0.45 and 1II13YBB has magic numbers at p ~ 0,7. As the nucleus is rotated the

orbitals in figure 12 will be split by the asymmetry introduced by the rotation. Orbitals with

their angular momentum aligned with the axis of rotation, ie. with low Q, will undergo

considerable splitting as the rotation introduces a term (-j u) into the Hamiltonian, where the

rotation is about the x-axis. High fi orbitals will suffer minimal splitting by the rotation. The

energy of the nucleus may the., be calculated [6] within the cranking approximation using the

generalised Strutinski method as a function of spin I and nuclear shape. The Lund convention for

the nuclear shape is illustrated [40] in figure 13 where the shape parameters are the quadrupole

deformation p and the triaxility angle Y- The convention is such that the nucleus has v=Q° for

prolate deformations rotating about an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis. For oblate

shapes, where the angular momentum is built up of the vector sum of individual particle spins

aligned with the symmetry axis, the angle y = 60°. Using this notation contour maps of the total

energy of the nucleus may be calculated [40] as a function of total spin I. In figure 14 such

contour plots are shown for the nucleus 152Dy. It can be seen that as the spin increases the

superdeformed minimum at P - 0,6 on the if = 0°axis deepens and at the highest spins is below the

energy for oblate deformations. In figure 15 the shapes of the energy surfaces are calculated at

spin 60 and 40 for even-even nuclei with 86 neutrons. It can be seen that the superdeformed

minimum is well formed and separated from other shapes by a significant barrier for proton number

Z < 66, but becomes increasingly shallow for Z > 66. These impressive calculations reproduce the

systematic behaviour of superdeformed structures very well at least in so far as present

experimental data is concerned.

The way the underlying single particle configurations that go to make up the superdeformed
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PARAMETRIZATION

Fig. 13 The Lund convention for parameterising the nuclear shape. Shapes in the (P2»ï) plane

are illustrated where p2 is the quadrupole deformation and Y is the triaxility parameter which

increases anti-clockwise from -120° downwards, to 60° upwards.

SHAPE COEXISTENCE

Fig. 14 Energy surfaces calculated [40] in the (P,y) plane for 152Oy for spins l" up to 66 .

The development of the superdeformed minimum with increasing spin can be seen on the T=0 axis near

P=O.6.
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SUPERDEFORMATION in N=86 NUCLEI
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Fig. 15 Energy surfaces calculated [40] in the (P,Y) plane for even-even nuclei with 86 neutrons

at spins 60 and 40 . For all these nuclei a superdeformed minimum exists on the -y=0° axis at

about p=0.6. It can be seen that this minimum is best established for proton numbers less than

66.
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Fig. 16 Calculations of the Lund group [41,42,43] for a superdeformed potential appropriate for

150Gd. (a) the energy e of protons in the rotating frame as a function of <o (b) the differential

of (a) giving the aligned spin for the four lowest N=6 orbitals (c) the differential of (b) giving

each orbitals contribution tov' ' (d) the sum of (c) for N=6 protons giving their total

contribution to3* 2*.
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Fig. 17 Calculations of the Luna group 141,42,431 a superdeformea potential appropriate for

150Gd. (a) the energy % of neutrons in the rotating frame as a function of u showing the

signature split N=7 intruder orbitals. (b) The neutron equivalent of fig. I6(d) showing the sun,

of contributions to # > from the N=7 orbitals for occupation numbers n =1 and 2.
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bands in different nuclei affect the dynamical moment-of-inertia 3 of the bands has recently

been calculated by the Lund group [41,42,43]. In figure 16(a) the proton single particle energies

e U in the rotating frame have been calculated as a function of co using deformation e = 0.56
TI

appropriate to 150Gd. It can be seen that there is a suitable gap at Z = 64 for all u which

encourages the lowering and stability of a single positive parity superdeformed band. Changes in

the deformation e will mainly have the effect of altering the position of the high oscillator

intruder orbitals with oscillator number N = 6 with respect to the N = 4 and 5 orbitals. It can

be seen that the N=6 orbitals, which have fl small, are split by the rotation. In contrast the N=4

and 5 orbitals, which have high Q, are hardly affected. The contribution of a given orbital to

the total angular momentum may be calculated from

i = <j >it = -de"7du) (1)
x, it Jx H '

which is plotted for the four lowest N=6 proton orbitals in figure 16(b). The contribution of

each orbital to the dynamic moment-of-inertia J is given by

(2> = di /du = -d2eu/da)2 (2)
orb,n x,ir ir '

which are plotted as a function of u in figure 16(c) for the same four orbitals. In figure 16(d)

the contributions to J are summed for 1, 2, 3 and 4 protons in N=6 oscillator orbitals, again

as a function of rotational frequency. It can be seen from figure 16(d) that the irô* (Dy)

contributions to » is roughly constant whereas this contribution decreases rapidly with

increasing rotational frequency u> for n6z (Gd) and ir63 (Tb).

In figure 17(a) the neutron routhians (single particle energy in the rotating frame) e U are

plotted as a function of oi, again for a deformation E=O.56 which is appropriate for 1IS-J8S- At

the higher rotational frequencies there is a gap for 86 neutrons. In figure 17(b) the summed

contributions of the N=7 neutrons tow is plotted as a function of Q, together with the total

contribution from eight N=6 neutrons plus the contribution from the N=76 core. It can be seen

that apart from the N=7 valence neutrons, the contributions to 7* ' are rather constant with

frequency. In figure 18 the experimental values of 7 ' ' and V ' ' are shown for the superdeformed

bands in the nuclei 151Tb, 152Dy, 1<t9 150Gd. The dotted lines are the sum of the calculations

given in figure 16(d) and 17(b) for the appropriate number of protons and neutrons for each

nucleus. It can be seen that the calculations reproduce very well the trend of the observed^2's

with io. Only in the case of 152Dy do the calculations reproduce the absolute magnitude of

* correctly. The calculations also give the correct slope of 7^ versus to for the

superdeformed band in 1^8Gd. In addition the observed small increase ins' 2' with m in 151Dy is

reproduced.

The very large values of 3 ( Z ) for the lowest two frequency points of 150Gd are not reproduced
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Fig. 18 Measured moments of inertia ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) for superdeformed bands in the nuclei 151Tb,

152Dy, 1I>9 150Gd. The dotted lines are the calculated * 2 ) from the data given in figures 16 and

17 for the intruder orbital occupations given in the figure.
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by the calculations as these values are too big to be due to the intrinsic nuclear shape. The

pushing together of the f-ray energies at the bottom of the 150Gd superdeformed band to give this

anomalous effect on the 17 ( 2 ) must be due to a band crossing and will be discussed in a later

section below.

The success of the Lund group's calculations [42,43] in reproducing the trends observed

experimentally in i}^ means that we should have confidence in these calculations in making

spectroscopic predictions. In figure 19 their predictions 144] for the number of valence protons

n in the N=6 and the number of neutrons n in the N=7 intruder orbitals are given. It should be

noticed that although these numbers increase, for the nuclei with 85 and 86 neutrons between

proton number 64 and 66, instep with the neutron and proton numbers this is not the case for

nucléon numbers outside this region. For example, the nucleus 1118Gd should have two N=6 protons

ir62, but still has one N=7 neutron V71. In order to have the correct number of neutrons 1118Gd has

to have in addition one hole in the deformation aligned neutron orbitals labelled 6,, in figure

17(a). It can be seen that the higher pair of the \>6,, orbitals have very little signature

splitting. Hence these two unsplit orbitals should couple with the odd I1 rotational aligned

orbital to produce a pair of superdeformed bands of either signature and no splitting. To date

only one band has been observed [34] in this nucleus.

The data obtained in the first few 2 to 1 axis ratio superdeformed bands has given a most

encouraging start to the spectroscopic study of the new superdeformed phase of nuclear matter.
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Fig- 19 Estimated [44] numbers of protons n in the N=6 and neutrons n in the N=7 intruder

orbitals for nuclei near A=150. It can be seen that holes in the lower oscillator shells must

exit underneath the still occupied intruder orbits for lighter nuclei.
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SEARCH FOR MANIFEST LEFT-RIGHT SYMMETRY WITH BETA-RAY POLARIMETRY

J. van Klinken and V.A. Wichers

Kernfysisch Versneller Instituut, Universiteit van Groningen,

NL-9747 AA Groningen, Tha Netherlands

ABSTRACT:

Manifest left-right symmetric electroweak theories interpret parity

violation in nuclear g decay as a low-energy phenomenon by suppressing

right-handed V+A currents below the mass of a hypothetical right-handed boson.

We constrained the possible occurence of V+A currents by earlier absolute

measurements using Gamow-Teller and mixed 3H transitions, and by recent

comparative measurements using pure Fermi and Gamow-Teller transitions. The

instruments were based on Mott and Bhabha scattering. Stringent V+A bounds are

derived from P = 1.001 ± 0.01 and P /P = 1.0003 ± 0.0004.
QT F OT

1. Introduction and History

Symmetry principles play an important role for our understanding of

nature. The discrete transformations of parity, charge conjugation and time

reversal remain important issues in fundamental physics. After the 'fall of

parity' in the late fifties, Feynman and Gell-Mann proposed in an influential

paper the V-A structure for the universal weak interaction. It implies

maximal parity violation in nuclear p-decay: The degree of longitudinal

polarization ?„ equals ±1 in units v/c for P* decays. The V-A structure and

the conserved vector current hypothesis were not contradicted by experiments

and found general acceptance in the following decades. However, it escaped the

general attention that the P = ±1 assumption was far less accurately verified

with O+ —» O+ Fermi than with e.g. I+ —* O+ Gamow-Teller (GT) decays. Table 1

shows a sequence of p-polarization results.

In case of previous Fermi studies, substantial deviations to 20 or 14 %

from P^ = 1 could be possible as a consequence of right-handed V+A currents.

In the following the results of absolute GT and comparative F / GT

measurements will be treated as an attempt to search with nuclear-physics

experiments for V+A currents beyond the Standard Model.
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Table 1. Experimental p-polarization accuracies concerning the verification

of IPJ-I-

P /P
F GT

- 1 ± 0.8

- 1 + 20

± 14

+ 4

- 1+ 0.4

1 4

1965 Groningen

1961 Hopkins et a ï ,

1976 Groningen, 3H

1983 Groningen, 26111Al

1987 Groningen 26l"Al/30P

ref. 2

ref. 3

ref. 4,5

ref. 6,7

ref. 8,9

2. Weak interactions

In the decades following the 'fall of parity', parity experiments and

unification theories drew full attention, culminating in actual observations

of neutral currents and of the massive W and Z bosons. The picture of P-decay

became a quark picture. By the work of Glashow, Weinberg, Salam and many

others the weak and electro-magnetic forces were synthesized into one theory

based on the symmetry groups SU(2)L * U(1) Y of weak isospin and weak

hypercharge Y, the index L indicating that only left-handed fermions are given

weak isospin. This Standard Model predicts all presently observed electroweak

phenomena, including the maximality of parity violation or maximality of p-ray

polarization in terms of a relativistic factor v/c.

7 \( dC-
(f-tfeufcron,Fig.' 1. Nuclear 3 decay

n —» p + e~ + v

Thus SU(2) * U(I) sets the present days standard of reterence for experiments

and alternative theories.

However, despite the success of this Standard Model, there remains the

outstanding question why only the left-handed particles seem to partake in

weak interactions. It may be possible that parity violation, is restricted to

presently accessible .energies and left-right symmetry is restored at higher

energies. This consideration is fundamental, since P and C violation are no

longer treated as phenomenological facts.

The first suggestion that parity symmetry is restored at high energies
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was made by Lipmanov before the advent of electroweak gauge theories. He

assumed two kinds of vector-bosons, W and W , mediating left- and

right-handed couplings and ascribing the dominance of V-A over V+A couplings

to a difference in the masses of W and W with H » M . The earliest attempts
L R R ZJ

to accomodate left-right symmetry in gauge theories were based on the groups

SU(2)xU(l). Left-right symmetry was achieved by assigning both left- and

right-handed particles to SU(2) doublets, while V+A currents were supressed by

introducing new heavy fermions. Later, such models were ruled out since they

imply parity conserving neutral currents.

A different approach to achieve left-right symmetry is taken with models

based on the gauge groups SU(2) xSU(2) xU(l) . These theories are inspired by
I* R Y

the idea that the basic Lagrangian should contain left- and right-handedparticles on equivalent footing 12.13 Parity violation is due to parity

W . Thenon-invariance of the vacuum, which gives different masses to W and
Ii fv

V-A st ructure returns in the limit M —» ™.
R

The question concerning maximality of P-ray polarization, and maximality

of parity violation in a l l electroweak interactions accessed by experiments,

has implications beyond the electroweak unification on the . scale of grand

unification with strong interactions. This question concerns the minimal group

structure related to the number of fundamental particles in nature. If the

standard electroweak model needs an extension to left-right symmetry then GUT

theories require a so-called SO(IO) symmetry instead of a minimal SU(5). Here

experimental physics does have a connection with theory, namely via the

stringent limits on the decay of the proton: t (p) > 1032 y. The following

P-decay experiments are situated in fig. 2 at the right-side of the so-called

energy desert. At the left side the long lifetime of the proton cannot easily

.-Planck

Fig.2 The energy desert,

a scenario mainly from

cosmology.15

Electroweak

Nucleosynthesis

sec.
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be explained with minimal SU(5) theory. As such, this adds importance and

motivation to close investigation of non-minimal theories at the low-energy

right side of the desert.

3. Hidden left-right symmetry

In the extension of the Standard Model to a left-right symmetric theory

based on SU(2) xSU(2) xU(l) both W and W exist, and parity is a hidden
L R L R

symmetry because the right-handed W -bosons are heavier than the left-handed

ones. The crucial point i s that the s tructure of charged currents is

predominantly V-A, but that in addition a small V+A component can be present

as a manifestation of the hidden lef t-r ight symmetry. The existence of such a

V+A admixture may cause a deviation from maximum parity violat ion, and may

possibly be in reach of high precision P-polarizafion experiments.

In order to constrain V+A currents by P_ measurements one needs besides
P

F the value of F . The early measurements allowed considerable deviations
G T r 12 2

from the V-A law and allowed W to be as light as 180 GeV/c . This W -mass
R R

limit falls outside the range of current and next generation accelerators, but
is yet only twice the mass of W as observed at CERN. In order to search for

ii

possible V+A currents by Pg measurements three approaches were open:

a) Absolute measurements with superallowed O+-O+ Fermi decays and with allowed

GT decays with UJ =0 or 1. These O+-O+ decays proceed exclusively by P+ decay

with short half-lives, while GT decays occur in both (3~ and P+ decays. This

has the important consequence that while P can be observed with ,S" decays

"using Mott-polarimeters, P must be studied on-line with less sensitive

positron-polarimeters. This is the reason for the poor accuracy in P in

comparison to that in P .
GT

b) Absolute measurement with a mixed transition with a known mixing-ratio as

in H-decay. Because both V and A currents contribute to such transitions, the

value of PgXp on its own suffices to confine the general (V,A) structure of

the leptonic current.
c) Relative measurement of P and P either in combination with the

'. F GT

accurately known value of P or independently from P -values. The quantity R
GT OT

= ̂ F^BT is experimentally favourable, because systematic errors cancel in the

ratio.

The status of absolute polarization measurements for .allowed P~-decays is

shown in Fig.3. The various data points are from several authors4 and have

been corrected for the small influence of screening by atomic electrons. All

accepted absolute P/(v/c) values fall close to unity.

r
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Fig. 3. Status of absolute

Po-measuri
P

P~-decay.

P .,-measurements for allowed
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4. Electron and Positron Folarimeters

The most constraining parity experiments were based on g-polarization

measurements with Mott-scattering of e" particles by the Coulomb field of

heavy nuclei (e.g. gold nuclei). Unfortunately, such a polarimeter is less

well suited for positrons. With Holler or Bhabha scattering both P~" and 0

polarimetry can be based on the scattering of the 0~-, respectively

P+-particle with polarised atomic electrons in e.g. a magnetised ferromagnetic

foil. For recent Mott polarimetry we also refer to ref.18. An important other

way "to positron polarimetry is based on positron-lifetime measurements. For

this we refer to the work in progress at Ann Arbor and at Louvain Ia
.. 17

Neuve . "

The various polarimeters relate P to an observed asymmetry S and a

polarization sensitivity S. In case of Mott polarimetry 5 is related to a

left-right scattering asymmetry. In case of Heller (e~e~) or Bhabha (e e )

scattering 5 is the asymmetry in ee-coincidence rates upon reversal of the

polarization fo the target electrons:

5 = 2.(1-N /N ) / (1 + N /N ) (1)
a p a p

with a and P indicating parallel or anti-parallel spin-alignment of scattering

and scattered particles.

Allowing for possible instrumental asymmetry 5 :
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P R . S = 6 - 5
p x o

(2)

Absolute measurements need the precise value of S and 5 with preference for

large S and small 5 . For comparative measurements with two sources the

sensitivity S vill in first order be the same for both sources, provided that

differences between the two spectra (in shape and endpoint) do not cause

differences vithin the energy range accepted by the polarimeter.

4.a. A Mott-polarimeter for absolute g~ measurements

Absolute (3-polarization measurements may become of importance again for

new parity and PC-violation experiments, but they have not been pursued after

finishing, more than two decades ago, such measurements in Groningen with a

Mott polarimeter2. The absolute calibration was done in situ by double

scattering of originally unpolarized electrons without need for calculated

Hott-asymmetry values in the following way. First, a narrow beam from an

electron acceleration is scattered over e.g. 105° by a polariser foil of

optimum thickness (often 150 ug/cm , depending on the energy), thereby

obtaining a degree of transverse polarization S . Scattered electrons falling

in an equally narrow beam are scattered a second time by an analyser foil

under identical conditions. The scattering foils are of equal thickness (Au,

nowadays one could consider Th or U). The foil position with respect to the

incident beam is perpendicular in fig. 4a. Two rotatable counters I and II

detect the Mott asymmetry S = S2. It is ideal to monitor instrumental symmetry

5 with two detectors III and IV at 45°, the angle at which the Mott

(polarization) asymmetry is nearly zero.

Fig. 4. Absolute P0- mea-
P

surements (in c), with

two-step calibration (a

and b) by double scat-

tering. The actual PQ-
P

asymmetry is observed

perpendicularly to the

plane of sketch c.

V

m m m

c
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After measurements with the "narrow-beam" geometry the efficiency of the

analyser was increased two orders of magnitude by using a larger solid angle

for the electrons scattered by the analyser. The observed asymmetry is then

S = S .S . The thus calibrated polarimeter can be used for an abolute
cal 1 an

P-polarization measurement with an electrostatic longitudinal- to-transverse

converter as sketched in fig.4c.

Although the prerequisited double scattering and p-polarimetry can be

pursued better nowadays than two decades ago, an improvement by an order of

magnitude will not be without difficulties. In the arrangement of ref. 2 the

accuracy in S approached 0.5% and was probably limited to that level by the

reproducibility of the Au-targets. At the University of Miinster the precise

conditions for the zero-asymmetry monitoring with detectors III and IV are

studied at this moment in greater detail . For real progress other

corrections have to be envisaged: geometry with finite apertures, mechanical

stability, scattering by walls, slits and diaphragms, fluctuating X-ray

background, etc. Strive diligently!

4b. A Bhabha-Polarimeter for Comparative [IP-Measurements

The analyzing power (a - a
a p

+ a ) for [teller and Bhabha scattering is
a p

shown in fig.5 for the special case of equal projectile and ejectile energy.

At incident kinetic energy E » 1 MeV this analyzing power becomes similar for

Mailer and Bhabha scattering. However, Bhabha polarimetry remains relatively

less efficient than Moller polarimetry due to a lower scattering

cross-section by about a factor of four.

Fig.5. Dependence of the polarization

analyzing power on the initial

kinetic energy.

i-- /
/

t~e - (MaIIuI

iVfBhabhol

I

Energy (MeV)

In the best ferro-magnetic scattering foils (FeCo(V)), about 1% of the

electron spins can be aligned at saturation in an external field of a few

gauss. Classical Mailer/Bhabha polarimeters, designed in the turbulent period

after the fall of parity conservation, employed a foil at an oblique angle
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with respect to the incident P particles (Fig.6). Scattered and scattering e

and e~ particles are then observed in fast coincidence with e.g. plastic

scintillators. Preferably the incident beam is monochronized, containing a

selected part of the original P~ spectrum. Periodical reversal of the foil

magnetization then causes an asymmetry 5 in the coincidence rates N and N : 5

is given by (1), PRS by (2) and the polarization sensitivity by:

2k f cos a (ff -a )/(ff +a )
a p a p

(3)

Here, the parameter f is the fraction of aligned electron spins, a the angle

between foil and incident beam; k is a factor for dilution of the polarization

by unwanted scattering elswhere in the arrangement, or by

scattering foil

Fig.6. Basic elements of

,classical Bhabha/Haller

polarimeter with oblique

scatterer.
Scintillation counters

annihilation and bremsstrahlung processes. With its foil oblique to the

incident beam, this Bhabha/Maller arrangement has no strict axial symmetry.

The reason for the oblique angle is that one cannot magnetize the foil

perpendicularly to its plane with a small external field. We found a way to
8 9

construct a polarimeter ' with axial symmetry and a statistical power even

further increased by constructing the polarimeter in fourfold (fig. 7).

Possible instrumental asymmetries due to the periodical field reversals are

suppressed, since they merely transform the positron trajectories into their

mirror images. The inherent rotational symmetry is a marked improvement over

earlier designs, which either suffered from large null-effects19, or in which

the complete polarimeter was rotated periodically, in order to suppress

null-effects.

The symmetry of the arrangement is also furthered by placing four

polarimeters symmetrically two by two on both sides of two identical targets

on the dual target transport-system shown in fig.7. This reduces effects from

misalignment of the targets or from beam-fluctuations.

Each polarimeter is composed of three basic components: a Mini-Orange

spectrometer (MO), a cylindrical scattering foil and a detector arrangement.

The Mini-Orange magnets guide positrons from the source towards the

scattering foil. The magnet system is a four-gap filter, transmitting a
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Fig.7. Fourfold pola-

rimeter with details

on polarimeter IV. The

other polarimeters are

in positions I, II and

III. BHABHA ET

sizeable fraction of energy and solid-angle of the emitted P+-partides. The

the transmission should start at " 1 HeV in order to reduce the influence of

particles (back-) scattered from the source-material or from the vacuum walls.

The filter focusses p~-particles, but defocusses electrons originating from

Bhabha scattering inside the source material. Therefore, secondary emission as

a cause of depolarization effects in the source is in essence absent for a

Bhabha-polarimeter, contrary to the case of a Maller-polarimeter. In crude

approximation, the HO-field can be considered as toroïdal, confined inside

well-defined gaps. In such a field the fT-particles move in a plane. The width

of the transmission curves AE/E is about 0.5. The optimum energy is slightly

dependent on the position along the analyzing foil. The magnets are of SmCo

with BEfa50 kJ/m3 and w:th a blocking factor of the solid angle of 0.2. The

induction inside the gaps was typically 0.2 T. The Bhabha-polarimeter can be

converted into a Meller-polarimeter simply by turning of the individual SmCo

magnets.

The>cylindrical scattering foil is made of an alloy, with 49% Fe, 49% Co

and 2% V by weight . This alloy gives highest polarization at lowest holding

fields (< 1 A/cm). The polarization of the target electrons is related to the

average atomic magnetic moment ii by P =<ni/Z, where the fraction of y due to

electronic spin is denoted by a and where Z is the average atomic number of

the material. In our case a=O.96±0.02. The foils were subjected to magnetic

annealing in their tinal cylindrical shape inside a magnetic field of 100 G

and in hydrogen at 810 C° 2 0. After this, the scatterers possessed a saturation

B5Of 2.3 T, and a remanence Bftof 1.7 T. The induction at a holding field of 3

A/cm was 2.0 T, which corresponds to P =0.074. The foil can slide inside an

iron yoke with legs placed in the shadow of the four M0-magnets.
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The detector arrangement consists of four outer fast plastic

scintillators around an inner one. The placing of the outer detectors

corresponds with the four gaps of the MO-filter. Timing properties of the

detectors are important,since they determine the maximum attainable

event-rate. Moreover, the detectors should have low detection-effeciency for Y

rays, to suppress background from Py-coincidences. For these reasons we used

fast plastic scintillator detectors (Bicron 422 with T D=1.6
 n s ) o f 8 m m

thickness.

4c. A programmable target transport system

In the final P-polarization measurement either two Fermi targets or two

GT ones were activated in an alternating mode. For the comparison we employed
26nAl (F; t%=6.35 s, Eo=3.211 keV) and 30P (GT; 1^=149.8 s, Eo=3.2O5 MeV),

having in essence equal p-endpoints and no or neglible Py cascades. They are

easily produced in (p,n)-reactions on 26Mg and 30Si, respectively, with a

proton beam of 8-9 MeV. The target-transport system sketched in fig.7 allowed

for simultaneous production of activated 26Mg and 0Si targets under computer

control. The targets are placed on the tips of the wings and can be rotated by

two stepping motors. The measurements proceed in successive runs on Mg and
30Si targets in stand-by position at 90°, the 26Mg targets are alternately

measured and activated for 2 s. For the runs on Si, the

activation-measurement period is changed from 2 to 49 s as an adjustment of

the cycleperiods to the lifetimes of the sources. This facilitates

corrections for the dead-time of the electronics. In the final measurements

the cyclotron beam was turned off during data taking and during target

transport in order to avoid in-beam background and activation of the target

holders, respectively.

4d. Results

The final results of the various polarization measurements are presented

in Table 2 and will be further discussed in the following section.

5. Probing right-handed currents with nuclear beta decay

The electroweak Lagrangian with manifest left right symmetry leads to a

model in which SU(2) *SU(2) *U(1) gives two mass eigen-states for the
Ii R

intermediate W boson. The physical gauge boson W and W form linear

combinations of unmixed chiral eigenstates on the level of CP conservation and

light neutrinos:
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W = W cosÇ - W )
1 L L (4)
W = W sinÇ + W cosC J
2 D R -1

with finite masses H and M and mixing angle C. The milestone findings at

CERN learn that H =81 GeV. The mass H of the right-handed boson will be
2 21

discussed in terms of the ratio 5=(M1/H2) . We consider the Pati-Salam model

with equal couplings for left- ant right-handed currents and express

experimental findings in 5 and Ç, or rather in e=(l-tanÇ)/(l+tanÇ)- T n i s

version of symmetry is discussed by Beg et al. and leads to:
P = 2e(l+eV1(l-S)(E2+S)(sa+S2)~1

GT

2e(l+s2r1(l-S)(l+e25)(l+e2S2)~1

(5)

R = PF/PGT = (l+e
25)(s2+S)"1(l+e

2S2)"1(e2+S2) = 1+8-SC (6)

The V-A scenario is recovered at (5, O=(O,O) and P =P =R=1. A departure from
GT F

V-A with non zero values of S and C can be related to V+A admixture, causing

not on

unity.

not only P - and P - to be non-maximal but also R-values to be different from
J GT F

The experimental status of fî-polarization measurements is extended from

Table 1 to Table 2 with deduced bounds on 5 and C assuming light v neutrinos.
R

.In case of the mixed H-decay we used a mixing parameter p =0.87.

Table 2. Bounds on right-handed parameters from nuclear P-decay at
confidence.

nucleus and

3H
14O
26nAl/3°P
32P,60Co
26mAl/30P

decay

mixed

F

F/GT

GT

F/GT

1.

0.

0.

0.

1.

Exp

005

97

99

99

003

±

±

±

±

±

value

0

0

0.

0.

0.

.026

.19

04

.01

,004

.2 ,2

5 +C

-9.6

-0.49

bounds

+1.25.S.

(S-O
< S.CxIO

(S+C)
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on

C <
2 ,

3 <
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3 .

(S

; i-

: o.
6.

; B.

i.

,O

.6xl0"2

,17

1

3xl0"3

2

ref.

4,

3

6,

2

8,

5

7

9

Fig.8 shows the steady progress in experimental bounds around the V-A point at

(5, C)=(0,0) with the significant reduction of the allowed area by the latest

R-measurement.
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Fig.8. Progress in H -bounds 0-decay,

from the ratio R=P /P and from
F CT

2earlier absolute GT-result2

bounds are at 90% C L .

The

-0 2 0

Mixing angle

The process of 0-decay was originally described in a phenomenological way by

an effective four fermion interaction, for which the most general form allows

for P and C violation, but conserves CP and T:

G cos9
F C (7)

i=V,A,S,P,T

The constants C , C determine the amount of » A ( Y 5 Y
U ) > S(I), P ( Y 5 ) and

interaction, and the structure of the charged lepton current. Tensor

interactions are not renormalizable and are no more taken into account in the

following. In the case of a general V,A structure the p-polarizations in pure

Fermi and GT-transitions are given by

P /PV"A= 2X /(1+X2) , with X s C/C
F V V V V V

P GT/P V " A = 2X /(1+X 2) , with X S C/C
A A A AA

(8)

The measurements of P and P are complementary in determining the structure

of the charged leptonic current. As a corollary, the experimentally attractive

ratio R is as useful in constraining X and X as the individual values of

P
F1GT "

The experimentally allowed region includes the V-A point:

C . Note that the absolute measurement of P 0 in the mixed

F1GT "

measurements

C =C , _
V V • A A

transition 3H-3He constrains both X and X .
v A

6. Limits from Pa-measurements on S-C with heavy neutrinos

In case neutrinos are Majorana particles, the predominantly left-handed

neutrino v and the hypothetical predominantly right-handed neutrino N may have

different masses. If the right-handed neutrino is too heavy to be produced in
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Fig.9. Experimental bounds on X and

X from P 0 data include the V-A point
A p

X =X =1. Indicated are limts from P

(ref.2), Pp (ref.3), and P(3H)

(refs.4,5). R-limits became progress-

ively narrower going from previous

(dotted curves (refs.6,7)) to our

final results (bold curves (refs.

8,9)).

1.5-

. < 1 0 -

05-

P

-

R

F -
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-
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nuclear decays, the only possibility for the right-handed W-boson to give a

signal in (3-decay is via a non-vanishing coupling to the light neutrino v.

Constraints on 5 and J. thus depend on H , and on the mixing-angle £ between 1U

and N. In the case M > 1.0 MeV the present result for R translates into the

bounds

-0.49 < 5- C- £2xl03 < 1.2 (9)

For a relatively light N we obtain the approximate limits on S»Ç displayed in

fig.10. For M > 1.0 MeV, these bounds blow up, because the statistical power

of the polarimeter is maximal at To+=1.8 MeV, and decreases rapidly towards
p

lower energies.

Fig.10. Limits on, 5-Ç versus the

possible mass of a heavy r ight-

handed neutrino N .
MvR (MeVA2I

7. Limits on lef t - r ight models with CP-violation

An interest ing possibi l i ty in l e f t - r igh t symmetric models based on

SU(2)LXSU(2)RXU(1) i s the incorporation of spontaneous CP-breaking in

association with heavy right-handed W-bosons. The mass-matrix of the W-bosons
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then takes the general form

W. = W.cosC - e ^ ^ s i n Ç

(10)

W = e10£W sinC + W
2 L R

where a is the observable CP-violating phase of the model. We obtain to

leading order in S and C

P « 1 - 2(62-(+) 2SCcosa+ £Z), (11)
F(GT)

assuming that right-handed neutrinos are light. The result for R implies

-0.49 < S'C-cosa x 103 < 1.2 (12)

8. Limits on charged Higgs couplings

Gauge theories with spontaneously broken symmetries predict the existence

of fundamental scalar particles, the Higgs bosons. The Standard Model contains

one neutral Higgs boson, with predicted mass22 between 10 GeV and 1 TeV. It

couples to leptons with strength proportional to the lepton mass mediating

flavour conserving neutral-current interactions. According to the Standard

Model nuclear p-decay cannot be induced by Higgs-boson exchange. However,

left-right symmetric models and other extensions , contain charged Higgs

bosons and allow a small component of fundamental scalar interactions in the

dominant V-A interaction. To leading order it may become manifest through the

Fierz interaction ter b
F

b = Zp (C C + C C ) / (C2 + C'2), (13)
F V S V S ^ V V

where p («0.6) denotes the scalar renormalization factor.. The expression for

the 0+-polarization in O+-O+ transitions becomes23

Pp/P
V~A (1 +,^/Y)" 1 (U)

with Y denoting the positron energy in units of me2.

The best previous limit on b from p-polarization of 3H decay4is:

P(3H) = -1.005 ± 0.026, (15)

implying -0.084 < bp < 0.124. The present result R = 1.003±0.004 implies
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b < 0.02
F ~

(16)

The bounds from P(3H) and R are valid if fundamental tensor (T) interactions

are absent in g-decay.

9. Experimental status of searches for manifest left-right symmetry

Besides the longitudinal g-polarization, a variety of other processes

pertain to parity violation in weak interactions. From their analysis of data

on u-decay, u-capture and lepton polarization in semi-leptonic decays Bég et

al. obtained in 1977 the lower bound on 5 of 2.8, implying that V+A

interactions could be present at a level of =sl3% in the amplitudes. The

progress using experimental bounds from these other sources of information is

illustrated in fig. 11, neglecting masses of right-handed neutrinos.

The P-asymmetry parameter A(O) in the decay of 19Ne was used by Holstein

and Treiman23 for setting bounds on V+A couplings. Due to destructive

interference between the nuclear vector and axial-vector contributions to A(O)

in l/2+-l/2+ decays, the effect of a small admixture of right-handed currents

is amplified. Bounds from this analysis are shown in fig.11, using updated

experimental values24

A(O) = -0.0363 ± 0.008 (17)

+ + 19
(ft)0 "° /(ft) "" = 1.797 ± 0.002 (18)

Experimental bounds from u-decay provide information on the structure of

both the muon and electron charged currents complementary to resul ts from

Fig. H.* Bounds on r ight-

handed parameters includes

again the V-A point.

Indicated are bounds from

R, » 6 / p " , Michel para-
1 9

meter,; Ne asymmetry and

ft-value23, Cabibbo ana-

lysis23'9 and the K -K
26 L S

mass difference .

-0.05

Mixing angle
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P-decay. The purely leptonic process of muon decay involves only pointlike

particles, and the interpretation of experimental results is not hampered by

strong interaction effects. The most stringent and convincing bounds on V+A

currents were derived from the value for the combination of parameter £5 P /p

in recent measurements of the g+-spectrum near its endpoint in polarized

u+-decay24. The quantity £8 P /p constrains both S and Ç. Bounds on Ç alone

are set by the Michel parameter p.

The universality of the leptonic and hadronic charged-current has found a

firm theoretical basis in unified electroweak theories. According to the

Standard Model, the decay-constant in u-decay, G , and the vector coupling

constant in Fermi decays G*!, are related by G« = G IV I. An analysis of
p p y ud

Cabibbo universality provides further restrictions on the experimentally

allowed region in the (8,Q-plane. Recent analyses of ft-values of O+-O+

decays obtain25:

IG«/G , I = |V I = 0.975 ± 0.001 (V-A) (19)
p \1 ud

To use G V G for setting limits on V+A couplings, one needsindependent
p U

constraints on the quark-mixing parameter V . These can be obtained via the
ud

uni tarity of the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing-matrix. However, G „ also depends on

right-handed parameters. Because the axial-vector contribution to the hadronic

transition in Ko-decay is neglible (see e.g.ref.30), the expression for G „ is
p KP

the same as (19). For |V J only an upper limit is available. As shown in
UD

fig.11 the finally obtained contour is extremely tight.

The most stringent constraints reported on right-handed parameters stems

from calculations of the K -K mass difference AM . This mass difference is
LS K

due to the mixing of the strong-interaction eigenstates K and K . Since K
0 0 0

(S=-l) and K0 (S=I) differ by two units in strangeness quantum-number S, the

interaction responsible for the mixing violates S. Only the weak interaction

does not conserve S and can contribute to UM in second order. Consequently,

AM is determined by the properties of the weak interactions alone and is in

principle sensitive to right-handed currents. Beal et al.26 derived in the

four quark approximation:
AM = 3.2-10'12 [1 - 4205 - 290C2] MeV (20)

The experimental value ÛMEXP = (3.521±O.O14)xlO~12 MeV is one of the more
K

precisely measured quantities in particle physics. Beal et al. obtained the

bounds
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H > 1.6 TeV, Kl < 0.06 (21)

independent of the masses of right-handed neutrinos.

In the derivation of this result certain non-trivial assumptions were

made: i) long distance effects, i.e. the contribution UM from diagrams with

intermediate, virtual ti, p, H mesons are neglected; ii) the calculations are

sensitive to the Kobayashi-Maskawa parameters and to the masses of the charm

and top quarks; iii) the calculation depends on the choice for the

wave-functions of the bound-states of the s and d quarks in the K and K . The

influences of the uncertainties mentioned above on the bounds (21) were

studied by Hwang and Oakes27. They varied the relevant parameters within the

experimentally allowed regions and concluded that a tight constraint M >1.6

TeV, requires a relatively light top-quark with mass m <A0 GeV/c2. The present

lower bound on m is =;100 GeV/c .
t

10. Neutral currents

Senjanowitz13 derived a relation between the masses of a predominantly

right-handed charged boson W and the accompanying neutral weak boson:

M(Z ) = M(W )-cos9 //cos29 , (22)
2 2 W W

with 9 being the Weinberg angle. This is similar to the relation for the

predominantly left-handed boson:

= M(Wi)/cos9w ' (23)

Early bounds on M(Z ) were obtained by several authors. An analysis of data on

neutrino-quark, neutrino-electron and electron-quark scattering gave28 M(Z ) >

230 GeV/c . A more recent investigation of the energy-dependence of values for

sin 9 over a range of energies from «1 keV, obtained from atomic parity
W

experiments, to the W and Z vertices (=100 GeV/c2) yielded29 M(Z ) > 300
2 L 2

GeV/c . Fig.12 shows present and future constraints together with constraints

derived from our R=P /P measurement. It follows from fig.IZ that a mass for
F QT

Z2 of <500 GeV/c is accessible, independent of neutrino masses. Contrary to

neutral current phenomena, searches for right-handed charged currents with

HERA collider require the production of neutrinos. Prospects to improve on

bounds on the mass of the predominantly right-handed V-boson are therefore

less favourable34:
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Fig. 12. Present and future constraints

on the neutral Z-boson with left-right

symmetry. Limits from CP11S /p (ref.24, M
u u (GeV/c

dashed) and P /P (this work, bold)
F GT

depend on the W -W mixing-angle C-

Limits from present (ref.30, dotted) and

future HERA (ref.31, full) neutral

current data depend on a different Z -Z

mixing angle Ç.

mas

2]

SOO

0

L- '

-

\ FT

y V )

y -

(

—<ÇÉRH-Mw,z\ / • • '

Groningen-Pp

i i t

-0 I 0 0.1

Mixing-angle \

M(W ) < 200 GeV/c2, for m(\> ) s 200 GeV/c2

2 R

< 500 GeV/c , for m(v ) s 0 GeV/c2.

(24)

(25)

In conclusion: Bounds on V+A currents from low-energy experiments with
and u-decay explorations remain important.
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POLARIZATION OBSERVABLES IN ELEMENTARY K +-PHOTOPRODUCTION^

R.A. Adelseck and B. Saghai

DPhN-HE, CEN-Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France

The theoretical and experimental status of positive kaon

photopvoduction off protons from threshold up to 1.4 GeV is

briefly reviewed. A model based on Feynman diagrams including

several hadronic resonance exchanges is presented. The results

of this model are compared with the differential cross section

and the A-polarization asymmetry data. Predictions on other

polarization observables are reported and the need for further

measurements is emphasized.

I. INTRODUCTION

The main field of interest in intermediate energy physics has been

nucleon-nucleon interactions as well as the properties and the behavior of

the first baryonic resonance, where at the subnucleonic level only u- and

d-quarks are involved. The quantum number of strangeness brought about by

the s-quark introduces a new degree of freedom into this domain. It

requires the investigation of hyperon-nucleon (YN) and hyperon-hyperon (YY)

interactions, the production and propagation of strange hadronic resonances

and strangeness exchange mechanisms.

Reactions like (K",ir ) or {v* ,K+) and kaon-nucleon scattering are the

most common methods in the domain of strangeness physics, both

experimentally and theoretically /Do82/. However, because of the strongly

interacting nature of both the incident and the outgoing particles with the

target nucléons the extraction of quantitative informations remains very

model dependent.

An attractive alternative to hadronic processes is the use of

electromagnetic probes /CoQd/. In this procedure, distortions in the

incident and outgoing channels are largely reduced due to -he rather weakly

interacting nature of both the photon and the K+ with hadrons. The weakness

of these interactions then justifies a first-order theoretical description

of the reaction, but results in smaller cross sections than those of

hadronic reactions.

After two decades of investigations, tho field of the electromagnetic

production of strangeness has been dormant since the mid-seventies mainly
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due to the lack of adequate experimental facilities. Recent theoretical

studies of K+ photo- and electroproduction /Co89/ have been motivated by

the new generation of accelerators, which will provide continuous, high

current and polarized beams in the energy domain of a few GeV; the

threshold for the elementary reaction

T + p -> K+ + A

being at 0.9H GeV.

The effort in understanding kaon photoproduction off the nucléon is

crucial in our knowledge of the fundamental KYN coupling constants as well

as the reaction mechanisms. Besides, it is a first step in further studies

of strangeness in nuclei.

In this contribution we use the most recent model /Ad85, Ad88/ for the

photoproduction operator which is based on a few selected first-order

Feynman diagrams showing the importance of nucléon-, hyperon-, and

kaon-resonance exchange terms. The relevant coupling constants therein are

obtained by a phenomenological analysis of the available data.

In the second section we give a short review of the theoretical

formalism for the reaction under consideration (a complete description can

be found in Ref. /Ad85/). The current status of the experimental situation

is summarized in the third section. In the last section we study the

sensitivity of different observables to various ingredients of the model.

We conclude with suggestions about future experimental studies and possible

theoretical improvements.

II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this section we give a short description of the theoretical

technique employed in our study of the elementary process "r + p -» K+ +A.

We recall that the methods used in the theoretical investigation of kaon

photoproduction can be classified into three different categories:

a) dispersion relations (e.g. /Ne66/),

D) multipole analyses (e.g. /Sc70/), and

c) isobaric models (e.g. /Re72/).

Dispersion relations provide a very powerful tool in the study of pion

photoproduction up to the energy region of the A-resonance, but they face

severe problems in the case of kaon production. The reason being the rather

large rest mass of the kaon and the A-N mass difference which require a
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high threshold energy (W="t= 1610 MeV) and, hence, allow the exchange of

numerous particles and resonances even in the unphysical region below the

KA threshold.

The method of multipole analyses requires a large number of free

parameters (~ 20) to be adjusted. The phenomenological results obtained by

several authors show a too small contribution (~ 20#) of the

intermediate-state resonances and underestimate the cross section data.

A further shortcoming common to both of these approaches is the

non-trivial transformation property of the formalisms. We resolve this

problem by applying a diagrammatic technique and, thus, constructing a

Lorentz-invariant operator. In this approach, lowest-order Feynman

diagrams, shown in Figure 1, represent the Born terms and the contributions

Table 1

Particles of interest and low spin resonances up to 1800 MeV /AgQQ/.

Particle J Mass (MeV) Width (MeV)

P
K*
A
Z0

K**

Kl(1280)

Nl(1440)

N2(1520)

N3U535)
N4(l6pO)

N5U7OO)
N6(1710)

N7(1720)

Yl(1405)

Y2(16OO)

Y3(167O)

Y4(18OO)

Y5(l8OO)

Y6(166O)

Y7U75O)

1/2*

0"

1/2*

1/2*

r
1*

1/2*

3/2"

1/2-

1/2-

3/2-

1/2*

3/2*

1/2-

1/2*

1/2-

1/2-

1/2*

1/2*

1/2-

938
493
1115
1192
892

1260
1400
1510
1520
1620
1670
1680
1690
1405
1560
1660
1720
1750
1630
1730

• 2796
.667
.6
.46
.1

to 1280

to 1480

to 1530

to I56O

to 1680

to 1730

to 1740

to 1800

to 1700

to 1680

to 1850

to 1850

to 1690

to 1820

51.
70
120

100

100

100

70
90
125
30
50

25
200

50
40
60

3
to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

110

350
140
250
200

120

130
250
50
250
50
400

250
200

160

( 90)

(200)

(125)

(150)

(150)

(100)

(UO)
(200)

( 40)
(150)

( 35)
(300)

(150)

(100)

( 90)
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arising from the excitation of intermediate resonant states, above as well

as below the KA threshold. The physical values of the states considered in

this study are given in Table 1.

Lp to now, there exist large discrepancies between KYN coupling

constants determined from hadronic interactions with values derived via

electromagnetic probes /Ad88/. Even though it is possible to achieve a

reasonable fit when the main couplings (gKAN and SK2N) are constrained to

their predicted SU(3) values, the data do not seem to prefer those values

when a X2 analysis is performed (Table 2). The SU(3) symmetry relates the

KYN coupling constants /Sw63/ to the well known g2
NN (=13.90 ±0.39)

/Du83/. Using in addition SU(6) symmetry /Gu64/ yields the following

.-\ -Its:

= 15.0, =0.6.
^K 2N

= 5-0 .

The concern of our work is an extensive investigation of the domain of

electromagnetic probes. However, for a meaningful comparison more advanced

studies in the hadronic field are desirable.

We obtain the coupling constants by performing a phenomenological

analysis of the available data /La73/. The currently existing data cover

only the domain of differential cross section and final state

A-polarization asymmetry results. Due to the poor quality of these

measurements, especially of the asymmetry data, the parameters cannot be

sufficiently constrained. Compared to the differential cross sections, we

find polarization observables to be much more selective, but to date only a

very restricted number of these experiments has been performed.

Table 2

and KlN coupling constants. See text for the explanation of models.

Model gK2N/ x2 *)

1

2

3

2.40
1.98
4.30

-0.0599
-0.313
-2.27

8.722
6.132

4.903

) the fits include all data up to l.k GeV; models 1, 2 and 3 contain 4, 6

and 9 free parameters, respectively.
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(g)

(b)

(d)

(f)

(h)

en

Figure 1 Feynman diagrams for the process ~r p -* K* A . (a)-(c) show the

Bovn terms, (d) stands for the ZP-exchange, (e) and (e') repre-

sent the spin-1 kaon resonances K* * and Kl, (f) and (g) stand for

the spin 1/2 and 3/2 nucléon resonances, and (h) represents the

spin 1/2 hyperon resonances.
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The numerical values of the KAN and KZN coupling constants together

with the corresponding reduced x2 are shown in Table 2 (where we have used

-I.59 M-N for the A-Z transition moment /Pe86/). The first model contains

only the contributions of the diagrams (a)-(d) and the K*+ exchange diagram

(e) (Figure 1). Model 2 adds diagram (f) coming from the resonances Nl and

N^ (Table 1), and Model 3 further includes diagrams (e') and (h) accounting

for the exchange of Kl and Y3- Based on X2 considerations we do not find

much need for the exchange of spin 3/2 nucleonic resonances (diagram (g))

and additional hadronic spin 1/2 resonances, while the inclusion of the Kl

resonance improves the fit considerably. In addition, we remark that the

KAN coupling constant approaches its value from hadronic determinations.

The still rather large X2 is an indication of inconsistencies in the data

set.

Due to the poor data we do not attach any significance to the specific

values of the remaining terms. However, we do notice that they change

smoothly and do not show any erratic behaviour when resonances are being

added to the expansion.

The most general cross section for photoproduction of pseudoscalar

particles can be written in the form

- t >

q

where

^ - * A ,-> A H> A A -fr A A A -* A A A

F = a.e F1 + i(<T.q)(a.kxe) F2 * (cr.k)(e.q) F3 + (a.q)(€.q) ^ . (2.2)

The functions F1 are the CGLN amplitudes /CH57/, k and q are unit vectors

in the center-of-momentum frame in the direction of the photon and kaon
A

momentum, respectively, and e is the photon polarization vector. The

Lorentz-invariant form of the scattering amplitude is given by

Sfi = 7 ^ — û ( p A . s A ) I Aft u(Jp,sp) 6<*>(p + P r-p K-p A) , (2.3)
(2Tr)11 J x

where the matrices M. and the amplitudes A. can be found e.g. in Ref.

/Ad85/.

As can be seen from Equations (2.2) and (2.3), the most general

scattering amplitude is uniquely specified by the knowledge of k complex

functions. In general, because of the presence of 3 particles with 2 spin
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states each, there are (23=) 8 amplitudes. Due to parity conservation in

electromagnetic interactions, this number is reduced to k complex

amplitudes /Ja59/. Our goal is to obtain complete information on these

functions. Experimentally, tliis is done by mapping the angular and energy

dependence of the amplitudes where for each kinematical choice we need to

know 4 complex or equivalently 8 real values. Since we are only able to

determine the scattering amplitude up to an overall phase, we thus need 7

independent measurements from which to extract 7 real values.

Because each physical observable is a real bilinear form of the

amplitude (2.2), we can construct 16 distinct observables /Si67/. These

correspond to the differential cross section, single and double

polarization processes.

When dealing with polarization observables it is useful to rewrite

expression (2.2) in terms of transversity amplitudes where the quantization
A A

axis for the proton and lambda spins is parallel to the vector kxq.

Sometimes one may also find the helicity representation useful where the

proton and lambda are described by spinors with well defined projections

onto their respective momentum vectors. We do not show the analytical

expressions at this point but only give a list of all the 16 observables

(Table 3) /Ba75/.

The 16 observables shown in Table 3 are not independent. The following

nonlinear relations among them can be found:

E2 + F2 + G2 + H2 = 1 + P2 - 2? - T2 (2.4)

FG - EH = P - ZT (2.5)

Cx 2
x

Cz° x "
 cx°z = T - PZ (2.7)z°x

 cx°z

T 2 + T 2 + L 2 + L 2 = x + £ 2 _ p2 _ T 2 ( 2 - 8 )

TxL2 - TzLx = Z - PT (2 .9 )

In addition, various inequalities can be derived /Ba75, Go74/ which impose

more or less strong bounds on certain observables depending on the

numerical values of the others. Thus, given the differential cross section

and the three single polarization observables there is still need for three
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Table 3

Observables in pseudoscalar meson photoproduction

Polarization* of

T p A

1. dcr/dfï differential cross section

- Single polarization measurements:

2. P lambda polarization asymmetry y'

3. Z polarized photon asymmetry p

4. T polarized target asymmetry y

- Double polarization measurements:

° Beam - Target

T * I-1

6.
7-
8.

o

9-
10.

11.

12.
O

13-
14.

15-
16.

F
G

H

Beam - Recoil

Cx

el
Ox
O2

Target - Recoil

Tx
T2.
Lx

K

C

C

t

t

C

C

t

t

Z

X

Z

X

X

X

Z

Z

x'

Z 1

X1

z1

x'

Z 1

X1

Z1

quantization axes are defined as follows:

A A A A A A A A
z : Pp , y : PTx PK , x = yxz ,

A A A A A A A A

z1 : PA . y ' = PTx PK • * ' = y ' x z ' •

P : photon linearly polarized (0, ir/2 w.r.t. scattering plane)

c : photon circularly polarized

t : photon linearly polarized (± TT/4 w.r.t. scattering plane)
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more measurements of double polarization observables to determine the

amplitudes. Due to the relations (2.4-9), these measurements must not all

be chosen from the same set (beam-target, beam-recoil or recoil-target). At

least one of the experiments must be performed on a different set. The

sufficiency of this condition has been shown by Baker et al. /Ba?5/. They

also demonstrated that these 7 measurements permit the determination of the

scattering amplitude only up to quadrant ambiguities. In order to resolve

these ambiguities two more experiments are required. Out of the needed five

double polarization measurements Baker et al. showed that no four must come

from the same set. In summary, to obtain the amplitudes A^ we need to

measure 9 out of the possible 16 observables.

Following the framework explained in this section we give estimates on

some of the observables' asymmetries in the subsequent sections.

III. EXPEBINENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The experimental investigation of positive kaon photoproduction started

in the late fifties with first and rather poor quality high energy photon

beams. At the present time the complete collection of the data /La?3/ below

1.4 GeV contains some 140 differential cross section and about 25 final

state A-polarization asymmetry measurements. Above this energy the data

base contains very few points spread over a wide energy range. Hence we

restrict our analysis to data within the energy range from threshold up to

1.4 GeV. Presently, there exist no experimental results on the other 14

observables given in Table 3-

It is known that a phenomenological analysis of these data even when

combined with the higher energy photo- and/or electro-production

measurements does not lead to a satisfactory determination of the free

parameters in the theoretical models /Ad88, Sa86/.

Before discussing the need for new measurements we describe briefly a

typical experimental method covering the most important features of

detection systems as reported in previous studies. Using an electron

synchrotron a photon bremsstrahlung beam is obtained with : intensity ~ 109

equivalent quanta/sec, energy resolution ~ ± 25 MeV and spot size ~ 12 cm2.

The target is a liquid hydrogen target with a thickness of ~ 10 cm.

The crucial point in the identification of kaons is our ability in

handling the high background of e+ , M-* , 1^ and p, mainly due to pion

photoproduction reactions, with the ratios N /NK and Nu/\ being ~ 103.
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Besides, one has to keep in mind the life-times of K+ and A as well as

their main decay channels (say, with braching ratio > 1%) /Ag86/:

particle T (ns) Mode Fraction(%) p (MeV/c)

K+ 12.37 V-* v 63-5 236

TT+TT0

TT+TT+TT

TT+TT0TT0

TT° | i + V

T T ° e + V

PTT

mr°

21
5
1

3
4

64
35

.2

.6

• 7

.2

.8

.2

.8

205
125
133
215
228

100

104
A 0.26

For these reasons, the kaons are analysed by a magnetic spectrometer

(Af2 ~ 3 msr , Ap/p ~ 5x10"2) and identified in a subsequent scintillator

counters telescope. In some cases, the experimental set-up is supplemented

by differential Cerenkov counter(s) and/or observation of the K-decay

particles. The determination of the time of flight (length ~ 5 m, time

resolution ~ 500 ps) through the analysing magnet provides a redundance in

the selection of kaons and, hence, permits a direct calibration of the

K+ detection efficiency.

Because of experimental difficulties and low counting rates, the

statistical errors range from ~ ± h% to ± 10%. The systematic uncertainties

are reported for only about 2/3 of the data points and are estimated to be

~ ± 7% to ± 10$. So far, in all the phenomenological analyses of the data

only statistical errors have been included. This may explain the

inconsistencies between different sets of experimental results. A new

analysis with more realistic uncertainties taking into account both

statistical and systematic errors is in progress and the results will be

reported elsewhere.

Compared to the kaon detection, the measurement of the A-polarization

asymmetry is simpler. The protons coming from A -* TTp are detected with

respect to the kinematic plane by measuring the up-down asymmetry (<p ~

± 10°) in the number of protons using two sets of scintillator (and

Cerenkov) counters telescopes without any magnetic analysis. The trigger

requires of course a validation from the kaon-arm.

As we mentioned at the beginning of this section, there is a rather

large number of differential cross section data. But, on one hand, they
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\ 1 1 1 H

0.5

~ 0.4
Wl

I 0.3
G

5 0.2
to

0.1

-1.2GeV (b)

0. v

0.6 -

0.5 -

-JZ 0.4

I 0.3 h
G

^ 0.2

0.1 -

H h •i h

o.

' E*-I.2G,V

A Pe64
A Fe72
• Gr67
O Go7l
Q Fo 71

n"
d - * -

i i

(c)

AAA>- -

-I. -0.75 -0.5 -0.25 0. 0.25 0.5 0.75 I.

COS 0cm
K

Figure 2 Comparison of the cm. s. differential cross section with data.

For explanation of curves see the text.
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suffer from the lack of accuracy and, on the other hand, they are scattered

into a too large phase space of photon-energy and kaon angle. The only

angular distributions with more than 8 points are those at 1.2 and 1.3 GeV.

In Fig. 2 we show the results at the lower energy. The solid curve in Fig.

2a as well as the curves in Figures 2b and 2c have been obtained by fitting

the complete set of data up to 1.4 GeV and correspond to models 3, 2, and

1, respectively (see Section II and Table 2). Although the comparison

between experiment and theory indicates a preference to the most complete

model, we are presently not able to conclude on the underlying mechanisms

of the reaction. The dashed (dotted) curve in Fig. 2a corresponds to the

one shown in Fig. 2b (2c) but using the relevant parameters as determined

in model 3- These two curves illustrate the sensitivity of the cross

section observable to the model's ingredients.

Figure 3 shows the predictions of models 1 to 3 for the A-polarization

asymmetry (P) with the appropriate parameters given in Table 2. The data

shown in this figure are a collection of all available data for kaon c.m.s.

angles between 85° and 95°. Hero we see ngnin thnt the poor quality of U10

data does not put any severe constraints on the free parameters.

Q-
tt Bo 64
X Fu70
D Gr 65
AGr67
A Th63

13 1.4

Figure 3 Comparison of A-polarization asymmetry calculated at a kaon cms

angle of 90° with data using model 1 (dotted curve), model 2

dashed curve) and model 3 (solid curve).
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Figure 4 Energy dependence of the differential cross section at a kaon

cm.s. angle of 90°. The notation agrees with Fig. 3.

It is obvious that we need more accurate and abundant angular

distribution and excitation function data for both dcr/dfl and P. The present

state of the art in experimental nuclear physics (accelerators under

construction, thin window liquid targets, detectors, fast electronics and

powerful computers) will allow us to reach the desired accuracies (~ ± 5%)-

The only specific requirement on the experimental set-up is the ability to

perform very forward angle measurements both for the kaon and the A-decay

proton.

IV. PREDICTIONS AND CONCLUSION

In this section we demonstrate the sensitivity of the differential

cross section and of a few selected polarization observables to the choice

of the particular model (Table 2). This will allow us to study the

contributions of the resonant states, thereby obtaining an understanding of

their relative importance. It further illustrates the feasibility of

measurements and their ability to distinguish between the suggested models.

We explain on two representative figures the dependence on the dominant

coupling constant gK/\N by varying this parameter by ± 10%. The purpose of

these graphs is to show the sensitivity of the observables to small

variations of the KAN coupling.



As we have seen in Figure 2, the available angular distribution data do

not discriminate between the differential cross sections predicted by

models 1, 2 and 3- To illustrate the energy dependence of the 3 models we

show in Figure h the differential cross section as a function of photon lab

energy up to IA GeV at a fixed kaon c.m.s. angle of 90°-

The most striking feature is the monotonous increase of the

differential cross section predicted by model 1, including the Born terms

and 2° and K*+ exchange terms. The addition of the nucléon resonances Nl

and N4 (model 2) leads to a suppression near threshold as well as at

energies above 1.2 GeV. This tendency becomes even more pronounced when we

subsequently introduce the resonances Y3 and Kl (model 3)• However, the

maximum variation of the differential cross section above 1 GeV (at

8£m = 90°) does not exceed 20%, thus requiring high precision measurements

to differentiate between the models.

Analogous to Fig. 2 we present in Figure 5 the predictions for the

A-polarization asymmetry P (Fig. <ja), the linearly polarized photon

asymmetry Z (Fig. 5b), and the asymmetry of the final-state lambda

polarization using a right circularly polarized beam Cx (Fig. 5c).

Remarkable are the different predictions of model 3 compared with the

simpler models 1 and 2. In particular, the sign change of Z (Fig. 5b) makes

a measurement of this observable highly desirable. In case of the

observables P and Cx, the sign of the predicted asymmetries agrees in the

three models but the shapes of the curves are sufficiently distinct to

allow for identification of the proper model.

In Figure 6 we use model 3 (solid curve) in the calculation of the

observables. The dotted (dashed) curve uses the same set of coupling

constants as the solid curve except for the value of the KAN coupling

constant which has been changed to 3-9 (4.7), i.e. reduced (increased) by

10%. Apart from extreme forward angles, the differential cross section

roughly scales with the KAN parameter (Fig. 6a). About the forward

direction, the slope of do/dQ appears to be rather sensitive to gKAw. A

more substantial reduction of the dominant coupling constant might even

result in an inversion of the slope at extreme forward angles. In the

remaining region the curves are very similar demanding high precision,

absolute measurements of the differential cross section.

The differences in the predictions are more pronounced when looking at

the asymmetry parameter Cx (Fig. 6b). A larger coupling constant seems to

"smoothen" the asymmetry while a smaller coupling constant increases the

variation with angle.
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Figure 5 Angular distribution of the asymmetry observables P, Z and C3
The notation agrees with Fig. J.
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Figure 6 Angular distribution of the differential cross section and of Cr
using model 3 (solid curve). In the calculation of the dotted

(dashed) curve the coupling constant ff/f/yy has been reduced

(increased) by 10%.
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Special care needs to be taken when interpreting the figures displayed

in this section. Because of interference terms, there exists a subtle

interplay among the resonances involved in this reaction. Hence, at the

present time it is not possible to make a final statement about the

absolute values of the asymmetry parameters due to the too large freedom in

the choice of the coupling constants. Measurements of polarization

observables are indispensable to put strong enough constraints on

theoretical models.

The graphs shown in the present contribution are only to be considered

as a representative sample of possible measurements. Other observables and

other kinematical choices than the ones presented here also offer

interesting features. The absence of those graphs ir, this work does not

imply their irrelevance to the questions under consideration.

Concluding, we find that the currently existing data on elementary kaon

photoproduction, comprising differential cross section as well as

final-state A-polarization asymmetry measurements, do not enable us to

discriminate between different theoretical models. The reason may be found

firstly in the poor quality of the outdated measurements, and secondly in

the lack of complete angular distributions and excitation functions.

Experiments on the new generation of accelerators employing

state-of-the-art detection devices will allow us to significantly improve

our understanding of the photoproduction of strangeness. From a theoretical

point of view, the effect of KA final-state interactions /Ta88/ as well as

higher order terms needs to be investigated.
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MEDIUM EFFECTS IN K+-MUCUEUS SCATTERING AT IMTERHEDIiVTE ENERGY

J. LABARSOUQUE

Laboratoire de Physique Théorique, Université da Bordeaux I, Rue du Solarium, F-33170 GRADIGHAH

Abstract : The K+-nucleon effective interaction in nuclear matter is derived using the Bruecknèr

theory from a K+-nucleon potential built partly from the constituent quark model, partly in a

phenomenological way. The influence of these conventional aedium effects on the K -nucleus

optical potential and on the elastic differential cross-section at 800 MeV.'c is analyzed.

Density dependent variations of the effective nucléon size ("swelling") are also introduced.

These less conventional medium effects lead to important modifications of the K -nucleus

differential cross-section and improve significantly the agreeaent with the experimental data.

These last ten years, the use of K -mesoni as a probe of the nuclear interior has been

widely discussed. Indeed, its high penetrability and the apparent simplicity of its interaction
+ 1-4)

with the nucleus enable the K to be sensitive to details of the nuclear interor , clearly

more than strongly absorbed particles (p, a, TI...).

However, microscopic calculations using the impulse approximation (KMT or Glauber model)

show discrepancies with the existing experimental data ( K - C and K - Ca at 800 HeV/c).

Neither the introduction of two-body correlation effects (Pauli, center of mass, deformation..),

nor that of two-step processes IiXe double spin flip or double isospin flip improve

significantly the agreement with the data .
+

Indeed, since the K penetrates in the high density regions inside the nucleus, its

interaction with nuclaons could be significantly modified and the impulse approximation could

fail. However, the conventional medium effects induced by Pauli blocking or Fermi averaging have

been estimated tc be small

On the other hand, the quenching of the structure functions for slectron-nucliar

scattering in the quasielastic region at large momentum transfer and the EKC effect suggest-

that the internal structure of the nucléon could be appreciably altered by its nuclear

environment. Siegel, Kaufnann and Gibbs105 have expressed the idea that the K+ could be

sensitive to an increase of the nucléon effective size in nuclei ("swilling").

In this work, we have studied the influence of conventional (arising from Bru=ckner

theory of nuclear matter) and less conventional (swelling) medium effects on the K+-nucleus

elastic scattering at intermediate energy. As illustrative examples we have considered the

elastic scattering of 800 MeV/c K+ on 12C and 40Ca.

The first ingredient in the calculations is the K+-nucleon potential. We need here a

potential in which the radius of confinement of the quarks can in; mocified. Thus, we have used

for the central part a potential obtained by Bender and Dosch in the constituert quark model.
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This potential gives rather good results for s-waves but the upper partial waves, more sensitive

to multiquark exchange, are not well reproduced. Therefore, we have taken the spin-orbit part of

the potential in a completely phenomenological way. As the central part arises as a sum of

gaussians, we parametrized the spin-orbit one as a sum of two gaussians. The weight and the

range of the gaussians have been determined in order to reproduce the p-wave amplitudes and we

have verified that the full amplitude including s,p and the smaller d and f partial waves leads

to a satisfactory agreement with the elastic experimental data around 800 MeV/c.

The effective K -nucléon interaction in nuclear matter is then constructed following

Brueckner's theory. The Bethe-Goldstone equation is solved by a partial wava expansion of the

K+N correlated wave function followed by a discretization of the integrals and matrix

inversion. As usual, the Pauli operator has been angle averaged in order to make the partial

wave expansion easier. Considering ', at these energies, the main effects come from Pauli

blocking (as it has been demonstratec in the nucleon-nucleon case ), the potential part of the

single particle energies has been neg. cted.

Then, the effective interaction is constructed to reproduce the optical model potential
14)

in nuclear matter in Born approximation. For more details, one can refer to

From this effective interaction in nuclear matter we built a K -nucleus optical potential

using the local density approximation

U ( r , E ) = Z f p p ( r " > t K p < ? - ? ' - k £ ( ? ' ) , E ) d V + H L i t ' ) t R n ( ? - ? ' , k ° f ' ) , E I d V ( 1 )

Here, E is the incident energy of the kaon, t., and t are the K -proton and K -neutron
+ Kl1 D n

effective interactions in the K -nucleus center of mass system, and k*,, kj, are the local Fermi

momenta for protons and neutrons. The point-like proton distributions p have been deduced,

after the proton finite-size correction has been made, from the electron-scattering charge

densities of sick and McCarthy for "C and Frosch et al. for Ca. As we are interested

here more by global effects than by a refined fit of the data, we have simply set the neutron

distributions p equal to the proton ones. Such an hypothesis is justified to a large extent for

light H=Z nuclei like 12C and 40Ca.

We have calculated the optical potential describing K - C elastic scattering at

800 MeV/c in three different ways :

- First, we have replaced in eq. 1 the effective K+-K interaction by the free interaction. We

are thus working in the impulse approximation.

- Second, the effective K -interaction takes into account the medium corrections arising from

Brueckner's theory (Pauli blocking and Fermi averaging).

- Third, we have incorporated the possible effective-size modifications of nucléons in nuclear

medium ("swelling"). To this end, we have adjusted the parameters in the K+-N potential to give
ft )

a radius increase and an effective mass decrease for the nucléon such as suggested by Noble .

More precisely, we have increased the range of the potential by a factor a and decreased its

strength by a factor 1/a. Following Brown et al. who have estimated the modification of the

vector mesons mass in nuclear matter and considering that the K+N interaction is dominated by p

and (i) exchange we have taken

1

l-l/2V(p/P0)

where p !<• the local nuclear density, po the saturation density and \ a parameter which is

approximately equal to 0.2 - 0.3 (we have used here \ = 0.2). In order to separate the effects,

we have not incorporated here Pauli blocking and Fermi averaging.

The optical potentials resulting from these three calculations are reported in fig. 1.
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K+-12C optical potential at 800 MeV/c calculated in the impulse approximation (short

dashed curve), modified by classical medium effects (long dashed curve) and including the

swelling of the nucléons (dash-dotted curve).
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„+ 12,Fig- 2 : K'-"c elastic differential cross-section at 800 MeV/c calculated in the impulse

approximation (short-dashed curve) and including the swelling of the nucléons (dash-dotted
curve).
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As we can see, the effects of the classical medium effects are very small. Even at the

center of the nucleus, the optical potential calculated in the impulse approximation and that

corrected for Pauli blocking and Ferai averaging don't differ by more than 5%.

On the other hand the consequences of the swelling are very important. The repulsive real

part is decreased to a few MeV and the imaginary one is strongly increased. The main

consequences of the swelling are thus a decrease of the repulsion radius and of the absorptive

potential diffuseness with an increase of the total absorption. These modifications would have

strong consequences on the differential cross-ssction.

We have reported on fig. 2 the differential cross-section of K - C elastic scattering at

800 MeV/c calculated in the eikonal approximation with the optical potentials discussed before.

The very weak influence of the classical medium effects observed on the optical potential

leads to a differential cross-section practically unaltered in the range of momentum transfer

considered here and we have not reported it on the figure.

The swelling effect, at the opposite, shifts the minimum of the differential cross-section

to higher angles by more than 1° and the cross section is enhanced by about a factor 2 in

average on the whole range of momentum transfer considered. These modifications improve

significantly the agreement with the experimental data.

We have performed dollar calculations for K+-40Ca elastic scattering at 800 MeV/c and we

can see on fig. 3 that the effects are similar but weaker. Indeed, for less transparent

(heavier) nuclei, like 40Ca, the differential cross-section at forward angles is less sensitive

to the modifications of the optical potential occuring at the center of the nucleus.

10

K+-Ca
8OO MeV/c

Impulse

Swelling

10° 20° 0 C M 30"

Fig. 3 : K+-40Ca elastic differential cross-section at 800 MeV/c calculated in the impulse

approximation (short-dashed curve) and including the swelling of the nucléons (dash-dotted

curve).

In this study of the nedium effects in K -nucleus elastic scattering, »e have shown that

the consequences of the renormalization of the K -M amplitude arising from Pauli blocking and
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Fermi averaging are very weak. At the opposite, the differential cross-section is very sensitive

to density dependent small changes of the nucléon effective size and nucléon mass in nuclei.

These modifications lead to a better agreement with the data. Considering the inability of the

other corrections to obtain such an improvement it is tempting to conclude that the nucléons

swell inside the nucleus. At present time this conclusion seems somewhat premature and

confirmations should be necessary at the theoretical level as well as at the experimental one.

Nevertheless, from our study, we can assert that if the nucléons swell, this effect could be

seen clearly in K scattering on light nuclei.
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DECAY STUDIES OF VERY NEUTRON-DEFICIENT NUCLEI NEAR 100Sn AND 146Gd

D. SCHARDT

GSI Darmstadt, Postfach 110552, D-61 Darmstadt 11, Fed. Rep. Germany

The p-decays of neutron-deficient nuclei in the vicinity of 100Sn and above u e characterized

by very fast allowed Gamow-Teller transitions connecting spin-orbit partner states. In measurements of the

O + - » 1 + decays of even-even parent nuclides in both regions the GT-strength has been found to be signif-

icantly reduced as compared to predictions from the extreme single-particle shell model. Using on-line

mass separation and chemically selective ion-source techniques, new experimental data were recently ob-

tained for 104Sn and 100Cd, as well as first results for the decay of the N = 50 nucleus 9 8Cd.

In the 146Gd region, high-sensitivity 7-ray and conversion electron studies were performed for the

GT-decays of 150Er and 152Yb. A particularly interesting result is the identification of a p-decay branch

of the 27/2" E3 yrast isomers at 2.6 MeV excitation in the N=83 isotones 149Dy and 151Er. The exper-

iments were carried out at the GSI on-line mass separator and the ISOLDE-3 separator. Prospects for future

experiments at the projectile fragment separator presently under construction at GSI are discussed.
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MASS, CHARGE, AND ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS OF VERY
ASYMETRIC 235C/ (nt/i.f).

J.L. SIDA (1) , P. ARMBRUSTER (2) , M. BERNAS (1) , J.P. BOCQUET (3) , R. BRISSOT (3) and H.R. FAUST (3).

(I) I.F.N., OHSAY1 FnANOE. (2) C.S.I., DAHMSTADT, F.ll.C. (3) I.L.L., GRENOBLE. FRANCE.

The mass and charge distributions for thermal Haaion of "1CT

had been previously measured down to mass 80 |1). In order

to study the dynamic of the process for mass-asymmetry values

(AlIAh ~ 72/164) far away from the most probable one [Al/Ah =

96/140), the independent yields have been measured as a function

of the mass and nuclear charge of the light fragment/The nuclear

charges are separated using & AE-E high resolution ionization

chamber [2| in the focal plane of the 'Lohengrin" spectrometer

installed at the reactor of the ILL, Grenoble. The measurement

have been performed at three kinetic energies E=85,93, and 101

MEV for 4 or S ionic charge states and at intermediate energies

of 89 and 97 MeV for one charge state, so as to obtain a rea-

sonable interpolation and to integrate over the relevant charge

states. The data were corrected for the burn-up of the target and

energy dispersion of the spectrometer. The kinetic energy of the

light fragment was obtained was obtained taking into account the

energy losses in the sourceand in the /Vi-layer covering it. The

errors we give include the systematic uncertainties.

The mass yields are decreasing extremely fast, dropping by five

order of magnitude between A=80 and A=70, following approx-

imatelythe Wahl prediction [3|, thus excluding any asymmetric

peak.

A proton pairing effect clearly appears on the production yields.

The magnitude of the effect, Rg. 1, was evaluated using 4 con-

secutive nuclear charge yields (third difference-method) {41- The

proton pairing effect found here, is much larger than for higher

Z |1|. Further more it increases from 25 % to 80 % in the ele-

ment region between Ni and Cu when the kinetic energy of the

fragment increases from 90 MeV to 108 MeV corresponding to a

decrease of about 26 MeV in intrinsic energy for the fissionning

system.
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FIGURE 1 : Proton pairing eflecl {?.).

Neutron paired fragments are also produced with larger yields

than unpaired ones. For the first time, this odd-even effect , fig.

2, is found to be of the same order of magnitude thanNhe proton

pairing effect. The neutron evaporation cannot explain such a

large effect.

Down to Z=30, the mean kinetic energy of the elements stays

constant (98 MeV +/ - 0.5) as observed Tor the heavier fission

product, fig. 3. A significant change occurs for Ca and JVi :their
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: FIGURE 2 : Neutron pairing effect (7.).

mean energy drops by almost 4 MeV. However the shell effect

closure for Z=28 should enhance the mean kinetic energy . Does

this break indicate a more elongated nuclear shapeyat scission

(witch means less Coulombian repulsion) 7

The kinetic energy distributions of even-Z elements, for Z up

to 30, are shifted by about 0.4 MeV to higher kinetic energies

with respect to their odd-Z neighbours. This oscillations could be

100

90

96

94
x This experiment
o From ref. [ l ]

28 30 32 34 36 38 £

FIGURE 3 : Mean kinetic energy (MeV).

interpreted as the breaking of a proton pair, and that this energy

for breaking a pair is taken from the pre-scission kinetic energy

[1|. What fraction of the effect is due to Q 7 Could we expect any

correlations between the proton odd-even effect in the yields and

in the kinetic energy of the elements ?

We will further present diagrams on the deviation of Zp from

Zucd and the variances of the nuclear charge distributions. Cal-

culations on the nuclear structure of the fragment involved have

been started in order to understand the results of this experiment.

[1] W. Lang , H-G. Clerc , H. Wohlfarth , H. Schrader and K.I!
Schmidt, Nuclear Physics A345 (1980) 34-71 .

[2| J.P. Bocquet . R. 3ris==i ïnd H.R. Faust , Nuclear Instruments
and Methods in Physics Research A267 (1988) 466-472 .

[3| A.C. YVaIiI, Atomic Data and Nuclear Data Table 39(1988)1.
|4| B.L. Tracy , J. Chaumont , R. Klapisch , J.M. Nilschke , A.M.

Poskanier , E. Roeckl , C. Thibault, Physical Review C S (1972) 222.
(Sj M. Girod, J.F. Bergnr, private communication.
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ESCAPE- AND SPREADING WIDTH OF THE ISOBARIC ANALOG STATE.

S.Y. VAN DER WERF,

Kernfysisch Versneller Instituut,

9747 AA Groningen, The Netherlands.

M.N. HARAKEH,

Natuurkundig Laboratorium der Vrije Universiteit, Postbus 7161,

1007 MC Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

and

J. JAENECKE

Department of Physics, University of Michigan,

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109, USA.

Abstract. Data and systematics on the natural line width, the escape width

and the spreading width of ground-state isobaric analog states (IAS) are

presented. The relation between isospin impurity and spreading width and

between escape width and spectroscopic factors is discussed.

I) EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND DATA.

The natural line width of the Isobaric Analog State (IAS) increases through

the table of isotopes from around 20 keV in the tin region to almost 350 keV

for the heaviest Actinides [I]. Widths have been measured via resonant

proton scattering. They can also conveniently be obtained through the

( He,t) charge-exchange reaction. We have used the latter method at incident

energies of 60-75 MeV to establish the widths of the IAS of a large number

of isotopes over the past years, especially in the Rare Earth region [2,3].

Recently we have studied the IAS of the Pt-isotopes and the actinides
230'232Th and 2 3 4' 2 3 6- 2 3V These results will be presented in this

contribution.

Using the KVI QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph at 0°, only tritons reach the

focal plane. The beam of He particles, magnetically much less rigid, is

stopped on a Faraday cup mounted inside the first dipole magnet. The total

width T is directly obtained from the singles an example of which is shown

in fig 1.

The proton escape width is obtained from a coincident detection of protons

from the semi-direct decay of the IAS. This is illustrated in fig. 2 by a

scatter plot of coincident triton-proton events. Experimentally, the

probability for semi-direct decay into a neutron-hole state relative to the

target is determined as:
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Fig. 2. Scatter plot of coincident triton-proton events from the
IBI 1 to«181Ta(3He,Ip)180Ta reaction.
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PÎ= 4n Y *_5V±±/ _ ^ L _ (1)dVV

• % •')

1T
and the total escape width as: P T = IV P. I T (2)

The difference between the total width and the escape width is

identified with the spreading width: T=T-T. The accumulated data on the

IAS from even-even targets, available from the literature, supplemented with

our recent results on the Pt-isotopes and the Actinides is shown in fig.3.

As an example of the latter data a singles and a coincident spectrum are

shown in fig. 4 for the reaction 232Th(3He, tp).

II) ISOSPIN IMPURITY AND SPREADING WIDTH OF THE IAS.

If isospin were a good quantum number, neutron decay of the IAS would be

strictly forbidden and the isospin allowed semi-direct proton decay would

make up for the total width. Since this is evidently not the case the IAS

appears to acquire an admixture of lower isospin:

|IAS> = / 1-a2 T |g.s.> + o I^ > (3)

where the T.- component is induced by mixing with other states of lower

isospin, a process which, for heavy nuclei, is believed to be mediated

predominantly through the T.-component of the Isovector Honopole Resonance,

IVH (T<) [4-8]. Schematically this can be explained in the Picket-Fence

model (fig. 5): the IAS and the IVM are separated by an energy ETirM - ETA_
-1/3

= 155 A - 110 T/A and mix through the Coulomb force, which has a large

matrix element. The IVM mixes with the underlying "grass" via a small random

matrix element v. As a result the IAS acquires a spreading width:

T^ = |<IVM|HC|IAS>|
2 * (4)

{ EIVM - EIAS>2 + < rM>2

Though the component of the lower isospin constitutes an amplitude of the

IAS wave function which is on the one percent level, it contributes

significantly to the width because it opens the neutron decay channel which

is, unlike the proton decay, not hindered by the Coulomb barrier. Thus, by

studying the escape width we see the isospin impurity of the IAS as through

a magnifying glass.

A program that aims at the eventual direct observation of the IVM via the

( He,t) reaction at higher energies has been initiated at the IUCF.
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Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of the picket fence model.

Ill) ESCAPE WIDTH AND SPECTROSCOPIC FACTORS.

The escape width of the IAS can be obtained in yet another way. Since the

wave function of the IAS is the analog of that of its parent, the target

ground state in the (3He,t) reaction, the proton decay of the IAS is related

to neutron pickup spectroscopic factors from the parent state

by:

Tf(J)=-- -C2S£(j).
(N-Z)

T5Q,E ,E)sp p n (5)

where j labels the orbital. E denotes the energy of the proton leaving the

daughter nucleus behind in the state f and E is the corresponding

separation energy relative to the target.

The width of the resonance can be found from the square of the overlap

matrix element between the proton wave function at the outgoing energy E

and the wave function of the bound neutron that it replaces under the action

of the isospin lowering operator T and takes the form [9]:

FVHHJ|<X+(p,Ep)|t_| j(n,En)>|
2| (6)

208.In table 1. spectroscopic factors obtained for "208Pb derived from measured

escape widths are given. Conversely, if the relevant spectroscopic factors

are available, this method enables one to calculate in a reliable way the
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TABLE 1. Escape vidths of the IAS in 208Bi into neutron hole states in 207Pb.

shell E E n T (av.) T C2S
n p exp. calc.

(MeV) (MeV) (keV) (keV)

pi/2 -7.37 11.50 51.9±1.6 59.6±4.0 1.74+0.13

26.4+2.0 30.0+3.4 5.28+0.73

64.7+3.4 70.0±5.1 3.70+0.33

9.71 9 6 4.2+0.6 8.4±1.3 4.00+0.84
7/2

a) weighted average of refs.[10-12].

b) calculated with r_=1.25 fm, X=25, r =1.268 fm and a=0.65 fm for

C2S= (2j+l). The errors reflect uncorrelated variations of Ur = 0.02 fm
Op

and Aa = 0.02 fm. The Woods-Saxon parameters for the proton potential
p

have been derived from an analysis of 208Pb(e,e'p)207Pb [13]-

escape width and to extend the existing systematics on the spreading width

to include those cases where the total width has been measured but not the

escape width.
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Isotopical Separation of Relativistic Projectile Fragments,
First Experiments at SATURNE

J.-J. Gaimard, B. Blank, H. Geissel, G. Miinzenberg, K.-H.
Schmidt, H. Stelzer, K. Siimmerer (GSI Darmstadt); H.-G. Clerc, E.
Hanelt, B. Voss (TH Darmstadt); D. Bazin, R. Del Moral, J.-P.
Dufour, A. Fleury, M.S. Pravikoff (CEN Bordeaux-Gradignan)

The method of the momentum-loss achromat was developed at the
spectrometer LISE [1] at GANIL for the isotopical separation of
projectile-like fragments at energies around 60 MeV/u [2]. A
twofold magnetic selection is combined with the slowing down in a
thick profiled intermediate dégrader. This separation method was
applied very successfully in many studies of exotic nuclei (e.g.
[31).

The same method was chosen for the fragment separator at the
heavy-ion synchrotron SIS of GSI which is presently under
construction. In an experiment at SATURNE the method of the
momentum-loss achromat was applied to projectile fragments of a
403 MeV/u Ar beam. In agreement with previous model
calculations [4] the isotopical separation proved to be much
better than at lower energies. Out of the projectile fragments
produced in a 1.9 g/cm carbon target a P beam was prepared
almost free of background. The high separation quality is
essentially related to the small relative momentum spread in the
fragmentation process. The energy straggling in the dégrader is
vary small. It was determined for P of 357 MeV/u in a 5.7
g/cm aluminum dégrader to about 14 MeV only.

The measured values of the energy loss and of the energy-loss
straggling are in good agreement with model calculations as
described in ref. [4].

The background due to secondary reactions in the thick
intermediate dégrader proved to be less important than at lower
energies although the thicknesses of target and dégrader
increased considerably. This fact is understood in terms of model
calculations due to the higher separation quality. In order to
suppress an eventual residual background caused by secondary
reactions, an independent selection due to the residual range of
the fragment beam was successfully tested. With a magnetic
selection and a range telescope consisting of four silicon
detectors, S was separated nearly free of background.

With these experiments one expects that projectile fragments
produced from all stable isotopes up to uranium will become
accessible with high separation quality at the new fragment
separator of GSI.

[1] R. Anne et al., NIM A257 (1987) 215
[2] J.-P. Dufour et al., NIM A248 (1986) 267
[3] J.-P. Dufour et al., Z. Phys. A324 (1986) 487
(4] K.-H. Schmidt et al., NIM A260 (1987) 287
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Constituent approach to high energy elastic scattering of
hadrons

C.Furget and M.Buenerd

INSTITUT DES SCIENCES NUCLEAIRES DE GRENOBLE

53, avenue des Martyrs
38026 GRENOBLE CEDEX FRANCE

The work reported here describes a phenomenological
approach to the hyperon-nucleon cross-section. This latter work has
been undertaken in the context of the experiment WA89 at CERN
which will offer the unique opportunity of measuring these cross-
sections over the center of mass energy domain ^ s =» 20 ± 5 GeV.

I - theoretical framework

The eikonal approximation and the impact parameter
representation of the scattering amplitude provides a convenient
framework for the description of the scattering process. In the
present work we use the approach of ref. 1, where the invariant
amplitude is given by the usual integral over the impact
parameter :

F(t) = i £ b db J0 (bV-t) [1 - e-X(b)] (1)

where the complex eikonal function x(b) results from the folding of
the hadrons form factors and parton-parton interaction. It can be
expressed as the Fourier transform :

Gi(OG2(O f(t) (2)

where Ai are the number of partons in the hadrons, Gi are
the hadron form factors, and t=-q2 is the 4-momentum transfer in
the reaction. This model allows to separate conveniently the
geometrical contribution from the dynamical part of the amplitude.
In the constituent quark model interpretation, Ai are the number of
constituent quarks, and f(t) is an effective quark-quark (qq)
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interaction. It contains the long range qq interaction (not
perturbatively calculable from first principles at small t values)
between the constituent of the two hadrons, and it is "dressed" with
the contributions of the other partons in the hadrons (quarks of the
sea, gluons) to the scattering process, and with multiple scattering
effects. This effective amplitude collects all the dynamical part of
the interaction.

Relations (1) and (2) show that the scattering amplitude,
and ultimately the total cross-section, are governed by the eikonal
function x(b) : in the integral (1), a strong qq interaction will result
in a value of the profile function T(b) = [l-e-x(b>], close to unity up
to a value of b determined by the spatial extent of the hadron form
factors in relations (2) and (3). Neglecting the small imaginary part
of x, this corresponds to the strong absorption situation. At the
opposite extreme, if the qq interaction is small enough to allow
r ( b ) « 1 around b = 0, the collision will become transparent and the
dependence of the cross-section on the hadron sizes will be
different. This interplay between geometry and interaction strength
in the colliding systems is well illustrated in (light) nucleus-nucleus
collisions where the bulk of the reaction cross-section is determined
by geometry, whereas the (energy dependent) elementary nucleon-
nucleon cross-section2 governs the absorption in the surface region
and modulates the surface transparency.

If there are several species of quarks interacting, relation
(2) generalizes to a sum over the various elementary amplitudes
involved in the interaction. In the following we have distinguished
only two elementary amplitudes: fqr for a pair quark-antiquark,
and fq«q for any other (valence) pair with q1 * q, in order to take
into account the strong absorption effect in the annihilation channel
for the former amplitude. We shall see further below the cases of
quark pairs of different flavours (see ref 8).

The eikonal relations (1) and (2) have been used to fit
elastic scattering data, by adjusting the parameters: f(0),
a = Ref(0)/Imf(0), a, b, and c, of the phenomenological qq effective
amplitude used in ref. 3 :

fqq(t) = ^ f (i + a) (1 + at)"W2 ei(bltl+ct2) ( 3 )

Note the slightly different definition used here (the values
given for the parameter K in ref 1, must de divided by An for
consistency with the definition).
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II - Results for valence quark systems

a) - differential cross-sections

For the analysis of valence quark hadron systems
(pp, pp, rcp), the following procedure has been applied. First, the fq'q
amplitude was fitted on some available pp data. Next, it was used in
the analysis of pp data where the fqq amplitude could then be
adjusted. In a third step, the consistency of the approach was
checked on its ability to reproduce the experimental cross-section of
other valence quark systems such as ^p. These two latter steps
could be inverted, i.e. fqq be fitted on %*$ data and the consistency
check be performed in comparing the calculated pp cross-sections
(all parameters fixed by previous steps) with the experimental
angular distributions.

The results are illustrated in figures 1 to 3. Figure 1 shows
the results obtained for the pp system. The calculations have been
performed using the parametrization of ref. 4 to describe the proton
form factor. Not so good results are obtained with the
parametrisation of ref. 5, and no good result could be obtained with
the usual dipole shape (which gives a poor description of the
experimental electromagnetic form factor at large t values). The
parameter values obtained will be reported elsewhere6. The insert
in upper fig. 1 shows the calculated opacity (inelastic) function

T(b) = 1 - 1 e-X(b) |2 for pp at V I = 52.8 GeV. Note the rather
large absorption observed in the central region (in agreement with
ref 7) which confirms that Ot for such a system should be governed
to a large extent by the geometry of the hadrons as discussed in
ref. 8. The total cross-sections and ratio of the real to imaginary
part of the forward scattering amplitude are well reproduced
together with the differential cross-sections for pp and pp
(figure 2).

Figure 3b shows the fits obtained to the pp data by
adjusting the parameters of the fqq amplitude and using the fq'q
amplitude from the previous step. We see that the data can be very
well reproduced by these calculations. Figure 3c compares the Ji+p
differential cross-section9 calculated using these two amplitudes,
with the experimental angular distribution of this reaction. The
agreement is excellent over a range of -t extending up to about 1.5-
2 Gev 2 (a similar agreement is obtained for the pp system10).
Beyond this value of t, the calculated cross-section increasingly
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overestimates the experimental values. At this stage, we can
already conclude that this approach shows an amazingly good level
of consistency since the elementary amplitudes fitted on pp and pp
data reproduce very well the ^ p cross-sections up at -t < 2 Gev2.
This consistency indicate that the dynamical content of the model,
although phenomenological, is satisfactory at least over this range.
However, if we turn next to the results obtained with the inverse
procedure, the fit of fqq to the Jt+p data shown on figure 3d, is

hardly better than in fig 3c, and the calculations of the pp cross-
sections using this latter fqq do reproduce quite well the
experimental cross-sections (fig. 3b). Therefore it turns out that the
failure of the calculations to reproduce the 7i+p cross-sections at
large -t values (-t> 2 GeV2) is likely imputable to the pion form-
factor used in these calculations (see ref. 11 for a discussion of this
point) rather than to a lack of consistency of the approach. Similar
results are obtained for rc-p. The ratio of the real to the imaginary
part of the forward amplitude has also been investigated for these
systems. There too, a good fit to the experimental data can be
obtained for a given system, but the values calculated for the
parent system do not show the good consistency found above for
differential cross-sections, and appreciable differences are-
observed6.

b) - total cross-sections

The total cross-sections obtained from the above analysis
for the baryon systems, are in good agreement with the
experimental values. The corresponding effective constituent cross-
sections Oqq are very close to those obtained in the analytical
approach of ref. 8, the difference being less than 5%.

For the rc-^p systems, the results for o t are close to those
obtained in the analytic model and overestimate the experimental
values by about 4 mb. This discrepancy may seem contradictory
with the good agreement obtained for the differential cross-sections
at small and moderate -t values. However, a close look at very small
4-momentum transfers -t < 1(H Gev2, shows that in this region of t,
the theoretical cross-sections rise faster than the experimental data
to the optical point, resulting in a larger value of at- Here we
anticipate on the analysis of systems involving strange constituents
by quoting the results on Kp systems: for these systems the
calculated at's obtained from the fits to the data also overestimate
the experimental values by a similar amount. The same defect is
observed at very small -t in the differential cross-sections as for the
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ji p systems, although the agreement is good at larger -t 6 . This
feature in the momentum space corresponds to the most peripheral
region of interaction in the configuration space, and it suggests that
the outer part of these meson densities is not properly described by
the propagator-type form-factor used in the analysis. The
discrepancy may also have a more dynamical origin related to the
effective constituent interaction used.

I l l Hyperon-nucleon cross-sections

The procedure used previously can be extended to systems
containing other quark flavors. We are interested now in the
strange sector and try to elaborate a phenomenological approach of
the hyperon-nucleon cross-sections. We have seen that the effective
constituent cross-section is strongly flavour dependent. This leads
naturally to the introduction of a third effective amplitude fSq (s
stands for s or s), in addition to fq'q and fqq, in the analyzis of
systems in which one of the hadrons carries some strangeness. The
parameters of fSq can be adjusted to the available K+p elastic
scattering data, and good fits are obtained through the range of t
covered experimentally (figure 4). The knowledge of fq-q and fsq can
then be exploited to approach the hyperon-nucleon cross-sections in
which only these two amplitudes contribute. The remarkable
consistency of the results obtained in the description of valence
constituent systems gives us some confidence on the reliability of
this procedure.

table 1- Comparison of calculated total cross-sections, assuming

= <TN>, with experimental values (see text).

system

PP

PP
Sp
Sp
Qp

CXD

° t
m b

38.6
41.8
33.7 +

29.35

calc
t

m b
39.4
41.8
35.5
31.7
27.8

+ average value (see ref 13)

However, to be able to describe the hyperon-nucleon
cross-sections, we need to know the hyperon form factor entering in
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experimental information on this form factor, we have assumed a
simple dipoie shape with a parameter value from the proton form
factor (n2 = 0.71 GeV2). Indeed, theoretical estimates of the hyperon
sizes suggest that they should; be oLthe order of, or even a little
larger than the nucléon size12. Table 1 compares thé values of a
obtained in this way with the experimental points available13 for I p
and Sp. We see that the calculated values noticeably overestimate
the experimental values. This is at variance with the previously

analysed baryon systems pp and pp, for which the agreement
between calculated and experimental at s was good. In the present
case, this disagreement and the fact that it is increasing with the
strangeness of the projectile might indicate that the hyperons have
a size smaller than the nucléon size and decreasing with the number
of their constituent strange quarks. Using smaller hyperon sizes in
the hyperon form factor (larger values of ji) does improve the
agreement between calculated and experimental cross-sections.

Figure 5 shows the calculated angular distributions for
hyperon proton elastic scattering at several incident energies. A
much less structured angular distribution is predicted for Qp than
for the other two systems. This vanishing of the strongly diffractive
character of the angular distribution stems from the decrease of the
opacity with increasing strangeness
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Figure captions

figure 1 - Fits obtained for high energy pp data14'15 as described in the
text. The insert shows the opacity function for the pp system at
Vs"= 16.8 GeV and 52.8 GeV.

figure 2 - upper: comparison of calculated (full triangles connected with
line) ratio of the real to the imaginary part of the forward
scattering amplitude with the experimental data for pp and pp.
Lower: same for total cross-sections. See text for details.

figure 3 - Fits obtained for high energy pp (3b) and rcp (3d) data.
3a: comparison of calculated pp cross-sections using the
elementary amplitudes fitted on pp and rcp data, with the

experimental pp cross-sections. 3c: same for rcp with elementary
amplitudes fitted on pp and pp.

figure 4 - fit of K-p cross-sections as described in the text.

figure S - Hyperon-nucleon angular distributions calculated using the
elementary amplitudes fitted to pp and Kp data, as explained in
the text. The hyperon form factor used in the calculations was a
dipole shape G(t) = (1 + t/n.H

2 )"2 with parameters n£2=o.83 and

u.2
2=1.255 and u,Q

2=1.87 GeV2. These values have been used

only for illustrative purpose, they correspond to matter radii
increasingly smaller than the proton radius.
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NUCLEAR COLLECTIVE MOTION DESCRIBED BY THE MOMENTS OF THE

WIGNER DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

I.S. MIKHAILOV

Laboratory of Theoretical Physics. J.I.H.R. Dubna, P.O.B. 79 - 101000 MOSCOW - USSR

ABSTRACT

The method elaborated by a Dubna group of theorists is presented in which the

collective motion is det-rlbed by the dynamic equations for the nuclear integral

characteristics. The "mscrosiipic" dynamics is formulated starting from the equations of

the microscopic theory. This is tone by taking the moments in the full phase space from the

equation for the Signer distributi n function.

A number of formal questions . s discussed including the problem of the closure of

equations of the motion for the ictegr. 1 characteristics.

The theory is applied to the desci lption of the shape of rotating nuclei and of the

properties of giant resonances with nailti, olarlties up to A. « 4.
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IMTRODUCTIOS

The fast development of experimental nuclear physics brings to evidence an information

which is qualitatively different from what existed at the time of formulation of most of the

theoretical nuclear structure models.

The accuracy of measurements of the properties of the nuclear ground- and low-lying

states is improved. The excitation energy region and the spin region where the information is

available become wider.

Most of the recent experiments of nuclear structure use nuclear reactions, and their

analysis depends on the knowledge of the processes taking place during the reactions. On the

other side, the study of reactions depends much on what is known about the nuclear structure.

For the effective analysis of nuclear reactions, the theory must be well balanced in specifying

the models of nuclear structure and the mechanism of the reaction. This could be achieved only

by formulating the nuclear structure models which operate with well known parameters and which

do not demand an excessive computational effort.

One of the most spectacular achievements of the modern studies is the discovery of

many types of giant resonances (G.R). Such resonances belong to the class of the collective

excitation modes corresponding to a motion in which participate a large number of nuclcons. The

resonances are detected as picks in the cross-sections of the inelastic scattering of electrons,

protons, etc. A virtual excitation of such resonances determines the exchange of the energy

between the partners in the reactions with heavy ions.

The collective excitations can be discussed theoretically in terms of thi "macroscopic"

models containing a small number of collective variables (e.g. the parameters determining the

shape of the nuclear surface). Each of such collective variables may be associated with a

certain integral characteristic : the moments of the mass or charge distribution, for instance.

The resonance marks the energy region in which the response of the nucleus to an external field

affecting one of such an integral characteristic is exceptionally strong.

In a purely phenomenological approach the collective properties of nuclei are

described within the models where a number of integral characteristics are considered as the

collective variables. The choice of such variables and the parametrization of the Hamiltonian

and other important operators is then done in an intuitive way.

There are different approaches to formulate the collective models on the basis of the

microscopic theory. In the majority of them the nature or at least the number of collective

variables is fixed beforehand. A powerful method for studying the dynamics of integral

characteristics may be built on the basis of the time-dependent Hartree-Fock theory (TDHF). As

is well known, this theory is applied with considerable success to describe the nuclear

vibrational states. The solutions of the equation of the TDHF theory determine the dynamics of
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all the nuclear collective characteristics. However, the time evolution of a limited number of

integral characteristics may be described in a much simpler manner, without solving the

equations of the TDHF theory, but transforming them in an appropriate way.

One way to do it is to follow the approach to the hydrodynamic equations (developed in

reference ) introducing the modifications which are necessary to take into account the

specific features of the nuclear matter : the Fermi liquid . The method consists In

integrating with an appropriate weight the microscopic quantum equation describing the nucleus

in order to obtain a relation containing the time derivative of integral characteristics whose

dynamics is in question. This relation must contain also some other integral characteristics.

One may try to find other relations containing the time derivatives of each of the new integral

characteristics entering the first relation. It is done by changing the weight with which the

original microscopic equation is integrated. If still new integral characteristics appear at

this step the procedure must be continued again. When, after several steps, the new integral

characteristics cease to appear, the formulation of the theory describing the dynamics of the

integral characteristics in question is achieved.

In ref. , this procedure is realized starting from the equation for the one-body

density matrix. A number of exact relations containing the charge or mass multipole moments is

obtained. In contrast with the equations of phenomenological models the relations obtained in

such a way contain the integrals characterizing the distribution of nucléons in the momentum

space, i.e. the integral characteristics of a new type.

4)The systematic description of the method and its applications is given in ref.

2. THE FORHALISH

The nuclear dynamics may be described on the quantum microscopic level by the equation

for the one-body density matrix. It is convenient to use the Wigner transform of it f (x,p,t)

which satisfies the equation :

*. ... . U)

provided that the self-consistent potential U is local. Equation (1) contains all the quantum

effects described by the Hartree-Fock theory unlike the so-called semiclassical approximation in

which the sinus function is replaced by the first power of its argument.

The integral characteristics may be evaluated integrating the Wigner-function over the

whole phase space of a nucléon with certain weights. The first step to obtain such relations

consists in integrating eq.(l) over p with the weights 1. p , P1P,. etc. Introducing the local

characteristics of the nuclear mattter as follows
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o(î-t)= m-

(2)

one comes to the set of equations :

VJ %**-!%$*• J* <U> \

fc

Notice, that the Planck constant appears only in the eq.(A) starting from n=3. This implies that

the integrals of the motion have the same forms as found in the semiclassical approximation. In

particular, the energy is given by : 4

E -I l i l ' J n l U + T J t / l i L i d"]

where the last term represents the Fermi motion of the nucléons.

Further, we introi_'. as collective characteristics the moments of n(x,t), u(x,t),

P (x,t). Among these there are the multlpole isoscalar electric nuclear moments, i.e. the

linear combinations of

and the orbital part of magnetic moments which are linear combinations of

•f\ X: • (7)

Integration of eq.(3) relates the second time derivatives of Q-. . and the first

J I1 ...±i
time derivatives of H . with integrals

iii* . I3--- it

n.*7'' -l - [ AZ X- -X- P •
• I • ™ \ O l A A" *"" A j \ • 1

Multiplying eq.(4) with n=2 by an appropriate combination of x, and integrating the

resulting expression one obtains an equation where the time derivative of %• j f /1/(^ j i ... j^

is related to the new variable 11 - .- . Equations for the time derivative of the latter
Jr" J k

characteristics are obtained in a similar way integrating (4) with n=3 and so forth. Proceeding

in this way one obtains a number of relations including all the quantities 0 ; ** :
Jr -•• J*.

with all values of the k-number in the interval 2 < k < (,. These relations generalize the

so-called virial theorems introduced in .

The integrals ' •: — Jj^ contain information on the deformation of the Fermi-surface
(-j -lkn — 1 (

of t h e n u c l e u s . The i n c r e a s e o f k d o e s n o t i n t r o d u c e i n t o ' I j . . . j h any a p p e a r e n t s m a l l n e s s
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when u « P /ta • This implies that for the correct description of the dynamics of the moments

J j M the effects of the Fermi-surface deformations with all multipolarities

\ =2,3,.. must be considered.

The precise form of the virial theorems of the first , second and the third ranks is

given in refs. . The preliminary information on the results obtained using the virial

theorems up to the fourth rank is given in a short publication

The virial theorems may be regarded as equations relating the integral characteristics

Ĵ" JW ^ ' .An important class of solutions constitute the stationary ones determining the

states of equilibrium. To this class belong the solutions for stationary rotating nuclei.

Another important class constitute vibrational solutions representing the small oscillations

around the state of equilibrium.

The central point in finding the approximate solutioas is the parametrization of the

fields u (x,t), O r\: = f;'fx,-t)- P. (£), etc. Introducing the displacement field "J (x,t)

so that u = d ̂  / dt and writing : * 3

one comes to the description of the dynamics in terms of the functions on time L , L , L. . ,
1 IfJ 1|JK

V Dij.fc*etc-
These functions can be written as superpositions of integrals :

(10)

and related to the variations of the collective variables in eqs.(6),(7),(8).

Truncating the series (9) one obtains a finite set of ordinary differential equations.

The simplest excitations are described by the virial theorems linearized in the differences

between the collective characteristics in excited (time dependent) and stationary (ground)

states. The periodic solutions to these equations (the normal modes) determine the excitation

energies of the one-phonon states. To calculate the matrix elements of various operators the

linear response theory is used. The spreading widths of excitation modes may also be treated

introducing the collision term on the r.h.s. of eq.(l) .

3. APPLICATIONS

The stationary solutions to virial theorems were studied suggesting that the shape of

nuclear surface is ellipsoidal, and that the velocity field is a linear function of coordinates.

On these lines deep parallels are established between the presented method and the algebraical

approach on one side and with the LD model, on the other side . The role of the symmetry

properties of the nuclear matter distribution in the momentum space for the shape of nuclear
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ground state is shown. The deformation of the fast rotating nuclei and the properties of the

entry Ii^e in the y-decay of nuclear high-spin states are investigated.

In the spherical nuclei the linearized equations for the variables having different

multipolarity indices X,u and parity are uncoupled. As a rule, there appear in the theory

several collective variables of the same multipolarity. They represent the collective flow and

also the variations of the intrinsic motion generated by the collective flow.

As a rule, in deformed nuclei the modes of different multipolarities are coupled. The

reflection-symmetric deformation leaves uncoupled the modes of opposite parity. The modes in

rotating nuclei are characterized by the signature, i.e. by the transformation property in

respect to the reflection in the time and in the space.

The theory allows to describe the centroids of the strength function for different

modes. The estimations depend on the properties of nuclear self-consistent potential and on the

ground-state distribution of nucléons over the phase space. The latter dependence enters into

2k 21
the equations of the motion in the form of the mean values < r P > calculated with the

distribution function of the stationary (ground) state. The potential part of the restoring

force is determined by the integrals of the type

which can be evaluated using the explicit nucleon-nucleon interaction and the Hartry self-

consistency relations. The method may be used with different nuclear potentials. In the droplet

of incompressible liquid such integrals may be expressed in terms of the fissility parameter and

of the surface tension and other characteristics of the surface used in the liquid-drop model.

The number of states obtained within the model and the accuracy of estimations depend

an the number of terms in the expansions (9) left in the equations, i.e. on the admitted

complexity of the collective flow. The pattern of the collective flow studied up to now in the

framework of this model is shown for the volume conserving modes of positive parity in Fig. 1

Tiqwe. 1 : Collectivz £low cowiupondlng

to the po&Â£Lve.-pasiity modei. The anguZan

momentum L uvuUed by the. photwm Ik

indicated. ¥oi L=Z and 4, the. line* o£

the. eu/ment and thz de.{onination oi the.

£usi{ace. anz ihoum. fci L=I wheJiz the.

Line* o& the. cuwi&nt ajie. the. duclei the

naAiaSL dependence, oi the collective.

veZûdty -ta M
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and in Fig. 2 for the modes of negative parity. The breathing mode, the rotational mode and the

modes associated with the relative motion of the protons and of the neutrons were studied also.

Here, «e confine ourselves with very short remarks concerning the results obtained in this way.

L = 3 L=2 L=I

2 : Thz -same <u> in

thz pant o{ F-tg. 7 conceA-

nbig the. modzi L= 2 and 4

{on. thz nzgativz-pcuiity

mode*.

I states in spherical nuclei are associated with J-he out-of-phase rotation of the protons

and the neutrons and with the rotational motion with the frequency changing with the radius

(Fig. 1, L=I). The analysis is under way.

2 states were studied using different parametrization of the potential. The excitation

energy of the isoscalar GQR is well reproduced in the linear approximation for the collective

flow (Fig. 3). The lines of the current in this case are shown in Fig. I1 L=2a.

E(MeV)
3 : Thz cznttwidi o{ thz ISQJl

30

compansd with thz zxpznimzntaZ data •• thz

biwkzn Zine. with doth i& obtainzd

nzglzcting thz potential znexgy in thz

bzcuZafL equation. Thz iotid tinz jLndbxdzi

îkz pfizié&um., thz CouZomb and iuA{acz

tzn&ion z£{zati. Thz bnokzn VLnz ikoun

thz tO z&tùnatiom which nzglzct thz

fznmi iuAlacz dziomcutlon zi£zc£&. Thz

iyitematixii o{, zxpzuimzntal data, it, takzn

atom tizi. • Thz bnaken Zinz

œith thz cittraœtioiii obtaùizd in '.

The restoring force determining the excitation energy is almost entirely coming from the defor-

mation of the Feroi surface. In rotating nuclei the GQR splits into five branches because of the
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centrifugal and Coriolis forces. In axial nuclei the Y-transitions between the ground and the

excited states select one of the branches depending on the angular momentum transferred to

(from) the nucleus (see Fig. 4). Two low-lying collective modes appear in vicinity of the yrast

line at u 4 0. Thus, the collective E2-transitions coupling the states in vicinity of the
rot

yrast line are allowed according to the theory.

1
o

FiguAe. 4 : Allowed tsuM&itioni

the. vacuum and tho. one.-ph.onon itatti (JoA

nutating àpheJwidaJL con{ÀgiviatloM in.

154EA at the. ap-tn valuu neon. I = 70.

yrast

The inclusion of the three-linear terms in the collective flow field increases the

number of collective variables included into the dynamic equations : in addition to the

quadrupole deformation of the surface (Fig. 1, L=2a) the toroidal quadrupole mode of excita-

tion is described in this way (Fig. 1» L=2b). The theory predicts the strong mixing of these two

types of collective motion. The energy of ISQR remains practically unchanged, but about 40% of

the EWSR for quadrupole isoscalar transitions are concentrated at lower energies.

The calculations of the ISQR and of the IVQR are carried out using the potential

generated by the Skyrme interaction (version SKM) . The linear approximation for the

collective flow is admitted. Different paramatrizations of the density distribution are tested.

Within the same approximations the estimations of the two branches of the monopole resonance

ISMR and IVMR are carried out. The presentation of these results is contained in Figs. 5,6,7,8.

States 3 and 4 have been treated including the effects of the Coulomb force and of the

surface tension. The analysis of the results is under way.

The negative parity states were also considered in the same way. Only the terms of the

collective velocity field with even number of coordinates play a role in their description.

In the calculations the collective flow field was truncated at the terms containing bilinear

combinations of coordinates.
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200 300 A
2D0 300 A

ïiauJie. S : Calculated and expefûsaentaJL

i thz ISQR. Tfee iolid tbiz cotAeipondt

to thz paJtamej&Uzation oi the. deniity pfiopo&ed

in
p

tine, uxùth the doté cotuieApondi

to the. pouumztrUzatyUm {nom ns.^. . Tfee bnoken

Lute, ikom the. approximation in. uihich the. mixing

oi ISQR and Il/OR

data. axe. taken &iom

neg£ccted. Tfee expeAÂmental
14]n&i

6 : Tfee tome, ai in fig. S but ion.

thz IVQZ

15

10
40 100 200 300 A

Figune. 7 : Calculated and expérimental,

i the. ISHR. Tfee expérimentai data

. Uee al&o iigiuiz caption oi fia.5).

figu/ie. 8 ••

expérimentai, vaiuzi

Calculated
75J

and

the. IfMR.

The theory explains the concentration of the octupole strength in two energy regions.

The information on the low-energy branch of excitations centered around 15/43 x E and
L D

depleting about 1/3 of the octupole isoscalar sum rule is shoun in Fig. 9 in comparison with the

experimental data on the centroids of the octupole strength functions in the region of the first

major shell.

Analogous information on the high-energy branch (Giant Octupole Resonance) is

contained in Fig. 10. Fig. 11 summarizes the theoretical and experimental information on the
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magnetic-quadrupole excitations. No experimental information is available on the toroidal mode

which is situated according to our estimations in the same energy region as the giant dipole

resonance.
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4^ CONCLUDING REMARKS

The above short presentation of the method and of its application is far from being

complete. He did not mention the results concerning the widths of the collective excitations.

The role of the quantum corrections to the Vlasov equation and a number of other important

problems and also the comparison of this method with the different approaches are also left out

of consideration. More detailed information may be found in refs. ' .

The model yields an adequate description of the data on various giant resonances and

predicts the resonances of a new type. Thus, it has some prognostic value.

He believe that our investigations help to fill the gap between the macroscopic (liquid

drop) and microscopic (shell model) approaches to nuclear dynamics. Although well understood

24)
conceptually » the relations between these approaches demand much further studies.

He think that our approach will be useful for the studies of nuclear reactions and the

nuclear fission also.

Acknowledgments : I express my gratitude to IN2P3 and CSNSM-Orsay for their hospitality and

interest in this work.
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REWIEW OF RECENT MEASUREMENTS ON NEUTRAL PION PHOTOPRODUCTION NEAR THRESHOLD

EXPERIMENTAL FEATURES
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CEN Saclay , 91190 GIF-SUR-YVETTE CEDEX. FRANCE

ABSTRACT

The experimental situation of neutral pion photoproduction has been definitely improved by

recent absolute measurements of fundamental quantities of the low energy pion nucléon interaction.

The data obtained at Saclay, on the proton and several nuclei (Tfe, C, Ca and a few results on

Li and NIg) using the A.L.S. tagged monochromatic photon beam, from reaction threshold energy up

to l80 MeV, are confirmed by very recent measurements performed at Mainz with the 100% duty cycle

electrons accelerator MAMI A. A large disagreement between these results and theoretical prédic-
(*)tions appears. This coherent set of datas now give very strong constraints for further models.

INTRODUCTION

Until these few last years, pion photoproduction on nucléon and nuclei, near the reaction

threshold, has been measured accurately only through their charged channels. Due to the fact that

neutral-pion photoproduction amplitude on the nucléon is much more sensitive to theoretical hypo-

thesis used for calculate it than charged one, the measurement of the neutral channel is a good

way to improve our knowledge of pion -nucléon interaction mechanism. Furthermore,the experimental

study of photoproduction on nuclei is also of a great interest: in the impulse approximation fra-

mework, one can consider that the pion is photoproduced on a single nucléon in the nucleus. But

other phenomena must be taken in account: nucleon-nucleon interaction, pion absorption by correla-

ted pairs, pion rescattering including charge exchange... So, the models must include final state

interactions treated by optical potential calculations. Accurate measurements constitute stringent

tests for the theory.

Previous experiments ' ' used Bremnstrahlung beams whose end of spectrum were more

than 15 MeV above the reaction threshold; the photon energy resolution was roughly 10 MeV and the

photoproduction amplitudes at the threshold were calculated by an extrapolation to the threshold,

(*) - These experiments have been performed by the Saclay DPhN/HE photonuclear group: P. Argan,

G. Audit, A. Bloch, N. de Botton, N. d'Hose, J. L. Faure, M. L. Ghedira, C. Guerra, L; Jammes,

J. Martin, E. Mazzucato, C. Schuhl, G. Tamas, E. Vincent. They produced the matter for two thesis

from E. Mazzucato (1H and 12C) and L. Jamnes (4He, 1 2C, 4 0Ca, 6Li and Mg) ( 5 ) > (7).
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of measurements performed between l60 and 200 MeV.

This experimental situation has beeen decisively improved by the use of tagged photons beams

(roughly 1 MeV resolution) associated with large solid angle detectors (Saclay) and 100$ duty

cycle accelerators (Mainz).

SACLAY MEASUREMENTS

1) General experimental set-up

Saclay linac (A-L.S.) accelerated positrons annihilate on a 40 mg/cm LiH radiator; the low

energy annihilation "soft" photon (20 - 30 MeV) tags the high energy ("hard") one. The tagging

detector allows a 8 MeV energy width of the soft photons beam. The flux is roughly 10 photons by

second.

The experimental targets are surroundedby a cylindrical 12 lead glass Cherenkov detector,

covering 94 % of 4 solid angle, where neutral pions are detected through their two photons decay

The charged particles are vetoed by twelwe 5-mm. thick scintillators, covering the inside surface

of the lead glass detectors (fig- 1)

2) Measurements on proton and 12C '

The tagging detector set at 1.5m . from the radiator target consisted of a stack of 16 modu-

les, each including a plastic scintillator and a proportionnai wire chamber (6 mm. localization

accuracy, determining a 1 MeV energy resolution.

Incoming photons were counted using a 16 radiation length thick lead glass blocks, down-

stream from the target, set in coincidence with the tagging detactor (99 % efficiency).

The target consisted of a stack of 5 mm. scintillators (CH)nJ viewed by individual photo-

multipliers. This target was used as a detector for the recoil protons (in coincidence with the

* ), whose accurately measured energy gives directly the Ti1" angular distribution used from which

we deduced the photoproduction'"elementary amplitudes. The contamination by inelastic photoproduc-

tion on carbon has been evaluated to be a few percent, (fig. 1)

12 12
This "active target" technic allows a good separation between YP-* ptf) and y+ C-»jt°+ C

processes which can be both measured in a same experimental sequence: due to the important mass of
12the C recoiling nucleus, its energy-loss in the target is much smaller than the proton energy-

12
loss. Moreover, the cross section for C near the threshold exceeds the proton one by roughly two

orders of magnitude.

The results are summarized in Fig. 2.

a) PROTON. At high energy, the new data agree with the previous experiments, But the electric

dipole amplitude EJJ+ (pion-nucleon s-wave, with nucléon spin-flip) which strongly dominates the

photoproduction on the nucléon near threshold desagrees strongly with the low energy theorem

prediction :

VALUE OF ELECTRIC DIPOLE AMPLITUDE E^+"

(in unit of 10~3 / m )

Previous experiments
Low-energy theorem(8)

Our experiment(5)

-1.8 - 0.6

-2.5

-0.5 - 0.3 (deteimined mostly by the low energy

points)
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F i g . 1 THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP FOR 1H & 1 2 C MEASUREMENTS
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Fig. 2 - THE ir° PHOTOPRODUCriON CROSS SECTION ON THE PROTON AS A FUNCTION OF THE AVERAGE

PHOTON ENERGY;

Experimental points -closed circles, Saclay results

-squares, Koester a

-triangles, Vasilkov

-open circles, Hitzeroth

The dotted and dashed curves are calculated cross sections which use multipoles

derived, respectively, from PFeil and Schwela and from Laget . The inset

is an enlargement of the region 10 MeV above the threshold; the solid line is the

total cross section corresponding to the multipole determination which fits the

differential cross-section values.

This discreapancy could indicate that important dispersion corrections affect the higher

order term in the mu/M development.

A more recent experiment at Mainz , using 100 % duty-cycle tagged photons beam of

MAMI A, confirms this result with a very good accuracy, (fig. 3)

b) CARBON. A further Saclay experiment confirms the value obtained by this measurement.

Its results vail be presented in the next section.

3) Measurements on 4He, 1 2C, 40Ca, (and 6Li and Mg) ( 7 )

These experiments were performed two years later with a new generation of the tagging

and tagged photons detectors, and with the same K" detection system.

a) The new tagging system (fig. 4) consists of 12 indépendant lead glass blocks. A
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0.5

0.0

Saclay(1986)

Mainz(1988).preliminary

135 140 145 150 155 160

Ey (HeV)

fig. 3 - ABSOLUTE CROSS-SECTIONS FOR NEUTRAL PION PHOTOPRODUCTION ON THE PROTON

photon converts inside a block in e e pair whiich is detected by Cherenkov effect. This system

allows a determination of the emission angle of the "soft" photon with an accuracy better than

3 mrad ( û Ey less than 1 MeV). False tags simulated by charged particles coming from collimation

are vetoed by a plastic scintillator put downstream of the collimator.

b) The tagged photons flux was measured precisely by a so-called photon filter (fig. S)5

consisting in a pair spectrometer:

- A first magnet sweeps the charged particles components of the electromagnetic shower

coming from the target. The photons beam hits a copper target and converts in e+e~ pairs sépara-

TAGGING DETECTOR

ANNIHILATION TARGET

\

BEAM

12 LEAD GLASSES SET

COLLIHATOR

"SOFT" PHOTONS

"HARD" PHOTONS

Fig. 4

ted by a second magnet. The two particles of one pair are detected in coïncidence in two identical

telescopes (plastic scintillators for the timing, and lead glass for a rough energy determination)
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SWEEPING MAGNET

FIG. 5 - THE PHOTON FILTER ( PRINCIPLE )

This system allows a much better measurement of the incident photons flux than a direct measure-

ment by a detector put inside the beam whose efficiency decrease* strongly when incident particles

flux increases, because of the piling up phenomena (at maximum current, the total photon flux is

roughly 20 by microsecond, causing counting rate losses) . The efficiency of the filter is of a

few 10 . The photon flux can be accurately measured without any counting rate loss.

c ) The H ° are detected via their teno photons decay in the same block of lead glass detector

and plastic scintiHaters than previous Saclay experiments, surrounding the target. Two plastic

scintillators vetos are set upstream and downstream of the detector. The former eliminates elec-

LEAD GLASSES

VETO

FIG 6 - THE 7t° DETECTOR
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trons created in the collimator, the latter eliminates forward showers created in the target and

not seen by the vetos.

The He target was a 4*2 K liquid one and the measurement on the carbon was used to control

the analysis method by comparison with Mazzucato's results.

The results are presented in figures 7, 8, and 9-

a) Results on He Our experimental data are compared to various calculations (S. Boffi & al

ref 12 and A. A. Chumbalov & al, ref 13). The plane wave impulse approxi-

mation calculations clearly disagree with the datas. When the final state distorsion wave of the

pion is taken in account (either in momenta space (Chumbalov) or in configuration space (Boffi)),

with the aid of optical potentials, the agreement is much better (fig. 7). One can note that, if

these two authors have roughly the same estimation with the DWIA, their calculations differ a lot

in PWIA.

F i g . 7 - TOTAL CROSS SECTION ON 4HELIUM

100.

60.

-. 60.

° 40.

20.

130-

•BOFFI DWIA (12)
• BOFFI PWIA ( 1 2 )

•CHUMBALOV DWIA < 13)
-CHUMBALOV PWIA '• * ' " '

140. 150. 160. 170. 180.
ET (MeV)

(U)

1 ?

b) Results on Carbon Ke have report in fig. 8 the two results from Saclay (5), (7). They

are both in good agreement with very accurate measurements from Mainz

Due to the fact that these data have been obtained from 3 différents analyzing methods, it
200

ISO

100

SO

T » 1

Q SACLAY (5)

, O SACLAY (7)

. 1 HAINZ

. f HAIHZ

T T 1 C

.4'
130 140 ISO

seems that the experimen-

tal situation is well

established.

Fig. 8b shows a comparison

of the Saclay data with

DWIA calculations of Boffi

using two different opti-

cal potentials and one of

Chumbalov. It is obvious

that the reliable and

consistent data are a

strong test of final state

distorsion calculations.

160 170

Fig. 8 - TOTAL CROSS-SECTION ON 12CARBON
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fig 8b - Comparison between Saclay data and various
12

DWIA calculations on "Carbon.
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c) Results on Calcium

We report in fig 9a

the Saclay and Mainz

data. They are in

very good agreement

and the experimental

situation appears as

clear as for the

carbon.

However, it seems

that the calculations

including the pion

rescattering, differs

more for Ca than

for 1 2C. (fig 9b).

CONCLUSION

130. 140. 150. 160.
EY (MeV)

170.

FIG 9b

180.

Saclay results, con-

firmed by the recent and

very accurate Mainz data

show that the experimen-

tal situation in neutral

photoproduction near

threshold is now clear.

The neutral pion data

are consistent and as

accurate as charged

channels results.
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It remains significant discreapancies between the experiments and theoretical predictions,

mainly for the proton elementary amplitudes. So, the interpretations have to be improved. A more

detailed description of particles in strong interaction seems necessary.
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INVERSE ELEGTROPRODUCTION

AT THRESHOLD : n~p -* ne+e~

AND H0 DALITZ DECAY : TT° -> 7 e + e -

H.Fonvieille°,N.Bensayaho, J.Berthot °,P.Bertin °, B.Bihoreau +,M.Crouau °,
G.Founùer +,M.Giffon *, J.Miller +,R.Nahabetian-, B.Saghai +,C.Samour + , P.Vernin

LPC Clermont-Fd , 63177 Aubière CEDEX
IPN Lyon , 43 Bd du 11 Nov.1918 , 69622 Villeurbanne CEDEX
DPhN , CEN-Saclay , 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette CEDEX

Abstract:

We present the results of an experiment studying the reactions : ir~p —» n e + e~ (1) and
TT0 —y rfe+e~(2) with high statistics . For process (1) , in the range of low timeh'ke
transfers k2 , we give the measurement of the longitudinal multipole Z,J+ with a 5 to 10 %
accuracy , and the k2 -dependence of the transverse multipole Eg+ . Process (2) provides a
direct measurement of the neutral pion electromagnetic transition form factor squared for
several transfer values , and of its slope parameter "a" . We find : a = —.11 ± .03 ± .08
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I)-MOTIVATIONS

We have studied 1 ^ at the Saclay Linear Accelerator the two reactions : ir~p —*
ne+e~(l) or inverse electroproduction at threshold , and the Dalitz decay : n0 —+ ye+e~(2),
the TT0 being produced via charge exchange . Both processes are of the type : A —+ Bl+1~
where the lepton pair comes from the internal conversion of a virtual photon.

In reaction (l),only the two s-wave amplitudes for virtual photoproduction at. threshold
f*N -+ tvN , are present : the electric transverse multipole EQ+ (&2)and the longitudinal
multipole LJj+ (k

2 ), corresponding respectively to the transversely and longitudinally po-
larized photon states . Here , (fc,&o) is the virtual photon four-momentum . k2 = k\ — k2

is the transfer , or equally the (e+e~) invariant squared mass ; it varies from ~ 0 to m2 in
the timelike region . We have made for the first time a separation between the transverse
and longitudinal part of the process in the ir~ channel, measuring LJ+ (&2)and the relative
variation of Efi+ (fc2 ).

K the 7T° was a pointlike particle , reaction (2) would be well described by QED . To
take into account the 7r° internal structure at the TT° —* 77 vertex , a form factor F(x) is
factorized in the amplitude . F(x) is called the TT° electromagnetic transition form factor ;
it may differ from 1 as one of the photons goes off mass shell . As above , x is the (e+ e~ )
invariant squared mass , in units of m2

0 ; so that : 0 < x < 1 . A linear x-behaviour is
usually assumed for F(x) under the form :

F(x) = l +ax (1)

"a"a" being the slope parameter . Various models2* give predictions for "a" ; the most
common theoretical value is given by VDM5* : a = +.03 .

n)-EXPERI3VIENT

We have used the low energy pion beam available at the Saclay Linac . Negative pions
are stopped in a liquid hydrogen target , and the lepton pair is detected in coincidence in a
double-arm spectrometer (see fig.l) . Each arm includes a magnet , a set of drift chambers
and scintillators . The solid angle is 2 x .4 sr , and the two-arms relative angle is 110° .
This allows to detect mainly wide-angle pairs , thus selecting the kinematical region of
good sensitivity to the measured physics . The apparatus gives each lepton's momentum
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and the vertex point in three dimensions . We achieve a 3° pair angle resolution , and a 5
Mev missing mass resolution . Each (e+e~) event is identified as coming from process (1)
or (2) , with a small overlap .
The analysis is based on the spectrum shape of the following variables : k2 and e for process
(1) , x for process (2) ; coupled to the knowledge of the experimental acceptance . The latter
is given by a complete simulation of the studied processes , including radiative corrections
and physical background . From a global fit including events from all observed processes ,
all the physics parameters axe extracted , together with a relative normalization of the
experiment . This method does not require to measure the absolute number of stopped
pions .
As the data have been taken during two separate , independent and self—consistent runs
(in 1985 and 86) , a first analysis has been made on each run ,verifying that the physics
extracted form each one was in agreement within error bars . We present here the final
results of the global fit performed on the entire data with no cuts (except one for the Dalitz
events) , consisting of ~ 30000 (ir~p —» ne+e~) events and 32000 (-rr0 —* -ye+e~) events.
The fit has a 95 % confidence level ; systematical errors are calculated from uncertainties
about normalization , energy calibration and target volume distribution , and then added
arithmetically to give a total systematical error . We have also verified the results stability
within various and severe cuts .

HI - RESULTS

Recalling that the multipoles appear in the combination6* :

in the inverse electroproduction differential rate where e is the virtual photon polarization ,
what we measure independently of any absolute normalization are :

i)the longitudinal-to-transverse ratio , and
ii)the relative transverse multipole variation ,

as functions of fc2 . The fit uses a Rosenbluth method to determine the L/T ratio , for
several fc2-values . The transfer-dependence of the transverse multipole is fitted in the
linear form : | E£~ (fc2)|2 = | E$~ (0)|2(l + ak2) .We find :

a = -.29 ± .08(stat.)+.20 - .19(syst.) fm2 ,
this result indicating that the transverse multipole decreases as the transfer increases in
the timelike region .Using the known value of \E£+ | at k2 = 0 4* :

I E%~ (0)| = (3.204 ± .104JlO-2Tn^1 = (10.93 ± 3S)GeV-1

the absolute longitudinal multipole is then extracted from the fitted L/T ratio for five
transfer values , with a good statistical accuracy : 5 to 10 % , except at very low transfer .
These results are reported in table I and fig.2 .

The TT0 electromagnetic transition form factor squared : |-P(a;)|2 , is determined as a
function of x , directly from our data , making no assumption on its behaviour . From
the obtained points plotted in fig.3 , the x-linearity is observed to be well verified over
the range : 0 < x < .5 . A cut is made for x > .5 , which eliminates 4 % of the Dalitz
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events : in this region the background becomes dominant , and realistic error bars would
be so large that the resulting points have no significance .
The slope parameter "a" is determined from the global fit over the range (0 < x < .5)
using the parametrization given in eq.(l) , and the result is reported in Table U . We find
a negative value :

a = -.11 ± .03(stat.) ±.08(syst.)
which is compatible with the other "a" measurements , also reported in Table II , except
the result of ref.8.
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Longitudinal multipole

fc2

(M"2)

.153

.226

.274

.323

.386

IXJA. I \ " * / / KQ I

t ft 2 \

28.6
62.6
51.3
65.6
62.9

statistical
error

±9.8
±4.4
±5.0
±3.8
±3.0

systematical
error

+12.5 -13.9
+ 3.3 - 3.8
+ 3 . 3 - 2.9
+ 1.2 - 2.1
+ 2.7 - 2.9

Table I :
Result for the longitudinal multipole |£o+(fc2)/fco| for several fc2-values , obtained
from the inverse electroproduction data . Systematical errors are calculated as
explained in §11 .

Rg-2 :The longitudinal multipole |£S+(fe2)/fc0| (with total error bar ) for several
&2-vaIues in the timelike region .
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Dalitz decay ir° —»•
Experimental value

OUT result

J.Poutissou et al.7)
J.Fischer et al.8)
S.Devons et al.9)
N.Samios et aî.1Q)
H.Kobrak et al.11)

ye+ e
3 of the slope parameter "

-.11

-.01
+.10
+.01
-.24
-.15

± .OZ(stat) ±

(+.08 - .06)
±.03
±.11
±.16
±.10

a"

.08(syst)

Table H :
Result for the slope parameter "a" , obtained from the (ir°
systematical error is calculated as explained in §11 .

7e+e~) data . The

invariant mass squared x (m2
0)

Fig.3 : Result for the 7r° electromagnetic transition form factor squared , obtained
from (TT° —»• 7e+e~) data . The error bars are statistical only . The dashed area is
the envelop for the calculated systematical error on the central value of each point
(those errors are totally correlated from one point to another), the straight line is
the result of the linear fit : |F(«)|2 = 1 + 2ax , with a = -.11
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-IHIKDDEK STAXES IH THE Fb REGION*

M. HUYSE, P. DECROCK, P. DENDOOVEN, G. REUSEN, P. VAN DUPPEN, J . WAUTERS

LISOL, K.U.Leuven, C e l e s t i j n e n l a a n 200 D, 3030 Leuven, Belgium

ABSTRACT

The fine structure in the a decay of mass-separated l91».196 I198Po is studied. Only feeding to

the O+ groundstate and Che first excited O+ intruder state in 190,192,19ItPb l s observed. Out

of the a-e-t coincidences between the feeding a and the EO transition, the half life of the O+

intruder state in 190,192,19"»Pb l s measured. The mixing between the Intruder- and groundstate

is deduced.

Introduction

By studying t h e P+/EC and a decay of mass-separated n e u t r o n - d e f i c i e n t Bi and Po n u c l e i , the

spectroscopy group at the Leuven ^sotope Separator On line project collected In recent years an

extensive systenatics of shell-model intruder staes in the Pb region (see fig. 1 and ref. 1-5).

A remarkable similar systematic beha-

viour of the excitation energy of the

intruder-based states as a function of

the neutron number is evident for the

odd Bi, odd Tl, odd-odd Tl and even-

even Pb nuclei. This has led to several

theoretical descriptions (ref. 6-9).

Last year a second generation of expe—

2500-

•Ï1Î200&

O
Û1100&
LLJ

QÏ 500-

0

odd Bi
even-even Pb
odd Tl
odd-odd Tl

N=IOi.
mid shell

N=126
closed shell

100 105 110 115 120 125 130

N

Fig. 1. Systeaatics of the intruder-state excitation

energies. The excitation energy of the O + intruder

states in the even-even Pb nuclei Is divided by two.

References to others work can be found in ref. 5.

riments has been started up at LISOL:

by collecting the a-e-t coincidence

events in the a decay of

19"»,196,198POj i t H a s possible to

deduce the half-life of the O + intruder

states in 190,192,19i»pb. A 1 3 0 t h e

hindrance factor of the o decay to the

intruder state, relative to the a decay

to the ground state, was studied.
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Experimental method

The neutron-deficient isotopes I98Po (1.76m), 196Po (5.5s) and ""Po (0.41s) were produced in the

reaction of 240 MeV 20Ne on 182W (Ta foils were used to degrade the beam to optimal energy). A

stack of three enriched 182H foils (total thickness 2.1 mg/cm2), fabricated at GSI-Darmstadt by

H. Folger, was mounted inside our FEBIAD ion source. More details on the LISOL set-up can be found

in ref. 10. The mass-separated Po beam was implanted on a 30ug/cm2 C foil. For the study of 198Po

and 196Po, this foil was mounted in a wheel that periodically moved the activity to a decay

position in between an a detector (150 mm2 PIPS, 15 keV resolution and an e detector (5 mm thick

NE104 plastic). An a-e coincidence efficiency of 4Z was obtained. For the study of 0.41s m P o the

C foil was surrounded at the implantation station by the a and e detector. The resolution of the

fast timing set-up was 840ps at FHHM.

Result*

Figure 2 shows the a-singles spectrum at mass 196 together with three projections out of the a-e-t

coincidence matrix of mass 196. The high selectivity of the a-e coincidences for the a branch to

the intruder at 769 keV in 192Pb is evident by comparing fig. 2a and 2b. The TAC spectrum of

fig. 2d was gated by the a line Jf 5769 keV in the decay of 196Po to the O2 intruder in
 192Po and

by the EO (769 keV) electrons (see fig. 2c). Although there are only 460 counts in the TAC

spectrum, a precise half-life value for the intruder state in 192Pb of 750±100ps can be obtained

as the TAC spectrum is completely free of random coincidences. Similar results were obtained for

the decay of 198»19"*Po to respectively 19l»Pb and 190Pb. Table I summarizes our results.

19»pb

192Pb

190Pb

E(O+)

keV

930.6(9)

768.5(17)

658(4)

T1/2(0|)

ps

1100+200

75OtIOO

160± 60

eexp<E0>

xl03

1.0+.2

1.7±-2

9 ± 3

e|pu<E0>
xlO3

14.6

14.7

14.8

Hindrance

factor

15.3

8.9

1.7

Table I: Out of the measured half-life values (T1/2(0
+)) the experimental

strength p2 (EO) is determined. By comparing this value with the EO single

particle unit P2J13n(EO) the hindrance factor of the EO transition can be

obtained.
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Fig. 2: Mass 196 spectra: (a) oc-singles

spectrum, (b) "prompt" projection of the

a detector out of the a-e-t coincidence

matrix, (c) electron spectrum gated by

the 5769 keV a line, (d) TAC spectrum

gated by the 5769 keV a line and the

769 keV EO electron line. The result of

the half-l ife f i t i s given as a full

l ine. The energy value of the

a lines are given in keV.
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It is possible to extract out of the EO half-lives the monopole strength. The absolute nuclear

electric-monopole transition probability W(EO) is here:

W(EO)
T1/2(O+)

p2(E0) I Q (Z,k) (D

with p2(EO) the strength parameter, containing the nuclear matrix element and Qj(2,k) the so-

called electronic factors (j represents the electronic shells K, Lj, L 1 1 . . . ) • The Q^, Q^ and Q^

electronic factors are calculated with the method of Kantele (ref. 11). The Q M electronic factor

is calculated out of the Q value by using our experimental K/M EO ratio (ref. 12). The strength

parameter p2(EO) can be compared with the EO single-particle unit proposed by Bohr and Mottelson

(ref. 13).

JSPU 0.5 A
-2/3

(2)

The r a t i o between p 2 and p 2 g i v e s t h e hindrance of the EO t r a n s i t i o n ( s e e t a b l e I ) .
SFU EXP

For 191>Po and 1 9 6 P o i t i s pos s ib l e to o b t a i n out of the a - s i n g l e s spectrum the i n t e n s i t y of the a

branch towards the intruder state, relative to the groundstate to groundstate a decay (see f ig.2a).

As the a branch to the intruder is not vis ible anymore in the a-singles spectrum of 1 9 8Po, the a-e

coincidences have been used to deduce the relative intensity of the a branch to the intruder

state.

With the method of Rasmussen 1^) i t i s now possible to deduce relative hindrance factors, taking

unity for the groundstate to groundstate transition. The results are given in table II . A summary

of our experimental results i s also given in figure 3.

198po

196PO

(keV)

5273±5

5769±5

6194±5

In(O
+-O+)

Z

1.4 10~3

2.2 IO-2

2.4 10"1

H.F. (O+-O+)

2.8±0.5

2.5+0.1

1.1+0.1

Table II: Energy, relative intensity (I (O+-O+) = 100) and hindrance factor

(relative to groundstate-groundstate a decay) of the a branch to the intruder

state in 19",19
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194. 196,

HF= 1.7

6846 5769

19Q
Pb

774
658

198
C T -

6520 5273

2.8

19^
b

1100

15.3

O + _

Po

6185

965
931

194
Pb

Fig. 3. Summary of the experimental results on the decay of 1 9 8i 1 9 6i 1 9 1 |Po.

The energy of the o lines is given In keV, the half-lives In picoseconds

and HF stands for Hindrance Factor.

Discussion

In table I, the experimental monopole strength i s compared with the EO single-particle unit. This

EO single-particle unit i s based on a 50% mixing of two shell-model states. Equation 2 i s in fact

derived from equation 3 with a = b = /1 /2 (see e.g. Kantele in ref. 15).

| + f = 1-96 A-2/3

and a and b the amplitudes of the mixing of the two shell-model states.

| 0+>= -b(j2) 0 + a ( j 2 )
1 1 2

|0+>= a(j2)Q + b ( j 2 ) 0

(3)

(4)

(5)
f 1 2

Equation 3 can then be used to derive from the experimental monopole strength the mixing between

intruder and groundstate (see table I I I ) .

But in the case of the Pb nuclei, w' ere the intruder state Is deformed while the groundstate Is

spherical (set ref. 1) , the EO tr&^sition rate Is strongly dependent on the difference in deforma-

tion of the i n i t i a l and final state. The mixing of the spherical and deformed state i s then

obtained In the following way (see ref. 15 and 16).

I 0+> = -b|sph> + a|def> (6)

I 0+> = a|sph> + bjdef> (7)
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and

pi (8)

4it

Equation 8 can be used to again obtain the mixing between intruder and groundstate, provided the

deformation parameter^ P2>. , of the O + intruder state is known. In reference 4 and 6 we emphasi-

zed the strong resemblance between the bandstructure built upon the intruder state in Pb (a 2p-2h

proton state) and the groundstate band in the Pt nuclei (a 4h proton state). The Pt isotopes with

neutron number greater than 110 are known to be oblately deformed with B = 0.17 (ref. 17). A

similar deformation is expected for the intruder states in Pb, this is confirmed by calculations

of R, Bengtsson and W. Nazarewicz (ref. 9 and 18). The resulting mixing amplitudes together with

the calculated <p> values from W. Nazarewicz (ref. 18) are given in table III.

4 Pb

194

192

190

E(Ot)

keV

931

769

658

a2

0.98

0.97

0.82

96a2b2A

b2

0.02

0.03

0.18

<v>

keV

120

129

254

IPl

0.17

0.175

0.18

T
0.997

0.995

0.98

82>2a2b2

b2

0.003

0.005

0.02

keV

51

52

97

Table III: Mixing of intruder and groundstate [(of = alg.s>+btintr>

and (0$ = -b lg.s> + alintr»] calculated with equation (3) and (8).

The<p> values are from W. Nazarewicz (ref. 18). The mixing matrix

elements <V> are deduced from a two-level mixing calculation.

Large discrepancies in the mixing amplitudes are present between the shell-model and deformed

approach. Calculating the mixing matrix elements <V> out of these amplitudes reveal large values

for the shell model, while the deformed model gives matrix elements that are nore in agreement

with what is found for the 2+ states in Pb: <V> -150 keV (ref. 19), the band mixing In the even Hg

nuclei: < V > ~80 keV (ref. 20) and even Pt nuclei:<V^~200 keV (ref. 21).

Recently, the change in mean square radius 6<,r2> has been measured for the neutron-deficient Pb

nuclei down to mass 190 (ref. 22). The deviation from the droplet model, starting from mass 194

on, was thought to eventually arise from the mixing of the deformed intruder state into the

spherical groundstate (ref. 22). He can use our results to estimate the influence of this mixing.

Taking again the conventions J of> = a|sph> + b}def> for the groundstate

and I tj> = -b/sph> + a|def> for the intruder, the change In the mean

square radius of the groundstate Is then
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= <. of Ir2I 0|> " <f sph|r2| sph> (9)

(10)

By using the 2-parameter formula, commonly used to evaluate laser spectroscopy data (ref. 23)

< r 2 > d e f = < r 2 > s p h ( l + | r ^ ) (12)

expression (11) becomes:

A<r2> = b 2 ^ p 2 < r 2 > s p h (13)

The relative effect on the mean square radius is then:

A< r 2> = JL b2 p2 (14)
< r*> . 4*sph

The effect of the mixing of the intruder and groundstate on the mean square radius of 19"*.192,

190Pb i s , taking the results from the deformed approach in table III , respectively 3 10~3 %,

6 10~3 % and 3 10~2 %. The observed deviation in the laser-spectroscopy data from the droplet

model is roughly of the order of 0.3 % (ref. 22) and thus can not be explained by the mixing of

the deformed intruder state into the spherical groundstate.

As can be seen in table III and fig. 3 a trend of increasing mixing in function of a decreasing

excitation energy of the intruder state is present. This is not only visible in the decreasing

hindrance factor of the EO transition but also in the decreasing hindrance factor of the a decay

towards the intruder state (from 2.8 for I98Po to 1.1 for 1911Po). In the case of the decay of

19"*Po to 190Pb the a branch towards the intruder state is as fast as the a decay to the ground-

state. But we know that the mixing of intruder and groundstate is only 2 %, this means that the

groundstate of 19"*Po must be a mixture of intruder and normal states.

Conclusion

He studied the fine structure of the a decay of 1 9 8 J196J19^p0 by measuring o-e-t coincidences

on mass-separated sources. Only feeding to the first excited O+ intruder state has been observed.

The half i ife of this intruder state In 194J192I190Pb has been measured and by comparing the

transition rate with theoretical estimates It has been possible to deduce the mixing between the

Intruder and groundstate. Although the mixing increases In function of decreasing neutron number

(and thus decreasing excitation energy of the intruder state), the obtained mixing amplitudes can

not explain the deviations of the mean square radii of the involved Pb groundstates from the

droplet-model estimates. The hindrance factors of the a decay to the O+ Intruder state, relative

to the decay to the groundstate, Indicate that, taking Into account the small mixing in the Pb

nuclei, the groundstate of the feeding Po nuclei are considerably mixed up.
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PRODUCTION AHD USE OF RADIOACTIVE IOH BEAMS IH LOUVAIN-LA-NEUVE

P. VAN DUrPEN, P. DENDOOVEN, P. DECROCK, M. HUYSE, G. REUSEN and J. WAUTERS

LISOL, K.U-Leuven, Celéstijnenlaan 200 D, 3030 Leuven, Belgiun

ABSTRACT

Low energy radioactive ion beams are produced at the Leuven Isotope Separator On Line (LISOL)

fac i l i ty in Louvair.-la-Neuve. The beams are used for standard nuclear spectroscopy studies and

for Nuclear Orientation On Line measurements. A project to put a He-jet target system coupled

with a single stage E.CR. ion source on l ine with the mass separator wil l be presented. In

September 1987 an other project was started to accelerate radioactive beams to higher energies.

This will be done by coupling the two exist ing cyclotrons. A beam of 13N will be produced in

the summer of this year.

Introduction

In this contribution we will emphasize on the existing and at present developped f a c i l i t i e s for

production and use of radioactive ion beams a t the 'Cyclone1 cyclotron In Louvain-la-Neuve.

Details on the way the beams are produced a t LISOL as well as an example of spectroscopic resul ts

obtained in the Actinides are presented. A new project to put an He—jet coupled E.CR. source on

line to overcome part of the limitations of the present LISOL set-u? will be presented. Finally,

a project to couple two cyclotrons to produce a 13N beam at higher energy (~7.5MeV) wi l l be

discussed.

The L.I.S.O.L. facility

Yet for more than ten years the 'Leuven Isotope Separator On Line' (L.I.S.O.L.) 1 ) fac i l i ty i s

operational at the 'Cyclone' cyclotron in Louvain-la-Neuve- Radioactive ion beams of elements

around N (Z=7), Kr (Z=36), Sn (Z=50), Pb (Z=82) and Pa (Z=91) have been produced using p, d, a and

heavy ion induced fusion and fission react ions . For ionization we use three different types of ion

sources: a plasma source (FEBIAD) 2 ) , a surface ionization source and the ion guide 3 ) . The

secondary beams were used for nuclear spectroscopy studies (x, y , e~, a and P spectroscopy) and

for nuclear orientation on-line measurements **).

An exanrple of spectroscopic resul ts around Pd (Z=82) obtained with beams produced with the

Febiad source, will be presented in a separate contribution 5 ) . We wil l show the resul ts obtained

around Pa (Z=91) produced in a p(55HeV) induced fusion reaction on a 232Th target that was placed

In the ion guide.
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The He-jet coupled E.C.R. ion source

Although the variety of available ion sources at L.I.S.O.L. is large, we cannot produce beams

of several interesting elements. Because of the chemical processes present in the release, trans-

portation and ionization of the produced activity, refractory elements and isotopes with Tl/2 < 1

sec are not or only with low intensity available at LlSOL. Th.; ion guide would form an alternative

because i t is a very fast system that is chemically unselective. Unfortunately, i t can only be

used for p, d and a induced reactions. This i s due to the fact that on one hand the stopping range

of the recoil products in the He—gas is much larger for heavy ion induced reactions and on the

other hand the plasma density created by a heavy ion beam in He is larger than for p, d or a beams.

This higher plasma density will lower the ion survival time in the He-gas and consequently lower

the total efficiency.

The coupling of a He jet system with an E.C.R. ion source can solve the above mentioned

problems. The He jet technique has proven i t s capability for thermalising the recoil products and

transporting them efficiently to an ion source in a very short time. The main problem was the

coupling of the He jet with an ion source, because of the high gas load.

An Electron Cyclotron Resonance ion source will be able to handle this gasload, since the plasma

density is quite high (-1O11 cm"3). Furthermore, the plasma of an E.C.R. source is cold and

confined in a magnetic bottle reducing the number of atom (ion) wall collisions. This will make i t

possible to ionize refractory elements in an efficient way.

He are currently developing a single stage E.C.R. source for the radioactive ion beam project

(see n° 3). The results obtained with this source will guide us in the design and construction of

the new source.

The Radioactive Ion Beaas project s )

In 1987 a project was started to produce intense radioactive ion beams and to accelerate them

to high energy. Therefore the coupling of a small 30 HeV, 50OuA proton cyclotron with the nain

cyclotron was foreseen. Because of astrophysical interest, a 13N (Tl/2 = 9.96min) beam will be

produced to study the p(13N,y)1If0 reaction.

The 13H activity will be produced via a 13C(p,n)13N reaction. After diffusion out of the

target, the activity will be transported to a single stage E.C.R. source and will be ionized to a

low charge state (I+ , 2*. S+). The beam extracted out of the ion source will be injected into the

main cyclotron and accelerated to the desired energy. After extraction out of the cyclotron, the

beam will be send to a proton target surrounded by BaI detectors to detect the 5.17MeV y-ray of

14O. The different parts involved in the project (13C target, E.C.R. source, beam transport and

acceleration, proton target, detection set up, . . . ) are in their final stage of construction or
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are already under tes t . Assembling everything will be done in april and first beams are expected

in May '89.
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ELECTROPRODUCTION DE Tt+ AU SEUIL SUR LE NUCLEON :

PREMIERS TESTS EXPERIMENTAUX

***

J. BERTHOT, P. BERTIN, L. ELOUADRHIRI, H. FONVIEILLE

(L. P. C. - CCeAmoirt-Fd)

M. GIFFON, P.A.M. GUICHON, S . NAHABETIAN

( I . P . M . - Lyon)

J . P . DIDELEZ, M.A. DUVAL, R. FRASCARIA, E . WARDE

(I.P.W. - Ouay)

G. BARDIN, N. DE BOTTON, V. ESTENNE, G. FOURNIER, J. MARTINO, J. MILLER,

B. SAGHAI, C. SAMOUR, P. VERNIN

IVPhN-HE - Saclay)

A p(e,e'n )n experiment is in progress at the ALS (Saclay) for low energy Ti electroproduction

(60 < p < 110 MeV/c) which should allow the determination of the axial form factor of the nucléon.

Une expérience d'électroproduction de 17 au voisinage du seuil a été entreprise auprès de

l'Accélérateur Linéaire de Saclay. Elle consiste à détecter en coïncidence l'électron diffusé et

le TI produit.

Au voisinage du seuil, la section efficace de ce processus s'exprime, dans le centre de masse,

uniquement en fonction des multipôles d'ondes partielles s et p, elle est alors proportionnelle au

développement suivant :

Ai + A2q + A3q
! IM

où q est l'impulsion du pion dans le centre de masse et les A. sont dépendants des multipôles.

En effectuant des mesures à 3 q différents et en extrapolant à q = 0, on obtient le terme Ai
TT+ TT+

dans lequel apparaissent le multipole transverse E 0 + et le multipSle longitudinal L + :

ko2

où k = (k,ko) désigne la quadri-impulsion du photon virtuel et e son taux de polarisation.

Deux mesures aux angles avant et arrière pour l'électron diffusé permettent de faire varier

e et ainsi d'extraire E0+, puis le facteur de forme axial g.(k
2) du nucléon /2/.

L'expérience couvrira le domaine en k2 de -2 à -5fm~2.

Les premiers tests effectués fin 1988 à k2 = - 2 fm~2 sont actuellement en cours d'analyse.

Six points cinématiques ont été couverts : à e = 0.7 et 0.2 pour q = 40, 70 et 100 MeV/c.

Le nombre d'événements obtenus par point cinématique est d'environ 300. Par exemple, à

k2 = - 2 fm~2, e = 0.7 et q = 70 MeV/c, le rapport du nombre de vrais événements (dans une bande

de 5 nanosecondes) sur celui des coïncidences fortuites est de 1.2 (Voir figure).
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Densité de charge du Plomb : champ moyen et corrélations de Lipkin-Nogami.
L. Bennour1 et P-H. Heenen2

Service de Physique Nucléaire Théorique V.L.B - CP. 229 - 1050 Bruxelles
P. Bonche

Service de Physique Théorique CEN Saclay - 91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex
J. Dobaczewski et H. Flocard

Division de Physique Théorique IPN - BPl - 91406 Orsay

Abstract
Charge densities of 208Pb, 206Pb and 205Tl have been calculated to the HF + BCS

approximation with Skyrme-like interactions. Correlations beyond mean-field are introduced
using the Lipkin-Nogami method of approximate variation after projection on the good
number of particles. Good agreement with the experimental data is obtained.

1 Introduction

Des mesures expérimentales récentes (Fr87) de diffusion d'électrons sur plusieurs isotopes du
plomb et sur quelques noyaux voisins ont permis de déterminer la densité de charge de ces noyaux
avec une précision remarquable. Les densités centrales sont ainsi connues avec une erreur relative
de Tordre du pourcent. La comparaison des densités obtenues pour des noyaux différents par un
nucléon permet de mettre en évidence les effets dus à ce seul nucléon. De tels résultats constituent
un test sévère pour les modèles théoriques. La densité de charge obtenue par la méthode de
Hartree-Fock- Bogoliubov en utilisant l'interaction effective de Gogny Dl (De83) est surestimée
d'environ 20% dans le 208Pb. Dans les modèles à (quasi) particules indépendantes comme HFB,
la densité de charge est dominée jusqu'à des rayons de l'ordre de trois Fermi, par la contribution
des états s et en particulier par l'état 3sl/2 qui est le dernier état proton occupé dans le 208Pb.
Une des conclusions tirée de ces résultats est que toute corrélation au-delà du champ moyen
dépeuplant l'état 3sl/2 conduirait à un meilleur accord avec les données expérimentales. L'effet
d'une depletion de la surface de Fermi sur la densité de charge du plomb a été estimée dans un
modèle à particules indépendantes basé sur le spectre généré par l'interaction Dl (Ja85). Ce
calcul a montré qu'un dépeuplement substantiel, de l'ordre de 30%, de l'état 3sl/2 permettrait
d'arriver à un accord avec l'expérience. Ces résultats ont conduit à interpréter l'ensemble des
données expérimentales obtenues pour les densités de charge des noyaux proches du plomb
208 en terme d'occupation d'états de particules. Cependant, cette surestimation de la densité
centrale pourrait aussi être liée à la forme de la fonction d'onde 3sl/2 obtenue avec Dl. Dans
cette communication, nous présentons les densités de charge du 208Pb et de quelques noyaux
voisins obtenues à l'approximation HF+BCS en utilisant des interactions de type Skyrme. Les
paramétrisations que nous avons utilisées : Skp (Do84) et Skm* (Ba82) donnent des résultats
de qualité similaire à Dl pour l'étude des propriétés de déformations nucléaires dans différentes
régions de la table de masse. Nous présentons également l'effet sur les densités de charge des
corrélations générées par la méthode de Lipkin-Nogami (Li60, No64). Cette méthode consiste à
effectuer (de manière approchée) une variation après projection sur le bon nombre de particules
de fonctions d'onde HF+BCS. Elle permet de maintenir des corrélations d'appariement dans la
fonction d'onde projetée pour des noyaux où un simple calcul HF+BCS les éteindrait. Nous
présentons très succintement la méthode dans le paragraphe 2 et les densités de charge obtenues
pour différents noyaux dans le paragraphe 3.
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2 Méthode
A l'approximation de Lipkin-Nogami, l'énergie de l'état à bon nombre de particules est obtenue
en variant sur des états HF + BCS, le Hamiltonien effectif :

H = H-XiN- X2N
2 (1)

Le multiplicateur de Lagrange Ai est fixé en contraignant l'état HF + BCS a avoir en moyenne
le bon nombre de particules. Le paramètre A2 est lui fixé par une condition proposée par
Lipkin-Nogami :

< BCS I HN2 I BCS > = 0 (2)

On peut montrer que la méthode de projection de Lipkin-Nogami est
équivalente à celle de Kamlah (Ka68) à l'ordre 2 où le paramètre A2 n'est pas varié. La valeur
moyenne d'un opérateur à un corps O dans l'état projeté est obtenue en calculant la valeur
moyenne sur l'état HF + BCS d'un opérateur effectif (Re87,Re89) :

Ô = O - qiN - q2N
2 (3)

où gi et 92 sont donnés par les conditions de Lipkin-Nogami. On peut montrer que cette valeur
moyenne peut être également obtenue en remplaçant les probabilités d'occupation HF + BCS
par des occupations projetées données par :

o ù sic = 2u&Vfc e t Cjfc = 2w | — 1.

Les calculs ont été effectués en utilisant une interaction effective de Skyrme pour le champ
moyen de Hartree- Fock et une force de séniorité pour le champ d'appariement. L'intensité G de
l'appariement a été ajustée de façon à reproduire les gaps de l'étude de Madland et Nix (Ma88).

3 Résultats

Les densités de charge théoriques et expérimentales du 208Pb, du 2 0 6Pb et du 205Tl sont présentées
sur les figures 1 à 2. Les densités théoriques sont calculées avec l'interaction Skm* qui, grâce
à ses bonnes propriétés de surface, reproduit correctement la queue de la densité de charge
expérimentale. Les résultats obtenus avec les trois approximations différentes : HK* pur, HF +
BCS et Lipkin-Nogami sont montrés sur ces figures. Dans ces deux derniers cas, les intensités
d'appariement proton et neutron :

G

conduisent dans la méthode de Lipkin-Nogami à des valeurs du gap de l'ordre de 1 MeV pour les
protons et de 800 KeV pour les neutrons lorsque l'espace variationnel dans lequel les équations
BCS sont résolues inclut 90 états neutrons (jusqu'au 2g7/2) et 62 états protons (jusqu'au 2/5/2).
Le fondamental du 205Tl est construit en bloquant l'occupation de l'état proton 3s l /2 . Les
densités de charge théoriques sont obtenues en convoluant les densités de protons avec un facteur
de forme gaussien d'une largeur de 0.64 / m 2 . Elles sont également corrigées par des termes
incluant la densité de neutrons et la densité de spin électromagnétique (Ma80). La densité
Lipkin-Nogami est calculée à partir des occupations effectives données par la formule (4).
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Sur la figure l.les densités obtenues avec les interactions Dl, Skp et Skm* à l'approximation
HF sont comparées à la densité expérimentale du 208Pb. L'accord est excellent en surface.
Cependant, les densités centrales calculées avec Skm* et Skp sont de 10 à 15% plus proches
des valeurs expérimentales que celles obtenues avec Dl. Ceci indique que le désaccord entre la
densité Dl et l'expérience peut être réduit par des modifications du champ moyen. Dans la suite,
nous ne présenterons que les résultats obtenus avec l'interaction Skm*, celle-ci conduisant à de
meilleurs résultats que Skp pour les trois noyaux étudiés. La figure 2 montre que le même accord
expérience-théorie se retrouve pour le 206Pb et pour Ie205Tl. Le comportement de la densité varie
cependant de façon non négligeable en fonction du nombre de protons et de neutrons. Malgré
leur même nombre de protons, les densités à l'origine du 206Pb et du 208Pb diffèrent notablement.
Cette différence peut être reliée à un effet de polarisation par les neutrons. En effet, les protons
sont plus attirés à la surface dans le 208Pb à cause du plus grand nombre de neutrons et de
la force attractive proton- neutron. Dans le 205Tl, l'absence d'un proton dans l'état 3sl/2 se
traduit par une forte réduction (de l'ordre de 10%) de la densité de charge à l'origine. Dans les
trois noyaux, les corrélations d'appariement réduisent la densité centrale et la rapproche encore
de l'expérience. A l'approximation de HF + BCS, le champ d'appariement n'est non nul que
pour les neutrons du 206Pb et du 205Tl où il est de l'ordre de 700 KeV. Les états 3pl/2 neutrons,
vides à l'approximation HF, ont une occupation de 0.6 et induisent une polarisation des protons.
La densité de charge HF + BCS à l'origine est par conséquent réduite par rapport à la densité
HF. Cette réduction est du même ordre que celle observée entre les densités HF du 208Pb et du
206Pb. Les corrélations introduites par la méthode de Lipkin-Nogami ont peu d'effets sur les
densités de charge. Dans les plombs, l'occupation projetée (4) des états 3sl/2 proton diminue
de 6%. La densité de protons est ainsi réduite de 5% au centre. Cet effet est compensé en partie
par la modification de l'occupation des états neutrons : l'état 3pl/2 neutron est dépeuplé de
5% dans le 208Pb, ce qui conduit à une augmentation de la densité de protons. L'effet total
des corrélations introduites par la méthode de Lipkin-Nogami est pour ces deux raisons très
faible dans le 208Pb. La même compensation ne se retrouve pas dans les deux autres noyaux.
L'occupation de l'état 3pl/2 neutron augmente de quelques pourcents, l'effet de polarisation des
protons par les neutrons se cumule à celui dû au dépeuplement de l'état 3sl/2.

4 Conclusion

Nous avons montré dans cette communication qu'à l'approximation HF, des interactions nucléaires
effectives autres que Dl permettent d'obtenir des densités de charge en bon accord avec les
densités expérimentales. Les corrélations d'appariement introduites par la méthode de Lipkin-
Nogami, bien que très faibles, améliorent encore cet accord. L'état proton 3sl/2 est dépeuplé
de quelques pourcents. Ce dépeuplement induit une depletion de la densité centrale du 206Pb
et du 205Tl. Dans le 208Pb, les effets de polarisation des protons par les neutrons compensent
quasi-totalement cette diminution.
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ABSTRACT

The large scalar and vector mean fields employed in Dirac phenomenology can be reconcil-

ed with those from Dirac IA2, calculations by assuming that in medium, the scalar and vector

mean fields are enhanced by factors of |(mN/n^(p)|
2. This enhancement relies on meson masses

decreasing in medium with increasing density at about the same rate as the nucléon effective mass.

The spin orbit interaction should increase at a somewhat faster rate. The density dependence of

meson masses results in a transformation to an optical potential of increased strength but

slightly decreased radius. This decrease in radius removes a long standing discrepancy between

nuclear densities obtained from electron scattering and those needed to fit proton-nucleus scatter-

ing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Brown et al. and Ainsworth et al. suggested that meson masses, in the nuclear medium

decrease at about the same rate with increasing density as the nucléon effective mass ratio
*

V Such a decrease in the scalar mass has been motivated by calculations in the Nambu-Jona-
(3)

Lasino model . This decrease follows from chiral invariance. The decrease in the p-meson mass,

found empirically , was suggested to come about because of medium effects in the pion cloud of

the p . The situation with the id-meson was not clear. The scaling of vector meson masses with

density does not seem to be required by underlying invariance, but we shall see that empirically

vector meson masses scale in essentially the same way with density as the scalar masses.

In this paper we discuss further empirical evidence for the assumption in nuclear matter

at density p, with central density, p .

V111S - V111V - V 1 0 N - ' ' I p / p ô ( 1}

In ref. 1 this assumption was found to remove the discrepancy between experiment and

impulse approximation calculations for ^+ + C scattering, using an hadronic density for 12C

derived from electron scattering. Here we elaborate on this assumption as applied to relativistic

(Sect. II) and non-relativistic (Sect. Ill) treatments of proton-iucleus scattering.
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II. RELATIVISTIC APPROACHES

Relativistic approaches to nucleon-nucleus scattering in the several hundred MeV region

have been strikingly successful, especially in explaining the detailed behavior of spin observables

such as the analyzing power, A , and the spin rotation function, Q. Remarkable in the early Ohio

State phenomenology™' were the large scalar (S) and vector (V) potentials -300 to -400 MeV and

200 to 300 HeV respectively, which gave good fits to the data. For a time these large interactions

seemed to be supported by microscopic calculations , denoted as IAI, using a relativistic

impulse approximation in which scalar and vector interactions were obtained from free NN scatter-

ing amplitudes.

Later it was realized that the very large scalar and vector interactions in IA1 result-

ed from the (incorrect) use of pseudoscalar coupling for the pion. Without introduction of a-

meson exchange and implementation of chiral invariance, pseudoscalar coupling wreaks havoc with

low energy pion-nucleon and nucleon-nucleon scattering. Even in calculations of the optical-model

potentials, the mean fields get out of hand at lower proton energies.

Tjon and Wallace have made a very complete fit to the NN data using a relativistic

boson exchange model, have implemented pseudovector coupling for the pion, and within this model,

have also worked out off-shell effects (virtual pair terms). The resulting scalar and vector
(8)potentials obtained from a generalized impulse approximation ' (donoted IA2) are substantially

smaller than those of refs. 4 and 5.

Let us ccncentrate on 500 MeV where relativistic effects seem to show up most importantly.

Just in the neighborhood of 320 MeV the sum of the scalar and vector contributions to the real

part of the optical potential nearly vanishes so that the quadratic terms in the relativistic

Schrodinger equivalent potential dominate for the real part. These quadratic terms are absent in

the non-relativistic case. This may explain why relativity is particularly important here. Four
(9)roughly equivalent good phenomenologycal global sets of parameters , I-IV are shown for

40
p + Ca at 500 MeV in Table I along with IAI and IA2 predictions. Volume integrals of the real

scalar and vector fields are given along with those for the imaginary part of the Schrodinger

equivalent potential (omitting Coulomb and Darwin terms), since the imaginary parts of S and V

separately are not well determined1 . Individual values differ by ^ 20 % between these fits,

indicating the ambiguity. Note that the IAI gives results falling in between the extremes I and

II. Fits with the phenomenological parameters, or IAI may be good but a major difficulty in the

theoretical basis for IAI is that ^ 25 % of the scalar and vector mean fields incorrectly come

from the use of the pseudoscalar invariant. It is well known that pseudoscalar irN coupling gives

intolerably large virtual pair contributions to TTN and NN scattering. Chiral invariance, introduc-

ed first as an empirical invariance, rectified this by introducing a-exchange, where the o is a

scalar meson, in such a way as to cancel most of the virtual pair term. This procedure was shown
(8)

to be equivalent , at least at low energies, to going over from pseudoscalar to pseudovector
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coupling.

Thus, although chiral invariance has not been systematically implemented to date, the

IA2 calculation of Tjon and Wallace^7' using pseudovector coupling removes the troubles resulting

from pseudoscalar coupling and is definitely preferable to IAI. The problem is that the IA2 fields

are substantially smaller than those required by the phenomenological global f i t s .

In table I we give the volume integrals of the fields for the different models. The quoted

imaginary part is the Schrodinger equivalent imaginary potential

He suggest here that the Tjon-Wallace IA2 applies to the two body system, but that medium

effects increase the IA2 mean fields up to the global fits shown in Table I. Although the Tjon-

Hallace fields result fron a rather complete calculation, we shall scale them with density by

assuming that this scaling goes as with the mean fields. In the Walecka theory the lat ter are
? 2 2 ? *

g /m and g / m . Assuming the equality of meson and nucléon ma?* ratios, m /m, in the nuclear
* p

medium, as in eqn. 1 we find the mean fields to scale with d=miry *s (mN/m,,) . For example the

global fit I value of S R is obtained from that of the 1A2 by dividing the SR of IA2 by (.76)
2. The

rass ratios so obtained are shown in parenthesis in table I .
*

The tsi,/nL. obtained by such a scaling lie between 0.75 and 0.85 for the real parts, quite112) *
reasonable values . On should remember that the n^/nv, are averaged over the whole Fermi sea
and should therefore be somewhat less than the 0.85 • 0.03 quoteH by Mahaux and collaborators .

In any case, the values of n^/n^ in table I are quite reasonable and support the possibility that

IA2 g-ves the correct csan fields for the two-body problem but that they are increased by (m«/
* 2rn^j Cp)) with increasing density.

Froa the (cL./m.,) given for the global fits, it seems to be essential that both the scalar

and vector real fields of IA2 are increased by abcut the same factor.

Mîîereas the factor should be the sans for that part of the imaginary potential, Up which

arises froa the txa body scattering, nailtiparticle processes might be expected to modify U,.

It can be seen from table I that there is no real systematics in the behavior o* Uj. All

se can say is that the phenonenological U- is somewhat larger than that from the 1A2. It is not

cHear that the icaginary parts of the potential are pinned down by the data^10 '.

The spin-orîsit tern in relativistic ïrean field theory goes as equ.3. As is well known

this is large because S and U are of opposite sign. Furthermore, the enhancement from a small

*ïn ike. Œzlecka ezan ^LsZa iheanij, ronhing icitSi miiij pphitiuz. eneJigg itatu one liai the. relat
mfi - cjj ' S. foce e33eetc.ua sav Ĉ  iwe put into negative, enz/igy itatzi, giving tiie. Ao aoJULeA
nucleiiA Zeap Zzzn, &Â£> 4inp£e mùttioti caùcacsi m^ and. S no ZtmgeJt iwùià liée, e.g., ns.^. 2).
Con&eztientZy, ihz/iz. -es KO contfiMlsXlon. bztwzeii ivwlng an S 0$ Zangz imgnitudz and an mfc/mi,, udilch
cdttcft is not gat ĴÏCSJ unity.
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U = Kr- — — (S-V) (3)
S 0 2mNmN I dr

effective mass, mass, nu. < 0.6 m., in re la t iv is t ic mean f ie ld theory produces a large enough spin-

orbi t spl i t t ing of valence levels to f i t the empirical values. For valence particles, the effective

mass rat io, nuj/nv, - 0.85 + 0.03 determined by Mahatur ' at the Fermi surface of Pb ought to be

about r ight. With this larger value of mN/mN, U50 would not be large enough, but since our mean

fields S and V are increased by the factor (mN/mN) , U50 scales as (mN/mN) . Thus for (mN/mN) =

0.85 we get a factor of 1.63 increase from (mN/mN) , matching well the factor of 1.67 obtained

from Walecka mean f i e l d theory with ITL, = 0.6. I t is well known that the Walecka theory gets much

too small a density of states at the Fermi surface in nuclei, this density being proportional

torn* .

I I I . NON-RELATIVISTIC APPROACHES

a) "Zero-range" approximation

One of the main drawbacks in the use of the non-relativistic impulse approximation (NRIA)

is that the f i t s to the proton-nucleus scattering data require densities that have s l ight ly

smaller radii than of those obtained from electron scattering.

We have performed NRIA calculations for comparison with the proton scattering data from
40Ca and 58Ni at 498 MeV and 208Pb at 318, 498, 650 and 796 MeV. The folding and scattering cal-

culations were performed with the programs ALLWORLD and DUBA70 respectively. The nucléon densities

used in the folding calculations were determined as follows. The proton density, p , was obtained

by unfolding the free proton form factor from the charge density deduced from electron scattering

experiments. The neutron density, p , was computed from the equation :

where p , . denotes the HFB neutron (proton) density of Décharge* . These densities were folded

with the Love-Franey t-matrix to obtain the optical potential which was next used to calculate

tne proton-nucleus scattering. Some "uncorrected" NRIA predictions for cross sections and analyz-

ing powers are shown in Figures 1-2. The results for the cross section show a phase shift and

under predict the data at large 9 for all targets. The analyzing power predictions are not nearly

as good and are poorest for the case of Pb at 498 MeV. These results are consistent with the

fact that the spin observables are not well determined within the NRIA and that the relativistic

treatment is necessary to remove much of the discrepancy.
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Fig. 1a : Unmodified density non-relati-
vist ic impulse approximation (NRIA) pre-
dictions for 20BPb(p,p) elastic scattering
cross sections for Tp = 498 MeV.
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We shall explore here the consequences in the non-relativistic impulse approximation for
* p

proton nucleus scattering of the assumption that the mean fields scale as (m^/m^) where

m*/m = 1 . K n/p as in eqn. (1). In a local density approximation, the free N-N t-matrix is then
NN 2 o

modified by the factor :

F = (1 - Xp (r) / P 0)"
1 (5)

The factor F can be transformed away ' to the extent that the nucléon density can be

represented by a two parameter Fermi (2pF) function. The result is that the optical potential

strength is increased by the factor (1-X) , as we used above for the scalar and vector mean

fields in the relativistic treatment, and the half value radius, R, is replaced by an effective

radius where a is the diffuseness parameter.

R1 = R - Xa (6)

Following this procedure, folding calculations were performed with a reduced effective

density radius R1 for several values of X. This was achieved by "shrinking" the densities P_(n\

obtained above by a percentage equal to Xa/R (assuming a 2pF shape). The optical potentials

obtained via folding were then multiplied by the enhancement factor (1-X) . Also,

X = 3/2 X . , was assumed for both the real and imaginary parts of the potential. The newso centrai

"zero range" calculations for the cross section show an improvement in that they correctly repro-

duce the phase ; however, they also overestimate the cross section at the maxima and underestimate

it at the minima for 6 >̂ 10° (Figures 3-4, dashed curves). There does not appear to be a signifi-

cant improvement in the analyzing power. The values of X n * that give the best fit to the data

are found to be 0.2 for 08Fb at all four energies and 0.3 for 0Ca and 58Ni, where X 5 0 = 3/2

b) "Finite-range" approximation

Since the proton scattering data goes out to large angles (q 1^ 3f~ ), where the cross

section has dropped several orders of magnitude, we shall improve the above treatment. The

enhancement of the optical potential by the factor (1 - Xp(r)/p ) involves the local density

approximation. This is bad for large angle scattering which is sensitive to the details of the

surface region.

Instead, we treat this enhancement factor in linear approximation as a three-body force.

Ue next use the model of ref. 2, in which such a three-body interaction was described as arising

from isobar-hole insertions.
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Fig. 3a : Hodfied density NRIA
calculation for 206Pb at 498 MeV
with zero range (dashed curve) and
f in i te range (solid curve) approximations.
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According to the argument of ref. 2, the typical momentum of the virtual pion in these
2

interactions is such that the virtual pion energy is ̂  2ItÎ C . Ue replace the X-dependent term in

the IA :

6V .(r) = X [ t(r - r,)o2(r4) d
3?, (7)

by

5V.

Xm 2

TIP
O

e

-2m Ir- - r.|
(8)

where r denotes the coordinates of the incident proton, r. and r. represent the target nucléons

involved in scattering, m is the pion mass, p is the central nuclear density and t denotes the

Love-Franey t-matrix . This extra term, 6V ., is added to the potential V . obtained in the

"unconnected" NRIA and the resulting optical potential is then used to calculate the scattering

observables. The results of such finite range calculations are shown in Figs. 3-4 (solid curves).

These show a significant improvement over the previous "zero-range" calculations in both the

phase as well as the magnitude of the cross section. The analyzing power predictions are, however,

not much improved.

The A's that seemed to optimize our fits are somewhat on the small side of those that

would result from the (mu/nU's given in table 1, which would all give X ̂  0.3.

However, other effects, involving the density nonlinearity, such as the coupling to
( 18)collective vibrations and back , will also change the effective radius, as will off-shell

(19)effects in the t-matrix between incident proton and nucleus.

Up until now we have neglected the effect of swelling in the charge distribution of pro-

tons as seen by electron scattering. To the extent that the electromagnetic form factors swell in

the medium, one should employ the swollen ones in unfolding from the measured charge distribution

to obtain the nuclear matter Distributions. However, this effect will be substantially smaller than
* 2

that obtained from the factor (m/m (p)) . It is easy to estimate that for a nucleus of radius

R = 5 fm, unfolding with the full electromagnetic form factor decreases the rms radius by

6R % 0.1 fm (just about the same as R' - R - Xa). The effect of swelling is some fraction, say

20 %, of this. Thus, in principle, our results could be changed by 1^ 20 % by unfolding with the

swollen form factor ; namely our X could be decreased by this amount.

However, more careful estimates including the q-dependence of the meson propagators indi-

cate the effect will be even smaller and probably such as to increase X. The net effect is clearly

small, and we have not endeavored to correct for it in our calculations.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Ue have shown that there is a possible consistency between the large scalar and vector

mean fields found in empirical fits relating to nuclear matter density pQ and the smaller ones

from the Tjon-Wallace IA2, if one assumes the scalar m (p) and vector mJp) effective masses

decrease at about the same rate as the nucléon effective mass m N(p), with increasing density. Our

suggestion explains why IAI, which incorrectly treats pion exchange, can nonetheless do better

than IA2 in fitting scattering data.

The same density dependent meson masses go a long way towards fixing up the long stand-

ing discrepancy between nuclear densities obtained from electron scattering and those needed to

fit proton-nucleus scattering, although other effects related to density nonlinearity and the

off-shell effects in the nucleon-nucleus t-matrix may also enter here.

In this paper we have concentrated on the empirical situation. We believe that our
(20 21)analysis supports the suggestion from calculations ' within chiral invariant models and

(2)estimates from rough calculations which include medium dependent effects that the scalar meson

mass decreases with p at about the same rate as m J p ) . Such an estimatev ' also indicates that

the p-meson mass should decrease at about the same rate. Theoretical constraints on the behavior

of the u-meson mass have not been established, but our comparison here with empirical mean fields
* *

strongly suggests that m must scale with p at essentially the same rate as m . Thus, we believe

that (
With such a scaling of meson masses in medium, we can obtain nearly as large a spin-orbit

interaction as in the reiativistic mean field theory, but with a substantially large nucléon

effective mass m which is consistent with nuclear level spacings.

This work has been supported by the Department of Energy and the Minnesota Supercomputer

Institute.
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Table I

40
Volume integrals of fields for 500 MeV proton scattering by Ca. The numbers given here

3
should be multiplied by he = 197.3 MeV-fm to obtain these integrals in HeV fm . The numbers in

parentheses under the relevant fields are interpreted as empirical ratio of the effective mass to

bare mass of the mesons, as discussed in the text ; e.g., the scalar field of -259 MeV for IA2

divided by (0.76)2 gives the -452 of Global Fit I.

Source(a)

Global Fit I

II

II

IV

Al

SR

-449
(.76)

-361
(.85)

-426
(-78)

-430
(.78)

-390
(.81)

VR
292
(.75)

245
(.82)

280
(.76)

282
(.77)

254
(.80)

UI
-86.1
(.93)

-72.9
(1.01)

-81.9
(.95)

-82.1
(.95)

-80.7
(-96)

IA2 -259 163 -74.1

a) The Global parameters are from Ref. 9. The IAI and IA2 values are from Ref. 8. For the volume

integrals of products such as SRSj, for the global fits, we have used the approximation :

o R I 47rR3 o R o I
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WHAT CAN BE LEARNED FROM A PRECISE MEASUREMENT OF THE

DEUTERON A(q2) STRUCTURE FUNCTION?

Stéphane Platchkov

DPhN-HE CEN Saclay, F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France

ABSTRACT

New accurate measurements of the deuteron A(qZ) structure function for

momentum transfers between 1 and 18 fm~2 are reported. Data are compared to

several representative theoretical predictions. The neutron electric form

factor is inferred from the data and its model dependence is discussed.

The deuteron A(q2) structure function is of particular importance for

the understanding of the two-nucleon system. Existing data reach momentum

transfers as large as 160 fm~2 and serve as a qualitative benchmark for

calculations that include subnucleonic degrees of freedom. Quantitative

interpretation of the data at such high qZ-values is however not yet

possible. Indeed, contributions coming from meson-exchange currents,

relativistic effects and nucléon form factors are poorly known in this

q -domain. Possible quark degrees of freedom are also likely to contribute.

For momentum transfers smaller than 20 fm the situation is different. Meson

exchange currents and relativistic effects can be reliably estimated.

Moreover their contribution is expected to be small. The A(q ) structure

function is therefore mainly sensitive to the nucleon-nucleon potential used

to compute the deuteron wave function and to the neutron electric form

factor. We will show in this contribution that precise measurements of A(q2)

provide a stringent test for present theoretical calculations. We will also

show that below 20 fm and within some assumptions, such data allow to

improve our knowledge of the essentially unknown neutron electric form

factor.

The A(q ) structure function was measured in the past in several

laboratories . Below 20 fm these measurements were not precise enough to
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-60

Q 2 (fm"2)
Fig. 1 Deuteron A(q ) structure function as measured in Refs. 1-5). Data are

displayed as relative deviations from the IA prediction for the
Paris potential.

Q 2 (fm"2)
Fig. 2 Present measurements for A(q2). The different symbols correspond to

measurements at different incident energies. Data are compared
with predictions from Ref.8 (dotted and dash-dotted lines), Ref.9
(solid line) and Ref. 10 (dashed line)
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clearly distinguish between different theoretical predictions. New data with

improved accuracy were taken at the Saclay linear electron accelerator. The

data cover the momentum transfer region between 1 and 18 fm . During the

data taking particular care was devoted to a reduction of all systematic

errors. Detector efficiencies, solid angle, target density and incident

current were carefully determined. The final absolute cross sections have an

overall systematic error of 1.5%. The statistical uncertainty of the data is

1% below 10 fm"2 and increases to 6% at 18 fm"2. The whole data analysis

procedure was checked by measuring the electron-proton elastic cross section

during the same experiment and using the same target cell. The hydrogen data

agree within 1% with the best fit on the world data for the proton charge

and magnetic form factors.

Both new and previous data sets are displayed on Figs 1 and 2. In order

to give better idea of the precision obtained the data are plotted as
7)

relative deviations from the Paris potential prediction computed in impulse

approximation (IA). Our new experiment clearly show that the shape of the

A(q ) structure function can not be explained within the IA alone. In the

region between 3 and 15 fm differences between data and theory of the order

of 107. are observed. Contributions other than the pure IA have been

considered in several recent calculations, also displayed on Fig. 2. The

dotted and dash-dotted lines are predictions based on a coupled channel

model that includes nucléons and isobars outside a boundary radius r and
B

six-quark states inside. The corresponding deuteron wave functions differ by

the values of r which are 0.74 fm and 1.05 fm for the dotted and dash-dotted

curves respectively. These predictions also include meson-exchange current

(MEC) corrections. The dashed line is a result9) for the Paris potential with

one-body relativistic corrections and n-, p- and pity-exchange current

contributions. Both calculations use the same neutron electric form factor Gn

parametrisation of Ref. 5. All three theoretical curves have a shape that

follows the shape of the experimental results. This Improvement is mainly due

to the MEC contribution. The difference in magnitude comes from the different

deuteron wave functions used. Also shown is a claculation10' in which MEC

have been derived within the Skyrme model. This calculation which uses the

Paris potential perfectly agrees with the B(q2) structure function up to 71

fm but fails to explain our data for A(q2) below 20 fm~2. The disagrement

comes mainly from the MEC contribution to the quadrupole form factor: in the

Skyrme model it has a sign opposite to that of conventional calculations.
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60
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Q 2 (fm"2)

Fig.3 Relativistic calculations for A(q2) shown as relative deviations from
the Paris potential prediction. The curves shown are from Ref.ll
(dotted), Ref.12 (dash-dotted), Ref.13(dashed) and Ref.14 (solid).

Q 2 (fm"2)

Fig.4 Ratio between relativistic calculations and their non-relativistic
limits. The curves are from Ref.ll (dooted), Ref.13 (dashed) and Ref.14
(solid).
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Such a comparison shows that in order to draw firm conclusions it is

important to compare, when possible, a calculation with all available

deuteron form factors.

In an isoscalar system like the deuteron, MEC and relativistic effects

are of the same order and should be treated consistently. Comparison with

several relativistic calculations is made on Fig.3. The dotted and the

dash-dotted curve were computed in the frame of the light-front

formal ism11'1Z) and using the Paris potential. The solid curve is a result
13)

obtained by solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation. Finally, the dashed curve

is obtained using the four-component formalism. None of these calculations

is able to explain the data; moreover they predict significantly different

results. Does it mean that we are not able to understand the relativistic

effects in the deuteron?

The answer is no. Indeed, a closer examination of these calculations

shows that the difference between them comes from the use of either different

deuteron wave functions or different parametrisations for the neutron

electric form factor Gn. The efect of the relativistic corrections can be

better isolated by comparing each calculation with the corresponding

non-relativistic limit. Such a comparison (Fig. 4) shows that the

relativistic effects predicted by each of these calculations are all small

and of similar magnitude: they decrease the IA result by some 10% between S

and 20 fm . However, none of these calculations successfully explain the

shape of the A(q ) structure function. That defficiency can be ascribed to

the neglect of the pyir two-body current. Though small, of the order of 5%,

the conribution of this term is negative below 10 fm~2 and positive beyond.

If taken into account, it further improves the agreement with the data. It

follows from that discussion that relativistic corrections and the pyn

current can be estimated with minor uncertainties.

In the absence of neutron target or polarization measurements, the A(q2)

structure function provides one of the possible means for extracting the

neutron electric form factor GJ\ In impulse aproximation, A(q2) depends on Gn

on one hand and on the model for the deuteron wave function on the other

hand. Beyond IA. the largest contribution comes from the relativistic

effects. Fully relativistic calculations also implicitly include the dominant
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Q 2 (fm"2)

2

Fig. 5 Neutron electric form factor derived from A(q ) using the Paris
potential. The solid curve is the best fit to the data for G^.

Q 2 Cfm"2)

Fig. 6 Model dependence of the neutron electric form factor. The curves are
the best fits to the data inferred from the Paris (solid), RSC
(dotted). Argonne V14 (dashed), or Nijmegen (dash-dotted) potentials.
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meson-exchange diagram, i.e. the pair term. The only remaining contribution

is due to the prit current. G" can be inferred from the data using the

following procedure. First experimental values for A(q ) are corrected for

relativistic effects (we have used the calculation of Ref. 13) and for the

pyn contributon (Ref. 9). Second, a model for the deuteron wave function is

used, in order to determine the nucléon isoscalar form factor. Finally G^ is

deduced from the isoscalar form factor by subtracting the proton electric

form factor61 Gp which is well known. Fig. 5 shows the Gn thus obtained when
E E

using the Paris potential. The curve is a f i t to the data using the

parametrization51: Gn = afxrGp(q2)( l+b-r)""1, where ji is the neutron magnetic

moment, T = q2/4b^ and a and b are free parameters. The parameter a f i t s the

slope of Gn near q2 = 0 and allows comparison with results from thermal
E

neutron-electron scattering. The model dependence of the result can be

investigated by using deuteron wave functions derived from other NN

potentials. In addition to Paris, Fig. 6 shows fits to Gn as obtained when

using RSC1S>, Argonne V1416) or Nijmegen17) potentials. All these potentials

fit a large number of nucleon-nucleon observables; they are representative of

our present knowledge of the NN interaction. The parameter a gives further

indications; for Paris and RSC a is consistent with the slope of G measured
E

in thermal neutron scatte

a slope about 50% higher.

18) E

in thermal neutron scattering , while for Argonne V14 and Nijmegen i t gives

In conclusion, the present data for A(q ) provides stringent check for

present theoretical calculations of the deuteron structure functions.

Furhermore, the data can be used to infer the neutron electric form factor

G- Beyond the deuteron wave functions however, such a determination depends

on the degree of confidence we have on the corrections to the impulse

approximation. A real measurement of Gn will require use of polarized

electron beam and either polarized target or detection of the polarization of

the outgoing neutron. Though difficult, such experiments are being prepared

for the next generation of electron accelerators.
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Abstract : we have compared electron and positron elastic scattering cross
2OS 12 -• \

sections on Pb and C for momentum transfer up to 2 fm . These

comparisons show that the corrections for Coulomb distorsions and dispersive

effects, used in the analysis of electron scattering experiments, are

accurate within 2%.

In the last few years, the development of new experimental facilities

for electron scattering allowed to determine the ground state charge

distribution of the nucleus and the transition charge densities to the low

energy excited states with a precision of the order of 1%. With such a level

of precision, it becomes important to know to which extent the approximations

done in the analysis of the electron scattering experiments are valid.

An electron scattered by a nucleus is sensitive to its charge and

magnetisation distributions. The nuclear electromagnetic field, responsible

for the scattering process. Induces also by its Coulomb part a distorsion of
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the incident and outgoing waves.

These Coulomb effects are accounted for by different approximations of

the electron-nucleus interaction. They can even be mathematically treated

without approximation in the case of charge scattering on spin 0 nuclei, by

solving the Dirac equation using the phase shift method. The accuracy of

these different calculatioi.s and models has never been checked

experimentalIy.

One other effect has never been measured yet in elastic electron scattering;

the dispersion effect. It represents the contribution of two photons exchange

diagrams where the nucleus is excited after the first photon exchange and

goes back to its ground state after the second. These dispersive effects are

estimated to contribute for less than 10'/. in the vicinity of the diffraction

minima and even less outside these minima. A previous experiment with

electrons at Nikhef til has shown the existence of these effects around the

first minimum of 1 2C, but didn't allow for a quantitative measure.

In u.der to check the Coulomb and dispersive effects, It is necessary to

p""*form an experiment where the description of the scattering process can be

isolated from the description of the nucleus properties. That is precisely

what makes the comparison of electron and positron scattering such a good

tool to study the electron-nucleus interaction. Electrons and positrons

scattering on the same nucleus see the same nucleonic charge and

magnetisation distribution : any difference in the cross sections will come

only from the interaction itself.

What can we expect to measure in such a comparison ?

First, the Coulomb effects. They have opposite signs for electron and

positron scattering; the electric field accelerates the electrons before

scattering and decelerates them after, so that the momentum transfered to the

nucleus is increased. On the other hand, the positrons are decelerated before

scattering, so that the transfered momentum is decreased : if we compare

alectron and positron cross sections at the same angle on a heavy nucleus

with high atomic number, we will highlight these Coulomb effects.

If we reach a high enough experimental precision, we can even possibly see

second order effects which have opposite signs for electrons and positrons

because of their charge, such as the dispersive effects.

Therefore, the comparison of electron and positron scattering appears to be a
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priviledged test of the electromagnetic interaction. However, It requires a

high intensity positron beam and high resolution spectrometers. The only

Facility in the world fulfilling these requirements is the 700 MeV

Accélérateur Linéaire de Saclay (ALS).

We have undertaken in Saclay absolute measurements of positron and

electron scattering cross sections with C and Pb targets. On that

facility, the positron beam is generated from the electron beam by pair

production on a Tungstène radiator located 60 meters after the injector. The

100 MeV electrons hit the radiator and the positrons produced are accelerated

in the remaining part of the accelerator. In this way, a 5OnA beam of 450 MeV

positrons is delivered to the experimental areas.

We used for the present experiment a C and a Pb target. We chose

these targets because they are spin 0 nuclei whose charge distribution has

been very carefully studied. For the 208Pb, Cc-lomb corrections are much

bigger than for 12C. who^e atomic number is much smaller. The diffraction
12

minima are very deep on C, so we can possibly observe here second order

effects like dispersive effects.

The purpose of the experiment was to compare positron and electron

scattering cross sections with systematic errors lower than 234. In order to

reach that precision, we had to follow a strict experimental procedure :

- we compared positron and electron scattering cross sections of

beams having the same physical properties, i.e. same intensity and same

spatial extension. Indeed, the emittance of the positron beam is 6 times

larger than the emittance of the electron beam used in normal conditions. In

order to compare electron and positron scattering, it is better to compare

beams having similar emittance to minimize systematic errors. We put a 17(im

thick aluminium foil at the end of the accelerator to disperse the electron

beam by multiple scattering.

To measure the emittance of low intensity positron and electron beams, we

designed a secondary electrons monitor giving horizontal and vertical

profiles of the beam nearby the target. We have been able to check that the

positron beam and the electron beam defocalised by the aluminium foil had the

same emittance.
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We have also seen the effect of this defocalisation on the measurements by

comparing electron cross sections with and without the foil.

- Me measured the number of incident electrons and positrons

through 3 different methods, using a Faraday cup, a ferrite toroïd monitor

and using a reference counting rate. Indeed, for average currents on the

target of the order of 10 to 20 nA, the usual charge measurement devices used

in electron scattering with few nA beams reach the limit of their

sensibility. The most reliable system in the normal configuration is a

Faraday cup located behind ii target. It collects all the electrons that are

not scattered and, because f its excellent isolation, all the collected

charges are counted by a current integrator. But, because of the power

dissipated, the Faraday cup has to be cooled by a continuous deslonised water

circulation; this induces a leakage current of the order of magnitude of the

positron current we wanted to measure. However, for thîse very weak currents,

the water cooling can be stopped. After pumping the vxer, we obtained a few

pA leakage current that was measured with an extremely sensitive integrator.

In parallel to the Faraday cup, we jsed two ferrites monitors located ahead

of the target, measuring the current by inductic...

Finally, as a third monitor, we used the second spectrometer of the

experimental room. During the whole experiment, for every measurement, we

counted the number of events in the area of the focal plane corresponding to

quasi-elastically scattered electrons and :itrons.

The different charge monitors showed a very goorî agreement.

- All the measurements were performed for the same incident energy

of the positron beam ( 450 MeV ); the variation of the momentum transfer was

obtained by changing the scattering angle. In order to check the

reproductibility of our results, each high statistics positron run was

preceeded with control measurements -t 4 angles chosen as references. The

same procedure was applied to the electron scattering measurements.

-1 these conditions, the overall systematic error on positron scattering was

around 2%.

We measured electron and positron e stic scattering cross sections on
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208Pb and 12C for 17 momentum transfers between 1 fm"1 and 2 fm-1. These data

are presently being analysed but we can already draw interesting conclusions.

On the figure [1], we represent the absolute positron scattering cross

sections measured on 208Pb as a function of the momentum transfer. We compare

them to theoretical predictions for positron scattering calculated with the

phase shift method, using the 208Pb charge density as measured experimentally

by electron scattering. For the present preliminary data, radiative effects

were corrected for electrons and positrons by using the usual procedure of Mo

and Tsaï [2]. Our experimental results are in excellent agreement with these

predictions. This experiment confirms that the treatment of Coulomb effects

in elastic electron scattering is exact within 254.
12

We also measured with great precision elastic positron scattering on C for

5 momentum transfers between Ï and 1.5 fm"1 (figure [2]). Because the Coulomb

effects are much smaller on this nucleus, any difference from the theory

should be due to dispersive effects. Our results show no significant

deviation from theoretical predictions and they confirm that the dispersive

effects are lower than ZY. outside the diffraction minima.

In conclusion, this experiment shows that the Coulomb effects are well

accounted for in electron scattering and that the dispersive effects are

negligible outside the diffraction minima. It allows us to have great

confidence in the experimental results obtained so far with the

electromagnetic probe in elastic scattering.

In a further analysis, radiative tails for electron and positron scattering

will be compared; such a comparaison will allow us to test radiative effects

as well.
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Abstract:

We assess the solution of the Bohr Hamiltonian for the (triaxial) collective quadrupole

dynamics of medium and heavy nuclei based on microscopic calculations starting from

Skynne type effective nucleon-nucleon interactions. The potential energy surfaces of tri-

axial nuclei are evaluated nearly self-consistently by the expectation value method (EVM)

based upon semiclassical extended Thomas-Fermi density variational calculations. The

inertial tensors are obtained within a selfconsistent (Inglis) cranking model. Numerical

results are presented for the nuclei 74Ge and 110Cd. For the latter nucleus, we demon-

strate the good approximation provided by the EVM to the deformation energies obtained

in fully self-consistent constrained Hartree-Fock calculations. The calculated low-energy

collective spectra are found in good quantitative agreement with the experimental data.

•' Work partially supported by the French-German scientific exchange program 'Procope'
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1. Introduction

For even-even nuclei, the low-energy collective dynamics is predominantly of a quad-

rupole nature [I]. As is well known, the re-quantification of t.he classical Bohr Hamiltonian

[2] represents a "semiquantal" approach to such low-lying collective excitations. Its micro-

scopic foundation relies on the validity of the following set of approximations:

(i) Assumption of the existence of a mean field.

(ii) Reduction of the dynamical behaviour of the many body system to the motion

described by a limited set of suitably chosen collective variables.

(iii) Assumption of the adiabaticity of this collective motion.

(iv) The particular choice of the five components of the quadrupole tensor, describing

the distorted nuclear surface, as the appropriate collective degrees of freedom for the low-

energy excitations of the nuclei under consideration.

Whereas the validity of the above approximation (i) is very likely in view of the

very low collective velocities under consideration, the other approximations (ii-iv) must

be proven a posteriori to be phenomenologically relevant. The adiabaticity of the mo-

tion is, in general, strongly connected with the existence of non-trivial solutions (i.e., with

non-vanishing gap) of the usual BCS equations. For that peculiar reason, and for others

related to significant differences between the vibrational and rotational dynamics of normal

and superfluid matter, a relevant microscopic account of t'.e collective Bohr Hamiltonian

should include pairing correlations at least in some more or less simplified fashion. A con-

venient self-consistent framework for doing so is the adiabatic limit of the time dependent

Hartree-Fock Bogoliubov (ATDHF3) approximation, whose physical content and calcula-

tional gross features have been proposed by Baranger and Vénéroni [3]. Whereas most

of the applications studied in Ref. [3] and subsequent related studies [4] have dealt with

uncorrelated solutions, the authors of Ref. [3] have provided all the necessary ingredients

of a generalization which has recently been assessed in some approximation [5].

It is the purpose of the present note to review an attempt to achieve the most general

(yet, in some aspects simplified) program for a microscopic description of the low-lying

collective spectroscopy of even-even nuclei, based on the mere knowledge of an effective

nucleon-nucleon interaction.
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2. Theoretical framework

The quantal Bohr Hamiltonian is defined in terms of two intrinsic shape variables

(elongation /3 and triaxiality 7) and three Euler angles (determining the orientation of the

intrinsic nuclear frame with respect to the laboratory frame) through seven scalar functions,

namely (in usual notation): a potential energy surface F(Z?, 7), three mass parameters

Bpp (0,7), -B77 (0,7) and Bpy (ft 7), and three moments of inertia Jk (£,7) (with

k=l,2,3 denoting the principal axes in the intrinsic frame). They can be microscopically

obtained within the ATDHFB framework by doubly constrained HF+BCS calculations

yielding solutions depending on some collective parameters g,- and their related (classical)

velocities g,-. The potential energy surface and the adiabatic collective path are defined

through a variatjonal approach under time-even external quadrupole constraining fields.

From such time-even solutions, one computes time-odd cranking operators which therefore

are not guessed a priori, but fully consistent with the choice made for the adiabatic path.

(This feature constitutes an important difference to another microscopic approach [6].) A

second constrained HF+BCS calculation is then performed with both previous time-even

and time-odd constraining fields.

Such a program was carried out for a single (axially symmetric) collective variable,

both without [4] and with pairing correlations [5]. From the results of Ref. [5] it can be

inferred that the Thouless-Valatin [7] selfconsistency corrective terms beyond the pertur-

bative Inglis cranking approach [8], for that part of the inertial parameters which comes

from the normal density, amount to 10% or less. (This result is known [4] to be strongly

dependent on the value of the isoscalar nuclear-matter effective mass whose value, i.e. 0.76

for the SHI force [9] used here, is consistent with experimental isoscalar quadrupole giant

resonance data [10]). In the following we shall therefore restrict ourselves to the Inglis

approach, using a selfconsistent cranking operator, as a reasonable approximation to the

mass parameters.

We attempt here to generalize the above scheme to the full five-dimensional quadrupole

dynamics, including in particular also triaxial collective motion. We use the effective

Skyrme force in the parametrization SHI [9] and include pairing correlations in the BCS

approximation with a seniority force whose strength G is adjusted, in a given region of

nuclei, to roughly reproduce the odd-even binding energy differences.
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We now shall briefly review the expectation value method (EVM) which we use for

obtaining single-particle energies and wave functions which are close approximations to

the fully selfconsistent solutions of constrained HF calculations. The EVM consists [11,12]

in solving once the Schrodinger equation for suitably chosen mean fields of the nucléons,

and in using the resulting single-particle wavefunctions to calculate the expectation value

of the total two-body Hamiltonian containing the chosen effective interaction. For the case

of a Skyrme force which we use here, these mean fields are a central potential, a spin-orbit

potential and a (co-ordinate dependent) effective mass for each kind of nucléons. Whereas

in earlier versions of the EVM, these fields have been parametrized as Woods-Saxon (or

Fermi) functions (chosen either phenomenologically from empirical shell models without

effective mass [11], or such as to fit the results of spherical HF calculations including

effective mass [12]), we obtain here the average mean fields selfconsistently, and using the

same Skyrme force, by the semiclassical extended Thomas-Fermi (ETF) density variational

approach [13].

In this method, the total energy of the nucleus is expressed via the gradient-expanded

ETF functionals, obtained [14,15] via a semiclassical ^-expansion of the density matrix, in

terms of the local densities pn(r) and pp{r) of neutrons and protons, respectively, and their

derivatives. The energy is then minimized in a restricted variational space of the nucléon

densities; for spherical nuclear shapes they are parametrized by [13]

o" (1)

with the condition that their spatial integrals give the correct nucléon numbers N and

Z. For deformed nuclear shapes, we start from a 'generating liquid-drop (LD) surface',

parametrized in terms of the above collective deformation variables /3, 7, and let the actual

nuclear densities vary along the normal to the surface with a profile equivalent to eq. (1)

(where r — Rq is replaced by the normal distance from the corresponding LD surface; see

refs. [13,16] for technical details). For each given deformation (/?,7), the energy is, in

principle, minimized with respect to the density parameters in (1); it has, however, been

shown [13,17] that to a fairly good approximation, these parameters vary very little with

deformation, at least for not too elongated shapes.

As a result of this semiclassical density variational method, one obtains average nuclear

properties (i.e., binding and deformation energies, mean fields and densities) which are very
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close, indeed, to those obtained microscopically in selfconsistently Strutinsky-averaged HF

calculations (see Ref. [18] for a detailed description and discussion of such calculations).

Using the so obtained mean fields in the EVM, one gets thus a very close approximation

to the deformation energies V^/?, 7) (including shell effects) and the single-particle wave

functions and energies, obtained otherwise in a much more time consuming constrained HF

calculation, essentially at the cost of one HF iteration (the time needed for the semiclassical

variational calculation being negligible with respect to the microscopic evaluation of the

single particle states).

An alternative way to include the shell effects on top of the average ETF results - at

least for the total binding and deformation energies - is to compute the Strutinsky energy

shell-corrections [19] from the ETF mean Hamiltonians and to add them to the total ETF

energy. This approach, which is a practical realisation of Strutinsky's original idea to

derive the shell-correction method from HF theory [16,19], has been shown numerically

to work extremely well in reproducing constrained HF energies to within less than one

MeV in the case where the mean HF Hamiltonian was not obtained semiclassically, but

microscopically by using Strutinsky's energy averaging method [19] selfconsistently in the

HF iterations [18]. Some preliminary results of the combined ETF + Strutinsky approach

for spherical nuclei have been reported in Ref. [13]. In Sect. 3 below we shall present

results of both alternative methods of including the shell effects in the variational ETF

deformation energies.

The s.-p. wave functions and energies obtained by the EVM are then also used to

evaluate the moments of inertia J^ and the mass parameters Bpp , Bp1 and U77

microscopically. For the mass parameters corresponding to the qiqj part of the collective

kinetic energy (ç,- and qj being the associated collective coordinates), one gets:

,,„
1V1, + V11U1

where p and v label the static Hartree-Fock single particle states (or their substitute

from the semi-classicaly approximated mean fields) and where pairing factors and quasi-

particle energies are denoted by u,v and e respectively. In eq.(2) the derivation of the one-

body density matrix p defining the adiabatic path is numerically evaluated by a 3-point

method. In our case, where 2 different degrees of freedom are considered, this amounts to

perform 5 static calculations for each local determination of the vibration mass parameters
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characterizing the Bohr Hamiltonian. It is important to note that with our self-consistently

defined cranking operators, we cannot a-priori decide what these operators alleviate in a

more or less satisfactory fashion the numerical burden in one of the following ways. First,

we do not decide a priori what these operators should be, as done in ref.[6]. Moreover, we

do not know beforehand the analytical derivatives with respect to deformation parameters

of ad hoc mean field expressions (which should be helpful since eq.(2) can be cast into the

form of a sum involving such derivatives instead of those of />, see e.g. ref [16]. However ,as

well known (see e.g. ref [4]), for the rotational modes, the associated symmetry allows one

to write explicitely the cranking operator as the angular momentum component on the

rotation axis j a to yield:

^K^-W (3)

Thus, all the ingredients of the collective Bohr Hamiltonian are evaluated microscop-

ically, free of any parameter and nearly selfconsistently from a given effective nucleon-

nucleon interaction in a way which is practically identical to the ATDHFB approximation.

Because of the enormous gain of computational time in the determination of the single

particle states, it is easy to include the full triaxial deformation space even in heavy nuclei,

as shall be demonstrated by the numerical results of Sect. 3.

In what follows, the collective Hamiltonian is quantized according to the Pauli pre-

scription [20]. At this stage, no zero point motion corrections (prior to quantization) are

considered. To find the solutions, one may choose either to approximate the kinetic energy

operators by a finite-difference method (as performed in Ref. [21]), or to project the eigen-

functions onto a correctly symmetrized basis [22]. The latter method has been retained in

the present work. As a typical example, it appears sufficient to expand the calculated O+

states onto 19 basis states. This numerical approach has proven to be both accurate and

economical upon adequately optimizing the parameters of the basis [22]
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3. Numerical results

3.1. Numerical tests of ETF + EVM and ETF + Strutinsky approximations of CHF.

We first present some numerical tests of the expectation value method (EVM). In Fig.

1 the deformation energy of the nucleus 110Cd is shown as a function of the axial quadrupole

deformation parameter /? (i.e., 7 = 0 for positive and 7 = TT/3 for negative values of /?)

in various approximations, all using the Skyrme force SIII [8]. in this figure we compare:

i) results of constrained HF calculations in co-ordinate space [23] and within an axial

harmonic oscillator basis corresponding to 13 major shells, ii) EVM results with 9 and 11

major shells in the harmonic oscillator basis, iii) the average deformation energy obtained

selfconsistently in semiclassical ETF density variational calculations, and iv) the sum of

the previous energy and the Strutinsky shell-correction, evaluated from the spectrum of

the corresponding selfconsistent ETF mean fields (to obtain the single-particle energies,

the mean ETF Hamiltonian has been diagonalized in an oscillator basis with 9 and 11

major shells respectively).

-930

-940

-950

1 I
110

4- Cd

CHF basis 12

ETF + s.c.basis 8
V

\ V I I

EVM basis 10

HF

CHF l a t t i c e

ETF + s. c. basis 10

-0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 P
Fig. 1: Potential energy curves for axial low energy quadrupole motion in various

approaches (see text).
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Various corrections have to be added to these results. The CHF results in coordinate

space suffer from an error in the numerical evaluation of the kinetic energy of about 0.5%

in the total binding energy [24] and thus in the present nucleus to about 4.7 MeV. On the

other hand, the truncation error of the results expanded in the harmonic oscillator basis

with 13 major shells is estimated for A ~ 100 to be about 3 - 5 MeV [25]. Finally, the

ETF density variational method is known to slightly overbind nuclei [H]; the average ETF

energy of medium to heavy nuclei is typically lower than the average HF energy by some

10 - 15 MeV. (The Strutinsky shell-correction energies are practically free of truncation

errors, provided the basis contains 9 major shells or more [14], as is also demonstrated by

the small difference between the two corresponding curves). These corrections explain the

differences in the absolute energies at sphericity, obtained in the various approximations.

As a reference energy at spherical shape, we show by a black circle the result of a spherical

HF calculation in co-ordinate space [8,26] with a very fine mesh (5 points per fm). It is

to be noted incidentally that this result is in good agreement with the experimental value

[27] of 930.763 MeV. As to the deformation dependence of these corrections, they can be

seen to be rather small in all cases, since all the curves are practically parallel.

We see therefore that both the EVM and the Strutinsky shell-correction approach,

based upon selfconsistent ETF calculations for the average Skyrme one-body Hamiltonian,

are practically equivalent in predicting deformation energies in good quantitative agree-

ment with the fully microscopic constrained HF approach. The latter has the disadvantage

of yielding too large binding energies (in absolute value), but the advantage that - as long

as only relative energies, i.e. deformation energy surfaces are concerned - a much smaller

harmonic oscillator basis is sufficient for the calculation of shell-corrections. The EVM has

the (more theoretical) advantage of always yielding energies that are larger, for a given

value for the external constraining operator, than the corresponding CHF energies due to

the Ritz variational principle (which does not hold on the level of the semiclassical den-

sity variational calculations with approximated density functionals). For comparisons of

triaxial deformation energy surfaces V(/3,7), obtained by the ETF + EVM and the CHF

method, we refer to a recent thesis and a forthcoming publication [17].

As a test of the s.p. wave functions obtained by the EVM, in particular their impor-

tance in evaluating mass parameters, we show in Fig. 2 a comparison of the mass parameter

Bpp as a function of /3 (for axial shapes only, as was the case in fig. 1) obtained in the

HF-Cranking (full line) and the EVM-cranking approach (dashed and dash-dotted lines).
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The latter results are shown for two values of the pairing constant G differing by 5%

(dash-dotted line: same value as HF calculation, dotted line: G increased by 5%). This

demonstrates the extreme sensitivity of the mass parameters to the pairing effects (known

since a long time also for moments of inertia). The difference between the HF and the

corresponding EVM curve (full line) reflecting only slight differences in the s.-p. spectra is

roughly of the same magnitude as the one stemming from the uncertainty associated with

the pairing strength. Nevertheless, the oscillatory pattern of the HF mass parameter is

essentially in phase with the EVM one.

0 LLJ I. L.._J_ L_ L _ L . _l_._ L.. I ...L. I ...J
-0.40 -0.30 -0.20 -0.10 0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40

P
Fig. 2: Comparison of axial mass parameters Bm in various theoretical approach

(see text).
'LC3
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To demonstrate the relevance of such a variation in the mass parameters for the final

excitation spectrum obtained after diagonalizing the collective Hamiltonian, we show in

Fig. 3 the lower part of the spectrum of 110Cd (obtained, of course, with the full triaxial

dynamics of the /3,7 plane). The theoretical levels are obtained with the ETF + EVM,

using the two above-mentioned values of the pairing constant (thus corresponding exactly

to the dash-dotted and dashed lines in Fig. 2 for Bfip). Thus the effect of this pairing

variation, even though appearing dramatic on the level of the absolute values of B ^ , is

much smaller for the final collective energy levels, i.e. typically of ~ 100 keV. This allows

us to hint the consequence of the general uncertainty in the pairing coupling constant G

for the collective excitation spectrum. Fig. 3 demonstrates that by a slight rearrangement

of the pairing constant, our approach would easily enable us to reproduce quantitatively

the lower part of the excitation spectrum of the nucleus 110Cd. This is by no means trivial,

since the deformation energy surface of this nucleus is very flat (the nucleus is 'soft' in the

/3,7-plane) - an investigation of the Strutinsky shell-corrections shows that this is a result

of of a rather detailed balance of proton and neutron shell-effects which here are essentially

opposite in phase - and therefore the gross shell structure of the mass parameters plays a

particularly important role for the solutions of the collective Hamiltonian.
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Fig. 3: Spectrum of the 110Cd nucleus.
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3.2. Results for a triaxial nucleus

Let us discuss in full detail now the results of another complete triaxial calculation for

the mediujn heavy nucleus 74Ge whose low energy experimental spectrum is rather well

known [28]. Prom various self-consistent calculations [17,29], it is found to possess a static

minimum which is not axially symmetrical. Here the ingredients of the collective Bohr

Hamiltonian have been evaluated microscopically by the EVM + Inglis Cranking approach

( as discussed above ) upon using the SIII Skyrme interaction. The parametrization in

".•<• for the pairing part is the same as in the Cadmium calculations with constant matrix

elements Gq deduced for each isospin state from Gq = Gaq/{\1 + Nq), with GQP = 16.5

MeV, Gon = 13.5 MeV , where JV, is the number of nucléons with charge q and the

energy cut-off in the BCS treatment is located 5 MeV above the chemical potential. The

results of calculations performed within a 9 major shell triaxial harmonic oscillator basis

•Fig. 4: EVMpotential energy V , Inglis Cranking mass parameters

and moments of inertia Jf1 of the 74Ge nucleus.
, B,-n
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are shown on Fig.4 as traditional contour plots in the (/3,f) sextant. The potential energy

surface exhibits a minimum around 7 = 30 degrees. However this potential is somewhat

less deep than what is obtained in HFB calculations using the Dl force [29], as already

noticed in ref.[17]. This discrepancy might be well due to the use of a different effective

force. Furthermore, the choice of restricted density deformed profiles in the ETF approach

confines ourself exolicitely to pure quadrupole degrees of freedom. As seen on Fig.4, the
moments of inertia exhibit mainly structures that are direct consequences of the relevant

symmetry requirements. A very interesting feature of the Bpp surface is the existence of

a strong maximum about in phase with the assymmetric potential minimum allowing thus

the kinetic and potential parts of the collective Hamiltonian to play a consistent role in

the dynamical treatment. For this parameter, the well marked maximum found at large

deformation for 7 around 45 degrees is related to a superfluid-normal phase transition for

neutrons. This is known to be a spurious consequence of the approximate BCS treatment.

However this appears at a rather large deformation where the collective wave functions are

cancelled anyway by the potential.

MeV

CVJ

I

O
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2+ ____ —
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74Ge

2+Y

Exp. Th.

Fig. 5: Spectrum of the 74Ge nucleus.
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As seen on Fig.5, the theoretical spectrum obtained for the 74Ge nucleus, compares

quantitatively very well with experimental data. In Fig.6, the collective probability densi-

ties in the (/?, 7) plane are presented for the ground band states together with levels of the

quasi- /? and quasi-7 bands. The third O+ band head is also displayed in this figure. One

notices the absence of any modifications of the collective distribution upon increasing the

angular momentum within the first states of the ground band, which corresponds roughly

to a broad peak centered around /3 = 0.25 and 7 = 30 degrees with a rather large dispersion

over the /3,7 sextant. On the other hand, quasi-/9 band states display a doubly peaked

structure consistent with a one-phonon character in the /3 direction. The band head of

the quasi-7 band is similar to what has been obtained for the ground band which is not

too surprising in view of the softness of this nucleus in the 7-direction. The third O+ state

presents as expected a rather rich structure.

Fig. 6: Probability densities for the lowest collective states of the 74Ge nucleus.
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4. Conclusions

Starting from an effective nucleon-nucleon interaction fitted on global nuclear proper-

ties (esssentially saturation properties), one gets a very good account of the low energy col-

lective excitations. The present approach consisted in a simplified version of the ATDHFB

approximation, it has been shown here to be both tractable and reliable, particularly in its

static part which makes a full use of a self-consistent version of the extended Thomas-Fermi

approach. Some approximation in the dynamical part would need to be closely checked.

Clearly, the main direction of improvement would consist in the implementation of a better

treatment of pairing correlations. Work under these lines are currently in progress. It re-

mains that the quantitative agreement obtained in the reproduction of low-energy spectra

for even-even nuclei, allows one now to tackle the broader task of comparing the results of

such calculations for other observables (as moments and transition probabilities) as well

as to couple such collective modes with quasi-particle degrees of freedom in even, odd and

odd-odd nuclei.
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